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Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed Healy Oean Coal Project; Denali Borough, 
Alaska 
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Additional copies or information concerning this .final environmental impact statement (EIS) can be 
obtained from Dr. Earl W. Evans, Environmental Coordinator, Office of Oean Coal Technology, U.S. 
Department of Energy, Pittsburgh Energy Technology Center, P.O. Box 10940, Pittsburgh, PA 15236. 
Telephone: (412) 892-5709. 

ABSTRACT 

DOE has prepared this EIS to assess environmental issues associated with the Healy Oean Coal Project 
(HCCP), a proposed demonstration project that would be cost-shared by DOE and the Alaska Industrial 
Development and Export Authority (a state agency) under the Oean Coal Technology Program. The 
proposed HCCP would demonstrate novel teclmologies using a new 50-MW coal-fired power generating 
facility to be built adjacent to the existing 25-MW Healy Unit No. 1 conventional pulverized-coal unit on 
a site about 4 miles north of the Denali National Parle. and Preserve (DNPP). The HCCP would use 
low-sulfur coal from the Usibelli Coal Mine, Inc., Poker Flats Mine, located about 4 miles north of the 
site. Golikn Valley Electric Associlllion, Inc. is the owner and operator of the existing Unit No. 1, and 
has entered into a power sales agreement for the purchase and distribution of the electricity that would 
be generated by the HCCP. After a 1-year demonstration and testing period, commercial operation of the 
HCCP is anticipated in 1998. The HCCP is intended to demonstrate the combined removal of sulfur 
dioxide (S0:2), nitrogen oxides (N0x), and particulate matter (PM) using innovative combustion and flue 
gas cleanup technologies. The project is expected to generate data sufficient to allow private industry to 
assess the potential for commercial application of these teclmologies. Environmental impacts from 
construction and operation of the HCCP at the proposed site were evaluated and found to be minor for 
most resource areas. However, one concern is the potential impact to air quality and visibility expected 
from HCCP operation as predicted by computer-based models. Maximum concentrations resulting from 
the HCCP for the demonstration case were predicted to use up to 40% of the degradation allowed within 
DNPP and up to 56% of the degradation allowed outside of DNPP. Modeling of cumulative air quality 
impacts during simultaneous operation of the HCCP and Healy Unit No. 1 revealed that the maximum 
close-in concentrations could be as high as 96% of the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) 
because of downwash (downward movement) of the Unit No. 1 stack plume resulting from the presence 
of the new HCCP boiler building. However, mitigation of Unit No. 1 would reduce these 
concentrations; modeling predicts thai the concentrations would tkcrease to 81% of the NAAQS. A 
visible plume from N02 emissions viewed from the valley containing the DNPP Visitor Access Center is 
predicted to occur during less than 1% of the daytitM hours per year. However, a sensitivity analysis of 
the effect of using other assumptions indicated thai a plume could be perceptible as much as 8% of the 
daytime hours per year for the combined operation of Unit No. 1 and the HCCP. Mitigation would 
reduce this latter prediction to 7%' of the daytime hours per year. Further reductions would be 
implemented if visibility impacts occur. Ice bridge formation on the Nenana River near Ferry, Alaska, 
may be affected by HCCP thermal discharge. Although it is expected that the river would continue to 
freeze over at Feny, remnants of the thermal plume reaching Feny could cause a delay in the formation of 
the ice bridge at the beginning of winter and an earlier breakup of the ice sheet in the spring. 



S ocioeconomic impacts are expected during HCCP construction and operation, particularly in the areas of 
housing, education, police and fire protection, and medical services. In addition to the proposed action, 
the EIS considers the no-action alternative and an alternative site located about 4 miles from the proposed 
site. For the no-action alternative, if no new electrical generating facilities were built, impacts would 
remain unchanged from baseline conditions; if a conventional plant were built at Healy, the level of 
impacts would be almost identical to that of the HCCP for most resources, except air quality impacts 
would be greater. At the alternative site, environmental impacts are generally expected to be greater than 
at the proposed site because the proposed site has already been disturbed by the construction and 
operation of Healy Unit No. 1. However, air quality impacts would be less for the alternative site. 

AVAILABILITY 

This .final EIS and the drqft EIS fll'e available for public inspection in the following public reading rooms. 

• U.S . Department of Energy, Freedom of Information Reading Room, Room lE-190, Forrestal 
Building, 1000 Independence Avenue S W, Washington, DC 20 5 8 5 

• Rocky Flats Area Office, c/o Front Range Community College, 3 64 5 West 112th Avenue, 
Westminster, CO 8 00 3 0  

• Alaska Power Administration, 2770 Sherwood Lane, Suite 2B, Juneau, AK 99801 
• Tri-Valley Community S chool Library, P.O. Box 400, Healy, AK 9 9 7 4 3 
• Alaska Resources Library, U.S. Bureau of Land Management, 222 W. Seventh Avenue No. 36, 

Anchorage, AK 99513 
• Fairbanks North S tar  Borough library, 1215 Cowles S treet, Fairbanks, AK 99 7 01 

PUBLIC COMMENTS 

DOE encourages public participation in f:he National Environmental Policy Act process. Accordingly, 
public scoping meetings were held in Healy, Alaska, on October 22, 1990; in Fairbanks, Alaska, on 
October 23, 1990; and in Anchorage, Alaska, on October 24, 1990. Written comments were accepted 
for 30 days,jrom October 5, 1990 until November 5, 1990. In preparing the draft EIS, DOE considered 
both oral and written comments. Public hearings on the draft EIS were held in Healy, Alaska, on 
December 7, 1992; in Fairbanks, Alaska, on December 9, 1992; and in Anchorage, Alaska, on 
December 10, 1992. Written comments on the draft EIS were acceptedjor 60 dllys,jrom November 20, 
1992 until January 20, 1993. In response to several requests, the original deadline of January 5, 1993 
was extended/or 15 days. DOE considered both oral and written comments in preparing thejinal EIS. 

CHANGES FROM THE DRAFT EIS 
This ftnal EIS is divided into two volumes: Volume I contains the text of the EIS and Volume II 
contains the public comments and responses pertaining to the draft EIS. Where responses tiJ comments 
hllve initiated chllnges that appefll' in the text of the EIS, they hllve been so noted in the comment 
response. AU chllnges, including co"ecting typographical errors, making gTtUniTilllieal improvements, 
and further clarifying information in the drqft EIS, hllve been made to improve the usefulness of the 
document to the decision maker and tiJ be responsive to the public. These chllnges fll'e shown in a 
bol4face italics font (as is this paragraph) in Volume I. Because Volume II contains comments and 
responses on the draft EIS, it is printed without a bol4face italics font. 

Changes from the draft EIS 
are shown in a boldface italics font. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This environmental impact statement (EIS) has been prepared by the U.S. Department of Energy 
(DOE), in compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), to assess 
environmental issues associated with the Healy Clean Coal Project (HCCP), a proposed demonstration 
project that would be cost-shared by DOE and the Alaska Industrial Development and Export Authority 
(AIDEA) (a state agency) under the Clean Coal Technology (CCI') Program. The goal of the CCT 
Program, a planned national commitment of nearly $7 billion, is to demonstrate advanced coal utilization 
technologies that are more energy efficient and reliable, and achieve substantial reductions in emissions as 
compared with existing coal technologies. 

The HCCP would demonstrate advanced combustion and scrubber technologies using a new 50-MW 
coal-fired power-generating facility to be built adjacent to the existing 25-MW Healy Unit No. 1 
conventional pulverized coal unit owned and operated by Golden Valley Electric Association, Inc. 
(GVEA), in rural Healy, Alaska (located approximately 80 miles southwest of Fairbanks and 250 miles 
north of Anchorage). The site is situated approximately 4 miles north of the nearest border of Denali 
National Park and Preserve (DNPP) and 8 miles north of the entrance to DNPP. The HCCP would be 
fueled with a blend of low-sulfur coal and waste coal supplied by Usibelli Coal Mine, Inc. (UCM), from 
the Poker Flats Mine located about 4 miles north of the proposed site. GVEA 1uzs entered into a power 
sales agreement for flu! purchase and distribution of the electricity tJuu would be generated by the 
HCCP. Construction of the HCCP is scheduled to begin in 1994 and be completed in late 1996. Mter a 
1-year demonstration and testing period in 1997, commercial operation of the HCCP is anticipated in 
1998. 

The HCCP is intended to demonstrate the combined removal of sulfur dioxide (S02), nitrogen 
oxides (NOx), both of which can contribute to acid rain, and particulate matter (PM) using advanced 
combustion and flue gas cleanup technologies. In doing so, the project would successfully demonstrate 
two promising technologies ready to be commercialized in the 1990s. The project is expected to generate 
sufficient data from design, construction, and operation to allow private industry to assess the potential for 
commercial application of these technologies to new or existing units. AIDEA, the project participant, 
has assembled a team comprised of GVEA; UCM; Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation; Foster 
Wheeler Energy Corporation; 'IRW, Inc.; and Joy Technologies, Inc., to design, build, and operate the 
power plant 

DOE determined that providing cost-shared funding support for this proposed project constitutes a 
major federal action that may significantly affect the human environment Therefore, DOE has prepared 
this EIS to assess potential impacts on the human and the natural environment of the Healy area with 
special emphasis on DNPP. The EIS has been prepared in accordance with Section 102(2)(C) ofNEPA, 
as implemented in regulations promulgated by the President's Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) 
(40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), and as provided in DOE Regulations for compliance with NEPA (10 CFR 
Part 1021). 

The EIS considers the proposed action (funding the demonstration); the no-action alternative (not 
funding the demonstration), including scenarios reasonably expected to result as a consequence of the 
no-action alternative; and an alternative site located about 4 miles north-northwest of the proposed site. 
Other alternatives to the proposed action have been examined and found not to be reasonable alternatives 
under NEPA. 

Potential impacts to air quality, surface water, groundwater, and ecological and socioeconomic 
resources that could result from construction and operation of the proposed HCCP are analyzed. Key 
findings for areas of potential concern are summarized in this docwnent 

Of primary concern are the impacts to air quality and visibility expected from HCCP operation, as 
predicted by analyses based on computer models. For the air quality analysis, generally accepted 
computer models, which are used for establishing compliance with Clean Air Act (CAA) regulatory 
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requirements, were used for analyzing potential impacts within the Healy area (a Class II air quality area) 
and within DNPP (a Class I air quality area where stringent standards have been established by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency). The CAA standards have been used as a gauge for assessing potential 
impacts associated with HCCP air emissions. For the purpose of air quality analysis, two emission rates 
(levels) based on a 100% plant capacity factor were analyzed using the computer models. 'The very low 
emission rates that are the target objectives of the HCCP demonstration were used to establish the 
"demonstration case" (see Sect 4). For the demonstration case, the target emission rates are S02 
emissions of 0.043 lb/MMBtu, NOx emissions of 0.2 lb/MMBtu, and particulate emissions of 0.015 
lb/MMBtu. 'These rates translate to 28 lb/h, 129 lb/h, and 10 lb/h, respectively. The results of the air 
quality computer analysis for the Healy area were compared with the National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards (NAAQS). Using the NAAQS annual average concentration limits for S02, N02, and 
particulates, maximum ambient (at or beyond the facility perimeter) concentrations resulting from the 
combined operation of Healy Unit No. 1 and the HCCP demonstration case are 86%, 67%, and 50% of the 
limits, respectively. Almost all of the modeled concentrations are predicted to occur at the site perimeter 
resulting not from the new HCCP, but from downwash (downward movement) of the existing Unit No. 1 
stack plume caused by the larger and taller HCCP boiler building. This localized effect could be greatly 
reduced by modifying (extending) the Unit No. 1 stack (an action which is beyond DOE's jurisdiction). 
However, to do so may increase concentrations within DNPP. 

NAAQS are used to establish absolute limits for pollutant concentrations in the ambient air, whereas 
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) "increments" have been established to define pennissible 
air quality degradation For analyzing air quality impacts within DNPP, the stringent standards of the 
PSD limits for Class I areas were used to gauge potential impacts of the HCCP at the demonstration case 
emissions. Using the PSD Class I annual average concentration limits for S02, N02, and particulates, 
modeling results for the HCCP demonstration case are maximum concentrations of 9%, 32%, and 2% of 
the PSD Class I limits, respectively. 

The issue of the HCCP's potential to cause visibility impacts within DNPP is of great concern to the 
National Park Service (NPS), a cooperating agency by virtue of its role as Federal Land Manager for the 
DNPP. Air quality and, when weather conditions permit, visibility within DNPP are considered among 
the best anywhere. Visibility impainnent, if any, is expected to take the fonn of a yellowish-brown N02 
plume that would reduce visibility or be noticeable when contrasted against relatively clean air either 
above or below the plume line. For visibility analysis, two computer models and a visibility monitoring 
(photographic) program were used to analyze potential visibility impacts within DNPP. The area of 
detailed study included the far eastern edge of DNPP within the Nenana River Valley. Views from the 
interior of DNPP, including views of Mt McKinley, are not expected to be subject to visibility 
impainnent The results from the computer based modeling predict that for the HCCP demonstration case, 
a visible plume may be perceived by DNPP visitors a totiJl of2 h/year. 'The computer modeling also 
predicts that when the HCCP and Unit No. 1 would operate simultaneously, a visible plume may be 
perceived by visitors 15 h!year. In addition, the computer modeling predicts that during operations of the 
existing Unit No. 1 alone, a visible plume should be perceived 6 h/year. A sensitivity analysis of the 
effect of using other assumptions indicated that a plume could be perceptible as much as 78 hlyear for 
the HCCP demonstration case and 262 hlyear for the simulkzneous operation of the HCCP and Unit 
No. 1. However, there have been oo published sightings from or within DNPP by observers or operating 
camera equipment of a visible plume from Unit No. 1 ,  suggesting that DNPP is not currently 
experiencing a visibility problem caused by Unit No. 1 and that the modeling using the original 
assumptions is conservative (fonns an upper bound of expected impacts). An analysis of regional haze 
reveals that adding HCCP emissions to those from Unit No. 1 increases the estimated number of events 
per year by only one event. A sensitivity analysis of the effect of using other assumptions indicated little 
increase by adding HCCP emissions to those from Unit No. 1, regardless of the assumptions. 
Observations have not attributed regional haze to the eristing Unit No. 1. 

In addition to air quality and visibility modeling and analysis for the HCCP demonstration case, a 
second, higher level of emissions is analyzed This higher emission level equates to the ''permitted case" 
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and "HCCP retrofit case" (see Sect 5). The emission levels are identical for both cases and present the 
upper bounds for emissions which could occur if the HCCP does not achieve its target emission objectives 
and either enters commercial operations at the "permit emission rate" or is retrofitted to more 
conventional combustion technology. For the permitted case, the emission rates used for modeling are 
sen emissions of 0.086 lb/MMBtu, NOx emissions of 0.35 lb/MMBtu, and particulate emissions of 
0.02 lb/MMBtu. This translates to 55 lb/h, 226 lb,lh, and 13 lb/h, respectively (see Sect 5). Again the 
results of air quality computer analysis for the Healy area were compared with the NAAQS. Using the 
NAAQS annual average concentration limits for S02, Nen, and particulates, maximum ambient 
concentrations resulting from the combined operation of Healy Unit No. 1 and the HCCP permitted case 
are 86%, 67%, and 50% of the limits, respectively. These concentrations, which are identical to the 
results for the demonstration case, are predicted to occur at the site perimeter and result not from the new 
HCCP, but from the down wash of the existing Unit No. 1 stack plume caused by the larger and taller 
HCCP boiler building. 

Potential air quality impacts within DNPP for the permitted case emission rates are also analyzed. 
Again, the PSD limits for Oass I areas have been used to gauge potential air quality impacts. Using the 
PSD Class I annual average concentration limits for sen, Nen, and particulates, the permitted case results 
are maximum concentrations of 20%, 56%, and 2% of PSD Oass I limits, respectively. These 
concentrations are higher than the corresponding concentrations for the demonstration case because the 
emission rates are up to a factor of two higher. 

Potential visibility impacts within DNPP at the permitted case emission rates are also analyzed. The 
results from the computer based modeling predict that, for the permitted case, a visible plume may be 
perceived by obseiVers a total of9 h/year. The computer modeling also predicts that when the HCCP 
(permitted case) and Unit No. 1 would operate simultaneously, a visible plume may be perceived by , 
obseiVers 26 h/year. A sensitivity tmalysis of the effect of using other assumptions indicated tlult a 
plunu could be perceptible as much as 240 hlyear for the HCCP permitted case and 329 hlyear for the 
simultaneous operation of Unit No. 1 and the HCCP permitted case. 

In response to NPS concerns that increased emissions from the combined operation of Unit No. 1 
and the HCCP would adversely q[fect DNPP, DOE facilitated negotiations between the project 
JIIUikipant team (AIDEA and GVEA) and the U.S. Department of the Interior (DOl) (the parent 
department of the NPS). These negotiations were successfully concluded and a Memonuulum of 
Agreenunt (Appendix I) was signed by IXJI, DOE, AIDEA, and GVEA on November 9, 1993. 

The cornerstone of the Memorandum of Agreement is the plimned retrofit of Unit No. 1 to reduce 
emissions of NOx and S02. For NOx control, the Agreenunt calls for Unit No. 1 to be retrofitted with 
low-NOx burners after the sttut-up of the HCCP. GVEA has agreed to reduce Unit No. 1 NOx emissions 
by llJiproximately 50%,from 848 tons per year to 429 tons per year. The Agreenunt also requires that 
S02 emissions from Unit No. 1 be reduced by 25%,from 630 tons per year to 472 tom per year, using 
duct injection of sorbent ( e.g.,jlash-calcined material or lime). In addition, GVEA has agreed to 
implenunt administrative controls (reduce Unit No. 1 output) if DNPP experiences any visibility 
impacts. q the HCCP demonstration technology operates as expected, combined NOx and S02 
emissions jrom the Healy site would increase by only about 8%,jrom 1478 tons per year to 1602 tons 
per year, even though electrical generation would increase from the existing 25 MW to 75 MW for the 
two units. If the HCCP demonstration fails to nuet project objectives for air emissions, but lltlllins levels 
allowed by the permit issued by ADEC in March 1993, then the combined emissions from the Healy site 
would be CllJiped under the Agreenunt at 2160 tons per year (i.e., 1439 and 721 tons per year of NOx 
and S02, respectively), about 46% over the emissions for the existing Healy site. These maximum 

, emission levels would be incorporaud as permit conditions. The Agreenunt also requires further 
reductions in combined emissions from the site, if necessary, to protect DNPP from observed plunu 
impacts. 
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Mitigation of Unit No. 1 is expected to reduce cumulative air qruUity imptu:ts resulting from 
simulttmeous operation of the HCCP ll1Ul Unit No. 1. Air dispersion modeling predicts that the tuuu11ll 
S02 concentrations would decrease from 86% (witlwut additional controls on Unit No. 1) to 74% of the 
NAAQS, ll1Ul N02 concentrations would decrease from 67% (without additional controls on Unit No. 1) 
to 29% ojthe NAAQS. 

The results of the visibility modeling indicate that, after the pkmned retrofit of Unit No. 1 1l1Ul  
implementation of the Agreement, there would be very little change from the baseline results predicted 
for the existing Unit No. 1. For the sim.ultaneous operation of the retrojitted Unit No. 1 1l1Ul  the HCCP 
demonstration case, a visible plume is predicted to be perceived 9 h/year (as compared to 15 h/year 
without additional controls on Unit No. 1). For the simultaneous operation ojthe retrofitted Unit No. 1 
ll1Ul the HCCP permitted case, a visible plume is predicted to be perceived 20 h/year (as compared to 
26 h/year without additionlll controls on Unit No. 1). The total number of hours increases slightly from 
the 6 h predicted for the existing Unit No. 1 alone. 

The EIS evaluates impacts of construction and operation of the HCCP on surface water, including 
the Nenana River. Primary impacts to the Nenana River would be caused by the rejection of waste heat to 
the river from the discharge of a once-through cooling system. During the production of electricity, 
power plants need to reject waste heat. During preliminary engineering design, the participant evaluated three different systems for waste heat rejection: ( 1) wet cooling tower, (2) dry (air) cooling tower, and 
(3) a once-through system that would use water directly from the Nenana River. 1he existing Unit No. 1 
uses once-through cooling. A wet cooling tower was found to be not feasible because the subarctic 
climate of central Alaska would present operational problems and a wet cooling tower could adversely 
affect local weather conditions. A dry cooling tower was found to be very expensive because it would be 
much larger than a wet tower and dry towers consume large amounts of power to drive circulation fans. 
The large power requirement of a dry cooling tower would lower the overall plant efficiency. The option 
of a once-through system was selected because with the discharge of cooling water from Healy Unit No. 1 
and the HCCP into the Nenana River, cumulative water temperatures during winter months would be 

below the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC) limit of 55.4 °F at 30 ft 
downstream of the HCCP discharge and beyond. During summer months, cumulative water temperatures 
would be below the limit beyond 50 ft downstream of the HCCP discharge. The state has been asked by 
the project participant to allow a thermal mixing zone of 600 ft for the HCCP to meet the state limit 1he 
Nenana River, at the proposed site, does not support a large population of sport fish; the fish found at the 
proposed site are primarily round whitefish and longnose suckers. However, during the winter, cold 
shock could kill fish acclimated to the wanner temperatures of the once-through cooling system discharge · 

that become deprived of the warmed water if the HCCP would suddenly shut clown. A cross connection 
would be installed between the Healy Unit No. 1 and HCCP discharges to provide the flexibility of 
discharging Unit No. 1 water downstream of the intake basin during summer, and to keep the water 
intakes free of ice during winter if Unit No. 1 is shut down. The cross connection may mitigate cold 
shock mortality by allowing discharge to both outfalls when Unit No. 1 is shut down during winter 
months. 

During the winter, the waste heat rejected by Unit No. 1 's once-through cooling system presently 
prevents the Nenana River from completely freezing over for an approximate distance of 4 miles 
downstream (to the north). It is estimated that during operation of both the proposed HCCP and Unit 
No. 1, the combined thermal discharge would extend the area to about 10 miles downstream. Residents of 
the village of Ferry, which is located about 13 miles downstream of the proposed site, use the frozen river 
as an ice bridge to transport supplies and materials across the Nenana River during the winter. Although 
it is expected that the river would continue to freeze at Ferry, remnants of the thermal plume reaching 
Ferry could cause a delay in the river's freezing at the beginning of winter and an earlier breakup of the 
ice sheet in the spring. 

The EIS analyzes short-term and long-term socioeconomic impacts associated with construction and 
operation of the proposed HCCP, particularly in the areas of housing, education, traffic, police and fire 
protection, and medical services. During HCCP construction, a peak of approximately 300 workers is 
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estimated To help reduce the "boomtown" effect on the Healy area, it is proposed that a temporary 
construction camp would be built at a location about 0.5 miles from the proposed site to house most of the 
worlcers. Longer-term socioeconomic impacts would result from 32 new worlcers expected for HCCP 
operations and from 8 new jobs created at the UCM mine. It is estimated that these new worlcers and their 
families would increase the population of the Healy area by approximately 102 people by 199�1997. 

The no-action alternative would result if DOE does not provide cost-shared ftmding support for the 
HCCP; two reasonably foreseeable scenarios could result First, GVEA could continue to operate Healy 
Unit No. 1 and continue to buy natural-gas-generated electricity from Anchorage utilities without 
building any new generating facilities. No construction activities or changes in operations would occur. 
Coal requirements for the existing plant and electricity generated would remain constant. The impacts 
would remain unchanged from the baseline conditions. 

Second, a conventional coal-fired power plant equivalent in capacity to the proposed project with 
conventional flue gas desulfurization could be built at Healy by the project participants without DOE's 
financial assistance. Best available control teclmology would be used, including dry scrubbers utilizing 
lime to remove sulfur dioxide from the flue gas, low-NOx burners, and a baghouse to remove PM. 1he 
dry scrubbers would generate a solid waste that, along with the PM from the baghouse, would be returned 
to the UCM mine for disposal. 

The level of impacts for this scenario would be almost identical to that of the HCCP for most areas, 
because the resource requirements and discharges are nearly identical, except for air emissions. Surface 
water, groundwater, and ecological and socioeconomic impacts are not expected to change from those in 
the HCCP. 1he amount of coal required for the conventional plant would be about 90% of the coal 
required for the HCCP. However, total mining operations (including coal mined for otMr users) would 
increase at the UCM mine by about 10% for the conventional plant as compared with the HCCP, because 
about 50% of the coal used by the HCCP would be waste coal uncovered during mining for run-of-mine 
coal. Particulate emissions from fugitive dust during mining would be about 10% greater for the 
conventional plant. Operational air emissions are expected to be up to 100% greater for the conventional 
plant (compared with the HCCP demonstration case) because the conventional plant would only be 
required to meet emissions standards existing at the time of construction, while the HCCP is expected to 
generate emissions substantially less than the standards. The conventional plant would be expected to 
generate about 50% less ash following combustion. Fewer trips, involving less ash, would be required to 
return the ash to the UCM mine, although the mine can easily accommodate the greater amount of ash 
disposal from the HCCP. This no-action scenario is similar to the HCCP retrofit case which is analyzed 
in detail as part of the EIS analysis of impacts of commercial operations (see Sect. 5). A summary table 
(Table 2.2.1) that compares the proposed HCCP with the two scenarios of the no-action alternative is 
presented in Sect 2.2.1. 

In addition to the proposed site, the EIS considers, in detail, an alternative site for the HCCP located 
about 4 miles north-northwest of the proposed site. The alternative site is located at the UCM train 
loadout facility which is across the Nenana River from the mine area. The results of the EIS analysis 
indicate that except for air quality, other environmental and socioeconomic impacts would be greater if 
the HCCP were to be constructed and operated at the alternative site. 1be alternative site has been 
disturbed, in part, during the construction of the loadout facility and conveyor system that transfers coal 
across the Nenana River from the mine area However, the alternative site is somewhat isolated and much 
less of an "industrial site" than the area adjacent to the existing Unit No. 1. For example, construction of 
the HCCP at the alternative site would require the site clearing of 37 acres of which 22 ac_res are identified 
as wetlands in the National Wetlands Inventory. Only about 10 acres need to be prepared at the 
proposed site adjacent to Unit No. 1 and no loss of wetlands would occur. Also, during the winter the 
rejection of waste heat from the HCCP into the Nenana River at the alternative site may extend the area of 
ice-free water approximately 1 mile closer to the village of Ferry (2 vs 3 miles). However, cumulative 
thermal effects resulting from the discharge of the HCCP and Unit No. 1 cooling water into the Nenana 
River would not occur at the alternative site. 1be expected maximum elevation in river water temperature 
would be less than that expected at the proposed site because the ambient river temperature would not be 
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elevated by Unit No. 1 thermal discharge. However, cumulative impacts at the proposed site would be 
mitigated by the installation of a cross connection to direct the discharge to either or both outfalls. If the 
HCCP were built at the alternative site about 13 additional worlcers would be required for plant operations 
over the 32 worlcers required at the proposed site because it would no longer be possible to integrate the 
operations of both Unit No. 1 and the HCCP. These additional operational worlcers would be needed for 
control room operations and maintenance. 

Air quality analysis using computer models was performed to analyze the potential impact from air 
emissions if the HCCP was constructed and operated at the alternative site. Using the PSD Class I 
average annual concentration limits for S02, N(h, and particulates, the predicted maximum 
concentrations/or the demonstrlllion case are 4%, 15%, and 1% of the PSD Oass I limits, respectively. 
Because the alternative site is located about 6 miles east of the nearest border of DNPP (and about 8 miles 
north of the DNPP border that is downwind of frequent winds}, while the proposed site is about 4 miles 
north of DNPP, air dispersion modeling has indicated that maximum concentrations of air pollutants 
within DNPP would be reduced for the alternative site as compared with the proposed site. The 
maximum 3-h S02 concentration within DNPP would be reduced from 38% of the PSD limit for the 
proposed site to 23% of the limit for the alternative site. Similarly, the maximum 24-h S(h concentration 
would decrease from 40% of the PSD limit for the proposed site to 25% of the limit for the alternative 
site. The annual N02 concentration would be reduced from 32% of the PSD limit for the proposed site to 
15% of the limit for the alternative site. 

Impacts outside of DNPP would also decrease, except for PM which would increase or remain about 
the same. Cumulative concentrations from the simultaneous operation of the HCCP at the alternative site 
and the existing Unit No. 1 would be reduced from those predicted for the HCCP at the proposed site 
because the new HCCP boiler building would not affect the Unit No. 1 stack plume. The magnitude of 
the reduction is large at the alternative site, although the area affected by downwash of the Unit No. 1 
stack plume at the proposed site is localized (within about 0.5 miles of the site). For example, the 
maximum annual S02 concentration would decrease from 86% of the NAAQS limit for the proposed site 
to only 8% of the limit for the alternative site. Visibility impacts to DNPP from operation of the HCCP at 
the alternative site are expected to be similar to the proposed site. A summary table (Table 2.2.2) that 
compares HCCP impacts expected for the proposed and alternative sites is presented in Sect 2.2.2. 
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1 .  PURPOSE AND NEED FOR THE PROPOSED ACTION 

1 .1 INTRODUCTION 

This environmental impact statement (EIS) has been prepared by the U.S. Department of Energy 

(DOE), in compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969, to evaluate 

environmental issues associated with a proposed clean coal technology demonstration project that would 

be cost-shared by DOE and the Alaska Industrial Developm ent and Export Authority (AIDEA) (a state 

agency) under the Clean Coal Technology (CCT) Program. 

Clean coal technology refers to a new generation of advanced coal utilimtion technologies that 

are environmentaQy cleaner and in many cases more efficient and less costly than conventional 

coal-using processes. These new energy and poQution control systems are the products of years of 

research and development (R&D) in hundreds of government and private laboratories throughout the 

world. The CCT Program's demonstration scale provides that essential step over the threshold between 

R&D and commercial application of these technologies. Clean coal technologies offer the potential for 

a cleaner environment and lower power costs by contributing to the resolution of issues relating to acid 

rain, global climate change, future energy needs, and energy security. The program takes the most 

promising advanced coal-based technologies and moves them into the commercial marketplace through 

demonstration. 

One of the characteristic features of the CCT Program is its reliance on substantial funding from 

sources other than the federal government, in particular, funds provided by the project sponsor. Public 

Law 99-190, the Department of the Interior, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act of 1986,  

introduced and defined cost sharing as  it  was to be implemented in the program. In addition, Congress 

directed that projects in the CCT Program should be industry projects assisted by the government, and not 

government -directed demonstrations. 

In the CCT Program, the project sponsor must .finance at least 50% of the total cost of the 

project. The government assists the project sponsor by sharing in the project's cost, as detailed in a 

cooperative agreement negotiated between the project sponsor and DOE. The government also shares 

in the rewards of successful projects. The sponsor must agree to repay the government's cost 

contribution to ensure that the taxpayer shares in the returns from a successful project. The basis of 

the repayment is negotiated between the sponsor and the government. 

The sponsor takes primary responsibility for the project. During project execution, the 
government oversees project activities, provides technical advice, assesses progress by periodicaUy 
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reviewing project performance with the sponsor, and participates in decision making at major project 

junctures. In this manner, the government ensures that schedules are maintained, costs are controlled, 

project objectives are met, and the government's funds are repaid according to the terms in the 

cooperative agreements. 

Congress has appropriated funding for the CCT Program that is being committed to 

demonstration projects through jive competitive solicitations. The jive solicitations have resulted in a 

combined commitment by the federal government and the private sector of about $6.9 billion. DOE's 

cost share for these projects is roughly $2.4 billion, or approximately 35% of the total. The project 

sponsors (i.e., the nonfederal-government participants) are providing the remainder-about 

$4.5 billion, or approximately 65% of the total estimated cost, which exceeds the 50% share of 

non-DOE funding mandated by Congress. 

Technologies to be demonstrated must be capable of repowering or retrofitting existing facilities. 

Such existing facilities can be designed to use any conventional fuel (e.g., coal, oil, gas) or a new fuel 

form. A new fuel form is one in which coal has been chemically and/or physically altered with the 

objective of mitigating emissions of sulfur dioxide (S�) and/or oxides of nitrogen (NOx). 

Repowering technologies replace a major portion of an existing facility not only to achieve a 

substantial emissions reduction but also to increase facility capacity, extend facility life, improve system 

efficiency, and provide for the use of a new fuel form. Repowering can increase capacity from 

10 to 150% and may be more cost-effective than retiring older units and replacing them with new plants. 

It also offers the opportunity to efficiently and reliably integrate emissions control and power generation 

technologies. Repowering technologies include circulating atmospheric fluidized-bed combustion, 

pressurized fluidized-bed combustion, integrated gasification combined cycle, and integrated gasifier-fuel 

cell. 

Retrofit technologies reduce S� and/or NOx emissions by modifying existing facilities or their 

present feedstocks or by utilizing new fuel forms. Retrofit technologies include advanced coal cleaning, 

advanced combustors, advanced flue gas cleanup, alternative fuels, coal liquefaction, and coal gasification. 

A Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PElS) was published by DOE in November 

1989 (DOE/EIS-0146) in compliance with NEP A to evaluate programmatic environmental issues 

associated with alternatives related to selecting, for cost-shared federal funding, one or more clean coal 

projects proposed by states or the private sector in response to the CCT Program solicitations. 

In September 1988, Congress provided $575 million for the third solicitation (CCT-ll) to DOE for 

cost-shared financial assistance to selected state and industrial participants (Pub. L. 100-446). The 

objectives of the third solicitation are to demonstrate innovative, energy-efficient technologies that would 

be ready to be commercialized in the 1990s and are capable of (1) achieving substantial reductions in the 
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emissions of SOz and NOx from existing facilities to minimize environmental impacts such as 

transboundary and interstate pollution, and (2) providing for future energy needs in an environmentally 

acceptable manner. A Program Opportunity Notice (PON) soliciting proposals was issued by DOE in 

May 1989. In response to the PON, 48 proposals were received in August 1989. 

Of the 48 proposals received, 13 involved flue gas cleanup, 8 involved fluidized-bed combustion, 

and 6 involved advanced combustion technologies. Another 12 proposals would change coal to a new 

fonn of fuel, converting the coal into a cleaner, easier-to-handle fueL Of the remaining proposals, 6 

involved industrial processes, and 3 involved gasification combined cycle. 

DOE's Source Evaluation Board evaluated the proposals submitted in response to the CCT-111 

PON. Additional support was provided by a team of more than 100 technical specilllists. The majority 

of these specilllists were from DOE, but they also included representatives from EPA. In December 

1989, the Source Selection Official was presented with the Source Evaluation Board's findings. On 

December 19, 1989, the Source Selection Official chose 13 proposals as best furthering the goals and 

objectives of the PON. The projects are located in 10 different states and represent a variety of 

coal-based technologies. The Healy Clean Coal Project (HCCP) proposed by AIDEA is one of the 13 

projects selectedfor funding under CCT-111. 

1 .2 PROPOSED ACTION 

The proposed action is the provision of approximately $110 million in cost-shared federal funding 

support (about 48% of the total cost of a�proximately $227 million) for the construction and operation of 

two integrated clean coal technologies to be demonstrated in the HCCP, a new 50-MW coal-fired power 

generating facility at Healy, Alaska. The two teclmologies to be demonstrated are the TRW Applied 

Technologies Division (TRW) entrained combustion system and the Joy Teclmologies, Inc./Niro 

Atomizer (Joy) spray dryer absorber. These teclmologies have been designed to achieve reductions in 

emissions of S(h, NOx. and particulate matter (PM), while being energy efficient technologies capable of 

being used in new facilities or retrofitted to existing units. The technologies would be dependent on each 

other as part of an integrated system. AIDEA conceived, designed, and proposed the HCCP in response 

to the PON soliciting proposals that was issued by DOE in May 1989 (see Sect 1 . 1); DOE's role is 

limited to providing the cost-shared funding for AIDEA's proposed project and, therefore, DOE's 

decision is whether or not to fund the project DOE's limited involvement influences the alternatives 

discussed in the EIS (Sect. 2.2). Furthennore, AIDEA and DOE have different objectives to be attained 

through the HCCP. DOE's objective is to demonstrate the technologies, while AIDEA's objective is to 

promote economic development, in this case by increasing Alaska's coal-fired electrical generating 

capacity. 
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The facility is proposed to be built adjacent to the existing 25-MW Healy Unit No. 1 conventional 

pulverized coal unit owned and operated by Golden Valley Electric Association. Inc. (GVEA), in a rural 
setting along the Nenana River. Coal would be supplied by Usibelli Coal Mine, Inc. (UCM), from its 

open-pit Poker Flats Mine and other reserves, located about 4 miles north of the proposed site. GVEA has 

entered into a power sales agreement for the purchase and distribution of the electricity that would be 

generated by the HCCP. The nearest border of Denali National Park and Preserve (DNPP) is 

approximately 4 miles south of the proposed site. AIDEA, the project participant, has assembled a team 

comprised of GVEA, UCM, Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation (SWEC), Foster Wheeler Energy 

Corporation, 1RW, and Joy to design, build, and operate the power plant AIDEA initially proposed a site 

about 4 miles north of the presently proposed site. The participant subsequently proposed, with DOE 

approval, to move the proposed HCCP 4 miles south to the presently proposed site after AIDEA limited 

the project to a power generation facility because the initially proposed collocated coal-upgrading 

operations were not expected to be economical due to their early stage of development (see Sect. 22.2). 

In response to National Park Service (NPS) concerns that increased emissions from the 

combined operation of Healy Unit No. 1 and the HCCP would adversely affect DNPP (i.e., degradation 

of air quality and visibility, including regional haze), DOE facilitated negotiations between the project 

participant team (AIDEA and GVEA) and the U.S. Department of the Interior (DOl) (the parent 

department of the NPS). These negotiations were successfully concluded and a Memorandum of 

Agreement (Appendix I) was signed by DOl, DOE, AIDEA, and GVEA on November 9, 1993, whereby 

DOl has withdrawn its objections to the proposed project (see Sect. 2.1.3.2). 

1 .3 PURPOSE 

The Oean Air Act (CAA), including the 1990 amendments, mandates that new, and now even 

existing, coal-fired power plants meet stringent emission levels. Having foreseen this mandate, DOE 

established as one of the goals of the ccr Program to demonstrate novel coal utilization technologies that 

not only would help the power industry achieve mandated emission levels, but would result in even 

cleaner plants than presently are required by the CAA and, at the same time, reduce the cost of 

environmental control. As part of this goal, the HCCP was selected to demonstrate the combined removal 

of S{h, NOx. and PM from a new 50-MW coal-fired power plant using a combination of two advanced 

technologies that should emit even less pollution than CAA limits while at the same time producing power 

more efficiently and at less cost. The proposed HCCP is an integrated system for the combustion of coal 

and control of all emissions. The combustor, boiler, dry scrubber, and baghouse are all involved in 

reducing emissions for the proposed demonstration. 

The purpose of the HCCP is to demonstrate the enhanced capability of the TRW combustion 

system for simultaneous NOx and S{h removal, when combined with Joy's back-end S02 absorption 
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equipment, and boiler air staging to maintain emissions at 0.2 lb of NOx and 0.015 lb of PM/million 

British thennal units (MBtu), and at least 90% removal of S(h resulting in emissions of no more than 
0.043 lb/MBtu, while at the same time producing energy more efficiently and at lower operating cost than 

current coal-fired power plants. In so doing, the project is expected to generate data from design, 

construction, and operation sufficient to allow private industry to assess its potential for commercial 

application. 

Although the proposed HCCP is a new plant, the integrated system is also expected to be 

commercialized at existing facilities which are repowered. The TRW advanced combustion technology is 

capable of efficiently burning a low grade of fuel compared with that used in typical coal-fired power 

plants, while at the same time reducing NOx emissions by more than 50% below standards. The 1RW 

advanced combustion technology removes most of the mineral content (ash) of coal during combustion 

before the ash can enter the boiler. It is presently planned that the TRW combustion technology would 

bum a blend of at least 50% waste coal (low-grade coal or overburden-contaminated coal), which is high 

in moisture and ash content. Furthermore, 100% waste coal may also be tested and utilized by the HCCP. 

This ability of the 1RW combustion technology to use low-grade fuel reduces the amount of new coal to 

be mined and at the same time greatly reduces the fuel cost over a conventional coal-fired power plant 

designed to bum the standard run-of-mine coal. In addition, the TRW combustion technology would be 

used to produce the reagent needed for the dry scrubber system. 

Commercial dry scrubber units use highly reactive lime as the reagent for S(h removal. Lime, 

which is produced from limestone by heating in a kiln, is up to and sometimes more than five times the 

cost of raw limestone. For the HCCP, the required highly reactive reagent would be produced from 

limestone injected into the center of the TRW combustion system. The high heat of combustion would 

''flash calcine" the limestone and produce the required scrubber reagent During the fonnation of this 

"flash calcined material" (FCM), some S02 would be captured in the boiler. The FCM would be carried 

through the boiler and collected in the HCCP baghouse filters. The FCM removed from the filters would 

be recycled back to the Joy Spray Dryer Absorber (dry scrubber unit) as the reagent for S(h removal In 

addition, before the recycled FCM is used as the reagent, the HCCP would demonstrate heating and 

grinding processes that should increase the reactivity of the FCM even more, thereby reducing the amount 

of scrubber reagent required. The use of raw limestone and the activation processes would greatly reduce 

the operational cost of the HCCP dry scrubber unit. 

The proposed HCCP demonstration is a scale-up of the TRW combustion technology to full utility 

size as the next step towards commercialization of this technology. The Joy dry scrubber technology is 

commercial technology when used with lime as the reagent for sulfur capture. The HCCP would 

demonstrate that the Joy scrubber technology can utilize a reagent created by the HCCP and further 

demonstrate technology to increase the reactivity of the reagent. 
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1 .4 NEED 

The need for the HCCP is twofold. First, it plays an important part in fulfilling the Congressional 

policy of demonstrating environmentally sound technologies for the utilization of coal. Second, it 

provides electricity for GVEA 's service area, thereby encouraging economic development. The Alaska 

Public Utilities Commission (APUC) has approved the power sales agreement between AIDEA and 

GVEA, which in tum was based upon documentation of additional loadjorecastsjor GVEA electrical 

power and replacement of aging generation. Although DOE feels that the need for the project may be 

justified on either basis, its reason for selecting the HCCP is notjor power production or meeting local 

or regional demands for electricity; rather, its reason for selecting the project is to demonstrate 

innovative, coal-based technology. 

1.4. 1 DOE's Need 

The goal of the Clean Coal Technology Program as established by Congress is to make available 

to the U.S. energy marketplace advanced and environmentally responsive technologies that wiU help 

alkviate pollution problems from coal utilization. DOE selected the HCCP to demonstrate advanced 

combustion and scrubber technologies using a new 50-MW coal-fired power-generating facility. The 

HCCP is the only project offered in response to the CCT Program solicitations that proposes to 

demonstrate this combination of technologies. 

Solutions to a number of key energy issues are directly dependent upon the degree to which coal 

can be considered an available energy option. These issues include (1) long-range requirements for 

increased power demand, (2) need for energy security, and (3) increased competitiveness in the 

international marketplace. 

Almost 50% of the current inventory of electrical generating capacity in the United States will be 

over 30 years old by 1997. The need to replace or refurbish this capacity, plus adding new capacity to 

keep pace with the rising demand for electricity, means that a major investment in electrical generation 

capacity should begin by the mid- 1990s. Better technologies must be available for use on a commercial 

basis before the year 2000 to avoid the economic and environmental penalties associated with continued 

investments in only the currently available commercial technologies. 

The abundance of coal makes it one of the nation's most important strategic resources in building. a 

more secure energy future. Coal can be one of the country's most useful energy sources well into the 

twenty-first century and beyond. With current prices and technology, U.S. recoverable reserves of coal 

could supply the nation's coal consumption at current rates for nearly 300 years. However, if coal is to 

reach its full potential and be both environmentally acceptable and economically competitive, an 

expanded slate of advanced clean coal technologies must be developed to provide substantially improved 

options that are superior to today's choices. 
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New teclmology is a major factor in enhancing prospects of exporting coal utilization teclmologies 

to other nations. Such teclmologies may provide the single most important advantage that the United 

States could have in the global competition for new markets. The ability to show a prospective overseas 

customer an actual operating facility running on U.S. coal, rather than just a drawing-board concept or an 

engineering prototype, is expected to be a persuasive inducement It easily could be the advantage that 

will sway overseas consumers to buy an American package of coal and the proven clean coal teclmologies 

to bum it cleanly and effectively. The opportunity is consistent with and recognizes the increasing 

demand for safe, effective teclmology that does not impose further burdens on environmental quality. 1be 
development of advanced clean coal teclmologies will also satisfy the demand for lower cost, more highly 

efficient energy concepts that will not reverse the recent gains in economic growth by imposing new costs 

on consumers. 

While substantial deposits of coal exist as a resource suitable for and capable of resolving the 

critical near-term and long-range energy issues, a number of obstacles exist that not only limit its general 

availability but also act as a barrier to its increased use. These impediments include (1) concerns about 

environmental issues, such as acid deposition, global warming, and solid waste (see the PElS for further 

discussion); (2) availability of the teclmology; and (3) performance of the teclmology. Since the early 

1970s, DOE and its predecessor organizations have pursued a broadly based coal research and 

development program directed toward increasing the nation's opportunities to use its most abundant fossil 

energy resource while improving environmental quality. Tills research and development program 

contains long-term, high-risk activities that support the development of innovative concepts for a wide 

variety of coal technologies through the proof-of-concept stage. 

However, the availability of a teclmology at the proof-of-concept stage is not sufficient to ensure its 

continued development and subsequent commercialization. Before any technology can be seriously 

considered for commercialization, it must be demonstrated. The risk associated with teclmology 

demonstration is, in general, too high for the private sector to assume in the absence of strong economic 

incentives or legal requirements. The implementation of a technology demonstration program has been 

endorsed by the President, Congress, and the private sector as a way to accelerate the development of 

technology to meet near-term energy and environmental goals, to reduce risk to an acceptable level, and to 

provide the incentives required for continued activity in innovative research and development directed at 

providing solutions to long-range energy supply problems. 

A key element in enabling coal to realize its potential in the nation's energy future is to improve the 

technical performance of coal utilization and conversion technologies. Technical performance is 

measured in terms of efficiency, reliability, flexibility, and emissions reductions. The CCT Program 
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presents the opportunity to demonStrate improved technical performance, which can lead to substantial 

reductions in the cost of using coal. The technical improvements demonstrated under the program will 
allow an effective response to the changing energy markets and a resolution of the conflict between the 

expanded use of coal and the environmental concerns of such use at the lowest possible cost 

The HCCP was selected in the third solicitation as one of the 13 projects that would best further the 

goals of the CCI' Program taking into consideration the evaluation criteria and relevant program policy 

factors. Program policy factors are factors which the Source Selection Official may use to select a 

range of projects that would best serve program objectives. The following program policy factors were 

, among those considered: (1) the desirability of selecting projects that collectively represent a diversity of 

methods, technical approaches, and applications, and (2) the desirability of selecting projects that 

collectively utilize a broad range of U.S. coals and are in locations which represent diversity of 

environment, health, safety, and socioeconomics; regulatory, and climatic conditions. The word 

"collectively" is meant to include projects selected in the the third solicitation and prior Clean Coal 

solicitations, as well as other ongoing demonstrations in the United States. 

Ultimately, this clean coal technology is expected to be used commercially in a wide range of 

applications. The potential market includes any size utility or industrial boiler in new and retrofit uses. 

The resulting nationwide emissions reductions (if the combustor penetrates its potential market) are 

discussed in the PElS for the CCT Program. 

1.4.2 AIDEA 's and GVEA 's Need 

AIDEA was formed in 1967 by the Alaska state legislature through the governing statute 

AS 44.88 with the purpose of creating jobs and promoting economic prosperity in Alaska. AIDEA is a 

public corporation that provides various means ojjinancingjor industrial, manufacturing, and other 

business enterprises to further the overaU goal of developing and diversifying the state's economic base 

and providing employment for Alaskans. AIDEA encourages economic development by providing 

capital at a reasonable cost for Alaskan businesses. AIDEA has historically accomplished its purpose by 

acting as a secondary market for financial institutions and by providing loan guarantees for small 

business loans secured through financial institutions. AIDEA makes no direct loans, but rather 

purchasesjromjinancial institutions a portion of a loan financed through the sale of bonds or from 

internal assets. With the establishment of the Development Finance Program in 1987, AIDEA can also 

promote private sector employment through infrastructure and resource development projects owned by 

AIDEA. Typically, AIDEA will lease these projects to a private sector user for operation. Activity under 

the Development Finance Program has rapidly expanded, and today AIDEA has projects that have 

been developed or are being developed across Alaska that include port developments and fueling 
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facilities to support the fishing industry and resource export operations, maintenance facilities for large 

aircraft, and power generation facilities. AIDEA is governed by a board consisting of the state 

commissioners of the Departments of Revenue and Commerce, one other commissioner, and two public 

sector members. 

The need for and economics of electrical generation were considered by the APUC. In 

determining whether servke from HCCP is required, the APUC relied on two planning documents 

prepared by the consulting jirm ofCH2M HiBfor GVEA-a Power Requirements Study (PRS) (GVEA 

1991a) and an l�Wgraled Resource Plan (IRP) (GVEA 1991b). Utilizing high, medium, and low 

scenarios, the PRS forecast GVEA 's load growth under a variety of assumptions regarding the economy 

in Alaska and the Fairbanks area. The IRP analyzed a number of alternative means under which 

GVEA could meet � predicted load growth. 

The IRP considered the HCCP, as weU as supply- and demand-side resource alternatlves. Among 

the supply-side alternatives considered in the IRP were continued GVEA energy purchases from 

Anchorage-area utilities, a conventional coal jacUity, gas turbines, and transmission Une upgrades. 

Various alternative technologies, such as wind, solar, and waste-to-energy, were considered in the IRP 

and dismissed because of serious questions about their viabUity tn the F airban1cs area. On demand-side 

programs, the IRP considered both residential and commercial energy eJjiciency programs 

(conservation). 

AIDEA's application for a Certijicale of Public Convenience (CPC) was considered by the APUC 

under Alaska law, which precludes a utility from providing service without first oblllining a certijkale 

from the APUC. To obtain a certijkale, the applicant must show that it is .fit, willing, and able to 

provide the utility service for which the certificate is applied for and that the service is required for 

public convenience and necessity. The APUC concluded that AIDEA had made the required showings. 

AIDEA proposed the project next to the existing plant to 11Ulke use of some of the common facilities. 

The APUC concluded, consistent with the IRP, that HCCP represents the lowest-cost alternative 

for GVEA to meet its load growth. On September 3, 1992, the APUC issued a CPC to AJDEAfor the 

HCCP. The APUC also approved a power sales agreement under which GVEA wUl purchase the output 

of HCCP from AIDEA. This decision was issued after a public process that included 3 days of hearings 

at which the testimony oj20 witnesses was presented for APUC consideration. The Commission noted 

that GVEA's loadforecastsjustify the need for the contract, and that the contract represents the most 

feasible way for GVEA to meet its forecasted loads. The Commission also concluded that the terms of 

the power sales agreement are just and reasonable, providing an adequate retum to AIDEA and 

offering the least-cost option to GVEA. IXJE has independently reviewed the APUC conclusions and 

finds them reasonable. 
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1 .5 NATIONAL E NVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT STRATEGY 

An overall strategy for compliance with NEP A was developed for the ccr Program, consistent 

with the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) NEPA regulations and DOE regulations for 

compliance with NEPA, that includes consideration of both programmatic and project-specific 

environmental impacts during and after the process of selecting a project This strategy is called tiering 

(40 CFR Part 1508.28), which refers to the coverage of general matters in a broader EIS (e.g., for the 

ccr Program) with subsequent narrower statements or environmental analyses incorporating by 

reference the general discussions and concentrating solely on the issues specific to the statement prepared 

subsequently. Tiering eliminates repetitive discussions of the same issues and focuses on the actual issues 

ripe for decision at each level of environmental review. 

The DOE strategy has three principal elements. The first element involved preparation of a 

comprehensive PElS for the CCf Program, published in November 1989 (DOE/EIS-0146), to address the 

potential environmental consequences of widespread commercialization of each of 22 successfully 

demonstrated clean coal teclmologies in the year 2010. The PElS evaluated ( 1) a no-action alternative, 

which assumed that the CCT Program was not continued and that conventional coal-fired teclmologies 

with flue gas desulfurization controls would continue to be used for new plants or as replacements for 

existing plants that are retired or refurnished, and (2) a proposed action, which assumed that ccr 
Program projects were selected for funding and that successfully demonstrated technologies undergo 

widespread commercialization by 2010. 

The second element involved preparation of a preselection, project-specific environmental review 

of the HCCP based on project-specific environmental data and analyses that the offeror supplied to DOE 

as part of the proposal. The review contained discussions of the site-specific environmental, health, 

safety, and socioeconomic issues associated with the project for the use of DOE selection officials. The 
review analyzed the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed and alternative sites and/or processes 

reasonably available to the offeror. Because this review contains proprietary data supplied by the offeror, 

it is not made publicly available. 

The third element consists of preparing site-specific NEP A documents for each selected project. 

For the HCCP, DOE determined that an EIS should be prepared to address project-specific concerns. As 

part of the overall NEP A strategy for the CCT Program, this EIS draws upon the PElS and preselection 

environmental reviews that have already analyzed many alternatives and scenarios (e.g., alternative 

technologies and sites). 

DOE detennined that providing cost-shared funding support for the proposed HCCP constitutes a 

major federal action that may significantly affect the quality of the human environment Therefore, DOE 

has prepared this EIS to assess the potential impacts on the human and natural environment of the 

proposed action and reasonable alternatives. Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) was selected to 
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assist DOE in the preparation of the EIS and supporting documents for the HCCP. ORNL has utilized 

infonnation provided by DOE, other federal agencies, the project participants and contractors, and others. 

In particular, Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation prepared an Environmental Infonnation Volume 

(EIV) for the project participants that ORNL has used as a basis to independently assess the issues and 

prepare the EIS. DOE is responsible for the scope and content of the EIS and supporting documents and 

has provided direction to ORNL and all participants, as appropriate, in the preparation of these 

documents. The EIS has been prepared in accordance with Sect 102(2)(C) ofNEPA, as implemented 

under regulations promulgated by the CEQ (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508) and as provided in DOE 

regulations for compliance with NEPA (10 CFR Part 1021). 

A Notice of Intent (NOI) to prepare the EIS and hold public scoping meetings was published by 

DOE in the Federal Register on October 5, 1990 (55 FR 40912-40914). The NOI invited comments and 

suggestions on the proposed scope of the EIS, including environmental issues and alternatives, and invited 

participation in the NEPA process. The NOI also was printed in the "Legal Notices" section of 

Anchorage and Fairbanks newspapers, and the NOI and a DOE press release to announce the scoping 

meetings were sent to 35 publications, radio stations, and television stations in Alaska. The NOI was sent 

to federal and state agencies, Native American corporations, and environmental groups for their 

infonnation and comments on the proposed project. 

Publication of the NOI initiated the EIS process with a public scoping period The scoping process 

involves soliciting public input to ensure that significant issues are identified early and properly studied, 

issues of little significance do not consume time and effort, the EIS is thorough and balanced, and delays 

occasioned by an inadequate EIS are avoided ( 40 CFR Part 1501 .  7). DOE held scoping meetings in 

Healy, Alaska, on October 22, 1990; in Fairbanks, Alaska, on October 23, 1990; and in Anchorage, 

Alaska, on October 24, 1990. The public was invited to provide oral comments at the scoping meetings 

and to submit additional comments in writing to DOE by the close of the EIS scoping period on 

November 5, 1990. DOE received responses from 31  members of the public, interested groups, and 

federal, state, and local officials: 23 presented testimony and 8 submitted correspondence. The responses 

contained I l l  scoping comments that assisted in identifying significant issues to be analyzed in depth in 

the EIS as well as those issues that are not significant or have been evaluated and dismissed from further 

consideration in the EIS. Following the scoping process, an EIS Implementation Plan (DOE 1991) was 

developed to define the scope and provide further guidance for preparing the EIS, and is available for 

public inspection in the public reading rooms listed on the cover sheet. 

In response to the NOI, four federal agencies came forward to request cooperating agency status. 

The U.S. Department of Agriculture, Rural Electrification Administration (REA) requested cooperating 

agency status in December 1990. DOE granted this status in February 199 1  because of REA's 

jurisdiction over transmission and power purchases. The U.S. Department of the Army, U.S. Army 
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Engineer District, Alaska [Corps of Engineers (COE)] requested cooperating agency status in June 1991.  

DOE granted this status in August 1991 because of the agency's pennitting responsibilities for waters of 

the United States, including wetlands, under the Oean Water Act (CW A). The U.S. Department of 

Interior, National Park Setvice (NPS), Alaska Regional Office requested cooperating agency status in 

November 1990. DOE granted this status in December 1990 because of its expertise in air quality and 

visibility issues and because NPS is the Federal Land Manager (FLM) of DNPP. The U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA), Region 10, requested cooperating agency starus in November 1990. DOE 

granted this status in January 1991 because of EPA's jurisdiction over the National Pollution Discharge 

Elimination System (NPDES) pennit program under the CW A; oil spill prevention, control and 

countermeasure plans for oil storage facilities; and over the generation, transportation, storage, treatmen� 

or disposal of hazardous waste. The responsibilities of these agencies are discussed further in Sects. 1 .8 

and 7.2. 

A Notice of AvailabUity (NOA) of the draft EIS was published by DOE in the Federal Register on 

November 20, 1992 (57 FR 54775-54777). The NOA announced public hearings on the draft EIS and 

invited oral and written comments and suggestions regarding the adequacy, accuracy, and completeness 

of the EIS. The NOA also was printed in the "Legal Notices" section of Anchorage and Fairbanks 

newspapers and was sent to 35 publications, radio stations, and television stations in Alaska to assist in 

announcing the public hearings and comment period. The NOA was sent to federal and state agencies, 

Native American corporations, and environmental groups for their information and comments on the 

EIS. 

Publication of the NOA initiated the public comment period that was originally scheduledfor 45 

days ending on January 5, 1993, but in response to several requests was extended for another 15 days 

until January 20, 1993. DOE held public hearings on the draft EIS in Healy, Alaska, on December 7, 

1992; in Fairbanks, Alaska, on December 9, 1992; and in Anchorage, Alaska, on December 10, 1992. 

The public was invited to provide oral comments at the public hearings and to submit additional 

comments in writing to DOE by the close of the public comment period. Testimony was presented by 83 

people during the 3 public hearings, and DOE received correspondence from 82 members of the public, 

interested groups, and federal, state, and local officials. Altogether, 441 comments were received that 

assisted in improving the quality and usefulness of the EIS. All comments and corresponding responses 

by DOE are contained in Volume II of this final EIS. Where responses to comments have initiated 

changes that appear in the final EIS, they have been so noted in the comment response. 
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1 .6 SCOPE O F  TH E  ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

This section summarizes the issues considered during the preparation of this EIS. The issues listed 

in the first section of Table 1.6.1 are those initially proposed in the NOI for analysis and assessment in the 

EIS. All of these issues were also identified during public scoping. The issues listed in the second section 

of Table 1.6.1  are those identified as a result of testimony received during public scoping. Subsequently, 

further issues were identified by DOE and are listed in part three of Table 1.6.1. 

Table 1.6.2 indicates the disposition of alternatives that have been identified for consideration in the 

EIS. The alternatives developed to address the issues presented in Table 1.6.1 can be seen in Table 1.6.3, 

wherein an alternative or mitigation measure has been developed to address a corresponding issue. All of 

the mitigation measures presented in Table 1.6.3 are discussed throughout Sect. 4 of the EIS and in 

Table 4.4.1 or discussed in Sect. 5.4. 

The most detailed analyses focus on the level of impacts expected to air quality and visibility as a 

result of HCCP operation. Of primary concern is the potential for visibility impairment at DNPP. The 

potential for ice fog is also �dressed. The EIS also fully examines potential impacts to the quality and 

Table 1.6.1. Issues identified for consideration in the environmental impact statement 

Issues identified in the Notice of Intent 

Air quality (including meteorology. ice fog, and potential 
visibility impairment at Denali National Park and Preserve) 

Surface water quality 
Groundwater quality 
Waste management 
Ecological resources 
Noise 
Socioeconomic impacts 

Issues identified during public scoping 

Need for the project 
Floodplains and wetlands 
Threatened and endangered species 
Archeological and cultural resources 
Aesthetics 
Health and safety 

Further issues identified by U.S. Department of Energy 

Electromagnetic fields 
Regulatory compliance 
Fuel/resource availability 
Cwnulative or long-term effects (following demonstration) 
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Table 1.6.2. Alternatives considered to address issues anticipated to 
arise during construction and operation 

a) Alternatives considered 
Proposed project 
No-action alternative (including two reasonable 

foreseeable scenarios) 
Alternative site 

b) Alternatives beyond the scope of the environmental impact statement 
Delaying the project 
Reducing the size of the project 
Alternative technologies, such as natural gas, oil, solar 
and wind power, and other coal-fired technologies 

temperature of water resources. Of special concern are the potential effects resulting from increased 

discharge of cooling water (water that is heated as a result of being used to cool the boiler) into the 

Nenana River. Potential impacts to residents that cross the frozen surface in vehicles downriver from the 

HCCP during winter are evaluated. Other areas with detailed analyses include groundwater, ecological 

resources, waste management (including hazardous materials), and socioeconomic impacts. In the 

socioeconomics section, the EIS assesses the impacts of the project on local and regional economies, 

including population growth, employment and income, taxes, land use, industry, housing, public and 

community services, education, transportation, health care and human services, police and fire protection, 

parks and recreation, and utilities. 

The EIS also examines noise; regulatory compliance: wetlands and floodplains; threatened and 

endangered species; historical, archeological, and cultural resources; aesthetics; electromagnetic fields; 

health and safety; and fue]Jresource availability. 

With regard to alternatives, one alternative site, located about 4 miles north-northwest of the 

proposed site, is evaluated in detail (see Sect. 2. 2. 2). No other alternative sites are capable of meeting 

the goals of the project participant. The no-action alternative is discussed in the EIS, including two 

reasonably foreseeable scenarios that could result (see Sect. 2. 2. 1). Alternative technologies that are not 

coal based have been dismissed from further consideration (see Sect. 2.2.3. 1), and alternative coal 

technologies have already been evaluated as part of the first and second elements of the CCT Program's 

overall strategy for compliance with NEPA (see Sect. 1 .5). 

The EIS discusses potential impacts following the completion of the demonstration (see Sect. 5). 

Three scenarios are considered: (1) a successful demonstration followed by continuation of the project at 
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Table 1.6.3. Alternatives and mitigation measures developed (if necessary) to address the 
issues identified for consideration in the environmental impact statement (EIS) 

Alternatives and mitigation measures provided in EIS 
Issues considered in the EIS that address the issue 

Air quality, meteorology, visibility Alternative site 
Sprinkler truck to spray roads/construction areas 
Retrofit of Healy Unit No. 1 

Surface water resources Erosion control measures 
No biocides in the once-through cooling water (Sect 4.1 .5.2) 
Catchment basin for coal pile run-off (Sect. 4. 1 .3.2) 

Groundwater Replace water supply (and thus quality) by pipeline or weU 
modification if other users are adversely affected 

Catchment basin for coal pile run-off 
Silos for ash before removal for mine disposal (Sect 4. 1 . 10) 

Ecological resources Cross connection to minimize cold shock to fish 
No biocides will be used in the once-through 

cooling water (Sect. 4. 1 .5.2) 

Waste management Conventional coal-fired power plant (there will 
be 50% less ash to dispose of) 

Socioeconomic Construction camp 

Noise Silencers for intake of forced-draft fans 

Floodplains and wetlands Return laydown area to original state (the 
laydown area may not be used at all) 

The proposed site will require that less land will 
be disturbed 

The site is located above the 100-year floodplain (Sect. 4.1 .6) 

Threatened and endangered species Proposed site: no transmission lines need to be 
built as they would at the alternative site 

Impact considered to be negligible (Sect. 4 .1 .5.3) 

Historical/archeological/ Impact considered to be negligible (Sect. 4. 1 .7) 
cultural resources 

Aesthetics Impact considered to be minor (Sect. 4. 1 . 1) 

Electromagnetic fields No change from baseline conditions (Sect. 4. 1 . 1 1) 

Health and safety Provide enough equipment for firefighters 
Provide medical/helicopter medivac services 
Safety training, audits, and enforcements of 

safety rules (Sect. 4. 1 . 1 2) 
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Issues considered in the EIS 

Regulatory compliance 

Fuel/resource availability 

Cumulative/long-tenn effects 
following demonstration 

Table 1.6.3 (continued) 

Alternatives and mitigation measures provided in EIS 
that address the issue 

Tables listing the state and federal permits and National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) documents (Sect. 7) 

Department of Energy NEP A mechanisms are 
in place to meet several regulatory 
requirements 

Other regulations will be complied with 

Sufficient resources are available (Sects. 2. 1 .6. 1-2. 1 .6.4) 

All future projects are not sufficiently planned 
to assess impacts except one which was 
detennined not to create significant cumulative 
impacts (Sect. 6) 

approximately the same power level using the same technologies; (2) a demonstration that fails to meet 

project objectives for air emissions (the demonstration case discussed in Sect. 4), but attains pennitted 

levels for air emissions, is otherwise successful, and continues to operate at pennitted levels; and (3) an 

unsuccessful demonstration followed by conversion of the facility to a coal-fired power plant using 

conventional best available control technology, including low-NOx burners to bum pulverized coal, dry 

scrubbers utilizing lime for flue gas desulfurization, and a baghouse for particulate control. 

The need for electrical generation has been considered by the Alaska Public Utilities Commission 

as part of GVEA's request for approval of a power sales agreement for the purchase of power from the 

proposed HCCP (see Sect. 1.4.2). 

1 .7 ASSUMPTIONS AND APPROACHES 

1-16 

Several basic assumptions and approaches are made for this EIS and are summarized as follows: 

• The operating characteristics, including resource requirements and discharges, for the 

proposed HCCP are presented in Sect. 2 for the demonstration case, conservatively based 

on an 85% capacity factor (the capacity factor is expected to be approximately 65% during 

the demonstration). 
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• The corresponding operating characteristics for the existing Healy Unit No. 1 are presented 

in Sect 2 based on a 90% capacity factor, which approximates historical operating 

conditions for Unit No. 1 .  

• Except as otherwise noted, potential envirorunental effects of the proposed project are based 

on the operating characteristics presented in Sect 2. 

• One major exception is that the air dispersion modeling assumes the demonstration case, but 

long-tenn effects are conservatively based on a 100% capacity factor for the HCCP and 

Unit No. 1 .  

• Potential envirorunental impacts are assessed for the surrounding envirorunent (beyond the 

facility boundary), with particular emphasis placed on potential impacts at DNPP. 

• Potential envirorunental impacts of the proposed project during construction and operation 

(during the demonstration) are assessed. A separate section addresses potential impacts of 

commercial operation following completion of the demonstration. 

1 .8 ROLE OF COOPERATING AGENCIES 

CEQ NEP A regulations state that upon request of the lead agency (i.e., DOE), any other federal 

agency that has jurisdiction by law shall be a cooperating agency in the preparation of an EIS 

(40 CFR Part 1501.6). The regulations add that any other federal agency that has special expertise with 

respect to any envirorunental issue which should be addressed in the EIS may be a cooperating agency 

upon request of the lead agency. Also, an agency may request the lead agency to designate it a 

cooperating agency. Agency cooperation early in the NEP A process is emphasized.. The role of a 

cooperating agency can vary from one of minimal review of an EIS to active participation in the scoping 

process and preparation of environmental analyses, including portions of the EIS germane to the agency's 

area of expertise. 

The role of a cooperating agency differs from that of a permitting agency: the role of the latter is to 

petfonn assessments and make decisions regarding whether a proposed activity complies with regulatory 

requirements. However, in some cases a federal agency may play the roles of both a cooperating agency 

and a permitting agency. AID EA. not DOE, is responsible for obtaining all required pennits for the 

proposed HCCP (see Sect 7). The agencies in the following sections have been designated as 

cooperating agencies for the HCCP EIS. Text in the following sections has been contributed by the 

cooperating agencies. 

1 .8.1 U.S. Department of Agriculture, Rural Electrification Administration (REA) 

REA was granted cooperating agency status by DOE because GVEA, an REA borrower, would be 

participating in the HCCP for activities such as transmission, and power purchases. 
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REA has reviewed and commented on the preliminary draft EIS. After DOE has completed its 

environmental review process, REA will consider the adoption of this document and then issue an 

independent determination as per REA Environmental Policies and Procedures given in 7 CFR 
Part 1794.81 .  

1 .8.2 U.S. Department of the Army, U.S. Army Engineer District, Alaska (Corps of 
Engineers) 

The COE, which is both a permitting and a cooperating agency for the HCCP, exerts regulatory 

jurisdiction over waters of the United States, including wetlands, pursuant to Sect. 404 of the CW A of 

1972. For regulatory purposes, COE defines wetlands as those areas that are inlDldated or saturated by 

surface or groundwater at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and under normal circlDllstances 

do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions. 1be law 

requires that any individual proposing to discharge or place dredged or fill material into waters of the 

United States, including wetlands, must obtain a COE permit before conducting the work. As a part of 

the project evaluation, the COE is responsible for determining compliance with the EPA's Sect. 404(b)(l) 

guidelines (as stated in 40 CFR Plll1 230). The COE is authorized to issue permits at the district level in 

those cases in which all substantive objections have been resolved to the satisfaction of the district 

engineer provided other portions of the evaluation are favorable. 

An evaluation and determination of compliance for the Sect 404(b)(l) guidelines restrictions on 

discharges into wetlands "a special aquatic site" for permit application decisions is the sole responsibility 

of the COE. The guidelines provide that no discharge of dredged or fill material shall be permitted that 

will cause or contribute to the significant degradation of the waters of the United States. Findings of 

significant degradation related to the proposed discharge shall be based upon appropriate factual 

determinations. Effects contributing to significant degradation are those significant adverse effects on: 

• human health and welfare including municipal water supplies, plankton, fish, shellfish, wildlife, 

and special aquatic sites; 

• life stages of aquatic life and wildlife; 

• aquatic ecosystem diversity, productivity, and stability, and; 

• recreational, aesthetic, and economic values. 

In addition to the prohibition of permitting any discharge of fill material that would lead to 

significant degradation, a "water dependency test" must also be passed. The water dependency test is 

more accurately an alternatives analysis that contains the double presumption against certain discharges. 

No discharge will be permitted if there is a practicable alternative to the discharge that would have less 

adverse impact on the aquatic ecosystem provided the alternative does not have other significant adverse 

environmental consequences. The first rebuttable presumption is stated at 40 CFR Part 230.10(a)(3): 

"Where the proposed activity associated with a discharge does not require siting within a special aquatic 
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site to achieve its basic purpose (i.e., 'water dependent') practicable alternatives not involving special 

aquatic sites are presumed to be available unless clearly demonstrated otherwise." The second rebuttable 

presumption is also stated at 40 CFR Part 230.10(a)(3): "Alternatives involving discharges into 

non-special aquatic sites are presumed to have less adverse impact on the aquatic ecosystem than 

discharges into special aquatic sites unless clearly demonstrated otherwise." The preamble to the 

guidelines states that it is the applicant's responsibility to rebut the presumption that there is a less 

damaging nonwetland alternative. It is the COE's responsibility to objectively evaluate the applicant's 

rebuttal to ensure that it is reasonable and prudent. The COE's review includes the applicant's selection 

criteria, alternatives rejected and reasons therefore, and sufficient project infonnation for comparison with 

other apparent alternatives. 

All appropriate and practicable steps to minimize potential impacts of the discharge on the aquatic 

ecosystem should be evaluated by the applicant Also, there may be other practicable alternatives (other 

sites) to the discharge as proposed, which would have less adverse impacts on the aquatic ecosystem. 

Therefore, the COE requires as a major part of the alternatives analysis that the applicant address why 

such alternatives as other sites, particularly upland sites, have not been deemed practicable for portions of 

this project 

Practicable alternatives include, but are not limited to the following: 

• Activities that do not involve a discharge of dredged or fill material into waters (including 

wetlands) of the United States, and; 

• Discharges of dredged or fill material at other locations in waters of the United States. 

An alternative is practicable if it is available and capable of being done after taking into 

consideration cost, existing technology, and logistics in light of the overall project purposes. If it is 

otherwise a practicable alternative, an area not presently owned by the applicant that could reasonably be 

obtained, utilized, expanded, or managed to fu1fi11 the basic purpose of the proposed activity may be 

considered 

1 .8.3 U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Alaska Regional Office 

NPS was granted cooperating agency status by DOE because it exhibits special expertise with 

respect to air quality and visibility, and is charged under the CAA with a consulting role during the 

permitting process. As a cooperating agency, NPS has reviewed and commented on the draft EIS. 

Additionally, NPS is the FLM of the nearby DNPP. DNPP is designated a CAA Oass I area for 

Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD). The FLM has an affirmative responsibility with the 

permitting agency to protect the air quality related values of lands within a Oass I area. NPS has 

consulted with the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC), the pennitting agency, 

on the PSD pennit 
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1 .8.4 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 10  

The EPA, which is both a permitting and a cooperating agency for the HCCP, administers the 

NPDES permit program under Sect 402 of the CW A. NPDES permit applications for the proposed 

HCCP have been received by EPA. The proposed HCCP is classified as an NPDES "new source .. to 

which new source performance standards for Steam Electric Power Generating Facilities ( 40 CFR 
Part 423.12) apply. 

Under Sect S l l (c)( l) of the CWA, NPDES permit actions for new sources are subject to NEPA. 

EPA's NEP A review procedures for the new source NPDES program are included in 40 Part CFR 6, 

Subpart F. EPA is a cooperating agency on the HCCP EIS to facilitate EPA compliance with NEPA and 

avoid duplication of effort in preparation of the EIS. As a cooperating agency EPA has reviewed and 

provided comments on overall EIS-related issues pertaining to the proposed HCCP. An EPA Record of 

Decision (ROD) will be prepared in conjunction with the final NPDES permit action. 

Other regulatory responsibilities of EPA with respect to the HCCP are indicated in Sect 7.2 of 

this EIS. 
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2. THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES 

This section discusses the proposed action, the no-action alternative (including scenarios that are 

reasonably expected to result as a consequence of the no-action alternative), alternative sites, and 

alternatives dismissed from further consideration. 

2.1 PROPOSED ACTION 

The proposed action is to provide cost-shared federal funding support for the construction and 

operation of an integrated system of two clean coal technologies to be demonstrated in the HCCP, a new 

50-MW (nominal electrical output), coal-fired power generating facility proposed by AIDEA for Healy, 

Alaska. The purpose of the proposed action is to demonstrate the combined removal of s�. NOx. and 

PM using innovative combustion and flue gas cleanup technologies. The proposed action as described in 

thejoQowing sections is DOE's preje"ed alternative. 

2.1 .1 Project Location 

The HCCP would be located on the southern edge of the Interior Basin of Alaska, approximately 

80 miles southwest of Fairbanks and 250 miles north of Anchorage (Fig. 2. 1 . 1). The facility is proposed 

to be built adjacent to the existing 25-MW Healy Unit No. 1 conventional pulverized-coal unit owned and 

operated by GVEA in a rural setting along the east bank of the Nenana River, about 2.5 miles 

east-southeast of Healy (Fig. 2. 1 .2). Figure 2. 1.3 is a topographic map that displays the mountainous 

characteristics of the area, and Fig. 2.1 .4 presents an artist's conception of the HCCP superimposed on a 

photograph of Healy Unit No. 1 and its environs. Healy Unit No. 1 has been operating as a baseload 

power plant since November 1967 and has an expected operating life until at least 2007. The facility 

presently employs 29 people. The 65-acre site is located approximately 4 miles north of the nearest 

border of DNPP and 8 miles north of the entrance to DNPP. 

Healy can be reached throughout the year via the George Parks Highway (State Highway 3). It can 

also be reached by railroad and small plane. The Suntrana spur of the Alaska Railroad passes at the south 

border of the HCCP site. Access to the site is provided by the Suntrana spur and the Healy Spur 

Highway, which leads between Healy and Suntrana. Coal would be supplied from the UCM Poker Flats 

Mine and other reserves, located about 4 miles north of the proposed site, using the existing haulroad 

between the mine and the site. 

The HCCP site would be classified for land use as an industrial site. The majority of the site has 

sustained surface alteration from the construction and operation of the existing Healy Unit No. 1 

coal-fired generating plant, support buildings, coal storage areas, ash ponds, roads, electric substation, and 

transmission lines. 
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Fig. 2.1.2. Proposed site of the Healy Clean Coal Project. 
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Fig. 2.1.3. Topographic map of the Healy, Alaska, area. 
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z Fig. 2.1.4. Artist's conception of the Healy Clean Coal Project superimposed on a photograph of Healy Unit No. 1 and environs. 
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2.1 .2 Technology Description 

The HCCP proposed by AIDEA would incorporate an innovative power plant design that features 

integration of advanced combustors and a heat recovery system coupled with both high- and 

low-temperature emission control processes. The technologies would be dependent on each other as part 

of the integrated system. Figure 2. 1.5 depicts an artist's conception of key components in the integrated 

HCCP system. Figure 2. 1 .6 is a mass balance flow diagram that depicts the major components of the 

HCCP. 

The combustion technology to be demonstrated is 1RW's entrained combustion system with 

limestone injection to capture S(h in the flue gas. The heart of the system consists of twin all-metal 

combustors connected by short ducts to the boiler. First-stage precombustors bum about 25% of the coal, 

and exhaust gas from the precombustors is mixed with intake air to preheat the main (or slagging-stage) 

combustors that bum the remaining 75% of the coal. As the coal bums, molten slag collects on the walls 

of the combustors and flows toward openings in the bottom of the main combustors where it falls into 

water-filled slag tanks. The slagging combustors decline slightly from horizontal to aid in the flow of the 

molten slag. Some slag solidifies on the water-cooled surfaces and serves to insulate and protect the metal 

walls from erosion and excessive temperatures. The main combustion sections operate at a slight air 

deficiency to reduce the amount of NOx produced. In the boiler, combustion products mix with additional 

air to complete the combustion reactions. The combustors are coupled with a specially designed boiler 

that, in addition to its heat recovery function, produces low NOx levels, functions as a limestone calciner, 

and accomplishes first-stage S02 removal. Therefore, flue gas from combustion is expected to contain 

lower concentrations of S(h and NOx than flue gas from conventional combustion. 

The postcombustion technology to be integrated with the advanced combustion system is the Joy 

spray dryer absorber for a second stage of S� removal and particulate removal. The flue gas would mix 

with an atomized spray that includes activated lime from the limestone injection during combustion, 

resulting in additional chemical reactions to remove S02 and PM. A baghouse provides further capture of 

PM and S(h before the flue gas exits through the stack. A portion of the lime collected by the spray dryer 

and the baghouse would be recycled to the spray dryer and used for so2 removal, thereby increasing s� 
removal efficiency while reducing solid waste. 

The integrated process is expected to demonstrate at least 90% S� removal resulting in emissions 

of no more than 0.043 lb/MBtu of heat input to the combustion process, NOx emissions of no more than 

0.2 lb/MBtu, PM10 (particulate matter �10 �m. inhalable particulate matter) emissions of no more than 

0.015 lb/MBtu, and at least 99.5% combustion efficiency. It is anticipated that at least 20% of the total 

available sulfur in the flue gas would be captured in the combustion process and at least 70% in the flue 

gas desulfurization system. Of the total ash generated, 60-90% would be removed from the combustors 

as slag and from the boiler hoppers as bottom ash. Most of the remaining ash would be removed in the 
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Fig. 2.1.5. Artist's conception of key components in the integrated Healy Clean Coal 
Project system. 
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baghouse. 1be integrated process is suitable for repowering existing facilities or for new facilities. If 
successfully demonstrated, it would provide an alternative technology to conventional pulverized-coal 

boilers with conventional flue gas desulfurization controls, while lowering overall operating costs and 

reducing the volume of solid waste generated by conventional technology in current use. Further details 

regarding the teclmologies, including preliminary testing results, can be found in Appendix F. 

2.1 .3 Project Description 

The following section describes the proposed HCCP and discusses the mitigation agreement for 

the retrofit of Healy Unit No. 1. 

2.1.3. 1 HCCP Description 

The HCCP would incorporate the technologies described in Sect. 2. 1 .2 into the new 50-MW 

(nominal electrical output), coal-fired power generating facility. The HCCP would be fueled with 

low-sulfur coal from the UCM Poker Flats open-pit mine, located about 4 miles north of the proposed site. 

Run-of-mine UCM coal (coal that is currently used at Healy Unit No. 1) and waste coal would be the 

primary fuels. Waste coal is either low-grade coal or overburden- or underburden-contaminated coal 

(uncovered during mining for run-of-mine coal) that nonnally remains at the mine. These coals would be 

transported from the mine to the HCCP by mine trucks using the existing haulroad and dumped into 

separate storage piles. Approximately equal amounts of run-of-mine coal and waste coal would be 

blended using mobile equipment. An analysis of the composition of typical run-of-mine coal, waste coal, 

and blended coal for the HCCP (as is expected to be received at the HCCP site) is shown in Table 2.1 . 1 .  

The carbon content and, consequently, the heating value are greater for the run-of-mine coal, while the 

waste coal contains much more ash. During the 1 -year demonstration, short duration tests with other 

Alaskan coals are expected as these coals are identified and made available to the HCCP. UCM is 

responsible for delivering all coal sources to their appropriate coal pile(s). UCM's title for the coal 

transfers to the HCCP operator upon delivery to the coal pile. The HCCP operator is responsible for 

crushing and blending. Coal pile runoff, if any, will be monitored by the HCCP operator. The HCCP 

operator is responsible for the quality of the wastewater discharge from the coal pile. 

The blended coal would first be crushed to pieces having a maximum diameter of 0.75 in. 1he 
existing Healy Unit No. 1 coal handling system includes two coal crushers with a capacity of 100 tons/h. 

each providing sufficient capacity to support the additional requirements of approximately 45 tons/h 

resulting from HCCP operation. From the crushers, the coal would be fed onto a feed conveyor and then 

to a diverter chute that would transfer the coal to a series of new belt conveyors to transport the coal to the 

HCCP coal silos. Coal would be removed from the bottom of the silos and taken to the pulverizers and 

combustors via the coal feed system. 
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Table 2.1.1. Analysis of the composition of typical run-of-mine coal, waste coal, and 
blended coal for the Healy Clean Coal Project (HCCP) 

(as is expected to be received at the HCCP site) 

Typical run-of-mine coal 
Heating value (Btu/lb) 

Analysis (percent by 
weight) 

Moisture 
Carbon 
Hydrogen 
Nitrogen 
Sulfur 
Ash 
Oxygen 
Chlorine 

Total 
Source: Usibelli Coal Mine, Inc. 

7815 

26 
46 
3.5 
0.6 

0.17 
8 

16 
0.03 

100 

Typical blended 
performance coal 

6960 

25 
41 
3.1 
0.5 

0.15 
17 
14 

0.03 

100 

Typiclll waste coal 
6105 

24 
36 
2.7 
0.5 

0.13 
25 
12 

0.02 

100 

The coal would be injected into the HCCP combustors, and the heated air from the coal's 

combustion would heat the water in the boiler. 1be boiler would generate steam to drive the 

turbine-generator. 1be turbine-generator, in tum, would convert the energy in the high-temperature 

(950°F), high-pressure [ 1250 pounds per square inch (psi)] steam to electrical energy. The HCCP 

generator would be connected to the 138-kilovolt (kV) electrical transmission line (the Anchorage-Healy 

portion of the Anchorage-Fairbanks Transmission Intertie) through an extension of the existing substation 

located on the Healy Unit No. 1 site. 

As with any process involving the conversion of thermal energy to electrical energy, waste heat 

must be rejected. In the HCCP, water is proposed to be drawn from the Nenana River into the condenser 

(located in the turbine building) through an underground cooling water intake pipe. As the cool river 

water passes through the condenser, it would absorb heat from the turbine exhaust steam and condense the 

steam into water, which then would be recycled to the boiler. 1be wanned river water would be returned 

from the condenser back to the Nenana River through a second underground cooling water discharge pipe. 

A diagram of the HCCP along with the existing Healy Unit No. 1 is shown in Fig. 2.1 .7, and a 

layout of the plant is shown in Fig. 2.1 .8.  1be major HCCP equipment and buildings, as identified in 

Fig. 2.1 .  7, and their functions follow. The number preceding each listed item corresponds to its location 

in Fig. 2.1 .7. 
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Fig. 2.1.7. Diagram of the Healy Oean Coal Project and the existing Healy Unit No. 1. 
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1 .  Transformer. The HCCP main power transformer would transform electrical energy from 

the generator to a higher voltage for transmission via a new 300-ft long overhead line to a 

proposed extension of the existing substation and subsequent distribution to Fairbanks or 

Anchorage. 

2. Turbine building. The turbine building would contain the turbine-generator, condenser, 

boiler feed pumps, and other equipment required to convert the high-pressure, 

high-temperature steam energy into electrical energy. 1be taller building (2a) next to the 

turbine building would be the auxiliary bay that houses the boiler feedwater heaters and 

other plant auxiliary equipment The boiler feed water heaters use steam extracted from 

different stages of the turbine to preheat the feed water to the boiler. 

3. Boiler building. The tallest building, located next to the turbine building auxiliary bay, 

would be the boiler building that contains the boiler and associated advanced coal 

combustion equipment The high-pressure, high-temperature steam generated in the boiler 

would flow to the turbine and then, after releasing its energy to generate electricity, would 

be condensed and returned to the boiler as feedwater to be reboiled and superheated in the 

boiler, thus completing the steam cycle. 

4. Spray dryer absorber building. The combustion gases (flue gas) would flow from the 

boiler building to the next building, which houses the spray dryer absorber. The spray dryer 

absorber would remove S0:2 from the flue gas. 

5. Baghouse. The flue gas would flow from the spray dryer absorber to the baghouse. The 

baghouse would remove PM from the flue gas before exhausting to the 3 15-ft stack (6). 

2.1.3.2 Mitigation Agreement for the Retrofit of Healy Unit No. 1 
In response to NPS concerns that increased emissions from the combined operation of Unit No. 1 

and the HCCP would adversely affect DNPP (i.e., degradation of air quality and visibility, including 

regional haze), DOE facilitated negotiations between the project participant team (AJDEA and GVEA) 

and DOl. These negotiations were successjuQy concluded and a Memorandum of Agreement (Appendix 

I) was signed by DOl, DOE, AIDEA, and GVEA on November 9, 1993, to ensure the protection of 

DNPP's resources from potential adverse air poQution impacts attributable to the HCCP and Unit No. 1. 

The cornerstone of the Memorandum of Agreement is the planned retrofit of Unit No. 1 to reduce 

emissions of NOx and SOz. For NOx control, the Agreement caQsjor Unit No. 1 to be retrofitted with 

low-NOx burners with overjire air (if technologicaQy feasible) after the start-up of the HCCP. GVEA 

has agreed to reduce Unit No. 1 NOx emissions by approximately 50%,jrom 848 tons per year to 

429 tons per year. The Agreement also requires that S02 emissions from Unit No. 1 be reduced by 25%, 

from 630 tons per year to 472 tons per year, using duct injection of sorbent ( e.g.,jlash-calcined material 
or lime). In addition, GVEA has agreed to implement administrative controls (reduce Unit No. 1 
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output) to protect DNPP from observed plume or haze impacts. Furthermore, Section IV of the 

procedures for implementing the Agreement provides for the renegotiation of the Agreement if visibility 

im.poets occur more than 10 times during any six-month period. In addition, two years qfter start-up of 

the HCCP and as otherwise agreed, GVEA and the DNPP superintendent would meet to evaluate these 

procedures and discuss additiDnal reaso1Uible measures, if necesSIII'J, to protect air qualily related 

values of DNPP, including measures applicable to ice and/or steam plumes. 

If the HCCP umonstration technology operates as expected, combined NOz and SOz emissions 

from the Healy site would increase by only about 8%,jrom 1478 tons per year to 1602 tons per year, 

even though electrical generation would increase from the existing 25 MW to 75 MW for the two units. 
If the HCCP demonstration fails to meet project objectives for air emissions, but attains levels allowed 

by the permit issued by ADEC but challenged by DOl, then the combined emissions from the Healy site 

would be capped wuler the Agreement at 2160 tons per year (i.e., 1439 and 721 tons per year of NOz 

and S02 , respectively), about 46% over the emissions for the existing Healy site. This is 576 tons per 

year less than the combined maximum allowable emissions for the site under the permit DOl had 

challenged without mitigation of Unit No. 1. 

The Agreement requires that the permit to operate issued by the ADEC reflect the new reductions 

in emissions from Unit No. 1. Furthermore, the Agreement estllblishes that if the HCCP successfully 

attains the low level of emissions expected for the demonstration case, then GVEA would request that 

ADEC reduce S02 and NO" emission limits in the HCCP's permit to operate to match achieved 

emission levels. The Agreement also requires GVEA to reduce combined emissions from the site to the 

existing Unit No. 1 emissions, immediately upon notification by either NPS or ADEC that a NOz or 

other poUutant plume, or a sulfate or other pollutant haze, is visible inside DNPP. The Agreement states 

that DOl shall withdraw its request to the ADEC to reconsider the issuance of the permit to operate, and 

that the mitigation terms and conditions of the Agreement shall be incorporated into and become 

enforceable requirements in the permit which allows the HCCP and Unit No. 1 to operate. An analysis 

of changes in potential impacts resultlng from retrofitting Unit No. 1 is presented in Sect 5.4.6. 

2.1 .4 Healy Clean Coal Project Construction 

Construction of the HCCP would involve the following overlapping phases (with approximate 

durations in parentheses): 

• site preparation (2 months); 

• preparation of construction storage, laydown, and fabrication areas (2 months); 

• construction of temporary facilities (2 months); 

• concrete foundation installation (3 months); 

• underground piping and electrical installation (3 months); 
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• strucrural steel erection (4 months); 

• major equipment and main building erection ( 10 months); 

• piping, electrical, and instrumentation installation (5 months); 

• start-up and testing (5 months); and 

• removal of temporary facilities (1 month). 

As part of its amual plant maintenance and infrastrucrure improvement program. GVEA removed 

ash during 1993 from the area where HCCP construction activities involving storage, laydown, and 

fabrication would take place. This activity was advantageous to the proposed HCCP, but was oot a part of 

the HCCP construction program. DOE will oot provide construction funding for HCCP facilities before a 

ROD is issued for the EIS that supports the proposed action. 

Following a ROD supporting the proposed action. construction of pennanent facilities is scheduled 

to begin in April1994 and continue through about mid-November 1994, depending upon weather 

conditions. Severe weather conditions in Alaska would prevent continuing construction activities during 

winter 1994-1995. Construction of the HCCP would resume in the spring of 1995 and continue without 

interruption until completion of the HCCP in late 1996. 

After a 1-year demonstration and testing period during 1997, commercial operation of the HCCP is 

anticipated to begin in 1998. 

The peak labor force of construction personnel is anticipated to be 300 worlcers during 1995 and 

early 1996. The average work force during the construction effort is expected to be approximately 

200 workers. A construction camp would be erected to house up to 90% of the peak work force 

(270 worlcers). 

Site clearing, grading, and surfacing would be confined to those areas to be built upon or used 

during construction. Site clearing would be conducted on an "as-needed basis," and individual 

construction areas would be cleared only as required to support construction start-up. 

2.1 .5 Level of Healy Clean Coal Project Operation 

The HCCP is planned as a baseload power plant operating 24 hours a day and would be operated by 

some of the same staff that operates the existing Healy Unit No. 1. The HCCP would operate using two 

12-h workshifts; maintenance personnel would worlc four 10-h days. 

HCCP operation at the 50-MW level would progressively increase from 65% of the time during the 

first year (because of extended periods of downtime for adjustments and maintenance) to 80% during the 

second year to 85% for years 3 through at least 25. The expected operating life of the HCCP is in excess 

of40 years. 
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2.1 .6 Resource Requirements 

This section discusses the resource requirements for the proposed HCCP. Operating 

characteristics, including resource requirements, during the demonstration are presented in Table 2. 1 .2. 

Material flow diagrams that depict the resource requirements and discharges are displayed in Fig. 2.1.6 

for the short-term maximum rate during the demonstration, and in Fig. 2.1 .9 for the long-term rate based 

on an 85% capacity factor. 

2.1 .6.1 Land Area Requirements 
Construction 

Land requirements for construction include equipment/material laydown and temporary storage 

areas, areas for assembly of site-fabricated components, construction equipment access areas, and an area 

for temporary facilities to be used by the construction work force (i.e., offices and sanitary facilities). It is 

anticipated that most of these land areas would be restricted to the existing Healy 65-acre site. One 

possible exception is a 2-acre site between the Healy Spur Highway and the Suntrana Spur of the Alaska 

Railroad that may be used for laydown and storage during construction. 

A temporary construction camp would be established to house the peak work force. 1be proposed 

location for the construction camp is immediately east of the Healy Spur Highway on property owned by 

the Alaska Railroad, about 0.5 mile northwest of the HCCP proposed site (Fig. 2. 1 .2). The camp would 

require approximately 6 acres at the site, which is disturbed from past use as a gravel quarry. 

Operation 

The land required for HCCP operation would be restricted to the existing Healy 65-acre site. 

2.1 .6.2 Water Requirements 
Construction 

Water would be used during HCCP construction for various purposes including personal 

consumption and sanitation, concrete formulation, equipment washdown, general cleaning, and dust 

suppression. It is anticipated that all water used during construction would be supplied from a new well 

located adjacent to Healy Unit No. 1 .  If the well supply is not adequate for all uses, water for equipment 

washdown, general cleaning, and dust suppression would be supplied from the Nenana River. 

Operation 

Water for plant operation would be supplied both from the Nenana River and from a new well. 

Cooling water would be obtained directly from the Nenana River. The estimated amo\Dlt of water 

required for once-through condenser cooling would be approximately 28,000 gallons per minute (gal/min) 

(12,500 x 106 gal/year), about 10% of the Nenana River flow during the winter and less than 1% of the 

flow during the summer. Service water, potable water, process water for generating steam, and other 

HCCP high-quality water needs would be obtained from the well. Water for bottom ash quenching and 
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Table 2.1.2. Operating characteristics for the existing Healy Unit No. 1 
and the proposed Healy Clean Coal Project (HCCP)a 

Existing 
Operating Healy Unit Proposed Both 

characteristics No. lb HCCP'" units 

Capacity, MW 25 50 75 
Capacity factor, %d 90 85 
Power production, MWh/year 196,300 385,800 582,100 
Size of site, acres 65 65 65 

Coal consumption, tons/year 114)00 344,600 518,900 
Limestone consumption, tons/year 0 5,600 5,600 
Water consumption 

Cooling water, Hf gal/year 6, 150 12,500 1 8,650 
Wastewater, Hf gal/year 0 40 40 
Process water, 106 gal/year 154 127 281 

Air emissions 
Sulfur dioxide, tons/year 567' 103 670 
Nitrogen oxides, tons/year 7638 480 1 ,243 
Particulate matter, tons/year 22h 36 58 
carbon monoxide, tons/year 5 1; 480 531 
carbon dioxide, tons/year 288JOU 51 1 ,600 199,900 

Effluents 
Wastewater discharges, 1� gal/year 0 87 87 
Cooling water, Hf gal/year 6,150 12,500 18,650 
Winter temperature rise above ambient 

(30 ft downstream from HCCP outfall), 'F 5 9.3 14.3 

Solid waste 
Slag/Bottom ash, tons/year 1 ,550 45,150 41,300 
Fly ash, tons/year 13,950 1 1 ,450 25,400 
Scrubber waste, tons/year 0 5,550 5,550 

•values presented do not refkct the Mitigation Agreement discussed in Sect 2.1.3.2. See Table 5.4.1. 
6Based on a 90% capacity factor, which approximates historical operating conditions for Unit No. 1. 
eBased on the demonstration case wiJh an 85% capacity factor. 
,�Capacity factor is the ratio of the energy output during a period of time to the energy that would have been 

produced if the equipment had operated at its maximum power during that period. 
'Process water consumption includes water consumed by the HCCP process and water discharged as vapor. 
1Based on 90% of proposed permitted emissions of 630 tons/year. Present permitted emissions are 870 tons/year. 

Actual emissions are uncertain, but are expected to be less than proposed permitted emissions. 
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conveying would also be obtained from the well unless the well would not produce an adequate volume, 

at which time Nenana River water would be used. The estimated total plant water usage (other than for 

condenser cooling) would vary from flow rates of 85 gal/min for steady-state operation upward to 

200 gal/min at other times such as during restarts, periodic plant washdowns, and fire system drills. 1be 

estimated total annual HCCP water requirement based upon a mean usage of 100 gal/min would be 

161 acre-ft. 

2.1 .6.3 Fuel Requirements 

The HCCP would be fueled with coal from the UCM Poker Flats Mine. Run-of-mine UCM coal 

(coal that is currently used at Healy Unit No. 1) blended with waste coal would be the primary fuel. Short 

duration tests during the 1-year demonstration with other Alaskan coals are expected as these coals are 

identified and made available to the HCCP. At full load conditions using the blended coal, the HCCP 

would require about 15 truckloads of coal per day from the UCM mine (1100 tons/d). Based on the 85% 

capacity factor, average annual coal consumption would be approximately 345,000 tons. 

2.1 .6.4 Construction and Other Materials 

Locally obtained construction materials would include crushed stone, sand, and lumber for the 

HCCP and temporary structures such as enclosures, forming, and scaffolding. It is estimated that about 

8000 ytf of concrete would be required to construct the HCCP. 

Annual consumption of limestone, injected to capture SOz in the HCCP's flue gas, would be 

approximately 5600 tons. The HCCP would require pulverized Umestone. Because no mining 

operations that produce pulverized Umestone are presently operating in Altzska, pulverized Umestone 

would be received by the HCCP from the contiguous 48 states during the demonstration. The 

incremental disturbance of land in the contiguous 48 states resulting from Umestone mining for the 

HCCP is expected to be slight. Similarly, incremental amounts of windblown dust and emissions from 

Umestone removal equipment are expected to be minor. 

The limestone pulverizing facilities in the contiguous 48 states would have extensive dust control 

and containment equipment such as cyclones or baghouse systems with monitors to ensure that 

emissions of particulate matter are minimized. The pulverized Umestone would be conveyed via a 

pneumatic system (using a vacuum of air) to large enclosed storage silos until ready for shipment. At 

the time of shipment, Umestone would be transje"ed using a pneumatic loading system into completely 

enclosed containers (sized to be transported by tractor-trailer trucks or railroad ./llllbed cars). Dust 

coUectors and negative-pressure air ducts to minimize particulate emissions would be important 

components of the transfer system. 
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The HCCP would require about jour conllliners per week. The seakd containers would be 

transported to barge-loading facilities by truck or rail, shipped to Anchorage by barge, and transported 

to Healy by truck or raiL The incremental emissions associated with the vehicles used to transport the 

limestone are expected to be minor. In the event of a transportlltion accident involving limestone, 

consequences to the environment also would be minor. 

Upon arrival in Healy, the limestone would be transjen-edjrom each container to the HCCP 

storage silo using a pneumatic system that would be hooked directly from the silo to the container. The 

HCCP storage silo would be equipped with a dust coUector to allow for venting. 

A decision on a source of limestone during commercilll operation would be made joUowing the 

demonstration; limestone is expected to be obtained from a source within Alaska because limestone 

formations are available, and needed equipment would be instlllled at the source to accommodate 

commercilll operation of the HCCP. One potential source is an existing mine located in CantweQ, 

about 30 miles south of the HCCP proposed site. Another potential source is an inactive mine located 

about 150 miles north of Healy, between Fairbanks and Livengood. Other sources within Alaska also 

are possible. If the demonstration is successful, a pulverizer is expected to be installed at the selected 

Alaska mining location to meet the HCCP's requirement. If the demonstration is unsuccessful, the 

HCCP would be converted to a facility with dry scrubbers using lime rather than pulverized limestone. 

The same sources could be used to obtain the lime if a kiln were instlllled to convert the limestone to 

lime. 

Salknt characteristics of limestone mining, pulverization, transport, and transfer during 

commercial operation are expected to be almost identical to those described above for the demonstration 

with the exception that an Alaskan source would be used, pulverization equipment would be purchased, 

and the limestone would be shipped a shorter distance and require transport by truck alone. About 10 

to 20 truck loads per week (using smaUer trucks) would be required. The same type of emission control 

systems would be used during pulverization, transport, and transfer. Because impacts associated with 

the HCCP's use of limestone are expected to be nearly negligible, they are not considered .further. 

2.1 . 7 Discharges and Wastes 

This section discusses discharges and wastes for the proposed HCCP. Table 2. 1 .2 includes a 

summary of discharges and wastes. 

2.1 .7.1 Air Emissions 

During the demonstration, air emissions from the HCCP would include approximately 

103 tons/year of S�, 480 tons/year of NOx, 36 tons/year of PM10, and 480 tons/year of carbon monoxide 

(CO) (based on an 85% capacity factor). The 85% capacity factor, expected for HCCP operation during 

years 3 through 25, is used as an upper bound for the demonstration (in which the capacity factor is 
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expected to be 65% due to extended periods of downtime for adjusnnents and maintenance). Estimates of 

air emissions are based on the following assumptions. Sulfur dioxide emissions are based on a 90% S� 

removal rate by the HCCP (resulting in emissions of 0.043 lb/MBru of heat input to the combustion 

process), from a blended coal (using equal amounts of run-of-mine coal and waste coal) containing 0.15% 

sulfur and 6960 Btu/lb. NOx and PM10 emissions are based on 0.2 and 0.015 lb, respectively, per million 

Btu of heat input to the combustion process. Section 5 includes a discussion of emissions associated with 

the scenario in which the HCCP fails to meet these project objectives for air emissions, but attains 
pennitted levels. Trace emissions of other pollutants include beryllium, sulfuric acid mist, mercury, 

hydrochloric acid, hydrofluoric acid, benzene, arsenic, and various Mtlvy metllls. 

The HCCP would emit about 512,000 tons/year of carbon dioxide (C�). While COz is not 

considered an air pollutant, it is a contributor to the "greenhouse effect" that is suspected to cause global 

warming and climate change (Mitchell l989). 

2.1 .7.2 Liquid Discharges 

Condenser Cooling Water 

The estimated amount of water required for once-through condenser cooling would be 

approximately 28,000 gal/min (12,500 x 10
6 

gal/year). The water would be pumped from the Nenana 

River, through the turbine condenser, and returned untreated to the Nenana River. 

Chlorine or other biocides would not be used for the once-through condenser cooling water system. 

Unit No. 1 has never experienced biofouling of the once-through cooling system. The Nenana River is a 

glacial-fed river, low in biological activity and high in glacial silt The large volumes of water and glaciiJl 

silt passing through the system continuously scour the entire system of potential biological growth. 

Consequently, no growth has ever occurred in the once-through cooling system of Unit No. 1 .  

Wastewater Streams 

The wastewater treatment system would process waste streams to remove suspended solids, oil, and 

grease and to adjust pH. All wastewater not used for flue gas desulfurization, fly ash wetdown, or slag 

ash quenching and conveying would be sent to the wastewater treatment system. Wastewater associated 

with the residual slag moisture and fly ash dust control would be transported by truck with the slag and fly 

ash to the UCM Poker Flats Mine. The plan of treatment for each of the wastewater streams is described 

in the following paragraphs. 

Boiler blowdown. All or most of the boiler blowdown stream (which removes impurities that have 

settled to the bottom of the boiler) would be used in the flue gas desulfurization system and thus would be 

evaporated and discharged to the atmosphere through the flue gas stack. Maximum boiler blowdown has 

been estimated at about 40 gal/min. Any surplus blowdown that may result during peak flow conditions, 

such as during start-ups, would be pumped to the wastewater treatment system and mixed with other 
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wastewater streams for adjustment to a pH between 6.5 and 8.5. The resulting combined wastewater 

stream would be treated for suspended solids removal and discharged into the Nenana River. No 

chemicals would be used for boiler blowdown. However, the chemicals added to the boiler water to 

fluidize solids would typically be sodium phosphate, sodium sulfite, and m01pholine. 

Demineralizer regenerant wastewater. Demineralizer regenerant wastewater would be 

neutralized to adjust pH to between 6.5 and 8.5. Most or all of the estimated 21 gal/min of the neutralized 

stream would be used in the flue gas desulfurization process. Any sutplus neutralized regenerant 

wastewater that may result during peak flow conditions would be pumped to the wastewater treatment 

system and mixed with the other wastewater streams for adjustment to a pH between 6.5 and 8.5. The 

combined wastewater stream would be treated for suspended solids removal and discharged into the 

Nenana River. 

Floor and equipment drain wastewaters. Plant floor drain and equipment drain water would be 

collected in the plant floor sumps and pumped to an oil/water separator. The resulting oil- and grease-free 

water would be mixed with other wastewater streams in the wastewater treatment system for adjustment 

to a pH between 6.5 and 8.5. The combined wastewater stream would be treated for suspended solids 

removal and discharged into the Nenana River. 

Coal pile runoff. The ground surface of the coal pile storage area would be graded to direct coal 

pile runoff waters to a new unlined catchment pond sized to store quantities of runoff water equal to the 

historical recorded amount experienced for a 10-year, 24-h precipitation event (approximately 2 in.). In 

addition, Healy Unit No. 1 bottom ash would be sluiced to the pond when the HCCP is not operating. 

Overflow from this pond is not expected. However, if overflow should occur, such water would be 

caught in an unlined emergency overflow pond between the Healy Spur Highway and the Alaska Railroad 

Suntrana Spur. No discharge of coal pile runoff to the Nenana River would occur. 

Metal cleaning wastes. Metal cleaning wastes such as those resulting from cleaning the boiler and 

associated equipment would be generated infrequently and in relatively small quantities during planned 

shutdown periods. Because of the chemical nature of the cleaning fluids and resulting wastes, the metal 

cleaning wastes would be collected in appropriate containers and transported off-site by a contractor for 

disposal at an approved landfill in accordance with federal, state, and local regulations (location has not 

yet been identified). 

Discharge rates. The effluent that would be discharged into the Nenana River is made up of a 

combination of previously described wastewater streams. 'The total effluent to be discharged into the river 

is estimated to be approximately 75 gal/min under normal operating conditions and about 102 gal/min 

under peak conditions. 

In addition to the discharge of wastewater effluent into the Nenana River, various wastewater 

streams would be disposed of to the plant septic system, to the atmosphere, and with wet solid residues. It 
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is estimated that the potable water system would generate about 1 gal/min of sanitary wastewater during 

normal operations. The sanitary wastewater would be discharged into the existing septic and leach field 

system. Wastewater that would be discharged to the annosphere by evaporation consists of water from 

the boiler blowdown flash tank; the flue gas desulfurization system; the slag ash quenching and conveying 

system; the coal pile runoff catchment pond; and to a very minor extent, from open sumps, tanks, and 

washdown surfaces. The estimated average total evaporation rate from all of the described sources would 

be approximately 1 3  gal/min. Wastewater that would be disposed of with wet solid residues includes the 

residual moisture in the waste bottom slag ash and the flue gas desulfurization (FGD) slurry, and the 

water sprayed on the dry fly ash for dust control The average total disposal of water to these solid wastes 

is estimated to be about 85 to 90 gal/min. Approximately 80 ga1/min of this disposal to solid wastes would 

be from water of hydration (water lost via chemical reaction) and absorbed water in the FGD slurry. None 

of the wastewaters from fly ash, bottom ash, and FGD slurry ore expected to enter the Ne111l1Ul River. 

2.1 .7.3 Solid Wastes 

The HCCP would be expected to produce about 80% of the total ash as slag and bottom ash 

(45,770 tons/year), which would be transported to a storage silo. The remaining ash ( 1 1 ,445 tons/year) 

would be collected as fly ash in the flue gas desulfurization system and conveyed to another storage silo. 

The ash would be removed periodically from the silos and hauled by truck for disposal in the UCM 

open-pit mine. The annual rate of ash disposal is discussed in Sect 4.1 .10. 

2.1 .7.4 Toxic and Hazardous Materials 

Several materials considered toxic or hazardous would be required for the HCCP. Contractors 

would transport the chemicals by truck to the HCCP. All chemicals would be properly labeled and stored 

according to local fire codes and Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) requirements. 

An approved spill plan would be prepared which would specify storage location, clean-up methods, 

training, and inspection procedures. 

Concentrated sulfuric acid (H2S04) would be used for regeneration of the ion exchange 

demineralizers. The estimated annual use would be approximately 6 tons (840 gal). A new 1000-gal bulk 

storage tank would be provided to store the concentrated sulfuric acid This tank would be filled 

approximately once per year. The bulk tank would be installed over a sump area large enough to enclose 

the contents of the bulk tank plus 10%. Any large spills, including a spill resulting from tank rupture, 

would be neutralized immediately and subsequently cleaned up. Once neutralized, the by-products of 

neutralization would not be toxic or hazardous. The wastes produced from any process using sulfuric acid 

would be neutralized with an equivalent amount of sodium hydroxide (NaOH, or caustic soda) in the 

wastewater treannent system before discharge to the Nenana River. No sulfuric acid would be discharged 

before neutralization and dilution was complete. 
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Sodiwn hydroxide would also be used for regeneration of the ion exchange demineralizers. The 

estimated annual use would be approximately 3 tons (942 gal). A new 1000-gal bulk storage tank would 

be provided to store the NaOH. This tank would be filled about once per year. The bulk tank would be 

installed over a sump area large enough to hold the contents of the bulk tank plus 10%. Any large spills, 

including a spill resulting from tank rupture, would be neutralized immediately with an equivalent amowlt 

of sulfuric acid and cleaned up. Once neutralized, the by-products of neutralization would not be toxic or 

hazardous. The wastes produced from any process using NaOH would be neutralized with sulfuric acid in 

the wastewater treatment system before discharge to the Nenana River. 

A combination of amines, such as morpholine or cyclohexylamine, would be used to control 

corrosion in the preboiler system. Amines would be stored and used in curbed areas; minor spills would 

be routed to the wastewater treatment system for treatment before discharge to the Nenana River, and 

major spills would be cleaned up and disposed of off-site in accordance with appropriate regulations. The 

annual use of amines would be less than one drum, with no more than two drums on-site at any time. 

A sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl) solution, similar to household bleach, would be used to treat the 

potable water supply. The estimated annual use would be 48 to 60 gal, with no more than three to five 

1-gal containers on-site at any time. The sodium hypochlorite solution would be stored and used in 

curbed areas. This chemical would not be toxic or hazardous as used for water treatment. 

2.2 ALTERNATIVES 

Section 102(2XC) of NEPA requires that agencies discuss the reasonable alternatives to the 

proposed action in an impact statement. The term "reasonable ,alternatives" is not self-dejining, but 

rather must be determined in the context of the statutory purpose expressed by the underlying 

legislation. The goals of the federal action establish the limits of its reasonable alternatives. Congress 

estDblished a very specific goal for this phase of the CCT Program-to demonstrate innovative, 

energy-efficient coal technologies capable of achieving substantial reductions in S02 and NO:�: from 

existing facilities. DOE's purpose in selecting the HCCP is to demonstrate the viability of the TRW 

entrained combustion system and the Joy spray dryer absorber to work in conjunction in effectively 

controUing these pollutants. Reasonable alternatives to this proposed action must be capable of 

meeting this purpose. 

Congress also directed DOE to pursue the goals of the legislation by means of partial .funding of 

projects owned and controlled by nonfederal-govemment sponsors. This statutory requirement places 

DOE in a much more limited role than if the federal government were the owner and operator of the 

project In the kltUr situation, DOE would be responsible for a comprehensive review of reasonable 

alternatives for siting the project However, in dealing with an applicant, the scope of alternatives is 
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necessarily more restricted, because tM agency must focus on alte17UlliJ1e ways to accompUsh its 

purpose which reflect both the application before it and tM junctions it plays in the decisional process. 

It is approprillk in such cases for DOE to gil'e substantial weight to the applicant's needs in 

establishing a projecf s reasonable alte17UlliJ1es. 

Based on the foregoing principles, the reasonable altematil'es to the proposed action are tM 

no-action altematiJ1e (including scenarios reasonably expected as a consequence of the no-action 

alternative) and an allematiJ1e site nearer tM UCM Poker Flllts coal mine. 

2.2.1 No-Action Alternative 

The no-action alternative would result if DOE does not provide cost-shared funding support for the 

HCCP. The PElS for the ccr Program (DOEIEIS-0146) evaluated the consequences of no action on a 

programmatic basis (see Sect 1 .5). Under the no-action alternative for the HCCP, the commercial 

readiness of the proposed technologies for the combined removal of S(h, NOx, and PM would not be 

demonstrated The innovative technologies would not be demonstrated at Healy, Alaska, and probably 

would not be demonstrated elsewhere because there are currently no other similar proposals in the ccr 
Program. The opportunity to demonstrate these technologies would likely be lost Consequently, 

commercialization of the technologies could be delayed or might not occur because the utility and 

industrial sectors tend to utilize known and demonstrated technologies over new, unproven technologies. 

Under the no-action alternative, two reasonably foreseeable scenarios could result Neither 

scenario would contribute to the ccr Program objective of demonstrating the economic feasibility and 

environmental acceptability of new coal utilization and pollution control technologies. 

First, GVEA could continue to operate the present power plant (Healy Unit No. 1) and continue to 

buy natural gas-generated power from Anchorage utilities without building any new generating facilities. 

No construction activities or changes in operations would occur. Coal requirements for the existing plant 

and the electricity generated would remain constant There would be no change in present environmental 

conditions at the proposed project site, and the impacts would remain unchanged from the baseline 

conditions. Because the level of impacts would not change, no further discussion is provided for this 

scenario. 

Second, a conventional coal-fired power plant equivalent in capacity to the proposed project with 

conventional flue gas desulfurization could be built at Healy by the project participants without DOE's 

financial assistance. The best available control technologies would be used, including dry scrubbers that 

use lime to remove S(h from the flue gas, low-NOx burners, and a baghouse to remove PM. The dry 

scrubbers would generate a solid waste that, along with the PM from the baghouse, would be rerurned to 

the UCM Poker Flats Mine for disposal. The new plant would lessen or eliminate the need to buy power 

from Anchorage utilities to the same extent as the HCCP. This scenario is almost identical to the scenario 
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expected for commercial operation of the facility if the HCCP demonstration proves unsuccessful and is 

converted to a coal-fired power plant that uses best available control technology. Therefore, an analysis 

of this scenario is included in Sect 5 (the retrofit case). The analysis indicates that the level of impacts 

would be similar to those for the HCCP demonstration, except that the facility would generate about 50% 

less ash and up to 100% greater air emissions. 

Table 2.2.1 presents a comparison of the proposed HCCP with the two reasonably foreseeable 

consequences of no action. 

2.2.2 Alternative Sites 

The goals of the proposed action define the scope of reasonable alternatives to the action. DOE's 

goal for the CCT Program is demonstration of technologies. This goal is achieved by the partial funding 

of specific projects proposed by project participants. Since AIDEA was the only participant to offer to 

demonstrate the limestone-injection entrained combustion system/spray dryer absorber combination of 

technologies, DOE's goal can be met only by funding this project. The goal of AIDEA and GVEA is to 

create additional electrical generating capacity for the region seiVed by GVEA, including Fairbanks and 

outlying communities such as Delta, Nenana, Healy, and DNPP. This goal cannot be met by alternative 

sites that do not have economical access to a suitable coal source or that do not have economically viable 

interties with GVEA's power distribution system. 

The feasibility of siting coal-fired power plants in various locations in the Alaska Railbelt has 

been studied on several occasions by several organizations. GVEA and the City of Fairbanks proposed 

to buUd a 130-MW coal-fired plllnt adjacent to Healy Unit No. 1 in 1978 (GVEA 1978) because their 

electric system was experiencing unprecedented load growth during the construction of the Trans 

Alaska Pipeline. In coordination with the proposal, meteorological data were collected simultaneously 

for one year at Garner, Alllska (located about 1.5 miles southwest of Unit No. 1) for the proposed Healy 

site and at an alternative site near Nenana, Alllska (located approximately 50 miles north of Healy). 

Healy was the most economical site for the proposed facility because of the low cost of 

transporting coal from the nearby UCM Poker Flats mine, existing workforce at Unit No. 1 that would 

minimize the number of additional workers needed, and existing facilities that could be shared by both 

units (e.g., coal handling facilities, fuel oil tanks, and electrical substation). However, there was 

concern that emissions from the 130-MW plant might exceed air quality standards within DNPP or that 

the volume of cooling water required might exceed the capability of the Nenana River at Healy. q 

either concern materialized, the Nenana site would be selected as the best alternative site because it has 

an established community with an infrastructure to support a workforce, a plentiful supply of cooling 

water from the confluence of the Tanana and Nenana Rivers, ready access to transport by rail and 
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Table 2.2.1. Comparison of the proposed Healy Qean Coal Project (HCCP) 
with the no-action alternative 

No-action alternative 

Project with conventional 
Proposed project No project technology 

The objective of the HCCP is to Commercial viability and Commercial viability and 
demonstrate the commercial environmental acceptability of the environmental acceptability of 
readiness, economic feasibility, and proposed technologies would not the proposed technologies 
environmental acceptability of the be demonstrated, and would not be demonstrated, and 
proposed technologies for the commercialization of those commercialization of those 
combined removal of SOz, NOx, and technologies would be delayed or technologies would be delayed 
PM. A successful proposed project would not occur. or would not occur. 
would enhance commercialization of 
those technologies in the industrial 
sector. 

Operation of the HCCP would Golden Valley Electric Operation of the conventional 
generate electricity that would replace Association, Inc., would continue plant would generate electricity 
natural-gas-generated electricity to operate Healy Unit No. 1 and to that would replace natural-gas-
presently bought from Anchorage buy natural-gas-generated generated electricity presently 
utilities. electricity from Anchorage utilities. bought from Anchorage utilities. 

Substantial construction activities No construction activities would Substantial construction 
would be required. occur. activities would be required. 

The HCCP would consume No additional coal required or Conventional plant would use 
approximately 345,000 tons of coal electricity generated. about 10% less coal than the 
per year to generate 50 MW of HCCP but would result in 
electricity. about 10% more total mining 

activity at the UCM mine 
(because of differences in type 
of coal used), resulting in a 
small increase in fugitive dust 
emissions. The conventional 
plant would be a 50-MW 
generating facility. 

Impacts are not expected to be major Environmental impacts would not Level of impacts would be 
for most resource areas. Visibility/air change from baseline conditions. similar to that for HCCP 
quality impacts are a concern. construction and operation. 
Remnants of the thermal plume Differences include the fact that 
reaching Ferry could shorten the a conventional coal-fired plant 
duration of ice bridge use. Impacts would generate about 50% less 
are expected on socioeconomic ash than HCCP operations. Air 
resources (e.g., education, medical emissions are expected to be up 
services). to 100% greater for the 

conventional plant because it 
would only be required to meet 
existing emissions standards, 
while the HCCP is expected to 
generate emissions less than the 
standards. 
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highway, and less electrical loss from transmission lines because it is located SO miles closer to 

Fairbanks than the Healy site. In addition, it is located more than 30 miles/rom the nearest boundary 

of DNPP. However, Nenana usually has lighter winds than Healy, and strong inversions that trap 

emissions can form in Nenana during winter months (as occurs in Fairbanks). 

A PSD air permit application was filed with the Alaska Department of Environmental 

Conservation (ADEC) indicating that the 1978 proposed project could be built at the Healy site without 

exceeding air quality standards within DNPP. However, as discussed below, unexpected circumstllnces 

quickly halted GVEA 's electric load growth and the need for the project GVEA installed two 60-MW 

oil-fired units at North Pole, Alaska, in 1976 and 1977 to meet the growing demand for electricity. The 

cost of fuel oil was expected to be about $0.2Sigal, but oil prices skyrocketed worldwide until the cost of 

fuel oil was more than $0.70/gaL Consequently, GVEA was forced to increase electric rates. Many 

GVEA customers stopped using electricity to heat their homes and businesses. This situation sUI:hknly 
I. 

changed GVEA's electric load projections, and a decision was made to halt the proposed project 

(shortly after the PSD permit application was filed with the ADEC). 

In 198S and 1988, the Alaska Power Authority (AP A) studied the feasibility of siting coal-fired 

power plants in the Alaska Railbelt. The 198S study evaluated building coal-fired plants as alternatives 

to buUding a 1200-MW hydroelectric project on the Susitna River (APA 198S). The study considered 

the comparative costs of locating a 200-MW coal-fired power plant at Nenana and Beluga (located 

approximately 200 miles south of Healy) and considered the environmentlll impacts that might be 

associllUd with such development 

In 1987, the City of Nenana pelformed a preliminary feasibility study for a coal-fired electric 

generation facility to be located near the city (Nenana 1987a, 1987b). The study assumed that the plant 

would have a capacity of approximately 1SO MW. The study described the environmentlll problems 

associated with the development of such a project, including the project's thermal impact upon the 

Nenana River, the need for available land for the disposal of fly ash, and issues related to transporting 

coal approximately SO miles to the plant site from the UCM Poker Flats mine. A complete feasibility 

study was not conducted because of a lack of funds. The project was abandoned because the cost of the 

plant was not competitive, the utilities did not need the additional1SO MW of electricity, and the 

existing transmission facilities could not transport all of the additional electricity to Fairbanks and 

Anchorage. 

In 1988, AP A undertook a study to assess the feasibility of electrical transmission projects in the 

Alaska Railbelt (APA 1988). This study included estimates of the capitlll costs; operations and 

maintenance costs; and environmentlll impacts of coal-fired power plants at Healy, Nenana, Beluga, 

and Matanuska Valley. Both circulating fluidized bed and pulverized coal technologies ranging in size 

from SO to 1SO MW were considered. All jour of these sites would experience environmentlll impacts, 
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but the impacts were capable of being mitigated. The lowest cost options were found to be the 

circulatingjluidi:r.ed bed technology, the Matanuska site, and the largest plant size (150 MW). However, 

the report noted that smalkr plant sizes may have other advantages such as reliability for system 

planning,Jewer environmental impacts, and lower capital requirements. In both APA studies (1985 

and 1988) the estimated costs were sensitive to the assumptions; site-specific studies were recommended 

to determine actual impacts and costs of the proposed projects. 

These studies all showed that siting a coal-fired power plant at any of the studied locations, 

including Healy, would have environmental impacts. Although an alternative site location such as 

Nenana might have been afeasible site for the projects referenced above, such a location renders a 

proposed CCT project economically infeasible from GVEA 's standpoint, because of increased capital 

requirements, labor costs, and fuel costs. In addition, siting the plant near Nenana to utilize the river 

water source could impact anadromous • fisheries. Locating the plant between Nenana and Fairbanks 

would probably not be pennitted due to nonattainment of air quality standards in the Fairbanks area. 

Location away from the existing electrical intertie system, which roughly parallels the Parks Highway and 

Alaska Railroad corridor, would require construction of a new powerline transmission link at a cost of 

approximately $500,000 per mile and with associated environmental impacts. Siting a plant near existing 

communities between Healy and Fairbanks could also require developing new infrastructure. 

In summary, the project participant has detennined that the only alternative sites that appear 

feasible for economic or environmental reasons are those along the Nenana River close to the UCM mine 

and adjacent to the existing power intertie. Within that area, sites closer to the mine mouth, sites near an 

existing community infrastructure, and sites that do not require additional disturbance or access routes 

appear to have advantages. The project participants have previously considered a site across the Nenana 

River from the UCM mine (see Fig. 2. 1 .2). This site, which is the site initiaUy proposed by AIDEA (see 

SecL 1.2), is typical of feasible alternative sites from the standpoint of environmental and socioeconomic 

impacts and was therefore adopted as the reasonable alternative site to be analyzed for purposes of this 

document Table 2.2.2 presents a summary ofHCCP impacts expected for the proposed site and 

alternative site. 

2.2.3 Alternatives and Issues Dismissed from Further Consideration 

The following sections discuss alternatives and issues that were raised via testimony, via written 

correspondence during the scoping process (Sect. 1 .5), and during further planning for the project. 

* "Anadromous" fish migrate up rivers from the sea and breed in fresh water. 
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Table 2.2.2. Comparison of the Healy Clean Coal Project (HCCP) for the 
orooosed site versus the alternative site · 

Environmental imnact 

Resource Prooosed site Alternative site 

Atmospheric resources Construction 

Minimal air quality impacts are expected Minor air quality impacts are expected 
from disturbance to about 10 acres; effects from disturbance to about 37 acres; effects 
would occur intennittently and be limited would occur intennittently and be limited 
primarily to emissions of fugitive dust and primarily to emissions of fugitive dust and 
exhaust emissions (localized emissions of exhaust emissions (localized emissions of 
NO�. CO PM and hvdrocarbons}. NOx. CO PM. and hydrocarbons). 

Operation4 

Air pollutants of potential concern are sen. Maximum concentrations of air pollutants 
NOx. and PM to. Air dispersion modeling within DNPP would be reduced from 
for the demonstration case shows maximum those predicted for the proposed site. 
concentrations would be up to 40% and 56% Impacts outside DNPP would also 
of the respective PSDb Class I (within decrease. except for PM which would 
DNPpc) and II (outside DNPP) increments. increase or remain about the same. 

Air dispersion modeling shows maximum Cumulative concentrations from the 
cumulative concentrations from the simul�s �on of the HCCP m the 
simultaneous operation of the HCCP and the alternative site and the existing Healy Unit 
existing Healy Unit No. 1 would be up to No. 1 would be reduced from those 
96% of the NAAQS

4
• The planned retrofit predicted at the proposed site because the 

of Unit No. 1 reduces these predictions to HCCP boiler building at the alternative 
81% of the NAAQS. site would not affect the Unit No. 1 stack 

plume. 

Ice fog downstream distance would increase Ice fog downstream distance would 
from the current 3 or 4 miles to about 9 or increase from the current 3 or 4 miles to 
10 miles; this may affect the use of the about 10 or 1 1  miles; this may affect the 
private Usibelli Coal Mine. Inc. (UCM). use of the private UCM airstrip. 
airstrio. 
Emission plume is predicted to be visible Visibility impacts are expected to be 
from the DNPP Visitor Access Center similar to impacts predicted for the 
during less than 1% of the daytime homs proposed site. 
per year. Using other assumptions prefen-ed 
by the NPS, a plume is predicted as much 
as 8o/c of the daytime hours per year for the 
combined operation of Unit No. 1 and the 
HCCP (permitted CtiSe). Mitigation of Unit 
No. 1 would reduce this kilter prediction to 
7%. 

Surface water Construction 
resources 

Erosion and sedimentation not likely to Impacts would be similar to those at the 
substantially degrade water quality for proposed site. 
recreation or other downstream uses of the 
Nenana River. 

No alteration of watershed drainage patterns. Impacts would be similar to those at the 
� site. 
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Table 2.2.2 (continued) 

Environmental imnact 

Resource Prooosed site Alternative site 

Swface water Minor consumptive use of surface water if Minor consumptive use of swface water if 
resources (continued) wellll1'0undwater source is inodeoUIIIe. weU llTOundwater source is inodeoUIIIe. 

Operation 

Occasional surface water withdrawals would Effects on water quality and flow rate of 
not substantially affect Nenana River flow. the Nenana River would be similar to 

those at the proposed site. It is unlikely 
that HCCP effiuents or runoff would affect 
Li�nite (Hoseanna) Creek. 

During winter months. the cumulative water Cumulative thermal effects that would 
temperatures from the discharge of heated occur as a result of the HCCP and Unit 
water dming operation of Healy Unit No. 1 No. 1 simultaneous operation at the 
and the HCCP are predicted to be below the proposed site would not occur at the 
Alaska Department of Environmental alternative site because of the physical 
Conservation limit of 55.4°F at 30 ft separation. Maximum elevation in river 
downstream of the HCCP discharge and water temperature from discharge of 
beyond. During summer months. the HCCP once-through cooling would be less 
cumulative water temperatures are predicted than that of both units at the proposed site. 
to be below the limit beyond 50 ft 
downstream of the HCCP discharge. 
Fishery impacts are expected to be minor 
due to small fish populations in the Nenana 
River and the SPeCies involved. 

Thermal discharges may affect ice bridge Thermal discharges would probably affect 
formation at Ferry (about 13 miles ice bridge formation at Ferry. 
downstream). 

Wastewater effluent would not have a major Impacts would be the same as at the 
adverse effect on the water quality of the proposed site. 
Nenana River. 

Solid waste disposal practices are not Impacts would be the same as at the 
exoocted to imuact surface waters. 1orooosed site. 

Groundwater resources Existing unlined fly ash ponds would be Impacts associated with runoff from the 
eliminated; dry fly ash would be stored in a HCCP coal pile would be similar to the 
silo. An unlined ash pond would be proposed site. Temporary ash disposal 
developed near the coal pile for coal pile from Unit No. 1 would not occur at the 
runoff and for temporary ash disposal from alternative site. However. impacts 
Unit No. 1 when the HCCP is down for an associated with the existing unlined fly ash 
outage. Seepage of coal pile runoff to ponds at Unit No. 1 would not change 
groundwater is expected. but groundwater from existing conditions. 
quality impacts are expected to improve 
sli2:htlv from existin2 conditions. 

Groundwater withdrawal impacts are Impacts would be the same as at the 
exoocted to be minor. .. site. 

Off-site disposal of construction rubble and Impacts would be the same as at the 
HCCP fly ash would have minimal impacts proposed site. 
on groundwater. 
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Table 2.2.2 (continued) 

Environmental imoact 
Resource Prooosed site Alternative site 

Ecological resources. Construction 
terrestrial 

No major loss of wildlife habitat is expected Site preparation would disturb more aml 
from site preparation. increased numbers of (37 vs 10 acres). Increased removal of 
people. and increased frequency of loud terrestrial ecosystems would result. 
noises. 
Operation 

Surface mining of coal for the HCCP would Impacts would be the same as at the 
require disturbing and revegetating an proposed site. 
additional 4 acres per year (currently. about 
29-33 acres are disturbed in surface miniD!z). 
Leachate from wastes disposed of in the coal Impacts would be the same as at the 
mine is not expected to affect near-surface proposed site. 
groundwater (which would affect terrestrial 
resources). 
No effects on wildlife populations would Any potential impacts from operation at 
occur as a result of respiring HCCP SOz and the proposed site would be about the same 
NOz emissions. Effects of pollutant gases or slightly less at the alternative site. 
on vegetation are not expected to be major 
and are expected to be limited to maximally 
exposed locations. Deposition of coal ash 
particles may measurably increase metal 
concentrations in some local ecosystem 
components but would not have major 
effects on those ecosystems. A substantial 
HCCP contribution to ecological effects of 
acidic deoosition is unlikely. 

Ecological resources. Construction 
aquatic 

Effects of construction excavation (at the Effects at the alternative site would be 
water intake and discharge structures) may similar. 
disturb riverine benthic communities. which 
should recover within 2 years. Suspended 
sediments are not expected to have major 
effects on the aQuatic community. 
Operation 

The HCCP may cause a small amount of Effects at the alternative site would be 
entrainment. impingement. and cold-shock similar. Cumulative effects would be less. 
mortality; but the effects are not expected to but no cross connection would be installed 
be major. A cross connection would be to mitigate impacts. 
installed between the Healy Unit No. 1 and 
HCCP discharges that may mitigate 
cold-shock mortality by allowing discharge 
to both outfalls when one of the units is shut 
down. 
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Table 2.2.2 (continued) 

Environmental imoact 

Resource Prooosed site Alternative site 

Ecological resources, No anticipated effects on threatened or No anticipated effects on threatened or 
threatened and endangered species. endangered species. 
endan�ered soecies 

Floodplains and Construction would occur on land that 22 acres of wetland could be disturbed and 
wetlands already has been disturbed. No intrusion on lost because of construction, of which 2 

a floodplain nor loss of wetlands is acres currently support wetland 
exoected. communities. 

Prehistoric and No impacts to prehistoric or historic Impacts would be the same as at the 
historic resources resources are likelv to occur. orooosed site. 

Socioeconomics, Construction-related population growth Impacts of construction would be similiar 
population would add 382 residents to the Denali to those for the proposed site; operations 

Borough; operations would add would add 134 residents. This HCCP-
102 residents. This HCCP-related growth related growth would represent 26% of the 
would represent 25% of the Denali Denali Borough's 1996 population. 
Borou�' s 1996 oooulation. 

Socioeconomics, Construction 
employment 

The major employment impact for borough Impacts would be similiar to those for the 
residents would be the indirect jobs created proposed site. 
by the construction workers' expenditures in 
the local economy. The creation of 
75 indirect jobs would have economic 
imoacts in the Denali Borou2h. 

Operation 

A minor impact for the borough would be Impacts would be greater because of the 
the likelihood that some (13) of the presence of 45 workers (as opposed to 32 
temporary indirect jobs created during workers at the proposed site). 
construction would become oermanent iobs. 

Socioeconomics, Both construction- and operations-related Construction impacts would be similar to 
housing impacts are expected because of the demand those for the proposed site; impacts of 

for 49 housing units during construction, 40 operation would be slightly greater 
housing units during the demonstration, and because of the 13 additional operations 
up to 89 units in 1996-1997 during an workers. 
overlapping period of construction and 
demonstration. 

Socioeconomics, Construction 
public services, 
education The addition of 22 students to the projected Impacts would be similiar to those for the 

1995-96 enrollment of 285 would exceed proposed site. 
the school capacity of 165 by 142 students 
but should not create major impacts if 
current plllnsfor school expansion are 
implemented. 
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Table 2.2.2 (continued) 

, Environmental im_l)_act 
Resource Proposed site Alternative site 

Socioeconomics, Operation 
public services, 
education The addition of 22 students to the projected The addition of 35 students to the 
(continued) 1996-97 enrollment of 290 would exceed projected 1996-97 enrollment of 290 

the school capacity of 165 by 147 students would exceed the school capacity of 165 
but should not create major impacts if by 160 students but should not create 
current plans for school expansion are major impacts if cun-ent plans for school 
implemented. exoansion are imJLlemented. 

Socioeconomics, Construction 
public services, police 
and fire protection Population growth of 382 residents would Impacts would be the same as at the 

stretch the resources of the local police and proposed site. 
fire denartments. 
Operation 

The addition of 102 new residents would With projected population growth of 134, 
slightly increase the work load for the local impacts would be larger than those for the 
police and frre departments, but impacts are proposed site. 
expected to be minor. 

Socioeconomics, Construction 
public services, 
medical services The addition of 382 residents during HCCP Impacts would be the same as at the 

construction would not have major impacts proposed site. 
on medical services in the Healy vicinity. 
Operation 

With projected population growth of 102, With projected population growth of 134, 
operations would not substantially reduce impacts would be larger than those for the 
the ability of local medical services to serve proposed site but should not be 
the local oooulation. substantiaL 

Aesthetics Maior imoacts are not expected. Major impacts are not e�ted. 
Noise Maior imoacts are not exoected. Maior imoacts are not exoected. 
Waste management No substantial on-site impacts. Additional Level of impacts would not change. 

waste generated during construction may Distance for transporting ash to the mine 
hasten the borough • s need for additional would double. 
landfill soace before the year 2000. 

Electromagnetic fields The HCCP would not change the level of A new electrical transmission line would 
effects, if any. be required, but no adverse impacts are 

exoected. 
Worker health and Health and safety impacts are not expected Level of impacts would be the same as at 
safe tv to be substantial. the proposed site. 

•values pruented do not reflect the Mitigation Agreement discussed in Sect. 2.1.3.2, e:u:eptfor viribility impacts. 
6 Pret�enlion of S ignijiCQllt Deterioration 
�Denali NIIDonal Parle tuUl Presene 
4N11Donal Ambient Air Qlllllily Slllndards 
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AIDEA conceived, designed, and proposed the HCCP in response to the PON soliciting proposals that 

was issued by DOE in May 1989 (Sect. 1 . 1). DOE's role is limited to providing the cost-shared federal 

funding for AIDEA' s proposed project As such, the alternatives that meet the goals of demonstrating this 

technology are narrowed due to the proposal selection process that DOE must follow by law. 

2.2.3.1 Alternative Technologies 

The HCCP was selected to demonstrate a particular type of technology. Other CCf projects would 

not achieve this goal. Furthermore, in the context of the no-action alternative, a coal-fired plant is the 

only reasonable technology to site in the study area because of fuel availability. In addition, the use of 

other technologies to meet GVEA's need for power (e.g., natural gas, wind power, solar energy, and 

conservation) not only would not achieve the goals of the ccr Program, but also would result in impacts 

remote from the study area and thus would be subsumed in th� no-action alternative. 

2.2.3.2 Other Projects 

Environmental comparisons between the offerors for the ccr Program were made as a part of the 

preselection review (Sect 1.5). DOE is in the process of negotiating cooperative agreements with the 

sponsors of all selected projects. Therefore, they are not alternatives to each other. In addition, the HCCP 

is the only selected project that would accomplish the goal of demonstrating this technology. 

2.2.3.3 Alternative Component Options 

Alternative options for removing waste heat from the steam condenser were considered during the 

planning process of the project (AIDEA 199lb). These include (1)  wet cooling tower, (2) air cooled 

condenser, and (3) wet/dry cooling tower. An analysis was performed to compare these options. They 

were ranked from most to least desirable as follows: 

1 .  air-cooled condenser, 

2. once-through system, 

3. wet/dry cooling system, and 

4. wet cooling tower. 

The air-cooled condenser had the least environmental impact because it would neither warm the 

river nor create a vapor plume. However, it is more costly and less energy efficient than other 

alternatives. The once-through cooling system was the alternative that was chosen and discussed as part 

of the proposed project and is therefore discussed in this EIS. 

The wet/dry cooling system alleviates the ice fog problem associated with river water warmed by 

the once-through cooling system. However, a vapor plume would be visible from some areas in DNPP, 

local roads, and the Alaska Railroad. This system is considered to be only marginally better than the wet 

cooling system in terms of environmental impacts. It is also the most costly of the available options. 
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The wet cooling tower would have no impact on the Nenana River. however, there would be a 

year-round vapor plume visible from northern portions of DNPP, the George Parks Highway, the Healy 

Spur Highway, the Alaska Railroad, and charter aircraft visiting the Denali area. This system is also 

prone to freezing problems in the severe climate of the Healy area. These problems make this option less 

desirable than the other alternatives. 

Stack height options were also examined. Two assumed stack heights for the combined HCCP and 

Unit No. 1 emissions (150 ft and 212.5 ft) were analyzed for their impact on visibility. The study found 

that the value assumed for the stack height for the combined emissions had only a minor effect on the 

number of hours the emissions exceeded the theoretical threshold for plume visibility. 

2.2.3.4 Other Alternatives and Issues 

Other alternatives, such as delaying or reducing the size of the proposed project, have been 

dismissed as not reasonable. Delaying the project would not result in any reduction of impacts once it is 

implemented, but would adversely qffect DOE's schedule for demonstrating the technology and 

GVEA 's ability to meet the needs of its customers. The 50-MW design size of the HCCP was chosen by 

the participant in order to be able to demonstrate the slagging combustor technology at the smallest scale 

that could make use of commercial-size components and offer reliable and flexible plant operations. In 

addition, the 50-MW unit was selected as a minimum size because it is large enough to convince utility 

companies that the technology, once demonstrated at this scale, can be applied directly, without further 

scale up, to a host of similar sized boilers and, more importantly, the same size combustion system can 

be applied to larger sized utility boilers. 
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3. EXISTING ENVIRONMENT 

This section profiles the environmental resources in the vicinity of the proposed HCCP, including 

the proposed site, the alternative site, and DNPP. The resources discussed include relevant physical, 

biological, social, and economic conditions that might be altered through the implementation of the 

proposed action or alternatives to the proposed action. 

3.1 SITE DESCRIPTION AND AESTHETICS 

The HCCP proposed and alternative sites are located in a region of abundant scenic beauty 

(Fig. 3. 1 . 1  ). Situated along the northern base of the Alaska Range, the region is famous for scenic 

resources, geological formations, plants, and wildlife that attract tourists from all over the world Because 

of this abundance of visual resources, aesthetic concerns are of primary importance to any project 

proposed for the region. 

Visual resource management systems, methods by which visual characteristics of areas may be 

described, assessed, and protected, have been developed by the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) and the U.S. 

Bureau of Land Management (BLM) (USFS 1974; BLM 1980). Under these management systems, visual 

resources are considered to have three basic attributes: landscape character, visual condition, and visual 

resource importance. Landscape character describes the landforms, water bodies, vegetation patterns, and 

human modifications that give a particular landscape its distinguishing characteristics. Visual condition 

describes the degree to which humans have modified the landscape. Visual resource importance ascribes 

relative values to an area within the landscape and is a function of (1) how distinctive a particular area is 

relative to the characteristic landscape being assessed (scenic quality), (2) the volume of use and degree of 

user interest (visual resource sensitivity), and (3) the visibility of the landscape of interest (distance zone) 

(AIDEA 199la). 

This section discusses visual resources in the region and at the potential HCCP sites in terms of the 

three attributes previously described The study region includes (1) areas close enough to the HCCP 

proposed and alternative sites to be affected directly by physical changes in the sites' aesthetic 

environment and (2) areas in which the aesthetic environment could be changed by indirect effects of the 

HCCP away from the project site. 

3.1 .1 Denali National Park And Preserve 
3.1 .1 .1 Landscape Character 

The nearest borders of DNPP are about 4 miles south of the proposed site and about 6 miles west of 

the alternative site (Fig. 3. 1.2). Mount McKinley, the tallest mountain in North America (20,320 ft above 

mean sea level), is DNPP's most famous visual resource. The Mount McKinley group provides a 
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Fig. 3.1.1. Aerial view of the Healy Clean Coal Project proposed and alternative sites. 
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Fig. 3.1.2. Location of Denali National Park and Preserve in relation to the Healy Clean Coal 
Project proposed and alternative sites. 
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distinctive viewing opportunity within the Alaska Range, as few peaks elsewhere in the range are higher 

than 8000 ft. The McKinley group's peaks are spectacular visually because they rise from the relative 

lowlands of the interior plain rather than from a range of uniformly high mountains. For example, the 

northern peak of Mount McKinley (19,4 70 ft) lies within 10 miles of a lowland plain at 3.�ft elevation. 

The aesthetic resources most pertinent to the HCCP include those visible from the Denali Park 

Road, which runs west from Denali Park (at the entrance to DNPP) approximately 90 miles through 

DNPP to Kantislma. Although Mount McKinley's southern peak (20,320 ft) is higher than its northern 

peak (19,470 ft), the northern peak is most visible from viewpoints along the Denali Park Road The first 

view of the McKinley group is at mile post (MP) 9, approximately 12  miles from the proposed HCCP site, 

with the best views begirming at about MP 60. The whole McKinley group comes into view starting at 

about MP 61.2, and this is also the point at which the Denali Park Road is closest to the summit of 

McKinley's northern peak (27 miles). In addition to the McKinley group, many lesser peaks (4000 to 

6000 ft) within DNPP also are visible from the Denali Park Road (AIDEA 199la). 

3.1 .1 .2 Visual Condition 

The landscape of DNPP has experienced very little human modification, and management of DNPP 

focuses on preserving this natural visual quality. Other than the passage of the Alaska Railroad and the 

George Parks Highway through a small portion of its eastern margin, the only road access within DNPP 

is along the Denali Park Road Automobile traffic is generally restricted to the paved portion of the road 

from the DNPP entrance to Savage River (approximately 15 miles), with a limited number of private 

vehicles allowed access to campgrounds beyond and private land in the Kantishna HiUs. 1be remainder 

of tourist access is provided by NPS and concessionaire tour buses that travel round trip to the park 

interior. Once beyond the intensive development in the area of the DNPP Headquarters, virtually the only 

human-made features are the Denali Park Road, five campgrounds along the road, the Toklat Road 

Camp, the Eielson Visitor Center, sel'eral ranger stations, three rest stops, and development in the 

Kantishna area. Using BLM standards, DNPP's visual condition is rated as relatively high based on the 

pristine nature of the vast majority of its 6 million acres (AIDEA 1991a). 

3.1 .1 .3 Visual Resource Importance 

Mount McKinley is unique in being the highest and one of the most spectacular mountains in North 

America, and the sheer size of DNPP is testimony to its importance as a national resource. Based on the 

BLM scenic quality rating system, DNPP as viewed from Denali Park Road receives a Qass A rating. 

Oass A areas are those that combine the most outstanding characteristics of each rating factor (i.e., 

uniqueness, use, and visibility of the landscape) (AIDEA 199la). 

Visitor use of the Denali Park Road is heavy; more than 500,000 visitors have toured DNPP 

annually since 1986. BLM defines high-use routes as those receiving 20,000 or more visits per year or a 
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comparable degree of use on a seasonal basis. Because most of the trips on the Denali Park Road are 

made for scenic and recreational purposes, it is assumed that there is high interest in and concern for 

DNPP' s landscape among the road's users. It may also be assumed that concern about changes in 

landscape features throughout any but the most developed areas ofDNPP would be high. High volume of 

use, coupled with an inferred high degree of public concern over the preservation of a national park and 

preserve, indicates that a high degree of visual resource sensitivity is likely (AIDEA 1 99 la). 

Visual resources that are closer to the viewer are generally considered to be more important than 
those at some distance. Areas greater than 5 miles from the viewer, but generally less than 15 miles away, 

are defined as being in the background distance zone. Almost all of the more spectacular vistas from the 

Denali Park Road are more than 5 miles away from any viewpoint along the road and, according to this 

criterion, would be considered distant However, at nearly 4 miles high, 70 miles long, and 10 miles wide, 

the Mount McKinley group is an important visual resource even when viewed from sites more than 

25 miles away (AIDEA 199 l a). 

Another important aspect of viewing scenic resources is the visual quality of the atmosphere 

through which they are observed DNPP is a federal PSD Class I air quality area (also see Sect 3.2.4). 

Air quality is considered to be excellent, except for dust generated by vehicles using the Denali Park 

Road and haze generated during the summer by forest fires. Another cause of reduced visibility within 

DNPP, particularly when viewing Mount McKinley, is cloudiness. Mount McKinley is so large that it 

causes cloud fonnation and is often enshrouded by clouds. 

3.1 .2 The Nenana River Valley 
3.1 .2.1 Landscape Character 

Another area of important scenic resources in the vicinity of the HCCP is the Nenana River Valley, 

from the proposed site to Cantwell, about 30 miles to the south. Scenic resources are visible from the 

George Parks Highway, the Alaska Railroad, and the Nenana River, all of which share this corridor 

through the Alaska Range. The physical setting of the river, a sculptured glacial valley with sheer walls, 

provides distinctive viewing opportunities. The Nenana River Valley itself is flat and U-shaped, with 

walls rising from 2000 to 3000 ft above the river, but it descends from about the 2100-ft-elevation level 

just north of Cantwell to about 1350 ft at Healy. In the Nenana River Gorge, that part of the Nenana 

River Valley between Denali Park and Healy, the river descends approximately 460 ft within about 

5 miles. This descent through the sculptured glacial valley provides some of the local area's most 

spectacular scenery. 

3.1 .2.2 Visual Condition 

The landscape of the floor of the Nenana River Gorge has been modified rather extensively by 

human activities, while the higher-elevation valley walls have hardly been modified. Modifications have 
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been related primarily to provisions for transportation and utility lines (i.e .• the George Parks Highway. 

the Alaska Railroad, and the Anchorage-Fairbanks Transmission Intertie) and to the intensive 

commercial development near the DNPP entrance. According to the BLM' s visual condition 

classification system. the river valley's visual condition is moderate. This means that human activities are 

evident and attract attention. but that they are subordinate to the inherent features of the landscape 

(AIDEA 199la). 

3.1 .2.3 Visual Resource Importance 

The NPS rates various areas within the Nenana River Gorge north of DNPP as the most significant 

scenic areas along the Nenana River. The Tanana Basin Area Plan for state lands recommends 

preservation of the foreground scenery (0.25 to 0.5 miles away) along the Nenana River by designating 

the river as a State Recreation River for a stretch extending from the Nenana Glacier to Healy (Alaska 

Department of Natural Resources 1991). Based on this recommendation. the scenic quality of the Nenana 

River Valley relative to other similar landscapes is considered to be high. According to the BLM system. 

the area is rated as Oass A. Class A areas are those that combine the most outstanding characteristics of 

each rating factor (i.e., uniqueness, use, and visibility of the landscape) (AIDEA 1991a). 

The volume of use of the Nenana River Valley as a transportation corridor is high. as the George 

Parks Highway and the Alaska Railroad provide key routes for general transit between Anchorage and 

Fairbanks. This part of the river may be designated as a scenic resource. User attitudes about potential 

effects on scenic resources in the area probably differ depending on whether use is as tourism or 

transportation. For the Nenana River Valley, it is assumed that a high volume of use coupled with either a 

medium or high degree of public concern indicates the likelihood of high visual resource sensitivity 

(AIDEA 199la). 

Most landscape features visible along the Nenana River Valley are foreground views (0.25 to 

0.5 miles away) or middle ground views (0.5 to 5 miles away). A few of the peaks visible from this 

corridor would be considered as background views (more than 5 miles away) (AIDEA 199la). 

3.1 .3 The Healy Clean Coal Project Proposed Site 
3.1 .3.1 Landscape Character 

The HCCP proposed site lies at the confluence of Healy Creek and the Nenana River near the 

northern base of the Alaska Range (Fig. 3.1 .3). Topography in the immediate vicinity of the HCCP site is 

varied. West of the Nenana River. the terrain is gently rolling and covered primarily with resin birch and 

immature quaking aspen communities. South of Healy Creek are shallow moraine and outwash gravel 
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Fig. 3.1.3. Aerial view of the Healy Clean Coal Project proposed site. 
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terraces supporting low shrub and herbaceous nmdra, backed by low foothills of the Alaska Range. The 

dominant landform at the HCCP site is the high plateau to the northeast. Steep faces of this plateau rise 

· above the Nenana River and Healy Creek and support coniferous and deciduous forest types alternating 

with large gravel slides (AIDEA 1991a). 

3.1 .3.2 Visual Condition 

The proposed HCCP would be constructed adjacent to the existing Healy Unit No. 1 in an area that 

has experienced a moderate level of human modification. Water vapor that condenses from the Unit 

No. 1 stack produces a white plume that under certain conditions may be visible for up to 1 mile before it 

evaporates. The plume is only occasionally visible (during stable atmospheric conditions with light winds 

and cool temperatures). In addition to the existing power plant and its associated coal pile, coal conveyor, 

fly ash ponds, and substation, the following man-made features exist within sight of the HCCP: 

• the private gravel haul road from the UCM coal mine to the existing power plant; 

• a 345-kV power transmission line entering the Healy Unit No. 1 substation from the south 

and a 138-kV power line leaving the power plant approximately to the west and tJ?.en north 

to Fairbanks; 

• the paved Healy Spur Highway, which approaches from the George Parlcs Highway at 

Healy, crosses the Nenana River by bridge at the HCCP site, and continues up Healy Creek; 

• the Suntrana spur of the Alaska Railroad, which parallels the Healy Spur Highway near the 

HCCP site, crossing the Nenana River on a separate bridge; 

• the main line of the Alaska Railroad, including the Healy switch yard and associated 

buildings, located west of the Nenana River; 

• the Healy River Airport and the old Healy airstrip, both located west of the river; 

• a large gravel pit west of the Nenana River; 

• a recreational vehicle park located just east of the HCCP site beyond a small forested area; 

and 

• a commercial coal pile and associated buildings located to the south and directly across the 

Healy Spur Highway from the entrance to the recreational vehicle parte. 

The community of Healy, the George Partes Highway, and the UCM coal mine and its associated 

conveyor and tipple are additional noticeable man-made features located within a 4-mile radius of the 

proposed site. Visual condition, as defmed by BLM standards, is moderate (AIDEA 199la). 
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3.1 .3.3 Visual Resource Importance 

Although the diversity of landscape is high with respect to lanclfonns, water bodies, and vegetation 

patterns, the extensive intrusion of man-made features in the landscape changes scenic quality. Lower 

scenic quality is reflected in recommendations not to extend the designation of the Nenana River as a 

State Recreation River north of Healy (at the location of the Healy Spur Highway Bridge) (Alaska 
Department of Natural Resources 1990). Scenic quality of the HCCP site is considered to be moderate 

relative to other similar landscapes, as reflected by a BLM scenic quality rating of Class B. This rating is 

assigned to areas in which there is a combination of some outstanding features and some that are fairly 

common to the physiographic region (BLM 1980; AIDEA 199la). 

The volume ofHCCP area use varies among types of transportation. Vehicle traffic on the Healy 

Spur Highway consists primarily of workers at the existing Healy Unit No. 1 and the UCM mine, as well 

as users of the recreational vehicle park just beyond the proposed site. This volume of use is low to 

medium according to the BLM definition. Attitudes of these transportation users concerning preservation 

of the scenic quality of this area are unknown (AIDEA 199la). 

The HCCP proposed site is also visible from the Alaska Railroad, which follows the Nenana River 

across from the HCCP site on its north-south route between Anchorage and Fairbanks. Because no 

regular passenger rail stops exist between Denali Park and Healy, ridership in this area is probably much 

the same as that described above for the Nenana River Gorge. According to the BLM definition, this 

would be considered a medium-use route. Railroad user interest in or concern for preservation of the 

HCCP site scenery is unknown, but is assumed to be lower than that for preservation of the Nenana River 

Gorge (AIDEA 199la). 

Whitewater raft and kayak trips traversing the Nenana River Gorge disembark just below the Healy 

Spur Highway Bridge across the river from the HCCP site. This recreational group constitutes several 

thousand users per year (see Sect 3.8.6). In general, this group is assumed to have a moderate to high 

degree of regard for preservation of scenic quality (AIDEA 1991 a). 

A fourth type of transportation user comprises hikers and other people who travel by foot to areas 

in DNPP from which the HCCP site, may be viewed. Visitation rates to such areas are unknown, but are 

estimated to be very small compared with visitation rates to other locations within DNPP. Nevertheless, 

this group of hikers is assumed to have a moderate to high degree of concern for preserving the area's 

scenic quality (AIDEA 199la). 

As defined by the BLM classification, the low to moderate use of the surrounding area coupled 

with moderate concern indicates a low to moderate visual resource sensitivity for the proposed HCCP site 

(AIDEA 199la). 
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3.1 .4 The Healy Clean Coal Project Alternative Site 
3.1 .4.1 Landscape Character 

The HCCP alternative site, located approximately 4 miles north-northwest of the proposed site, lies 

on the west bank of the Nenana River across from the UCM coal mine (Fig. 3.1.4). Topography in the 

immediate vicinity of this site is similar to that described for the proposed site, with the dominant 

landscape features being the river and the high plateau to the east. However, the alternative site location 

would be on a broader low-lying terrace of the Nenana River than the proposed site location. 

3.1 .4.2 Visual Condition 

The alternative site has not been as heavily disturbed as the proposed site. However, the alternative 

site is located adjacent to existing UCM facilities in an area that has experienced human modification. 

The existing facilities include a coal stockpile, a load-out building, and a tipple on the west bank of the 

Nenana River, an elevated coal conveyor that spans the Nenana; and a gravel haul road, a coal stockpile, 

UCM' s office/shop building, and other mining facilities on the east bank. Because it has been disturbed 

by the presence of these coal-related facilities, the visual condition of the alternative site is rated as 

moderate using BLM standards. 

3.1 .4.3 Visual Resource Importance 

At the alternative site, the diversity oflandscape features is high with respect to landforms, water 

bodies, and vegetation patterns. However, the intrusion of man-made features in the landscape diminishes 

scenic quality. Lower scenic quality is reflected in the recommendations not to extend the designation of 

the Nenana River as a State Recreation River north of Healy (Alaska Department of Natural Resources 

1990). Scenic quality_ at the alternative site, as defined by BLM standards, is considered moderate relative 

to other similar landscapes. 

The volume of use in the vicinity of the alternative site is low compared with use near the proposed 

site. The alternative site is located several miles north of any popular kayaking or rafting areas, and it is 

not visible to hikers in DNPP. Vehicle traffic near the alternative site consists almost entirely of (1) UCM 

trucks and equipment operating at the mine and delivering coal to the existing Healy Unit No. l ,  and 

(2) UCM employees going to and from work each day. This volume of use is low according to BLM 

standards. Attitudes of these transportation users concerning preservation of the scenic quality of this area 

are unknown. 

The alternative site is visible from the Alaska Railroad, and ridership in this area is probably much 

the same as that of the proposed site. According to the BLM defmition, this would be considered a 

medium-use route. Railroad user interest in or concern for preser-Vation of the alternative site's scenery is 

unknown. 

As defined by the BLM classification, the low to moderate use of the surrounding area coupled 

with unknown concern indicates a low to moderate visual resource sensitivity for the alternative site. 
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500 1000 FEET 

Fig. 3.1.4. Aerial view of the Healy Clean Coal Project alternative site. 
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3.2 ATMOSPHERIC RESOURCES 

3.2. 1 Climate 

Climatic conditions within Alaska vary considerably depending upon geographic location. Four 

climatic zones occur within the state (ESSA 1968): (1) a maritime zone, (2) a continental zone, (3) a 

transition zone between marine and continental influences, and ( 4) an arctic zone. The continental zone, 

in which the HCCP would be located, is characterized as cold and dry. with large differences between 

winter and summer air temperatures. 

Meteorological data for the area in which the HCCP would be located are available from several 

sources. Meteorological data were collected for 12 months (September 1990-August 1991) by the project 

participant at two meteorological monitoring stations: the HCCP Healy Monitoring Station, located about 

0.5 mile west of the HCCP proposed site; and the HCCP Park Monitoring Station, located about 4 miles 

south of the HCCP proposed site and about 500 ft north and outside the boundary of DNPP (Fig. 2. 1.2). 

Meteorological parameters monitored at the Healy Monitoring Station included wind speed and direction 

at two levels above ground (10 m and 30 m), temperature at two levels (2 m and 30 m), and precipitation. 

Mixing height, a parameter used as input to atmospheric dispersion modeling for prediction of HCCP air 

quality impacts, was also measured using a monostatic acoustic radar unit. Mixing height is defined as 

the height in the lower atmosphere within which relatively vigorous mixing occurs. Meteorological 

parameters monitored at the Park Monitoring Station included wind speed and direction at 10 m, 

temperature at 2 m, and dew point temperature. 

Meteorological data also were recorded at the UCM Poker Flats Mine, (located about 4 miles north 

of the HCCP proposed site) between 1978 and 1984. In addition, meteorological data are routinely 

collected by the NPS at a location about 9 miles south of the HCCP proposed site near the DNPP 

Headquarters. The nearest National Weather Service (NWS) meteorological station is located at 

Fairbanks, about 80 miles north-northeast of the HCCP site. 

During June and July at the HCCP site, the sun is above the horizon for about 18 to 21 h per day, 

with associated daytime temperatures occasionally reaching highs in the 70s eF). In contrast, daylight 

from November to earty March ranges from 10 to less than 4 h per day. The lack of solar heating during 

the winter results in very cold temperatures. A major contributing factor to the cold temperatures is the 

persistent winter snow cover that reflects much of the solar energy during its limited appearance. 

Consequently, ambient temperatures regularly fall below 0°F. Temperature data recorded at the UCM 

coal mine over a 7-year period (1978-1984) (UCM 1983) indicate that average monthly highs ranged 

from 10 to 65°F, and average monthly lows ranged from -5 to 45°F. The maximum high recorded was 

80°F in July 1982; the minimum temperature recorded was -52°F in January 1983. 

The area has low annual precipitation, most of which occurs during the warm summer months. 

Precipitation data. collected at the UCM coal mine from 1978 through 1984 (UCM 1983), reveal that 
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measurable precipitation was not obsetved during 25 of the 84 monthly data .collection periods. The 

maximum precipitation recorded during a single month was 5.7 in. in August 1983, and the maximum 

annual rainfall during a 1-year period was 19.3 in. Unofficial records suggest that average annual 

snowfall in the Healy area may approach 60 in. 

Relative humidity data are measured by the NWS in Fairbanks at 3 a.m., 9 a.m., 3 p.m., and 9 p.m. 

Average annual relative humidity readings for these time periods are 73, 68, 57, and 64%, respectively. 

The highest values (8 1-85%) nonnally occur during July, August, and September at 3 a.m., while the 

lowest values (38-43%) nonnally occur around 3 p.m. during May and June (NOAA 1988). Relative 

humidity data measured at the DNPP Headquarters Station from September 1 990 through August 1991 

are in good agreement with the NWS data. 

Because of the complex terrain (mountainous) fean.rres in the vicinity of the HCCP site, substantial 

differences in wind speed and direction can occur between the HCCP site and neighboring areas. The 

Healy area is located at the foothills of the Alaska Range amid rugged terrain. Nearby hills and 

mountains surround the area, resulting in a narrow valley sloping and widening to the north. The HCCP 

site is located on the north side of the narrow Nenana River Gorge, which bisects the Alaska Range. Air 
masses separated by the high terrain frequently produce strong pressure gradients and consequent high 

wind episodes. High winds from the south-southeast frequently occur during winter; wind speed gusts in 

excess of 100 mph occasionaUy occur in the Healy area. When the wind speed is light, local winds often 

flow along the drainage axes of Healy Creek and the Nenana River. 

Twelve months of validated wind data (September 1990-August 199 1) are available from the two 

HCCP monitoring stations. Figure 3.2. 1 displays a wind rose* for winds at the HCCP Healy Monitoring 

Station (30 m above ground level). Winds at the 30-m elevation at the Healy Monitoring Station are at 

approximately the same level as stack-top winds would be at the HCCP proposed site. The wind rose 

indicates that winds are predominantly from the south-southeast with a secondary prevalence of winds 

from the northwest The prevailing wind directions clearly reflect the influence of the Nenana River 

Valley in channeling the winds along the same orientation. Wind speeds usually are greater for winds 

from the south-southeast than other directions. 

Comparisons were made of wind roses for the HCCP Healy Monitoring Station with the HCCP 

Park Monitoring Station and the DNPP Headquarters Station. The comparisons indicated that wind 

directions are similar for the HCCP Healy and Park Monitoring Stations, but wind directions differ greatly 

at the DNPP Headquarters Station, in which prevailing winds are from the northeast quadrant Wind 

� wind rose is a graph in which the frequency of wind blowing from each direction is plotted as a bar that extends from the center of the diagram. 

Wind speeds are denoted by bar widths; the frequency of wind speed within each wind direction is depicted according to the length of that section 

of the bar. Note that because the wind rose displays directions from which the wind blows, emissions would travel downwind in the opposite 

direction. 
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directions at the DNPP Headquarters Station appear to be influenced by southerly winds which are 

redirected into northeasterly winds by the ridge of mountains immediately to the north of the station. 

Wind speeds are higher at the Park Monitoring Station than at the Healy Monitoring Station, especially 

during the winter, partially because northerly winds are accelerated as they are channeled into and through 

the narrow Nenana River Gorge near the Park Monitoring Station. 

Mixing heights were measured at the Healy Monitoring Station using an acoustic sounder during 

the period from September 1990 through August 1991 to characterize the capability of the lower 

atmosphere to dilute pollutants in the vertical direction. Data indicate that constraints on vertical mixing 

occur most often in the winter during which about 50% of the hours have vertical mixing associated with 

a temperature inversion (the air temperature increases with height). 

3.2.2 Ice Fog 

During long winter nights with clear skies, extreme radiative cooling of the earth's surface occurs 

in Alaska. In protected valleys, this radiative cooling is often responsible for strong temperature 

inversions of extended duration (Benson 1965). Nonnally, at temperatures below about -22°F, a large 

concentration of microscopic ice fog particles are present in the inversion layer (Huffman and 

Ohtake 1971). Ice fog particles fonn when water vapor condenses on condensation nuclei, such as smoke 

particles, present in the atmosphere. The supercooled fog droplets then freeze while cooling down to the 

ambient temperature. The prominent feature of ice fog is that it has the potential, when it accumulates 

over time and becomes dense during calm winds, to severely restrict light penetration and visibility 

through the lowest layer of the atmosphere. The inversion layer in which the ice fog is trapped may reach 

heights of 150 ft or more above ground level. 

Three major sources of ice fog in populated areas with arctic climates, such as Fairbanks, are water 

vapor from automobile exhaust, heating and power plant flue gases, and ice-free water such as that which 

occurs in association with heating and power plant cooling ponds (Kumai 1969). In the sparsely 

populated Healy area, sources of ice fog include water vapor from automobile exhaust along the George 

Parks Highway; burning of wood, coal, and fuel oil in home heating units; and ice-free water in the 

Nenana River resulting from the discharge of warmed water from the Healy Unit No. 1 heat rejection 

system. The water vapor plume fonned from Unit No. 1 flue gases does not usually contribute to the 

ground-based ice fog. Water vapor in the flue gases exhausted from Healy Unit No. 1 is discharged 

upward at high velocity from a 1 10-ft stack and usually penetrates beyond the lowest ground-based 

inversion layer. Condensation of this water vapor into a visible plume occurs at higher elevations. 

The primary source of ice fog in the immediate vicinity of the HCCP proposed site is the ice-free 

water in the Nenana River resulting from the warm water discharged by the Healy Unit No. 1 heat 

rejection system. Except for downstream of Unit No. 1 ,  the Nenana River typically freezes over during 
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December and January, and the ice cover continues until breakup in late April or May. The ice cover 

prevents formation of ice fog caused by exposure of open water to the cold arctic air. 1be length of 

ice-free water extends from the Unit No. 1 discharge (outfall) on the eastern bank of the Nenana River to 

a point approximately 3 miles downstream, and a transitional area in which pockets of open water are 

interspaced with areas of thin ice extends an additional mile to a location near the UCM mine (see 

Fig. 4.1 .3). The area of ice-free water gradually spreads from the east bank on which the thermal 

discharge occurs to almost the entire Nenana River just past the first bend in the river below the outfall, 

about 0.5 miles downstream. Beyond the bend, the width of ice-free water stays approximately constant 

at about 225 ft. Consequently, during winter nights under calm conditions, ice fog occasionally forms in 

the air immediately above the ice-free water within the first 3 miles downstream of the discharge, and 

sometimes the ice fog extends as far as 4 miles downstream. The ice fog begins to dissipate during 

daylight hours or if a wind develops. 

3.2.3 Air Quality 

Air quality in the vicinity of the HCCP site is very good, as evidenced by ambient concentrations of 

all air pollutants being well below air quality standards. The area is sparsely populated, and the only 

major industrial source of air pollutants is Healy Unit No. 1 .  

Concentrations of S(h, N(h, and PM t o  were monitored by the project participant at the HCCP Park. 

Monitoring Station, located about 4 miles south of the HCCP proposed site and about 500 ft north and 

outside the boundary of DNPP (Fig. 2. 1 .2). Validated air quality data collected at the station for the 

12-month period from September 1990 through August 1991 are summarized in Table 3.2.1 .  As indicated 

in the table, all concentrations are well below the applicable National Ambient Air Quality Standards 

(NAAQS). Air quality data from the DNPP Headquarters Station also indicate that concentrations are 

well below applicable standards. 

3.2.4 Visibility 

This section discusses existing visibiUty in DNPP and in the interior of Alaska overalL 

3.2.4.1 Denali National Park and Preserve 

Visibility, or background visual range, is the maximum distance a large, black object can be 

observed on the horizon. Visibility, as a measure of the clarity of the atmosphere, has been established as 

an important air-quality-related value (AQRV) of national parks and wilderness areas. The scenic quality 

of natural landscapes and their color, contrast, and texture are improved by good visibility. DNPP is a 

federal PSD Class I air quality area for which the AQRV of visibility is of interest. The nearest boundary 

ofDNPP is located approximately 4 miles south of the proposed HCCP site (Fig. 3. 1.2). 
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Table 3.2.1. Existing air quality for the Healy area as measured at the Healy Clean 
Coal Project Park Monitoring Station during the 12-month 

period from September 1990 through August 1991 

Pollutant Averaging time 

S02 3-h 
24-h 
Annual 

N02 Annual 

PM10 24-h 
Annual 

"Natiooal Ambient Air Quality Standards. 
"Maximmn measured concentration. 

Concentration NAAQSa 

(JJ.glm
3
) (J.lg!m3

) 
45b 1300 
26b 365 

5 80 

6 100 

86b,c 150 
5 50 

Percent of 
standard 

4 
7 
6 

6 

57 
10 

•Concentration resulting from forest fire smoke on July 1, 1991. 1lle maximum 24-h value that was not influenced by 

an exceptiooal event was 
31 �gtm3• 

The baseline visibility in DNPP has not been measured directly. However, the NPS has been 

measuring fine-particulate concentrations, sizes, and chemical composition at the DNPP Headquarters 

Station since September 1986. Fine particles (those with diameters less than 2.5 �) and coarser particles 

(those with diameters greater than 2.5 1J..D1 and less than 10 �) are sampled. Visibility can be estimated 

from the fine-particulate concentration measurements using light extinction theory (Latimer et al. 1985). 

A total of 328 24-h or 72-h fine-particulate measurements from DNPP were made during the period from 

September 1986 through May 1990 (the most recent data available) for calculation of visibility. 

Table 3.2.2 provides a measure of the existing visibility, including the range, by displaying the 

calculated lOth, 50th, and 90th percentile visibility by season for DNPP. Percentile refers to the 

Table 3.2.2. Calculated seasonal visibility for the lOth, 50th (median), and 90th percentiles 
for Denali National Park and Preserve, 1986-1990 

Calculated visibility (krn) 

Number of 
Season measurements lOth percentile 50th percentile 90th percentile 

Winter 69 132 219 329 

Spring 91 1 1 1  177 257 

Summer 74 137 198 291 

Fall 94 176 236 3 18 

Annual 328 132 205 309 
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percentage of values that are less than the displayed value; for example, the annual 90th percentile 

visibility is 309 km, which means that 90% of the calculated visibilities are less than 309 km. The annual 

median, or 50th percentile, visibility is 205 km. For comparison, the theoretically best possible visibility 

of 391 km would occur in a particle- and pollution-free atmosphere. Based on these calculations, the 

existing visibility at DNPP is excellent, one of the best in the United States. The lowest visibility occurs 

m the spring, while the highest visibility occurs in fall. The highest 90th percentile visibility occurs in 

winter and the second highest in fall. 

3.2.4.2 Interior Alaska 

The visibility calculations include natural visibility impairment associated with forest fires that 

increase the measured particulate concentrations (see Table 3.2.1). Wildfires are a common summer 

occurrence in the interior of Alaska, and in recent years they have been allowed to bum unimpeded by 

human intervention as long as they do not threaten human life or private property. As a consequence, 

smoke generated from these fires can substantially reduce visibility for several weeks at a time during the 

summer. 

The visibility calculations also include impairment from regional haze. Regional haze is a 

reduction in visibility associated with stagnant air masses containing pollutants from emitting sources that 

have mixed with the atmosphere so that distinct plumes from the emissions are not visible. Secondary 

particulate species (i.e., those formed in the atmosphere from emitted gases) such as sulfate (SOt) and 

nitrate (N0:3) appear to be the major contributors to regional haze. 

A type of regional haze known as arctic haze has been documented in the arctic region of Alaska 

(Shaw 1991). Arctic haze affects much of the arctic, including central Alaska A substantial amount of 

this pollution is believed to originate from major sources in Eurasia, particularly in Eastern Europe and 

the western Soviet Union, and arrives in central Alaska, including the Healy area, about 2 to 4 weeks later 

via transport by polar winds (Soroos 1992). It is suspected that the arctic haze results in an air mass 

bearing the chemical fingerprint of coal smoke containing heavy metal constituents (Shaw 1991). During 

these episodes, which are strongest in the spring, the entire region is uniformly bathed in arctic haze. The 

lower visibility measured at DNPP during the spring reflects intrusions of arctic haze. 
Natural visibility impainnent associated with low clouds or precipitation is not accounted for in the 

calculations because water droplets are not measured. During these meteorological conditions, actual 

visibility is less than calculated. Mt McKinley and the Alaska Range are often enshrouded by low 

clouds. Low-hanging clouds are common from May to September and block views of the mountain 

(NPS 1982). The probability of a clear or partially clear day has been estimated at 35% in July and 

39% in August. The mountain is visible more often in fall and winter but remains largely in shadow when 

viewed from the north because of the sun's low angle. 
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3.3 SURFACE WATER RESOURCES 

1bis section describes surface water resources that could be affected by the following aspects of the 

proposed project: (1) water consumption during construction and operation; (2) the discha�e of treated 

and/or untreated wastewater from new facilities; (3) spills, leaks, and leaching from chemical and fuel 

storage areas; and (4) increased mining of coal. 

3.3.1 Hydrology 

Over 40% of the surface water resources of the United States are found in Alaska (USGS 1990). 

However, environmental conditions, legal restrictions, and technological problems limit the usability of 

this abundant supply. Many of Alaska's rivers (1) originate in glaciers and icefields and are silt-laden, 

(2) are affected by midwinter overflow icing or ice-jam flooding at spring breakup, or (3) are covered 

with ice year-round Also, legal precedents regarding water rights and competition for industrial, 

hatchery, recreational, and fish and wildlife habitat uses affect the availability of Alaska's surface water 

resources. 

Two streams in the immediate vicinity of the Healy site include the Nenana River and Healy Creek 

(see Fig. 3.3.1), which have drainage areas of approximately 1910 square miles and 190 �quare miles, 

respectively (USGS 1991). The HCCP would be located on a gravel terrace between the Nenana River 

and the existing Healy Unit No. 1 .  Figure 3.3.1 shows the location of the existing and proposed plants 

and the surface waters within the Nenana River-Healy Creek drainage basin. 

The Nenana River originates at the Nenana Glacier on the south side of the Alaska Range (see 

Fig. 3.3.1). The river flows northward to a confluence with the Tanana River at Nenana, Alaska. a 

distance of about 1 15 miles. Major tributaries of the Nenana River upstream of Healy include Healy 

Creek, which joins the Nenana River less than 1 mile upstream of Healy Unit No. 1, and Yanert Forte, 

which originates in the Yanert Glacier and enters the Nenana River near DNPP. 

Maximum runoff from the glaciers feeding the Nenana River watershed occurs during July and 

August, which corresponds to the period of maximum river flow. In the winter, the river is fed by 

groundwater discharge at a slower, more continuous rate than the glacial feed. As a result, the flow in 

winter months is usually low and relatively constant. From 1951 through 1979, the U.S. Geological 

Survey (USGS) measured Nenana River flow upstream and downstream of Healy Unit No. 1 .  One 
fOimer gaging station (No. 15518000) was located about 0.75 miles upstream of the Healy Spur Highway 

Bridge. The average annual flow for the period of record at this station was 3,500 cfs; the minimum flow 

of record was 190 cfs; and the maximum flow of record was 46,800 cfs. 

In August 1990, a 1-year monitoring program was initiated to support the assessment of impacts to 

water resources from the HCCP and to provide data for permit applications and engineering design. 1be 
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USGS performed both field measurements and laboratory analyses of the physical and chemical 

parameters of the Nenana River, Healy Creek, and groundwater resources. Maximum flow measured in 

the Nenana since August was 13,500 cfs (June 1991), while the minimum recorded flow was 800 cfs 

(March 1991). 

3.3.2 Water Quality and Use 

Alaska Water Quality Standards (Alaska Administrative Code, Title 18,  Olapter 70, February 2, 

1979) apply to both fresh and marine waters of the state. Fresh waters are protected for water supply 

(domestic, agricultural, industrial, aquicultural) and water recreation (contact and secondary) uses. The 
Nenana River is a freshwater resource used for recreation, fishing, light industrial and agricultural supply, 

and wastewater assimilation; it is classified by the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation 

(ADEC) as a multiple-use stream. Although no public drinking water supplies are drawn from the 

Nenana River, it is protected for all freshwater use classes. Water quality standards are listed in 

Table 3.3.1.  

Healy Unit No. 1 withdraws water from the Nenana River for use in the plant's once-through 

cooling system. The heated water, along with merged low-volume wastewater, is discharged to the 

Nenana River in accordance with a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit 

granted by EPA (AK 0022942 issued in 1975). Although the permit expired in 1980, EPA has given 

GVEA an administrative extension of the permit until a new permit is issued 

Historical water quality data for the Nenana River and Healy Creek are limited Between 1962 and 

1967, the USGS measured the following parameters in the Nenana River: temperature, total suspended 

solids, total dissolved solids, hardness, pH, calcium, magnesium, potassium, carbonate and bicarbonate 

alkalinity, sulfate, nitrate, chloride, silica, manganese, and iron (AIDEA 199la). A comparison of these 

data with current Alaska primary or secondary drinking water regulations (Alaska Administrative Code, 

Title 1 8, Environmental Conservation, Olapter 80, December 31 ,  1977) indicates no exceedances for any 

regulated constituent that was monitored. The high concentrations of suspended solids in the Nenana 

River (average of948 mg/L) are typical of glacially fed streams. Surface water samples and field 

measurements of the Nenana River and Healy Creek were taken for 1 year beginning August 1990 by the 

USGS at the following stations (Fig. 3.3.2): 
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Site 1 .  Nenana River at the Highway Bridge gaging station (upstream of the proposed project site); 

Site 2. Nenana River at the Healy Unit No. 1 cooling water intake (downstream of the plant outfall); 

Site 3. Nenana River, 1000 ft downstream of the Healy Unit No. 1 outfall; and 

Site 4. Healy Creek below its confluence with Moody Creek. 
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Table 3.3.1. Water quality criteria applicable to the Nenana River 

1 .  Fecal coliform bacteria (FC): Based on a minimum of five samples taken in a period of 
30 d, mean shall not exceed 20FC/100mL, and not more than 10% of the samples shall exceed 
40FC/100mL. For groundwater, the FC concentration shall be less than 1 FC/100 mL when 
using the FC Membrane Filter Technique or less than 3 FC/100 mL when using the fecal 
colifonn Most Probate Number technique. 

2. Dissolved gas: Dissolved oxygen (DO) shall be greater than 7 mg/L in waters used by 
anadromous and resident fish. In no case shall DO be less than 5 mg/L to a depth of 20 em in 
the interstitial waters of gravel used by anadromous or resident fish, DO shall be greater than 
or equal to 5 mg/L. In no case shall DO above 17 mg/L be pennitted. The concentration of 
total dissolved gas shall not exceed 1 10% of saturation at any point of sample collection. 

3. pH: pH shall not be less than 6.5 or greater than 8.5 and shall not vary more than 0.5 pH unit 
from natural conditions. If the natural condition pH is outside this range, substances shall not 
be added that cause an increase in buffering capacity of the water. 

4. Turbidity: Shall not exceed 5 nephelometric turbidity units (NTU) above natural conditions 
when the natural turbidity is 50 NTU or less; shall not have greater than a 10% increase in 
turbidity when the natural condition is more than 50 NTU, not to exceed a maximum increase 
of 15 NTU. 

5. Temperature: Shall not exceed 20°C at any time. The following maximum temperatures 
shall not be exceeded, where applicable: 

Migration routes: l5°C 
Spawning areas: l3°C 
Rearing areas: l5°C 
Egg and fry incubation: 13°C 

For all other waters, the weekly average temperature shall not exceed site-specific requirements 
needed to preserve nonnal species diversity or to prevent the appearance of nuisance 
organisms. 

6. Dissolved inorganic substance: Total dissolved solids from all sources shall not exceed 
500 mg/L. Neither chlorides nor sulfates shall exceed 200 mg/L. 

7. Sediment: The percent accumulation of fine sediment in the range of 0. 1 to 4.0 mm in the 
gravel bed of waters used by anadromous or resident fish for spawning may not be increased 
more than 5% by weight over natural conditions (as shown from grain size accumulation 
graph). In no case may the 0.1 to 4.0 mm fine sediment range in the gravel bed of waters 
used by anadromous or resident fish for spawning exceed a maximum of 30% by weight (as 
shown from grain size accumulation graph). In all other surface waters no sediment loads 
(suspended or deposited) shall be present that can cause adverse effects on aquatic animal or 
plant life, their reproduction, or habitat 
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Table 3.3.1 (continued) 

8. Toxic and other deleterious organic and inorganic substances: Substances shall not 
individually or in combination exceed 0.01 times the lowest measure 96 h L� for life stages 
of species identified by the department as being the most sensitive, biologically important to 
the location, or exceed criteria! cited in Environmental Protection Agency, Quality Criteria for 
Water or Alaska Drinking Water Standards, whichever concentration is less. Substances shall 
not be present or exceed concentrations that individually or in combination impart undesirable 
odor or taste to fish or other aquatic organisms as detennined by either bioassay or 
organoleptic tests. 

9. Color: This shall not exceed 50 color units where water supply is or will be treated. Where 
water supply is not treated, it shall not exceed 5 color units. 

10. Petroleum hydrocarbons, oils, and grease: Total hydrocarbons in the water column shall not 
exceed 15 pg/L, or 0.01 of the lowest measured continuous flow 96 h L<;o for life stages of 
species identified by the department as the most sensitive, biologically important species in a 
particular location, whichever concentration is less. Total aromatic hydrocarbons in the water 
column shall not exceed 10 pg/L, or 0.01 of the lowest measured continuous flow 96 h L<;o 
for life stages of species identified by the department as the most sensitive, biologically 
important species in a particular location, whichever concentration is less. Concentrations of 
hydrocarbons, animal fats, or vegetable oils in the sediment shall not cause deleterious effects 
to aquatic life. Shall not cause a film, sheen, or discoloration on the surface or floor of the 
water body or adjoining shorelines. Surface waters shall be virtually free from floating oil. 

1 1. Radioactivity: Shall not exceed the concentraticns specified in the Alaska Drinking Water 
Standards (18 AAC 80) and shall not exceed limits specified in Title 10, Code of Federal 
Regulations, Part 20 and National Bureau of Standards, Handbook 69, except concentration 
factors for organisms involved shall not exceed maximum pennissible limits for specific 
radioisotopes by Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 20, and National Bureau of 
Standards, Handbook 69. 

12. Total residual chlorine: Shall not exceed 2.0 pg/L for salmonid fish or 10.0 pg/L for other 
organisms. 

13. Residues (floating solids, debris, sludge, deposits, foam, scum): Shall not alone or in 
combination with other substances or wastes cause the water to be unfit or unsafe, or cause 
acute or chronic problem levels as detennined by bioassay or other appropriate methods. Shall 
not alone or in combination with other substances cause a film, sheen, or discoloration on the 
surface of the water or adjoining shorelines; cause leaching of toxic or deleterious substances; 
or cause a sludge, solid, or emulsion to be deposited beneath or upon the surface of the water, 
within the water column, on the bottom, or upon adjoining shorelines. 
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Site 1 .  Nenana River at the Highway Bridge gaging station (upstream of the 
HCCP proposed site). 

Site 2. Nenana River at Healy Unit No. 1 cooling water intake (downstream 
of the plant outfall) .  

Site 3. Nenana River, 1 000 ft downstream of Healy Unit No. 1 outfall .  
Site 4. Healy Creek, about 300 ft below its confluence with Moody Creek. 
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Fig. 3.3.2. Location of surface water and groundwater monitoring stations near Healy, Alaska. 
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Three groundwater monitoring wells at the Healy Unit No. 1 site (locations 5, 6, and 7 on 

Fig. 3.3.2) are also being monitored as part of this program (see Sect 3.4). Results of water quality 

analyses are reported in Appendix A. In general, results indicate that water quality in the Nenana River is 

good, with the exception of very high natural turbidity that occurs in the months of glacial snowmelt 

River water quality meets the state water quality standards for its use classification (Table 3.3. 1). All 
chemical constituents of river water have been below EPA primary drinking water standards. 

Measures are presently undertaken at the UCM Poker Flats Mine to control sedimentation and 

prevent acid mine runoff. Surface water runoff from the mine is collected via diversion ditches into a 

two-stage sedimentation and clarification pond system and pH adjusted before discharge into Lignite 

(Hoseanna) Creek. 

3.4 G EOLOGY AND GROUNDWATER 

3.4. 1 Local Geology 

The HCCP proposed site is on pre-existing, nearly level construction fill that is about 10 ft above 

the present 100-year floodplain of the Nenana River. The site is about 500 ft from the riverbank, and 

immediately downstream (north) of the mouth of Healy Creek. A gently sloping alluvial terrace (an 

ancient floodplain) underlies the construction fill. The terrace consists of Pleistocene and Holocene 

alluvium and glacial outwash (sand to coarse gravel) which also cover the Nenana River Valley. The 
terrace is about 20 ft above normal river level. 

Three distinctive stratigraphic rock types underlie the HCCP site (AIDEA 1991a) as illustrated in 

Fig. 3.4.1. In descending order they are (1) 10 to 20 ft of unconsolidated glacial outwash deposits and 

alluvium (Pleistocene and Holocene); (2) several hundred feet of poorly consolidated sedimentary rocks 

consisting of conglomerate, sandstone, siltstone, shale, and coal (Miocene and Oligocene); and (3) several 

thousand feet of metamorphic rocks (Paleozoic or Pre-Cambrian schist) . Nenana gravel (Pliocene) 

underlies Pleistocene-Holocene alluvium downriver from the power plant. Strata underlying the 

Pleistocene and Holocene deposits dip steeply to the north. These strata are significant in terms of the 

geohydrology of the HCCP site (Sect 3.4.2). 

The Nenana Gravel (Pliocene) is a thick stratum which outcrops in the hills immediately northeast 

of the HCCP site. Although several thousand feet of Nenana Gravel underlie the nearby hills, the gravel 

is not present beneath the HCCP site. 
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3.4.2 Geohydrology 

All of the above strata are water bearing except for the metamorphic rocks. Statewide utilization of 

Pleistocene and Holocene glacial outwash and alluvial aquifers far exceeds that of other aquifers in 

Alaska (USGS 1990). There are no nearby domestic or industrial wells in the outwash-alluvial aquifer 

that lies beneath the proposed HCCP site. 

Locally, glacial outwash and alluvial aquifers are recharged by infiltration of precipitation, 

snowmelt, floodwater from the Nenana River and Healy Creek, and water from the existing unlined fly 

ash ponds. Groundwater discharges to the Nenana River during normal or low flow conditions. 

The existing Healy Unit No. 1 draws its potable water supply from the underlying 

Miocene-Oligocene strata at a depth of about 200 ft (AIDEA 199la). The steady-state capacity of the 

Healy Unit No. 1 well is less than 50 gal/min. Other nearby Miocene-Oligocene wells are at the 

Waugamon Recreational Vehicle Park, which is approximately 0.25 miles east (upgradient), and the town 

of Healy, which is approximately 2.5 miles northwest (downgradient). 

3.4.3 Groundwater Quality and Use 

Groundwater quality monitoring at the HCCP proposed site was obtained from two wells, locations 

5 and 7; a third well at location 6 was plugged and abandoned because of difficulties experienced in 

sample coUection (see Fig. 3.3.2). The well at location 5 is the Healy Unit No. 1 potable water supply 

well which was drilled in 1967. Wells at locations 6 and 7 were drilled to characterize baseline 

groundwater conditions before initiation of the HCCP proJ)osed plant construction and to support this EIS. 

None of these wells were drilled in response to a regulatory mandate. The well at location 5 is screened 

for water quality sampling at a depth of 200 ft in the Miocene-Oligocene aquifer. Location 6 was the site 

of a recently drilled monitor well (MWl), which was screened at a depth of about 1 8 ft, below fill 

material underlying the downgradient extension of the existing fly ash ponds. Location 7 is the site of 

another recently drilled monitor well (MW2), which is screened at a depth of about 27 ft in 

Pleistocene-Holocene outwash and alluvium. Location 7 is southeast of the existing fly ash ponds. 

The groundwater quality sampling program began in October 1990 (AIDEA 1991a). Samples were 

collected at monthly and quarterly intervals at locations 5 and 7. These sample intervals are believed to be 

sufficient for representing seasonal variations and annual ranges in water quality. Samples from locations 

5 and 7 were analyzed for a variety of water-quality constituents and EPA priority pollutants. 

Table 3.4.1 is a summary of groundwater quality data for major chemical constituents at the HCCP 

proposed site. Most parameters were measured 9 to 1 1  times and represent a range of values. Others 

represent initial unrepeated values. Dissolved constituents in the Pleistocene-Holocene nonpotable 

aquifer range from 10 to 100 more concentrated than those in the Oligocene-Miocene aquifer. The 

Pleistocene-Holocene aquifer is unsuitable as potable water supply because its high IDS and barium 

concentrations fail to meet EPA's interim primary drinking water standards. Furthermore, iron and 
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Table 3.4.1. Range of on-site well water quality, major dissolved (constituents) in Healy Unit No. 1 

well (location 5) and monitor well 2 (location 7) 

Parameter Healy Unit No. 1 Monitor well 2, 
(mg/L unless Oligocene-Miocene aquifier Pleistocene-Holocene aquifier 

noted) 
1967 9/90-7/91 1 1/90-7/91 

Depth of screen (ft) 200 200 27 

Total dissolved solids 301 257-293 1300-2350 
Total hardness as 136 93-110 620-1 100 

CaC03 

Calcium 40 28-33 210-390 
Magnesium 9 5-7 22-35 
pH (pH units) 7.9 8.1-8.3 7.1-7.9 
Specific conductance 

(JJs/cm) 
460-508 2940 

Bicarbonate , 162-207 228-322 
Fecal coliform if 

(colonies/100 mL) 
Sodium 62-68 190-390 
Chloride 29-52 530-1400 

Sulfate 19-24 3-23 
Fluoride 0.1b 

Nitrogen (total) 0.4-{).6 <0.7 

"CFR (Code of Federal Regulations) 1991. 40 CFR Part 143, "National Secondary Drinking Water Regulations." 
bpall l990. 

National Drinking 
Water Standard 

50<f 

6.5-8.5° 

1b 

25<f 
25<f 

2c 

lQC 

cCFR (Code of Federal Regulations) 1991. 40 CFR Part 265, Appendix ru, "EPA Interim Primacy Drinking Water Standards." 

manganese concentrations do not meet secondary standards. Current water quality of the plant potable 

water supply is similar (improved in terms ofTDS and hardness) to the water quality measured in 1967. 

The lack of change in water quality over 25 years of operation suggests that poor quality groundwater in 

the overlying alluvium has not co-mingled with groundwater in the Oligocene-Miocene aquifer. The 
potable water supply from the Oligocene-Miocene aquifer at location 5 (Healy Unit No. 1 well) is alkaline 
and rated as hard according to the classification for relative hardness by Durfor and Becker ( 1964). 

Table 3.4.2 contains a summary of EPA priority pollutant constituent concentrations, including a large 

number of metals. Phenol, at 12 tJ,g/L, is the only detectable EPA priority pollutant reported from this 

deep water supply well in the Oligocene-Miocene aquifer. Two heavy metals (iron and manganese) and 
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Table 3.4.2. Metals and Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) priority pollutant dissolved 
concentrations in Healy Unit No. 1 well (location 5) and monitor well 2 (location 1) 

Parameter 

Metals 

Barium 

Copper 

Iron 

Lithium 

Manganese 

Strontium 

Zinc 

EPA priority pollutants 

Phenol 

Healy Unit No. 1 ,  
Oligocent-Miocene aquifer 

9/90-7/91 

9-23 

BDLb 

6�91 

57-100 

<3-10 

Monitor well 2, 
Pleistocene-Holocene 

aquifer MW2 (7) 
l l/90-7JJ1 

1 100-2500 

BDLb 

3800-1 1,000 

3100-4900 

1500-4000 

4-29 

National Drinking 
Water Standard 

30(f 

"CFR (Code of Federal Regulations) 1991. 40 CFR Part 265, Appendix ill, "EPA Interim Primary Drinking Water 
Standards." 
"Below detection limits. 
•cFR (Code of Federal Regulations) 1991. 40 CFR Part 143, "National Secondary Drinking Water Regulations." 
"Fall 1990. 

strontium are present in concentrations of approximately 60 �giL. Manganese concentration slightly 

exceeds National Secondary Drinking Water Standards. If present, most other metals are in 

concentrations which are below detection limits (BDL). Except for copper, these BDL metals were 

sampled and analyzed one time only. Except for phenol, none of these constituent concentrations is 

indicative of potential contamination from the power plant Phenol is a coal-tar derivative and a product 

of the incomplete combustion of coal. Phenol may also have migrated to the well from natural coal seams 

that are known to be present beneath the HCCP site. Currently, it is uncertain whether the phenol is a 

contaminant from the existing Healy Unit No. 1 or is naturally occurring. No baseline phenol 

concentrations are available for Healy Unit No. 1 .  Iron and manganese, are often present in natural 

groundwater. Shallow groundwater in the Pleistocene-Holocene aquifer at location 7 (MW2) has 10 to 

100 times more dissolved metals than the deep Oligocene-Miocene potable groundwater at location 5.  

Water samples taken from location 6 (MWl) were strongly alkaline (pH = 1 1 .9), presumably a result of 

the leaching of fly ash. The fly ash would be removed and replaced by gravel for the HCCP site 

foundation. 
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3.4.4 Soils 

Natural soils on the HCCP proposed site were removed during construction of Healy Unit No. 1 or 

covered by unclassified, engineered fill materiaL The existing fly ash ponds were placed on fill. Both fill 

material and underlying outwash deposits consist of sand to coarse gravel 

3.4.5 Seismicity 

The HCCP site is in seismic zone 3 (ICBO 1988), where major earthquake damage (corresponding 

to modified Mercalli intensity = Vlll [MM Vlll] and peak ground accelerations ranging from 0.2 g to 

0.4 g) has a 10% probability of occurring at least once in 50 years (Algermissen et al. 1990). The existing 

Healy Unit No. 1 was constructed in 1967. This facility was constructed to seismic zone 3 standards. 

Though final design of the proposed HCCP facility is incomplete, current design is in conjomumce with 

the Uniform Building Code guidelines/or important but low-hazard facilities in seismic zone 3 

(Fig. 3.4.2). A peak ground acceleration of 0.30 g is being used for design. 

Thorson (1978) describes a late-Pleistocene fault that is located near the existing power plant 

The trace of this fault passes east-northeast along a path that lies about 100 to 200 m south of the plant 

at its closest approach. According to Thorson, there may have been at least three separate movements 

along this fault during Pleistocene time with a total of 6.5 m vertical displacement over the past 22,000 

years. 

Based on Thorson's description, the return period for rupture along this fault is expected to be on 

the order of several thousands of years. By comparison, the UBC recommended design earthquake 

(previously decribed) has a return period that is conservatively estimated at 500 years. Although 

long-return period events (estimated in thousands of years) are considered in the design of high-hazard 

facilities (e.g., nuclear power plants and plutonium processing facilities), they are not considered in the 

design of important but low-hazard facilities. No new facilities are planned to be constructed over the 

inje"ed location of the fault. Therefore, surface rupture along this fault is not a design consideration. 

Nearby ground shaking associated withjuture ruptures along this fault also is not a design 

consideration because the probability of such an event is extremely low during the 50-year life of the 

facility (much less than the 10% probability of design ground motion exceedJmce that is allowed in the 

UBC guidelines). 

Foundations, soils, and fills at the site consist of cohesionless soils that are coarse grained and 

free draining. According to Seed and Idriss (1971), soils such as these are not expected to fail by 

liquefaction during an earthquake. 
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Fig. 3.4.2. Seismic zone map of Alaska (modified after International Conference of Building 
Officials, 1988, "Unifonn Building Code," Whittier, California). 
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3.5 ECOLOGICAL R ESOURCES 

The areas of interest related to potential effects on ecological resources include the vicinity of the 

HCCP proposed site (effects of air pollution and water withdrawal and discharge), DNPP (air pollution 

effects), and the UCM Poker Flats Mine (coal mining effects). The terrestrial and aquatic resources of 

each of these areas are described 

3.5.1 Terrestrial 
3.5.1 .1 Site Vicinity 

The HCCP proposed site is a highly disturbed and unvegetaUd area adjacent to the existing Unit 

No. 1 .  1be vicinity of the site includes a mixture of disturbed areas, formerly disturbed areas with 

recovering vegetation, and natural vegetation. This area can be divided into the following three zones 

[based on more extensive descriptions in Woodward-Clyde (1978); Tarbox et al. (1979); and AIDEA 

(199la)]: 

1 .  Immediately to the north and northeast of the site, a steep escarpment rises from the 

floodplain of the Nenana River to a high plateau. The plateau is dominated by natural 

mixed birch, spruce, and shrub tundra communities. The slopes facing south to west of the 

escarpment support diverse plant communities apparently because of variations in the slope, 

aspect, and soils and the occurrence of snow slides. Vegetation ranges from a mixture of 

grasses and pioneer trees on recent slide areas, through a variety of shrubby vegetation 

types, to open forest on the higher slopes where the slope angle is shallower and the soils are 

deeper. 

2. South of Healy Creek and east of the Nenana River are high terraces of tundra. This zone 

includes low shrub and herbaceous tundra on the terrace sulfaces with alder and white 

spruce woodlands on the intermediate slopes. 

3. West of the Nenana River lies an area of rolling topography with railroads, roads, and other 

disturbances. Because of these disturbances and fire, much of this area is in scrubby 

successional vegetation. Other parts of the area contain tundra-like vegetation and forest. 

Mammals occurring in the vicinity of the site include grizzly bears, caribou, moose, Dall sheep, 

wolves, red foxes, marten, lynx, wolverines, and snowshoe hares (Woodward-Clyde 1978; Tarbox et al. 

1979; Elliott 1984). Little habitat exists for shorebirds or watelfowl in the vicinity of the site; but mallard, 

American widgeon, green-winged teal, bufflehead, spotted sandpiper, and northern phalarope have been 

observed to nest in the area (AIDEA 199la). Many species of upland birds occur in the area, including a 

relatively high density of nesting golden eagles (Roseneau and Springer 1991). 
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3.5.1 .2 Denali National Park and Preserve 

DNPP contains large areas of natural vegetation disturbed only by a few roads, a railroad line, 
visitor facilities, placer and lode mined areas, and NPS operations (bon-ow pits, equipment storage, etc.). 

NPS (1990) describes the vegetation of the park as tundra and taiga (coniferous woodlands and forests). 

Most of the central portion of the park is covered by tundra or bare rock and ice; tundra generally occurs 

at higher elevations. Tundra includes grasses, sedges, and other herbaceous plants; low shrubs; mosses; 

and lichens. The taiga occurs below 2300 ft, particularly in the northwestern portion of the DNPP. The 

trees are larger and grow more densely at lower elevations; the taiga in most of the parte. is open, with a 

dense understory of shrubs and herbs. Areas of shrub vegetation occur at intermediate elevations, with 

tall shrubs on moist slopes and in drainages and low shrubs on dryer slopes and higher elevations. 

DNPP is visited as much for its wildlife as for its scenery (such as views of Mt McKinley). DNPP 

supports 39 species of mammals, 159 species of birds, and 1 amphibian species (NPS 1990). Prominent 

mammals include caribou, moose, Dall sheep, grizzly bears, black bears, and wolves. 

3.5.1 .3 Usibelli Coal Mine, Inc., Poker Flats Mine 

The UCM mine occurs in an area of mixed taiga (predominantly open black spruce) and tall-shrub 

and low-shrub tundra (Helm 1985). Much of the area has been disturbed by mining and has bare soU that 

wiU be revegetated or areas that have already been revegetated with introduced grasses and herbs. The 

wildlife is similar to surrounding areas, as discussed in the previous section. 

3.5.2 Aquatic 

3.5.2.1 Site Vicinity 

The proposed facility would withdraw water from and discharge water to the Nenana River just 

below its confluence with Healy Creek. Five species of fish have been documented in this segment of the 

river: round whitefish, longnose sucker, burbot, arctic grayling, and slimy sculpin. In a study by Tarbox 

et al. (1979), round whitefish and longnose sucker constituted most of the catch (74% and 22%, 

respectively). Fish abundance has not been measured because of the difficulty of sampling in this 

relatively large high-velocity stream, particularly in winter. The available sampling data, which the 

Alaska Department ofFish and Game has deemed adequate to characterize the site (A. H. Townsend, 

letter to Glenn W. Suter II, ORNL, Oak Ridge, Tenn., Aug. 22, 1990), suggest that fish abundance is low 

in the Nenana River near the proposed site (Tarbox et al. 1979). However, this section of the river is 

portrayed by Wolfe (1988) as a "documented resource harvest area" for nonsalmon fish (i.e., people have 

reported that they fish there). 
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The density of aquatic microinvertebrates (i.e., river bottom and other planktonic organisms) was 

found to be 35 organisms/m2 (Tarbox et al. 1979) and was the lowest of any fauna studied. No obvious 

effect of the thennal component of GVEA 's discharge on river bottom fauna density, composition, or 

distribution was evident. However, sample size and geographic coverage were limited. 

Fish eggs and larvae have not been sampled in the Nenana near the site. Round whitefish and 

burbot may spawn there, but conditions do not appear to be favorable. Tarbox et al. (1979) caught small 

juvenile whitefish (24-44 mm) in the Nenana River, suggesting that spawning occurs in the area, but not 

small juvenile longnose suckers, burbot, or arctic grayling. Most spawning and larval rearing appears to 

occur in tributary streams. 

Coho salmon spawning and rearing have been documented in downstream tributaries (Lignite 

Spring, Panguingue Spring, and Panguingue Creek), but apparently salmon spawning does not occur in 

upstream tributaries (Tarbox et al. 1979). These spawning areas occur in tributllries more than 3.5 miles 

downstream (north) of the site and would not be affected by the project 

3.5.2.2 Denali National Park and Preserve 

DNPP contains two types of stream communities. Most are glacial streams originating at high 

elevations in the Alaska Range. These glacial streams support little aquatic life because of their high silt 

burden. The nonglacial streams originate at lower elevations, are clear, and support relatively productive 

aquatic communities. The DNPP harbors 16 fish species, including 4 anadromous Pacific salmon species 

and the arctic grayling, which is the primary sport fish in DNPP (NPS 1990). 

3.5.2.3 Usibelli Coal Mine, Inc., Poker Flats Mine 

The mine area drains to Lignite (Hoseanna) Creek. Sampling in this creek with seines (23 hauls) 

and minnow buckets (for 228 h) yielded 3 arctic grayling and 1 round whitefish (Tarbox et al. 1979). 

Sampling results and poor habitat quality (high levels of suspended sediments and fine textured substrate) 

in the creek suggest that Lignite (Hoseanna) Creek constitutes a poor aquatic habitat 

3.5.3 Threatened and Endangered Species 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) has detennined that two threatened or endangered species 

may occur in the area: the threatened arctic peregrine falcon, which could occur as a migrant, and the 

endangered American peregrine falcon, which could be resident (P. J. Sousa, Field Supervisor, Fish and 

Wildlife Service, Northern Alaska Ecological Services, letter to E. W. Evans, DOE, Pittsburgh, May 29, 

1991,  see Appendix C). Tarbox et al. (1979) noted a possible peregrine falcon eyrie on the east bank of 

the Nenana River upstream of the proposed site, but saw no falcons. However, a raptor (birds of prey) 

survey conducted in May 1991 failed to find evidence of peregrine falcons within 5 miles (8 km) of the 

proposed site (Roseneau and Springer 1991). 
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FWS indicated that no listed or candidate/threatened or endangered plant species were known to 

occur in the area of the proposed site. (P. J. Sousa, Field Supetvisor. Fish and Wildlife Setvice, Northern 

Alaska Ecological Setvices, letter to E. W. Evans, DOE, Pittsburgh, May 29, 1991). 

Some species that occur in the area are listed as candidates for threatened or endangered stams 

(FWS 1989. 1990). These have no protected status but may be listed in the furore and deserve special 

consideration. Those that may occur in or around the DNPP include the following: 

1 .  The flesh-colored dandelion i s  described as occurring in DNPP by the NPS ( 1989). 

2. A mustard is described as occurring in DNPP by the NPS (1990). 

3.  The North American lynx occurs in DNPP and in the vicinity of the proposed site. It is 

listed primarily because of concern for populations in the lower 48 states. 

4. Swainson's hawk is a category-three species (it was once considered for listing but is no 

longer because it is more abundant or widespread than previously thought). Therefore. it is 

not really a candidate but is still on the list. 

Of these candidate species, only the lynx has been detected in the vicinity of the proposed site 

(Tarbox et al. 1979; Elliott 1984). 

3.6 FLOODPLAINS AND WETLANDS 

The National Wetlands Inventory identifies wetlands along the Nenana River and tributary streams. 

No wetlands occur on the proposed site. The proposed site is not within the 100-year floodplain of the 

Nenana River (Grey and Lehner 1983; AIDEA 199la). The site may have been in the floodplain and may 

have included wetlands before the construction of Healy Unit No. 1 .  

3.7 PREHISTORIC AND HISTORIC R ESOURCES 

This section identifies prehistoric and historic resources in the region. defined as that section of the 

Nenana River Corridor that stretches from 4 miles upstream (south) of the HCCP proposed site to 2 miles 

downstream (north) of the HCCP alternative site and the drainage basins of Lignite (Hoseanna) Creek. 

Healy Creek, and Dry Creek (see Fig. 2. 1.2). The exact locations of many of the prehistoric and historic 

sites identified in this section are unknown; therefore. the locations are described but not depicted on a 

map. 

3. 7.1 Prehistoric Resources 

The Alaska State Historic Presetvation Office (SHPO) has identified two prehistoric sites in the 

vicinity of the HCCP proposed location (Bittner 1991). The sites, identified as HEA-026 and HEA-210. 
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are located south of the Nenana River Railroad Bridge, within 1 mile of, but across the river from, the 

HCCP proposed site. No known prehistoric resources are located at the proposed site (Judith E. Bittner, 

Alaska State Historic Preservation Office, letter to T. C. Ruppel, DOE, Pittsburgh. July 1 1 , 1991, 

Appendix D). 

In recent years, statistical correlations between known prehistoric sites and the surrom1ding terrain 

have been applied to the Healy area to identify locations with high, medium, and low probabilities of 

containing prehistoric sites (Greiser et al. 1986). Using similar correlations along with systematic 

pedestrian surveys, three potential prehistoric sites have been identified in the vicinity of the HCCP 

alternative site (Alaska Heritage Research Group, Inc. 1987). The sites, HEA-140, HEA-141,  and 

HEA-142, are located more than 1 mile northeast of the alternative site on the opposite side of the Nenana 

River. 

3.7.2 Historic Resources 

The Alaska SHPO has identified four state historic sites in the vicinity of the HCCP proposed 

location (Judith E. Bittner, Alaska State Historic Preservation Office, letter to W. D. Steigers, Stone and 

Webster Engineering Corp., Denver, Colo., January 1991). The sites, identified as HEA-080, HEA-083, 

HEA-1 19, and HEA-229, include the old Healy townsite, the Nenana River Railroad Bridge, and two 

cabins on the west bank of the Nenana River. The first three sites are about 0.75 miles from the HCCP 

site, and the fourth site is about 1 .5 miles away. 

The Alaska Heritage Resources Survey lists two additional state historic sites near the HCCP 

alternative location. The sites, HEA-237 (the Arctic Coal Company Camp) and HEA-238 (the Popovitch 

Creek Camp Site), are located more than 4 miles northeast of the alternative site on the opposite side of 

the Nenana River. 

No known historic resources are located at the proposed site (Judith E. Bittner, Alaska State 

Historic Preservation Office, letter to T. C. Ruppel, DOE, Pittsburgh, July 1 1 , 1991, Appendix D). 

3.8 SOCIOECONOMICS 

This section provides information on socioeconomic resources in the region most likely to be 

affected by the HCCP. The socioeconomic study region is the Denali Borough, but it is expected that 

most impacts will be confmed to the communities of Healy and Denali Park, the communities closest to 

the HCCP proposed location (see Fig. 3.8.1). Therefore, emphasis is placed on socioeconomic resources 

in Healy and Denali Park. 

3.8.1 Population 

In 1990, the total population of the Denali Borough was estimated to be 1797 (ADCRA 1992). 

Table 3.8.1 provides historic population data for Healy and Denali Park. Between 1980 and 1990, Healy 
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Fig. 3.8.1. Socioeconomic resources study area and surrounding region. 
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Table 3.8.1. Population in Healy and Denali Park 

Community 1970 1980 1985 1990 

Healy 

Denali Park 

GData not available. 

79 

a 

334 

32 

414 

65 

487 

171 

Source: U.S. Census of Population, 1970, 1980 and 1990; AIDEA (Alaska lndllStria1 Development and 
Export Authority) Second Draft Environmenlal Information Volume, Healy Clean Cool Project, Healy, 
Alaska, prepared by Stone and Webster Engineering Corp., Denver, September 1991 . 

experienced moderate population growth and Denali Park experienced rapid population growth, with 

average annual increases of 4.6% and 43.4%, respectively. This growth was the result of increased UCM 

mining activities in Healy and increased government and commercial activities associated with the DNPP 

in Denali Park. 

3.8.2 Employment and Income 

In the Denali Borough, opportunities for year-round employment are somewhat limited by the 

seasonal narure of the area's tourist industry and the general lack of commercial and industrial 

development In 1986, the Yukon-Koyukuk Census District, which includes much of what is now the 

Denali Borough, had an estimated unemployment rate of 17%, compared with 10.8% for the state of 

Alaska and 7% for the United States (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1988). Employment in the srudy region 

is particularly affected by seasonal variation, reaching its peak during the summer when tourist-oriented 

services are in demand and declining during the winter off-season. 

The largest employer in the borough is Oear Air Force Base (AFB), a U.S. Air Force ballistic 

missile early warning station near Anderson that employs 308 civilians. The NPS is the second-largest 

employer for much of the year, providing 122 jobs during the tourist season (52 of these positions are 

year-round). In all, the NPS estimates that approximately 3000 persons work in DNPP or in 

tourist-related businesses near the park during the summer, but many of the employees are not permanent 

local residents. Other major employers include UCM (103 employees), the Railbelt Regional Educational 

Attendance Area (60), and GVEA (29). 

Table 3.8.2 lists 1989 annual average and annual peak employment by occupation for residents of 

the Denali Borough. As indicated by differences between peak and average employment, many residents 

find temporary jobs at local retail and service establishments during the tourist season. 
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Table 3.8.2. Employment in the study region (1989) 

Annual Annual 
Area average peak 
Mining 103 103 

Construction 12 16 

Transportation, utilities, communication 87 1 10 

Retail trade 59 90 
Services 128 257 

Local government 48 60 

State government 15 16 

Federal government 81 129 

Civilian employment at Clear Air Force Base 308 308 

Total 841 1089 

Source: AIDEA (Alaska Industrial Development and Expon Authority) Second Draft 
Environmental Information Volume, Healy Clean Coal Project, Healy, Alaska, prepared by Stone and 
Webster Engineering Corp., Denver, September 1991. 

Residents of the Denali Borough, especially those in Anderson and Healy, have relatively high 

incomes. Table 3.8.3 compares average taxable income in the study region communities with the same 

variable for the state of Alaska and the United States. Incomes are highest in Anderson, where almost all 

the city's work force is employed at Oear AFB, and in Healy, because of wages provided by GVEA and 

UCM. 

3.8.3 Housing 

The Denali Borough's housing stock includes both permanent residences and temporary lodging 

facilities. Most of the permanent residences are in and around Healy and Anderson. Of the 

approximately 200 single-family residences in Healy, 12  to 15 are vacant (AIDEA 1991a) .  The largest 

concentration of homes is the Healy Subdivision, a 400-acre tract on which approximately 180 building 

lots have been cleared and 90 homes constructed. UCM, the company responsible for the subdivision's 

development, plans to develop another 39 acres (10 lots) in the future (AIDEA 1991a). There are 

approximately 66 permanent dwelling units in Denali Park. The vacancy rate for Denali Park is 

unknown, but is assumed to be similar to that in Healy (7 .5% ). 
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Table 3.8.3. Average taxable income for selected 
Denali Borough communities, Alaska, and 

the United States (1985) 

Andersona $36,013 

Cantwell $19,426 

Healy $42,776 

Denali Park $19,847 

State of Alaska $28,071 

United States $22,683 

"Data for employees of Clear Air Force Base only. 
Sources: AIDEA (Alaska Industrial Development and Export 

Authority) 1991 Second Draft EnvironmenJal lnformation Volume, Het:�ly 
Clean Coal Project, Healy, Alaska, prepared by Stone and Webster 
Engineering Corp., Denver, September 1991; U.S. Bureau of the Census, 
1987. 
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The borough's temporary housing stock consists of the hotels, motels, and lodges built in Healy and 

Denali Park to accommodate visitors to DNPP. Combined, these establishments provide approximately 

560 temporary housing units. However, few of the units are available during the summer tourist season, 

when occupancy nears 100% for all establishments. 

3.8.4 Local Government Revenues 

Before December 1990, the only incorporated municipality within the study region was the city of 

Anderson, which is a second-class city under state law. The study region itself was part of Alaska's 

unorganized borough, which includes all areas outside the state's incorporated boroughs and has no 

powers of taxation. Thus, Healy and Denali Park have relied on state funding for public services, 

because all unincorporated communities of at least 25 residents located within the unorganized borough 

are eligible to receive revenue-sharing ftmds directly from the state. In the November 1990 general 
I 

election, however, voters passed a referendum approving the fonnation of the Denali Borough, which was 

incorporated as a home ru.k borough under Title 29 of Alaska state law on December 7, 1990. 

With incorporation, the Denali Borough has the authority to levy and collect taxes. In the 

referendum, voters authorized a 4% tax on the rental of overnight accommodations and a severance tax of 

five cents per ton (or equivalent) on all natural resources. Along with local tax payments, the borough 

will have a variety of revenue sources, including both state and federal funding programs. Most of the 

state money will be in the fonn of education revenue funds (which the borough will receive beginning in 

FY 1993), organizational grants (which all new boroughs receive in their first 3 years of existence), and 

municipal assistance funds, as indicated in Table 3.8.4. 
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Table 3.8.4. Projected revenues for the Denali Borough 

Category Source FY 1992 FY 1993 

4% bed tax Local $400,000 $440,000 

Severance tax Local 85,000 85,000 

Misc./user fees Local 15,000 141,000 

Municipal assistance State 120,000 101,340 

Revenue sharing State 32,673 

Organizational State 200,000 100,000 
grants 

Education revenue State/federal 5,712.265 5,658,631 

Total $6,532,265 $6,558,644 

Sources: AIDEA (Alaska Industrial Development and Export Authority) Second Draft Environmenkll 
lnforntQtion Volume, Heoly Clean Coal Project, Heoly, Alaska, prepared by Stone and Webster Engineering 
Corp., Denver, September 1991; letkr from R. Brewer, Mayor of the DeNJii B01'011glt, w E.  W. EWRU, U.S. 
DeptU'IIIrellt of Eurv, Pillsb.ugh Energy Tech110logy Cmler, ]tmlltuy 4, 1993. 

3.8.5 Public Services 

Forming the Denali Borough created a new structure for funding public services in the study 

region. Before borough fonnation, the unincorporated communities applied directly to the state for 

revenue-sharing funds to help finance public services provided by private and quasi-govennnental 

organizations. This system of providing public services will not change dramatically, but certain changes 

in how the services are financed will result from the borough's incorporation. 

Under Alaska state law, boroughs are granted taxing authority because they are required to provide 

public services such as education and land-use planning. In addition, unincorporated communities within 
an incorporated borough are not eligible to apply directly for state revenue-sharing funds; any state 

funding must be received through the borough. Tilerefore, many of the public services previously 

provided by the local communities are now the responsibility of the Denali Borough. Specifically, the 

borough must provide for education and land-use planning, although planning may be delegated to a first

or second-class city within the borough. The borough may also provide other services (e.g., water, sewer, 

police and fire protection), if such provision is not prohibited by law or the borough charter. Table 3.8.5 

lists the Denali Borough's projected public service expenditures. 
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Table 3.8.5. Projected public service 
expenditures for the Denali Borough 

Category FY 1992 FY 1993 

Borough assembly $97,800 $92,8()() 

Mayor's office 115,450 146,8()() 

Attorney 25,()()0 10,0()() 

Planning 1,500 1,5()() 

Education 5,712,300 5,712,300 

Total $5,952,050 $5,963,4()() 

Source: AIDEA (Alaska Industrial Development and Export Authority) Draft 
Environmenlal l nfoTmlllwn Volume. Healy Ckan Coal Project, Healy, Alaska, prepared by 
Stone and Webster Engineering Corp •• Denver, Jan. 1991. 

Education in the Healy area is provided by the. Denali Borough School District, which operates 

schools that offer kindergarten through 12th grade in the towns of Anderson, Healy, and CantwelL The 

district is in the process of planning an $8.6 miUion expansion/remodeling project at the Tri-Valley 

School in Healy to mitigate overcrowding and accommodate future growth (Novak 1992). Cu"ent 

school enroUment, capacity, and faculty are listed in Table 3.8.6. 

The Alaska Foundation Funding Program requires that boroughs contribute a minimum of 

4 mils of their assessed property valuation to their school districts. Because the Denali Borough is a 

newly formed borough, its education funding contribution wiU be phased in. The Denali Borough will 

be required to contribute the equivalent of2 mils in 1994-95, 3 mils in 1995-96, and 4 mils in 1996-97 

Table 3.8.6. Enrollment, capacity, and faculty in Denali Borough School District schools 

1992-93 Projected 199�96 
School Enrollment Capacity Teachers/aides enrollment 

Anderson School 118 160 912 135 

Cantwell School 29 60 311 33 

Healy (Tri-Valley) 217 165 1612 285 

Correspondence 2 

Total 366 385 2815 453 

Source: utter from }. No11ak, Superintendent, DeNJli Borough School District, to E. W. EWUIS, U.S. Department of Energy, Pillsbruglt 
Energy Technology Center, December 14, 1992. 
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and beyond. The cu"ent assessed property valuation in the borough, as certified by the Alaska State 

Assessor, is $72,572,400. Thus, in 1993 a 1 mil equivalent would be $72,572. Assuming the same mil 

equivalent through 1997, the borough would be required to contribute $145,144 in 1994-95; $217,716 

in 1995-96; and $290,288 in 1996-97 and beyond. With a projected enrollment of 453 students in the 

1995-96 school year, the borough's contribution would represent approximately $481 per student 

(Novak 1992). 

No public provision of water and sewer services exists in the study region, and the borough does 
not plan to provide such services in the near future. Water is obtained from individual wells or small 

water systems that serve residential developments. Sewer services typically are provided by on-site 

private septic systems. 

Solid waste disposal is available at community landfills in cantwell, Healy, and Anderson. The 

Healy landfill, located 4 miles east of Suntrana, is operated by the Tri-Valley Volunteer Fire Department 

and has an expected capacity of about 20 years at current disposal rates. Although there are no immediate 

plans to do so, the borough might have to assume authority over landfills in the future as landfill capacity 

and siting become more important local issues. 

The major transportation route in the Denali Borough is Alaska State Highway 3 (the George Parks 

Highway), a two-lane highway from Fairbanks to Palmer. Denali Park is located along the George Parks 

Highway, and Healy is accessed from the George Parks Highway by Healy Spur Highway, a spur road 

just off the main highway. Annual average daily traffic (AADT) on the Parks Highway between Denali 

National Park Road and Hilltop Drive (near Healy) was approximately 1450 vehicle trips in 1989 (Alaska 

Department of Transportation and Public Facilities 1990). AADT on roads near the proposed HCCP is 

shown in Table 3.8.7. 

Table 3.8.7. Annual average daily-traffic in the Healy vicinity (1989) 

Average annual 
Primary road Junction daily traffic 

Healy Spur Highway Parks Highway 725 

Healy Spur Highway Healy School Access Road 350 

Healy Spur Highway Healy Access 300 

Healy School Access Road Healy Road 175 

Healy New Townsite Road Healy Road 150 

Healy Access Healy Road 125 

Hilltop Drive Otto Lake Road 100 
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Police protection in the Denali Borough is  provided by one Alaska state trooper stationed in 

Cantwell and another stationed in Nenana. This level of service will not be expanded in the near future 

due to funding shortages that have required the closure of other Alaska state trooper stations. 1be 

borough does not intend to provide police protection in the near future. 

Firefighting capability is provided by volunteer fire departments in Healy, Anderson, Denali Park, 

and Cantwell. Healy's Tri-Valley Volunteer Fire Department serves the Healy area and the Parks 

Highway from :MP243 to :MP261.  The Tri-Valley Volunteer Fire Department has 19 volunteers and 

4 pieces of firefighting equipment (1 tanker, 1 combination tanker/fire truck, and 2 fire trucks). In Denali 

Park, the NPS operates three fire trucks manned by volunteer firefighters and has a mutual response 

agreement with the Tri-Valley Volunteer Fire Department This system of fire protection is not expected 

to change with borough incorporation. 

Medical services are provided by clinics in the Denali Borough. The Healy Clinic, which serves 

Healy, Denali Park, Cantwell, Anderson, and Clear AFB, is staffed by two nurses and one physician's 

assistant. The Railbelt Mental Health and Addictions Program, with permanent offices in Nenana and 

Healy and itinerant offices in Anderson, Denali Park, and CantweU, serves the borough with two 

full-time clinicians and a director/clinician. The nearest full-time physician and hospital are located in 

Fairbanks, about 1 10 road miles away. Typically. emergency medical services (EMS) are provided by the 

communities' volunteer fire departments. The Tri-Valley Volunteer Fire Department has one emergency 

medical truck/ambulance and two ambulilnces. In Denali Park, the NPS has an ambulance operated by 

emergency medical technicians (EMTs). 

3.8.6 Tourism and Recreation 
3.8.6.1 Denali National Park and Preserve 

Because DNPP and the Nenana River are popular recreation areas for tourists and local residents, 

tourism and recreation are important to the borough's economy. DNPP, whose entrance is located 

1 1  miles south of Healy, offers a variety of activities, including wildlife observation, photography, hiking, 

backpacking, camping, fishing, biking, and mountain climbing. Since 1986, DNPP has had over 

one-half million visitors annually; peak visitation months are June, July, and August. 

The revenue produced by tourism at DNPP is vital to the region, especially the communities of 

Denali Park and Healy. The 1989 DNPP visitor total of 543,640 generated expenditures estimated to be 

in excess of $41 million. During the summer, DNPP and tourism-related businesses in the area provide 

approximately 3000 jobs, and tourists generate 100% occupancy rates for local hotels, motels, and lodges 

(AIDEA 199la). 
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3.8.6.2 The Nenana River 

The Nenana River is also a major recreation area for the Denali Borough. Popular activities 

include rafting, canoeing, and kayaking. Several commercial operators in Denali Park rent canoes and 

kayaks and offer raft tours on the Nenana between May and September each year. lbese commercial 

operators cater to tourists and serve approximately 20,000 visitors annually. In addition, the river is a 

popular rafting, kayaking, and canoeing destination for residents of south-central Alaska 

3.9 NOISE 

Generally, ambient sounds in the vicinity of the town of Healy result from highway and rail traffic, 

the rapids in the Nenana River, wind rustling in the trees, and activities at Healy Unit No. 1. To provide 

baseline data for this EIS, ambient sound levels were measured both during the day and at night in the 

town of Healy and at Healy Unit No. 1 (AIDEA 1990). Measurements were recorded from August 3 1  

through September 3 ,  1990, at the five locations shown in Fig. 3.9.1 .  Measurements were also taken 

500 ft to the northwest, 1500 ft to the east, and 1000 ft to the southwest of Healy Unit No. I. Sources of 

sound at the power plant included coal dozers and conveyors, induced draft and forced draft fans, and 

transformers. 

Because ambient sound levels vary with time, a continuous noise monitor was used to measure and 

statistically analyze sound levels. Exceedance levels (i.e., the noise levels which were exceeded 10, 50, 

and 90% of the time) were reported by the monitor as LlO, LSO, and L90, respectively. The exceedance 

levels ofLlO and LSO represent the intrusive noise and the median sound level, respectively. The L90 

level is referred to as the background or residual sound level. Because the noise impact of a source is the 

greatest when the ambient sound level is the lowest, the L90 level is generally used to assess noise 

impacts and is the exceedance level in this survey. 

Data were collected during three daytime and three nighttime sampling periods. Repeated 

measurements at the same locations allowed the consistency and representativeness of the data to be 

checked from day to day. The collection of both daytime and nighttime data ensured that measurements 

were taken during both active and quiet times. The continuous noise monitor data demonstrated that no 

unusual noise events occurred between the staffed survey periods. 

Two types of measurement methodologies were used to collect the ambient sound level data 

previously described: 
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• Ten-minute statistical sound levels and octave-band sound levels were manually measured 

at each of the five locations during each of the six sampling periods. 

• Statistical A-weighted sound levels were continuously monitored at Location 3 for the 

duration of the survey. 
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LOCATION 

1 .  H ISTORIC HEALY HOTEL 
2. CATHOLIC CHURCH 
3. RESIDENTIAL 
4. HEALY RIVER AIRPORT 
5. WAUGAMAN R.  V. V ILLAGE 

HCCP PROPOSED SITE 

HEALY UNIT NO. 1 

0 0.5 1 MI LES 

SCALE 

Fig. 3.9.1. Location of ambient noise monitoring sites near Healy, Alaska. 
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Results of the survey indicate that the jive locations (Fig. 3.9.1) have ambient sound levels typical 

of quiet, rural areas (32 dB A to 38 dB A) (AIDEA 1990). Sound levels near the George Paries Highway 

(Location 1) and Healy Unit No. 1 were approximately 10 d.BA higher than those in town (40 dB A to 

54 dB A). Diurnal variation was low (5 dB A). Ambient levels during winter would be expected to be less 

in the jive locations because of decreased highway traffic and the presence of an ice cover on part of the 

Nenana River. 
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4. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE DEMONSTRA TION 

nus section analyzes the potential impacts to human and environmental resources resulting from 

construction and demtJnstration of the HCCP at the proposed and alternative site. Potentially affected 

physical, biological, social, and economic resources are included. The analysis for the alternative site 

focuses on a comparison of impacts with those anticipated for the proposed site. 

Special consideration is given to the potential impacts to DNPP (Sect. 4.3). Impacts to DNPP are 

analyzed and discussed separately to emphasize the importance in preserving the pristine nature of DNPP, 

including prevention of significant degradation to air quality and visibility. 

The cumulative impocts of Healy Unit No. 1 and the HCCP are also tuUllyzed in this section 

because the resulting effects from the combined operation of HCCP and Unit No. 1 are so i��Urtwined. 

The analyses in this section characterize the unmitigated impacts of Unit No. 1 prior to its planned 

retrofit, discussed in SecL 2.1.3.2. The analyses thlll include the retrofitted Unit No. 1 are presented in 

SecL 5.4.6 because the retrofit is expected to be completed during the commercial operation of the 

HCCP. Those tuUllyses indicate that impacts associated with air fiUillity, visibility, and regional haze 

would decrease following the Unit No. 1 retrofit, while changes in impacts to other resources would be 

minimaL Therefore, if the retrofit of Unit No. 1 is completed and mitigation is impleme��Ud prior to the 

completion of the HCCP demtJnstration, then the analyses presented in this section would ovenlllte the 

impacts on air qUIJ!ity, visibility, and regional haze during the demonstration period. 

4.1 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION 

nus section analyzes the potential impacts to human and environmental resources resulting from 

construction and operation of the HCCP at the proposed site. 

4.1 .1 Aesthetics 

Construction and operation of the HCCP would create impacts to the visual resources discussed in 

Sect. 3.1. Areas from which an observer could perceive aesthetic impacts include the immediate 

surroundings of the HCCP proposed site, the community of Healy, the Healy Spur Highway, the Nenana 

River, the Alaska Railroad near the HCCP site, and portions of the George Parks Highway. The view 

from two small portions of DNPP also may be affected and are discussed in Sect 4.3. 1. Also affected are 

other distant, high-elevation areas from which the proposed HCCP may be viewed. 

Construction at the HCCP proposed site would produce some short-tenn visual impacts related to 

increased activity in the area, including delivery of construction equipment and supplies, site preparation 

and construction work., and transit of construction workers to and from the site. Some short-tenn 

disturbance to the Nenana River would occur in the process of installing cooling water intake and outfall 

facilities. 
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Long-tenn visual impacts that would be initiated during construction include (1) the physical 

presence of the new plant, (2) the disrurbance of additional land at the site, and (3) the removal of some 

native vegetation. Healy Unit No. 1 utilizes approximately 40 acres east of the Nenana River and north of 

the Healy Spur Highway; all but 2 acres are disrurbed. The HCCP and Unit No. 1 together would occupy 

approximately 65 acres, including some property between the Healy Spur Highway and Healy Creek. No 

construction of new access roads or coa,l haul roads is planned. Long-term disrurbance would be 

restricted to the river terrace on which the existing plant is situated and possibly to a small portion of the 

Healy Creek floodplain. FoUowing HCCP construction, the existing Unit No. 1 would be converted to 

dry ash disposal. Ash ponds at the site would only be used when 1M dry ash system is inoperable. Tile 
ground surface of the coal pile storage area would be graded to direct coal pile runoff waters to a new 

unlined catchment pond. Of the total 65 acres at the site, a maximum of approximately 10 acres of native 

vegetation would be removed Areas not occupied by permanent facilities would be planted with grass. 

Visual impacts from HCCP operation in tenns of visibility impairment and regional haze are 

discussed in Sects. 4.3.2.3 and 4.3.2.4, respectively. Long-tenn visual impacts would result from the 

generation of a plume of condensed water vapor from the HCCP stack. The HCCP plume is expected to 

be visible only during stable atmospheric conditions with light winds and cool temperarures. The plume 

would resemble that from Unit No. 1 ,  in which a plume occasionally is visible for about 2 miles before it 

evaporates. Under extremely cold (less than -20°F) ·and stable meteorological conditions, the water 

droplets would freeze and the plume would rum into ice particles. Time-lapse cameras operating from 

January 1992 until April1993 detected ice plumes from Unit No. 1 on three occasions (January 20, 21, 

and 24, 1993) under such conditions. The ice plumes traveled about 4 miles from Unit No. 1 to the 

nearest boundary of DNPP in the Nenana River Gorge. 

The HCCP stack would be approximately 3 15 ft high and, because of its greater capacity and 

different emissions process, would produce greater quantities of water vapor than the existing 1 10-ft stack 

at Unit No. 1 .  However, the water vapor emitted by the HCCP stack would be at a lower temperarure than 

that emitted by the existing stack. It is anticipated that because it would contain more water, the plume 

from the HCCP would be larger than the Unit No. 1 plume and would extend for up to about 3 or 4 miles 

downwind. Also, because it would be released at a higher elevation above ground level, the HCCP plume 

would generally rise higher than the Unit No. 1 plume. Because the HCCP's water vapor would be cooler 

than that of Unit No. 1 ,  the HCCP plume would equilibrate with ambient temperatures more rapidly, thus 

curtailing upward movement. Under extremely cold and stable meteorological conditions, an ice plume 

from the HCCP may travel slightly more than 4 miles. 

Visual characteristics of the HCCP proposed site would not differ appreciably over the long tenn 

from those that exist now for the following reasons: 
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• The site is located in an area that has already experienced human disturbance. 

• The net amount of land that would be disturbed for the HCCP is relatively small 

(approximately 10 acres). 

• A relatively small amount of native vegetation would be removed 

• The HCCP would be of the same basic structure and on a similar scale as Healy Unit No. 1,  

. and would be located immediately adjacent to it 

• The HCCP would use existing transmission lines (there would be a new 300-ft-long 

overhead line from the HCCP transfonner to a proposed extension of the existing 

substation). 

• The vapor plume from the HCCP would be larger than, would rise higher than, and would 

be separate from that of Unit No. 1;  however, it would occur under similar conditions and 

would behave in a similar manner. 

Because the area in the immediate vicinity of the HCCP proposed site is already developed, and the 

visual condition, scenic quality, and visual resource sensitivity are not outstanding (see Sect 3. 1 .3), the 

aesthetic impacts of HCCP construction and operation would not be large. 

Construction activities or a vapor plume from HCCP operations would not be visible from those 

portions of the Nenana River Valley considered to have important scenic resources (see Sect. 3.1 .2), 

except for a few infrequent occasions during the winter. People who raft or kayak on the Nenana River 

could observe the plant from the take-out site across the river during construction and operation. 

Likewise, passengers on the Alaska Railroad could see the HCCP site while passing through the Nenana 

River Valley near the site. The presence of such a prominent industrial site may be aesthetically 

objectionable to some of these people. However, because the HCCP proposed site is in an area of 

industrial development that has been visible for many years, HCCP construction and operations are not 

expected to create major additional impacts. 

4.1 .2 Atmospheric Resources 

Potential impacts to atmospheric resources are discussed, including degradation of ambient air 

quality, ice fog fonnation, acidic deposition, and global warming. 

4.1 .2.1 Construction 

Atmospheric effects during construction of the HCCP would occur intennittently during a 4-year 

period and be limited primarily to emissions of fugitive dust and exhaust emissions from construction 

equipment and vehicles. Combustion of diesel fuel and gasoline in medium- and heavy-duty construction 

vehicles would generate localized emissions ofNOx, CO, PM, and hydrocarbons. Fugitive particulate 

emissions would be generated from vehicles traveling on unpaved roads and dirt and during periods of 
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earth removal and transport by heavy construction vehicles. Fugitive emissions would also occur from 

loosened earth being lifted and transported by strong winds. Fugitive dust consists primarily oflarge 

particles that settle quickly and pose minimal adverse public health effects. 

The total surface area disturbed during construction of the HCCP would be about 10 acres. 

However, construction within this area would be staggered to minimize the area of disturbance at any one 

time. Because construction would occur in the existing plant yard, much less site clearing would be 

necessary than for an undisturbed site. Thus, levels of fugitive dust should be relatively low. 

Approximately 6 additional acres of a previously disturbed site would be disturbed slightly during 

construction camp development, located about 0.5 mile northwest of the HCCP proposed site. 

As a mitigation measure, sprinkler trucks would spray the roads and construction areas with water 

to minimize fugitive dust. In summary, minimal air quality impacts are expected during the construction 

period. 

4.1 .2.2 Operation 

National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) and Prevention of Significant Deteriora
tion (PSD) Increments 

Ambient air quality impacts are characterized and implemented under the Clean Air Act (CAA) 

by means of National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) and Prevention of Significant 

Deterioration (PSD) increments. NAAQS arefzxed, absolute limits of concentration for the "criteria" 

pollutants (S02, N02, PM10, CO, 03, and lead) in the ambient air, applicable all over the United States, 

and are set by the EPA. Their purpose is to protect public health and welfare with an adequate margin 

of safety by setting a ceiling for ambient concentrations resulting from the combination of new sources 

(e.g., the HCCP), existing sources of pollution in the area (e.g., Healy Unit No. 1), and natural sources 

(e.g., windblown dust). 

PSD "increments" are allowable levels of increase of certain pollutants above a baseline 

established for the area in which a new source (e.g., the HCCP) has been proposed. The baseline levels 

ofpollutants are established by the EPA or the environmental agency having jurisdiction in the area. 

The objective of PSD increments is to preserve air quality in areas of the country that already are 

considered to be good (i.e., areas in attainment with NAAQS). 

NAAQS and PSD increments are used as yardsticks to measure the potential of the HCCP and 

Healy Unit No. 1 to affect human health and the environment. PSD increments are not appropriate 

measures of impacts for existing sources like Unit No. 1 that were built before the establishment of the 

increments in 1977. Unit No. 1 alone was added to the HCCP to evaluate cumulative impacts because 

no other major pollutant source is located in the Healy region. The estimated total impact includes the 

conservative assumption of summing contributions from Unit No. 1 predicted by modeling and those 

actually measured by monitoring ("double counting" Unit No. 1 concentrations to some extent). 
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Ambient Air Quality Impacts 

Air emissions from the stack during operation of the HCCP include approximately 103 tons per 

year of S�. 480 tons per year ofNOx. 36 tons per year of PMu>. and 480 tons per year of CO (based on 

an 85% capacity factor and the demonstration case described in Sect 2. 1.7. 1). Trace emissions of other 

pollutants include beryllium, sulfuric acid mist, mercury, hydrochloric acid, hydrofluoric acid, benzene, 

and arsenic. Other PM sources include the limestone storage silo, the coal handling system, the primary 

crusher, and the fly ash storage silo. All four of these facilities would employ high-efficiency (>90% PM 

removal) fabric filter collectors that would reduce PM10 emissions to about 4 tons per year for the fly ash 

storage silo, 0.05 tons per year for the limestone storage sUo, 3 tons per year for the coal handling 

system, and 2 tons per year for the primary crusher. 

Air emissions were compared with their PSD significant emission rates (threshold values for 

ambient air quality monitoring requirements) as a "flag" for potential impacts to health or the 

environment Only S�, NOx, PM10, and CO exceeded their threshold values. Ambient (at or beyond the 

facility perimeter) concentrations of other pollutants, including trace elements, resulting from HCCP 

operation should be minimal and are not considered further. A cursory analysis for CO revealed that 

ambient concentrations are expected to be an extremely small percentage (about 1 %) of the NAAQS; 

therefore, the minor impacts resulting from CO emissions are not considered further. 

The air quality impacts of S�. NOx, and PM10 emissions from the HCCP were evaluated using 

EPA-approved atmospheric dispersion models. A dispersion model refers to a computer program that 

incorporates a series of mathematical equations used to predict the ground-level concentrations resulting 

from emissions of a pollutant. Inputs to a dispersion model include the emission rate; characteristics of 

the emission release such as stack height, exhaust temperature, and flow rate; and atmospheric dispersion 

parameters such as wind speed and direction, air temperature, atmospheric stability, and mixing height. 

The models chosen for use were the EPA Industrial Source Complex Short Term (ISCSl) model 

(Wackter and Foster 1987; Bowers, Bjorklund, and Oleney 1979), and the EPA Rough Terrain Diffusion 

Model (RTDM) (ENSR 1987). RTDM is a steady-state, multiple-source, Gaussian dispersion model 

designed for use with stack emission sources situated in terrain where ground-level elevations exceed the 

stack heights of the emission sources. The ISCST model is similar, except that it is used at receptors 

(specific modeled locations) with elevations that do not exceed effective stack height (stack height plus 

plume rise). Both of these models are approved techniques in EPA's Guideline on Air Quality Models 

(EPA 1990b). Receptors were selected in sufficient density surrounding the HCCP and Unit No. 1 

facilities to determine impacts locally, and in areas where the plumes from the emissions may impinge 

upon high terrain. In addition, potential impacts to DNPP were analyzed and are discussed in 

Sect 4.3.2.1 .  

The air dispersion models were run using HCCP emissions corresponding to the demonstration 

case, but conservatively assuming a 100% capacity factor. Both models were run, and the model 
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producing higher concentrations was used, provided that it was appropriate for that receptor. The ISC2 

model, which was released in March 1992 as a replacement for the ISCST model, was also run for several 

test cases to compare results with ISCST results. The differences were negligible. Throughout the air 
quality analyses, for the 3-h and 24-h averaging periods, the maximum modeled concentration is actually 

the second-highest concentration predicted at any receptor to correspond with the guidelines for the 

NAAQS. Meteorological inputs were obtained from the HCCP Healy Monitoring Station for the 

12-month period from September 1990 through August 1991 .  Details of similar air dispersion modeling 

for the proposed project can be found in the PSD pennit application (AIDEA 1992). 

The predicted maximum impacts from the HCCP are shown in Table 4. 1 . 1 .  For each pollutant, 

modeled concentrations were compared with PSD Oass II increments as a yardstick to measure the 

HCCP's potential to affect human health and the environment. PSD increments are standards established 

in accordance with existing CAA provisions to limit the degradation of ambient air quality in areas in 

attainment with the NAAQS (National Ambient Air Quality Standards, which are absolute limits of 

poQutant concentrations established to protect public health and welfare with an adequate margin of 

safety). In contrast to the NAAQS, these standards are called increments because they allow a relative, or 

incremental, amount of degradation from a source or sources. PSD increments provide a more stringent 

level of air quality protection in areas (such as the Healy region) with air quality much better than the 

NAAQS. No other major pollutant source has been constructed in the Healy region since the 

establislunent of the PSD increments in 1977; therefore, the HCCP is the only source that is appropriate 

for comparison with the PSD increments to evaluate air quality degradation. The area surrounding the 

Table 4.1.1. Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) impact analysis for the Healy 
Clean Coal Project (HCCP) outside of Denali National Park and Preserve (DNPP) 

PSD Maximum modeled 
Averaging incrementa concentrationb Percentage of 

Class Pollutant period (J..Lg/m3) (J..Lg/m3) PSD increment 

nc S02 3-h 512 57 1 1  
24-h 91 11 12  
Annual 20 0.8 4 

NOz Annual 25 3 .4 14 

PM10 24-h 30 17 56 
Annual 17 2.4 14 

"PSD increments are standards established in accordance with existing Clean Air Act provisions to limit the degradation of ambient 
air quality in areas in attainment with the National Ambient Air Quality Standards. 

�aximum concentrations predicted by computer models resulting from HCCP emissions alone. 
<The area surrounding the HCCP site outside of DNPP is designated a PSD Class II area where moderate, well-controlled industrial 

growth is allowed. 
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HCCP site outside of DNPP, including the town of Healy, is designated a PSD Qass II area where 

moderate, well-controlled industrial growth is allowed. All S� and N� concentrations, which reflect 

emissions from the HCCP stack alone, were predicted to be less than 15% of the PSD Qass II increments. 

PM10 concentrations, which result from HCCP stack emissions and other new sources such as the fly ash 

storage silo, were estimated to be less than 60% of the increments. 

During operation of the HCCP, minor atmospheric impacts are expected from the slightly increased 

level of UCM Poker Aats mining. The active mining area would be about the same, but the rate of 

mining would increase by about 10%. Fugitive particulate emissions would increase very slightly from 

the additional mining. Fugitive dust consists primarily of large particles that settle quickly and pose 

minimal adverse public health effects. Transport of the run-of-mine coal and waste coal to the HCCP 

would increase traffic on the haul road by about 20%. Localized emissions ofNOx. CO, PM, and 

hydrocarbons from the coal trucks would increase correspondingly. Additional fugitive dust, estimated at 

less than 1 ton per year, would be generated from the vehicles traveling on the haul road. In addition, 

fugitive emissions from the existing coal pile would increase slightly (also estimated at less than 1 ton per 

year). 

The only major individual source of air emissions that would contribute to cumulative impacts to 

atmospheric resources is the existing Healy Unit No. 1. During the winter heating season, emissions from 

coal- and wood-burning stoves are expected to contribute to air quality and visibility degradation. During 

the summer, emissions and fugitive dust from buses transporting visitors within DNPP are expected to 

degrade air quality and visibility in the immediate vicinity of the buses. Other vehicles generate emissions 

throughout the year, but their impacts are expected to be negligible because of the limited number of 

vehicles. 

Cumulative air quality impacts of S(h, NOx, and PM10 emissions resulting from the simultaneous 

operation of the HCCP at the proposed site and Healy Unit No. 1 were evaluated using the ISCST and 

RIDM atmospheric dispersion models. The predicted maximum impacts are shown in Table 4.1 .2. For 

each pollutant, modeled concentrations were added to ambient background concentrations and the swn 

(the total impact) was compared with the NAAQS. Ambient background concentrations were obtained 

from the HCCP Park Monitoring Station for the 12-month period from September 1990 through August 

1991.  

All total impacts were predicted to be less than the respective NAAQS. PM to and N(h 

concentrations were found to be no more than 80% of their NAAQS, while S(h concentrations were just 

under the NAAQS. The percentages ranged from 50% for the annual concentration of PM to to 96% for 

the 24-h concentration of S(h. Almost all of the modeled concentrations occurred at the site perimeter 

resulting from downwash (downward movement) of the Unit No. 1 stack plume caused by the new HCCP 

boiler building. These high concentrations would be localized (within about 0.5 miles of the site) and 
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Table 4.1.2. National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) impact 
analysis for the combined effects of the Healy Clean Coal 

Project (HCCP) and Healy Unit No. 1 

Ambient 
Modeled background Total 

Averaging NAAQS0 concentrationb concentrationc impactd Percentage 
Pollutant period (p.g/m3) (p.g/m3) (p.g/m� ijlg/m� ofNAAQS 

S02 3-h 1300 1100 45 1145 88 
24-h 365 326 26 352 96 
Annual 80 64 5 69 86 

NCh Annual 100 61 6 67 67 

PM1o 24-h 150 89 31 120 80 
Annual so 20 5 25 50 

"NAAQS are absolute limits established in accordance with existing Qean Air Act provisioos to protect p1blic 
health and welfare with an adequate margin of safety. 

�um concentrations predicted by computer models resulting from HCCP and Healy Unit No. 1 emissions. 
•Background ooncentrations are based on Parle Monitoring Station data from the 12-month monitoring period from 

�ber 1990 through August 1991. 
"rota! impact is calculated as the sum of the ambient background concentrations and the modeled ooncentration. 

would diminish quickly with distance. Therefore, other potential future sources in the region would not 

cause violations of the NAAQS unless they were sited near the HCCP proposed site. Emissions from the 

HCCP stack contributed negligibly to these predictions, but would contribute more at other receptors with 

smaller total impacts. 

Ice Fog 

The HCCP discharge of warmed water would be double the existing Healy Unit No. 1 heat 

discharge to the Nenana River, so that combined operation would effectively triple the existing discharge. 

The discharge points for Unit No. 1 and the HCCP are shown in Fig. 4.1 . 1 .  The addition of the HCCP 

discharge would result in a greater downstream distance remaining ice-free during the winter. As 

discussed in Sect. 4.1.3.2, it is estimated that the ice-free downstream distance would increase from the 

existing 4 miles to aoout 10 miles (including the 1-mile transitional area). 

Under the meteorological conditions conducive to ice fog formation (cold air temperatures and 

calm wind), an extended area of ice-free water would enhance the formation of ice fog along the Nenana 

River. It is expected that the downstream distance for ice fog would increase from the existing 3 or 

4 miles to alx>ut 9 or 10 miles. The larger discharge of heated water would result in more rapid buildup of 

ice fog and would likely increase the density of the ice fog. The ice fog is not expected to increase in 

thickness in the atmosphere and would continue to be a ground-based phenomenon. The ice fog would 

begin to dissipate during daylight hours or if a wind develops. 
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Fig. 4.1.1. The Healy Clean Coal Project and Healy Unit No. 1 once-through cooling systems. 
The isotherms indicate estimated elevations in temperature above ambient river temperature resulting 
from thermal discharges from each unit during winter (see Table 4. 1 .4 for further data). Source: Alaska 
Industrial Development and Export Authority. 1993. Final Thermal Discharge Impact Analysis Elements 
ofTechnical Analysis, prepared by Stone & Webster, January. 
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The UCM haul road parallels the Nenana River on its east bank downstream from Healy Unit No. 1 

to the UCM mine. Dense ice fog limits visibility for vehicles using the haul road; however, the existing 

frequency of ice fog occurrence during the winter due to Unit No. 1 is low (3 to 6 days per month) and is 

not expected to increase substantially from the addition of the HCCP. The haul road is restricted to coal 

trucks and associated vehicles. The vehicles travel at maximum speeds of 20-25 mph when the ice fog is 

dense, and the coal trucks are equipped with fog lights. To date, no vehicular accidents have occurred on 

the haul road as a result of ice fog. The additional ice fog is not expected to affect haul road traffic. The 

ice fog does not reach the elevation of the neighboring Healy River Airport. While additional ice fog 

generated by the HCCP is not expected to affect air traffic at the Healy River Airport, it would likely 

affect use of the private UCM airstrip located about 4 miles north of the HCCP proposed site. Because 

the additional area that would experience ice fog downstream beyond the UCM mine is uninhabited, 

impacts to this area are unlikely. It is unlikely that the village of Ferry, located about 13 miles 

downstream of the proposed site, would be affected. 

Acidic Deposition 

Coal combustion generates atmospheric emissions of S02 and NOx that contribute to the formation 

and deposition of acidic compounds. The effect of atmospheric emissions of S� and NOx on acidic 

deposition (acid precipitation and dry deposition) is difficult to quantify. The complex chemical reactions 

that transform S� and NOx into acidic compounds that contribute to acid rain are not fully understood, 

and the source-receptor relationships between power plant emissions and acidic deposition have not been 

fully quantified (DOE 1989). Establishment of a clear source-receptor relationship for acid rain is 

hampered by the long travel times between emission sources and the occurrence of acid rain. 
Acidic deposition is currently most evident in the eastern United States and is not a major concern 

in Alaska or western Canada. The lack oflarge coal-burning or other sources in the region has prevented 

the widespread occurrence of acidic deposition. The relatively low HCCP stack (315 ft) and the 

topography of the area would keep most deposition localized under most meteorological conditions and 

impede the long-range transport of pollutants. Acidic deposition resulting from HCCP air emissions is 

expected to be minor (see Sects. 4.1 .5. 1 and 4.3.2.2). 

Global Climatic Change 

A major worldwide environmental issue is the possibility of major changes in the global climate 

(e.g., global warming) as a consequence of increasing atmospheric concentrations of "greenhouse" gases 

(Mitchell 1989). The atmosphere allows a large percentage of incoming solar radiation to pass through 

to the earth's surface, where it is converted to heat energy (infrared radumon) that does not pass back 

through the atmosphere as easUy as the solar radiation passes in. The result is that heat energy is 

"trapped" near the earth's surface. This phenomenon is commonly called the greenhouse effect 
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because of an analogy with the glass in a greenhouse. However, the use of the term greenhouse effect 

to describe these radiative processes is somewhat of a misnomer because the main effect of the glass in 

a greenhouse is to keep the warm air inside the glass from escaping and mixing with the colder air 

outside (the atmosphere does not have a similar physical barrier). 

Greenhouse gases include water vapor, C�. methane, nitrous oxide, ozone, and several 

chlorofluorocarbons. The greenhouse gases constitute a small percentage of the earth's atmosphere; 

however, their collective effect is to keep the temperature of the earth's surface about 60°F warmer, on 

average, than it would be if there were no atmosphere. Water vapor, a natural component of the 

atmosphere, is the most abundant greenhouse gas. The second-most abundant greenhouse gas is C�. 

which has increased about 25% in concentration over the last century. It is generally agreed that fossil 

fuel burning is the primary contributor to increasing concentrations of C� (DOE 1989). Because C� is 

stable in the atmosphere and essentially unifonnly mixed throughout the troposphere and stratosphere, the 

climatic impact does not depend on the geographic location of sources. Therefore, an increase in C� 

emissions at a specific source is effective in altering C� concentrations only to the extent that it 

contributes to the global total of fossil fuel burning that increases global C� concentrations. 

Federal guidance on the need to address global climate change and greenhouse gas emissions in 

proposed federal projects is being developed; however, the specific details of the policy have not been 

determined. In his 1993 Earth Day address, President Clinton announced our nation's commitment to 

reducing our emissions of greenhouse gases to their 1990 levels by the year 2000. Numerous existing 

and proposed activitks wiU help us meet this commitment. The Energy Policy Act enacted by Congress 

wiU play a critical role in reducing greenhouse gas emission levels. In the absence of final guidance on 

greenhouse gas emissions, an analysis was prepared thatfocuses on a comparison of C02 emissions 

from the HCCP wuh C02 emissions from U.S. and global fossil fuel and coal combustion. The 

proposed HCCP is expected to emit about 512,000 tons per year of C�. Table 4.1.3 compares this 

amount with C� emissions generated by U.S. and global fossil fuel and coal combustion in 1986 

(DOE 1989). The percentage increase in C02 emissions contributed by the HCCP compared with 

U.S. coal combustion is about 0.03%. The percentages are even less when compared with U.S. and global 

Table 4.1.3. Comparison of annual carbon dioxide (C02) emissions from 
the Healy Clean Coal Project with U.S. and global C02 emissions0 

HCCP 
CCh emissions11 

(tons/year) 

511 600 
aSource: DOE 1989. 

Percentage of U.S. 
coal combustion° 

0.03 

bu.s. coal combustion produces 1750 million tons of C02 per year. 

Percentage of 
U.S. fossil fuel 
combustionc 

O.ot 

'U.S. fossil fuel combustion produces 4800 million tons of C02 per year. 
dGiobal fossil fuel combustion produces 22,000 million tons of C02 per year. 

Percentage of 
global fossil 

fuel combustiond 

0.002 
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fossil fuel combustion. This analysis presents a balanced approach because it indicates that the HCCP 

C02 emissions are very large in terms of amounts released to the atmosphere (when compared with 

emissions of other gases), whUe the percentages are very small in comparison with U.S. and global 

emissions. 

The amount of C(h emitted by the HCCP would be very similar to the amount expected from an 

equivalently sized conventional pulverized-coal power plant with conventional flue gas desulfurization. 

While some of the clean coal technologies (e.g., pressurized fluidized-bed combusion, integrated 

gasification combined cycle) are expected to operate at a slightly greater efficiency so that approximately 

10% less C(h would be emitted to the atmosphere, the HCCP's design which allows slag to exit the 

combustor also limits the efficiency of the combustion process to the efficiency of a conventional 

coal-fired power plant 

4.1 .3 Surface Water Resources 

In general, impacts to surface water resources are related to changes in the hydrologic cycle or to 

the introduction of suspended and dissolved substances into receiving waters. The hydrologic cycle can 

be affected by large withdrawals of water for consumptive use or by alteration of drainage patterns that 

affect the rate and direction of streamflow. Surface water quality can be altered by the inorganic and 

organic constituents of point and nonpoint pollutant streams. Ultimately, degradation of water quality, or 

hydrologic changes, can adversely affect aquatic ecosystems and downstream uses of the resource, 

including water supply and recreation. 

Both construction and operation of the HCCP have the potential to impact the Nenana River in the 

immediate vicinity of the proposed plant and downstream from the project area. Activities at the HCCP 

should not affect Healy Creek or other smaller tributaries of the creek or river. 

Sources of impacts during construction include erosion and sedimentation resulting from 

excavation and other land disturbances and spills of chemicals and construction materials. During 

operation, impacts could result from ( 1)  the discharge of wastewater from the plant; (2) the use of river 

water for the plant's once-through cooling system; (3) runoff from the coal pile; (4) uncontained spills of 

process and pollution control chemicals, including sulfuric acid, sodium hydroxide, and ammonia; and 

(5) acidic deposition from HCCP atmospheric emissions. 

The following sections describe the nature and significance of potential surface water impacts from 

these sources, cumulative impacts that could result from HCCP operation in combination with Healy Unit 

No. 1 ,  and mitigation measures that could be implemented to reduce the severity of impacts. 
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4.1 .3.1 Construction 

Erosion and Sedimentation 

Clearing, grading, excavation, and surfacing operations that use heavy equipment, such as 

bulldozers and backhoes, and dredging and shoreline excavation for cooling water intake and discharge 

structures would increase the erosion rate at the proposed HCCP site because of the disturbance of soil. 

Construction activities generally result in erosion rates of approximately 48,000 tons per square mile per 

year, or about 2000 times the erosion rate of a forested area (Canter 1977). Because the HCCP site 

consists primarily of glacial outwash gravel and a limited quantity of soil, the erosion rate is expected to 

be much less. Assuming the higher rate as an upper bound for conservatively predicting impacts, 

construction on a maximum of 12 acres (0.02 mile
2
) at the 65-acre GVEA site for a period of 

approximately 30 months would generate about 2250 tons of sediment that could then be transported to 

the adjacent Nenana River. 

The volume of construction-related sediment that eventually reaches the river would depend on the 

nature and extent of precipitation events that occur during the construction period and the success of 

mitigation used to retain eroded materials. Standard erosion control measures, such as straw barriers, 

diversion trenches, and riprap, would be implemented to minimize sediment transport. Storm water 

discharges related to construction activities would be subject to effluent limitations and monitoring 

requirements of an NPDES permit 

Because the Nenana River has a high ambient concentration of suspended solids (see Sect 3.3.2), 

sediment in runoff that flows to the stream during construction, which would be ongoing during the period 

of maximum river flow (spring and summer), would not likely substantially degrade water quality. 

Potential effects of increased sedimentation on aquatic life and fisheries are discussed in Sect. 4.1 .5.2. 

A temporary construction camp is to be developed on about 6 acres in a gravel borrow pit west of 

the river near the Healy River Airport (see Fig. 2. 1 .2). Very little erosion and sedimentation runoff would 

result from land disturbance within the pit because it is below grade and surface runoff is away from the 

river channel. The pit is adjacent to a fonner channel of the river but above the 100-year floodplain. 

Alteration of Drainage Patterns 

Site preparation for the HCCP would not alter the topography of the area; therefore, drainage 

patterns from the watershed would not change, and no effect on the flow of the Nenana River is 

expected. The introduction of new structures would not affect the Nenana River floodplain (see 

Sect. 4.1 .6). 

Spills 

Spills of chemicals, lubricants, and construction materials would primarily threaten groundwater at 

the HCCP site. However, because of the proximity of the site to the river, groundwater discharge could 

affect surface water quality. Spill contingency plans would be developed before construction to ensure 
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prompt and complete treatment and cleanup of spilled materials (a further discussion is provided in 

Sect 4.1 .3.2). The significance of adverse effects to the aquatic environment would depend ultimately on 

the quantity and toxicity of the spilled substance. 

Consumptive Use 

Consumptive water requirements during construction (e.g., concrete hatching, cleaning, dust 

control, and potable supply) would be met by groundwater wells at the HCCP site, and the river flow 

would not be affected. The effects of groundwater withdrawal are discussed in Sect 4. 1 .4. 

Sewage Plant and Concrete Batch Plant Discharges 

A small sewage treatment facility would be necessary for the construction camp. The discharge 

from the facility to surface waters would be subject to the NPDES requirements of EPA, and the facility 

would require an ADEC wastewater disposal pennit If a discharge is proposed from a concrete batch 

plant that operates during construction, the same permits would be needed. Neither the sewage plant nor 

the batch plant is expected to generate waste streams that would have unique chemical compositions. 

However, the chemical composition of these plant effluents has not been established. Although each new 

effluent discharge would introduce pollutants to receiving waters, federal and state pennitting authorities 

would establish limitations to maintain water quality and would provide oversight to ensure that the 

limitations are not exceeded. 

4.1 .3.2 Operation 

Consumptive Use 

The estimated mean consumptive water requirement during operation (e.g., for use as makeup 

water for potable, service, and boiler feedwater systems) would be approximately 120 gal/min (0.26 ff? /s) 

met primarily by groundwater wells at the HCCP site. River water may be drawn occasionally from the 

discharge side of the cooling system for supplemental use. The flow of the river (see Sect. 3.3. 1) would 

not be substantially affected. Figure 4. 1 .2 is a water balance diagram of intake and discharge associated 

with HCCP operations. 

Thermal Effects 

The HCCP would use a once-through cooling system that would draw about 28,000 gal/min 

(62.4 ff?/s) of Nenana River water for use in removing waste heat from the condenser. The intake for the 

HCCP would be placed in a modified intake pond near the existing Unit No. 1 intake (see Fig. 4.1.1). 

After use in the HCCP, water would be returned to the river at an outfall located about 200 ft downstream 

of the existing intake and approximately 370 ft downstream from the Healy Unit No. 1 outfall (see 

Fig. 4.1 .1). The two thermal plumes generated by both units would interact downstream from the 

HCCP outfalL To minimize impact from the HCCP discharge to the Nenana River, the submerged 
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discharge nozzle would be located 1 jt above the river bottom and would discharge perpendicular to the 

river flow under pressure from gravity. The discharge nozzle would consist of a 60-in.-diameter outlet 

pipe, reduced to a short length of 36-in. pipe before the discharge point During low-flow winter months, 

the HCCP discharge nozzle wou/4 be partially rather than completely submerged. This nozzle design 

would promote mixing in the Nenana River sufficient to maintain water temperatures below 13°C 

(55.40f) (the ADEC limit) at the point of compliance downstream from the HCCP discharge (AIDEA 

1993). 

Because the existing Healy Unit No. 1 outfall is located upstream of the existing intake, the winter 

discharge of Unit No. 1 circulating water would keep both intakes free of ice. To maintain this ice-free 

condition during times when Unit No. 1 is shut down in winter, a cross connection would be installed to 

allow part of the HCCP circulating water to discharge to the upstream Unit No. 1 outfall. During summer 

months, both units would discharge their circulating water at the proposed HCCP discharge nozzle 

through use of the 60-in. cross connection (see Fig. 4.1.1); thus, no upstream Unit No. 1 thermal plume 

would exist during the summer. 

The design cooling water flow for Healy Unit No. 1 is 13,700 gaUmin (30.5 cjs) (Stanley 

Engineering Company 1967). Nenana River water withdrawal from the two-unit complex (92.9 cjs) 

would represent 49% of the historical low flow of record (190 cjs), but only 2.7% of the historical 

average annual flow (3500 cjs), based on USGS records (see Sect. 3.3.1). Although elevated 

temperarures would slightly enhance evaporative losses from the Nenana River, cooling water cycling 

would not substantially affect the flow or quantity of water available for downstream uses of the river; 

therefore, hydrologic impacts would be negligible except possibly during conditions of extremely low 

flows. The design temperature increase across the Unit No. 1 condenser is 13.6°C (24.5°F), while the 

co"esponding design temperature increase attributable to the HCCP condenser would be 15.3°C 

(27 .5° F). For uniformity and conservatism, the higher HCCP condenser temperature increase was 

used to model both the HCCP and Unit No. 1 thermal plumes. 

The nature of the thennal plumes would depend on ambient water temperature and flow, both of 

which vary dramatically with each season. The plumes were modeled using representative summer and 

winter Nenana River flows of 7000 and 500 cfs, respectively (AIDEA 1993). Flows in the Nenana River 

occasionally decrease below 500 cfs; the 30-year minimum flow of record is 190 cfs (see Sect 3.3. 1). 

Slightly increased heating effects would be expected when flows below 500 cfs occur in the Nenana River 

during extreme drought. For multiple-use water resources, such as the Nenana River, the ADEC 

limitation on maximum water temperature at the mixing zone is 1 3°C (55.4°F). According to ADEC, this 

temperarure has been detennined as the highest temperature that can be allowed for waters of a multiple

use waterway, such as the Nenana River, that also is used for fish spawning and migration. EPA thermal 

plume prediction models were used for the HCCP and Healy Unit No. 1 discharges (AIDEA 1993), and a 
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summary of the thermal plwne analysis is given in Table 4. 1 .4. The effects of the thermal plume and 

increased river temperature on aquatic organisms and the ecosystem are discussed in Sect. 4. 1 .5.2. 

During winter months, the cumulative water temperatures, calculated by adding the temperature 

increases caused by the Healy Unit No. 1 and HCCP discharges to the ambient river temperature, are 

predicted to be below 55.4°F at 30 ft downstream from the HCCP outfall and beyond These cumulative 

temperatures do not include heating effects within the intake pond attributable to the Healy Unit No. 1 · 

thermal plume (which would increase the intake cooling water temperature entering the HCCP), or 

extreme drought flows in the Nenana River approaching or exceeding the historical low flow of record 

(190 cfs). Either of these effects could increase the winter temperature predictions by several degrees; 

Table 4.1.4. Estimated once-through system discharge plume temperatures (OF) at distances 
downstream from the Healy Clean Coal Project (HCCP) discharge point 

Distance 
downstream from 
HCCP discharge 

point (ft) 
Width of HCCP 

plume (ft) 

Temperature 
above ambient 

for HCCP plume 

Temperature 
above ambient 
for Unit No. 1 

plume 
Cumulative water 

temperature a 

Average summer 30 
flow (7000 cfs, 50 

5.7-ft depth, 500f 100 
ambient water 150 
temperatw"et 200 

Average winter 
flow (500 cfs, 
1.2-ft depth, 32°F 
ambient water 
temperatw"e )c 

250 
300 

30 
50 

100 
150 
200 
250 
300 

12 
IS 
27 
39 
51 
66 
75 

12 
18 
33 
48 
60 
78 
90 

8.3 
4.1 
1.4 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.3 

8.3 
4J 
1.4 
0.8 
0.5 
0.3 
0.3 

o.o" 
o.o" 
o.o" 
o.o" 
o.o" 
o.o" 
o.o" 

6.5 
6.0 
5.5 
5.3 
5.0 
4.8 
4.5 

58.3 
54.1 
51.4 
50.8 
50.6 
50.4 
50.3 

46.tl 
42.tl 
38.y/ 
38.Id 

37.stl 
37.Id 

36.tl 
"The c�U�Julalive waur l#nperalllre is clllculllled by adding the incremenlal temperazures C411Sed by Hettly Unit No. 1 discluzrge 11114 

HCCP discluuge 1o the ambknl Neru����� River tempertllure. 
6No 11pllretlm thermal plume would be produced by the eJdsling Healy Unit No. 1 discluzrge strudllre during the summer. Both units 

would discluuge lo the proposed HCCP ouJfalL 
•Ambknl water l#nperazure is the average river waur temperazure upstream from the Healy Unit No. 1 discluzrge. 
"These cumullltive .water temperalures do not account for the hetlled water from Healy Unit No. 1 that enters the inlllh pond 11114 would 

be used lo cool the proposed HCCP. During the winter, the water tempelflJure at the HCCP inlllh could incretz�e by an additiolllll several 
degrees when river flows are low; however, the cumullllive waur temperalures would relllllin below Aliuka Department of Environmenlal 
Conservation limitations bectzuse ambienl river temperalures are near freezing. 

So11rce: AJDEA (Alaska lndustrUU Development and Export Autl1ority) 1993. Final Thernuzl Discluuge Impact Alllllysis, Elements of 
Technical Alllllysis, H�N�Iy Clean Coal Project, H�N�ly, Aliuka, prepared by Stone & Webster Engineering Corp., Denver, }anUIITJ. 
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however, their combined effect would not be expected to exceed the ADEC limit of 55.4°F. The impacts 

of increased water temperature are not expected to be major and are discussed in Sect 4.1.5.2. 

During the summer, the cumulative water temperature from the HCCP and Unit No. 1 thennal 

plumes was calculated to be below 55.4°F beyond 50 ft downstream from the HCCP outjaU. 1be ambient 

river temperature used in the thennal plume prediction model was 50°F. However, the temperature in the 

Nenana River reached 52.5°F during June 1991;  therefore, to ensure compliance AIDEA has requested a 

100-ft-wide mixing zone extending 600 ft downstream of the HCCP outfall in its application for 

wastewater discharge penn it to ADEC. 

Ice Bridge Formation 

During the winter, the frozen Nenana River serves as an ice bridge for residents of the village of 

Ferry, located near the east bank of the river, about 13 miles downstream and to the north of the proposed 

HCCP site (Fig. 2. 1 . 1). Vehicles transport heavier supplies and materials across the frozen river. During 

the summer, only a walkway on a railroad bridge is available to cross the river. Inconveniences would 

occur if the thermal discharges from Healy Unit No. 1 and the HCCP impaired the fonnation of an ice 

bridge in the vicinity of Ferry. 

Observations of ice cover on the Nenana River have documented the occurrence of ice-free water 

throughout the year resulting from the discharge of wanned water from Healy Unit No. 1 (Dames and 

Moore 1975). The length of ice-free water extends from the Unit No. 1 discharge (outfall) on the eastern 

bank of the Nenana River to a point approximately 3 miles downstream; a transitional area in which 

pockets of open water are interspaced with areas of thin ice extends an additional mile to a location near 

the mouth of Lignite (Hoseanna) Creek by the UCM Poker Flats Mine (see Fig. 4.1 .3). The area of 

ice-free water gradually spreads from the east bank on which the thennal discharge occurs to almost the 

entire Nenana River just past the first bend in the river below the outfall. about 0.5 miles downstream. 

Beyond the bend, the width of ice-free water stays approximately constant at about 225 ft. Although the 

extent of ice-free water varies somewhat during the winter, the minimum extent occurs from January 

through March when much of the Nenana River is frozen. 

An analysis was performed to estimate the extent of ice-free water downstream from the proposed 

HCCP during winter (Appendix B). The area of ice-free water resulting from the thennal plume is 

proportional to the magnitude of the thennal discharge. The proposed HCCP would have twice the 

generating capacity and thennal discharge of Healy Unit No. 1. The heat load discharged into the Nenana 

River by both units would be three times that of Unit No. 1 alone. As shown in Fig. 4. 1 .4, ice-free water 

resulting from the combined effects of the Healy Unit No. 1 and HCCP thennal discharges is estimated to 

extend down the Nenana River approximately 9 miles, and the total extent including the 1 -mile 

transitional area would be about 10 miles. The estimate's accuracy is about ±2 miles. 
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Fig. 4.1.3. Ice-free water area attributable to the thermal discharge from Healy Unit 
No. 1 (not drawn to scale). 
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Fig. 4.1.4. Ice-free water area attributable to the combined thermal discharge from 
Healy Unit No. 1 and the proposed Healy Clean Coal Project (not drawn to scale). 
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Ice bridge fonnation over the Nenana River in the vicinity of the village of Ferry may be affected 

by the combined thennal discharges from Healy Unit No. 1 and the proposed HCCP. Although it is 

expected that the river would continue to freeze at Ferry, remnants of the thennal plume reaching Ferry 

could cause a delay in the fonnation of the ice bridge at the beginning of winter and an earlier breakup of 

the ice sheet in the early spring. However, meteorological conditions (e.g., a warm winter) also have a 

large influence on the fonnation or breakup of the ice bridge. Potential socioeconomic consequences 

arising from changes in ice bridge fonnation are discussed in Sect. 4. 1 .8.5. 

Effects of Wastewater Streams 

During routine operation, HCCP wastewater effluent is not expected to have a major adverse effect 

on the water quality of the Nenana River. Concentrations of substances would be within the regulatory 

(NPDES) limits established to protect the environment, and the river would quickly dilute these 

substances. Untreated effluent discharge during upset conditions has a very low probability of occurrence 

because the wastewater treatment sump, which would be located within the plant, would be designed to 

handle about 150% more wastewater than the plant is expected to produce and overflow would be 

contained within the building. 

The HCCP would not generate unique wastewater streams; the liquid wastes that would be 

produced are common to most pulverized coal-fired power plants. Low-volume waste streams would 

include boiler blowdown and cleaning fluids, demineralizer regenerants, floor and equipment drain water, 

and coal pile runoff and leachate. Estimated flow, pH, and total dissolved solids (IDS) concentrations of 

these wastes are listed in Table 4. 1 .5. The TDS concentrations and pH for these streams are before 

treatment in the wastewater treatment system. A more detailed description of wastewater streams and 

their treatment is given in Appendix E. 
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Table 4.1.5. Expected characteristics of low-volume waste 
streams from the proposed Healy Clean Coal Project 

Flow Total dissolved 
(gal/d) solids (ppm) 

Demineralizer regeneration 25.�30,000 3.�3.500 
wastewater 

Boiler blowdown 7,000-30,000 5�100 

Miscellaneous wastewater 50,000-80,000 400-450 
floor and equipment drains -14,000 
pump seal water -43,000 
equipment leakage -14,000 

pH 
(units) 

5-9 

1�1 1 .5 
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The design philosophy for the HCCP is to allow for maxim\Dll water reuse and minimal wastewater 

discharge. Wastewater streams (with the exception of metal cleaning fluids, sanitary wastewater, FGD 

water, fly ash wetdown, and slag/bottom ash quenching and conveying waters) would be treated and 

discharged to the once-through cooling system effluent No direct chemical treatment (e.g., biocides) of 

cooling water would occur. 

Most of the boiler blowdown and demineralizer regenerants would be recycled within the plant for 

use as makeup water in the flue gas desulfurization system, in fly ash dust control, and in slag quenching 

and conveying. Excess would be periodically pumped to the plant wastewater treatment system. 

Cleaning fluid wastes, which would contain high concentrations of metals, would be collected and 

managed by a licensed contractor for disposal in compliance with applicable regulations. Drain water 

would be collected in plant sumps and plDllped intermittently to the wastewater treatment system. Floor 

and equipment drain water would likely contain coal fines (particles), oil, and grease. Fire protection 

runoff would be generated only during emergency situations and would discharge to the Nenana River. 

The existing coal pile would serve both the HCCP and Healy Unit No. 1.  Coal pile runoff would 

depend on the frequency and intensity of precipitation events. Runoff would be collected in a new 

unlined catchment pond (no controls for coal pile runoff exist presently) designed to contain the 10-year, 

24-h precipitation event of approximately 2 in. In alldition, Healy Unit No. 1 bottom ash would be 

sluiced to the pond when the HCCP is not operating. Overflow from this pond is not anticipated 

However, if overflow should occur, such water would be caught in an unlined emergency overflow pond 

between the Healy Spur Highway and the Alaska Railroad SWltrana Spur. No discharge of coal pik 

runoff to the Nenana River would occur. Sect E.4 contains a further discussion of the coal pile runoff 

treatment system. 

Before sedimentation in the catchment pond, coal pile runoff may have a high concentration of 

suspended coal fines. Leachate would probably contain (in solution) common metals, such as iron, and 

trace concentrations of heavy metals. Concentrations of metals in leachate would depend on leachate pH 

and the metals' respective solubilities. Table 4.1.6 displays the results for trace metals of toxicity 

characteristic leaching procedure (Ta.P) tests of HCCP performance coal, flash-calcined material ("fly 

ash"), and slag. Performance coal is a blend of 50% UCM run-of-mine coal and 50% waste coal. Waste 

coal is low-grade and overburden-contaminated coal. No extraction values exceed the TCU' limits 

established for metals, as given in 40 CFR Part 261.24. To determine if these leachates would be 

considered toxic to ili.Juatic life with respect to metals, the whole effluent toxicity of each wastewater 

stream would be determined according to the proposed criteria in the Water Quality Standards under 

the NPDES permit. These criteria include direct monitoring of impact to the most sensitive and 

biologically important life stages of resident species. 
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Table 4.1.6. Results of toxicity characteristic leaching procedure (TCLP) tests of 
Healy Clean Coal Project (HCCP) performance coal, flash-calcined material 

("fty ash"), and slaga (in parts per million) 

HCCP perfonnance Flash-calcined 
Element coal leachateb material leachatec Slag leachated Ta..P limite 

Arsenic <0.5 <0.05 <0.5 5.0 
Barium <1.0 4.3 <1.0 100.0 
Beryllium <0.2 <0.01 <0.2 None 
Cadmium <0.2 0.14 <0.2 1 .0 
Chromium <0.2 0.36 <0.2 5.0 
Copper <0.5 0.13  <0.5 None 
Mercury <0.1 0.01 <0.1 0.2 
Manganese <0.5 2.7 <0.5 None 
Nickel <0.5 1 .0 <0.5 None 
Lead <2.0 0.5 <2.0 5.0 
Rubidium <5.0 0.02 <5.0 None 
Selenium <0.5 0.14 <0.5 1 .0 
Silver <0.5 <0.05 <0.5 5.0 
Strontium <10.0 1 1 .2 <10.0 None 
Vanadium <2.0 0.79 <2.0 None 
Zinc <0.5 1 .4 <0.5 None 
Zirconium <5.0 <0.1 <5.0 None 

"Fly ash and slag produced by combustion in the lRW slagging combustor, which would be used at the proposed HCCP. 
"HCCP performance coal is a blend of SO% Usibelli Coal Mine nm-of-mine coal and SO% waste coal. No extraction values exceed existing 

TCI.P limits. 
•Mean value of jive samples. No extraction values exceed existing TO.P limits. 
d

No extraction values exceed existing TCLP limits. 
'Limits given in 40 CFR Part 261.24. 

Toxicity tests would be perfonned on a composite sample of wastewater from Outfall 001 and 002. 

Outfall 001 is the new outfall for the HCCP, and Outfall 002 is the existing outfall of Unit No. 1. The 

whole toxicity tests would consist of two chronic toxicity tests and one acute toxicity test Tile chronic 

tests would include analysis for static renewal, larval survival, and growth using Pimephales promelas 

(fathead minnow), and analysis for 7-d static renewal, survival, and growth using Ceriodaphnia dubia (a 

tiny aquatic crustacean). The acute test would be conducted for 96-h LCso (the concentration that is fatal 

to 50% of the population) and 7-d static renewal analysis using Oncomynchus kisutch (coho salmon). All 

test procedures would be conducted according to EPA -specified protocols with appropriate quality 

control. 

The flash-calcined material was also analyzed for pH, organic carbon, and volatile matter. The 

results indicate that the material is alkaline with a pH of about 12.5 and contains approximately 0.6% 

organic carbon and 8% volatile matter. 
The HCCP wastewater treatment process would meet EPA regulations set forth in 40 CFR Part 125 

(Criteria and Standards for the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System) and 40 CFR Part 423 

(Effluent Guidelines and Standards for Steam Electric Power Generating Point Source Category), as 
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amended by 48 FR 31404 (July 1983). Treatment would consist of batch neutralization· and sedimentation 

in a double-lined sump with a leak detection system and located inside the power plant building. Overall, 

the process would adjust the pH of the combined streams, separate oil and grease, and allow suspended 

solids to precipitate out of solution. 

Discharge to NelUllUl River at three outjalls (see Fig. 2.1.8) would be in accordance with an EPA 

NPDES permit and an ADEC wastewater disposal permit. One permit would be issued for the 

combined wastewater of the HCCP and Healy Unit No. 1. Two ouifalls would discharge condenser 

cooling water from Healy Unit No. 1, the HCCP once-through cooling system, and treated operatioiud 

wastewater from both systems. A third outjaU (located inside the HCCP plant) would discharge the 

treated operatiolUll wastewater to the two previously mentioned. The Healy site would be contoured with 

large interceptor containment ponds to retain storm water runoff. The large ponds would be designed to 
, 

allow percolation of stormwater and thus elimilUlte discharge to the NelUllUl River. Any stormwater 

runoff from the coal pile would go to the new coal pile runoff basin. Water from this basin would not 

be discharged to the NenalUl River. 

Coal, fly ash, and slag materials will be handled separately in the HCCP materials flow. Therefore, 

their wastewater streams including leachates, will not be combined into one waste stream. None of these 

wastewater streams would be discharged to the river. Compositions and characteristics of the three 

outfall streams are provided in Table 4. 1.6. 

The approximate average daily flows of total effluent to be discharged to the river have been 

calculated as follows: 

Waste stream 

Once-through cooling water 
Service water 
Fire water 

Discharge flow (gal/min) 

28,000 
72 

0.2 

In addition to the discharge of wastewater effluent into the Nenana River, various wastewater 

streams would be disposed of to the plant septic system, to the atmosphere, and with moist solid residues. 

The potable water system would generate about 1 gal/min of sanitary wastewater during the course 

of normal operation. The sanitary wastewater would be discharged into the septic and leach field system. 

Wastewater discharged to the atmosphere by evaporation would consist of water vapors from the 

boiler blowdown flash tank; the FGD system; the slag quenching and conveying system; the coal pile 

runoff catchment basin and ditch; and, to a minor extent, from open sumps, tanks, and washdown 

sutfaces. The average total evaporative losses from all of the described sources would be approximately 

13 gal/min. 
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Wastewater disposed of in moist, solid residues would include the residual moisture in waste 

bottom slag ash, the FGD slurry, and the water used to wet down the dry fly ash for dust control. The 

calculated disposal of wastewater to these solid wastes has been established to be between 85 and 

90 gal/min. Approximately 80 gal/min of this disposal would be from water of hydration (water lost via 

chemical reaction) and absorbed water in the FGD slurry. 

Low-volume wastewater streams from Unit No. 1 are similar in nature but less in volume than 

those expected from the HCCP. These streams are currently discharged in the plant to the cooling system 

effluent line and discharged to the river in accordance with the Unit No. 1 NPDES peimit. Effluent 

discharge to the river from both facilities would not occur at a common location. Substances contained in 

effluent discharges from both facilities would be limited by federal and state peimits and would be rapidly 

diluted in the river. 

Spills 

A Spill Prevention, Control, and Counteimeasures Plan (SPCCP) is required for the HCCP in 

accordance with EPA CW A requirements [Section 3 l l(j)], as amended by the Oil Pollution Act of 1990. 

The existing SPCCP for Healy Unit No. 1 is being revised to incorporate contingency measures for spills 

of diesel fuels as well as other nonpetroleum chemicals that would be stored and utilized in the HCCP. 

These materials would be stored outside the power plant building in paved, curbed areas designed to 

retain 1 10% of the volume of the tanks. An additional precaution would be taken to reduce the potential 

for in-plant oil contamination in the NPDES-peimitted wastewater effluent from the HCCP. An oil-water 

separator would be installed in the wastewater sump to remove oil contamination from the wastewater 

stream. If, during the permitting process, EPA requires a sump for the coal pile runoff stream, an oU 

sorbent boom would be installed in that system as well. 

Environmental impacts related to catchment basins and failure of holding tanks would be unlikely 

during a damaging earthquake. Based on data provided by the Applied Technology Council (1978), most 

design exceedance earthquakes do significant structural damage to no more than about 1 %  of buildings, 

pipes, and tanks that are designed according to the Unifoim Building Code (ICBO 1988). Earthquakes 

that threaten structural collapse produce peak ground motions that exceed structural design ground 

motions by a factor of two or more. Such destructive earthquakes have probabilities of exceedance on the 

order of 1 %  in 50 years. 

If a destructive earthquake occurs, there is little likelihood of loss of containment when a liquid 

storage tank ruptures. Although excessive ground shaking may cause the collapse of chemical storage 

tanks, the entire contents of these tanks would be contained in enclosed areas behind curbs (dikes that 

completely surround the tanks) during an accidental spill. Curbs around storage tanks and the low beim 

around the coal pile runoff catchment basin would be unlikely to rupture during excessive ground motion 

unless surface rupture along an active fault, a landslide, or liquefaction occurs. Although liquefaction is 
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an unlikely event at the HCCP site (see Sect. 3.4.5), the potential for surface rupture along an active 

fault or a landside along a topographic scarp are somewhat more likely events. Facilities contllining 

hazardous materials should be located at safe distances from such features. 

Increased Surface Mining of Coal 

Surface mining can adversely affect water quality by increasing erosion and sedimentation and by 

altering drainage patterns. It is projected that surface mining at the UCM would increase by about 10% to 

supply the HCCP with fuel. As a result of this increase, a corresponding percentage increase in erosion 

and sedimentation is expected in disturbed areas. Successful current practices of sedimentation control at 

the mine, which include diversion ditches and a series of sedimentation and clarification ponds before 

discharge into Lignite (Hoseanna) Creek, would continue to be used during the HCCP demonstration. 

With the continuation of this mitigation and compliance with federal and state oversight requirements for 

mining activities in the region, major adverse impacts to water quality are not expected. 

Solid Waste Disposal 

Wasuwater from the Nenana River would be used to wet fly ash for dust control and to convey 

bottom ash and slag to a storage silo. It is expected that about 15% of the ash volume would be residual 

water that would remain in the solid waste after dewatering. The dewatered ash would be disposed of at 

the UCM mine in accordance with state and federal requirements (Sect 7 .2). Effects from this activity 

would more likely affect local groundwater than surface water. These effects are discussed in Sect. 4. 1 .4. 

Acidic Deposition 

Except for Healy Unit No. 1, the region is relatively free of man-made sources of the atmospheric 

pollutants, SOz and NOx. that have been linked to acidic deposition on land, water, and vegetation. 

Operation of the HCCP in addition to Unit No. 1 operation would increase ambient SOz and NOx 

concentrations in the atmosphere (see Sect 4.1 .2), which would result in an increased likelihood of acidic 

deposition The projected increase, however, should not cause a measurable change in the pH of regional 

surface waters because their natural pH levels are generally 7.0 or higher and their buffering capacities are 

high. 1herefore, substantial adverse changes in water quality would not be attributable to acidic 

deposition from operation of the HCCP. �ffects of acidic deposition on ecological resources are 

discussed in Sect. 4.1.5. 

4.1 .4 Groundwater Resources 

1bis section discusses the potential impacts on groundwater quality, groundwater use conflicts, and 

effects of dewatering on the elevation of the water table related to HCCP construction and operation. 
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4.1 .4.1 On-Site Impacts 

Potential groundwater quality impacts on the Holocene-Pleistocene aquifer would be somewhat 

less than those under existing conditions. Unlined fly ash ponds would not be used under normal 

operating conditions by either Healy Unit No. 1 or the proposed HCCP. Because of short duration needs 

for wet ash disposal from Unit No. 1 ,  an unlined ash pond would be developed near the coal pile that is 

large enough for both coal pile runoff and for temporary ash disposal. Treated plant wastewater would be 

clarified by filtration before its release to the Nenana River. Sludge from wastewater treatment would be 

collected on filters. In turn, the filters would be backwashed. Effluent from the backwash operation 

would be used to dampen fly ash and would ultimately be placed in the UCM Poker Flats open-pit m ine 

along with the fly ash. The treatment process consists of removal of oil and grease and adjusting the pH 

to between 6.5 and 8.5. The treated and clarified wastewater would contain several thousand milligrams 

per liter of total dissolved solids. Damp ash would be stored in a silo. 

The unlined pond for coal pile runoff (see Fig. 2.1 .8) would be sized to hold runoff for storms up to 

a 10-year, 24-h event (about 2 in.). Seepage to shallow groundwater (the Pleistocene-Holocene aquifer) 

would be less than existing seepage because fly ash would only be stored intermittently, rather than year 

round The coal pile is about 325 x 225 ft and average annual precipitation is about 1 2  in. Assuming all 

the coal pile runoff seeps into the underlying aquifer, the seepage rate would be 0.002 cfs. Ultimately, 

this seepage would enter the Nenana River. The average annual flow rate of the Nenana River is 3500 cfs 

(2 million times that of the seepage rate). Overflow from this pond is not anticipated. However, if 

overflow should occur, such water would be caught in an unlined emergency overflow pond between the 

Healy Spur Highway and the Alaska Railroad Suntrana Spur. No discharge of coal pile runoff to the 

Nenana River would occur. 

All fly ash from operations at Healy Unit No. 1 (stored temporarily in the existing fly ash ponds) is 

now being partially dewatered and trucked off-site for disposal in the UCM Poker Flats open-pit m ine. 

All future fly ash generated at both the HCCP and Healy Unit No. 1 would also be trucked off-site for 

disposal at the UCM mine. Excess water from the fly ash would be recycled through the plant and 

eventually would enter the wastewater treatment loop and disposal system. 

No other on-site groundwater quality impacts are anticipated. No upgradient contamination is 

expected by operation of the HCCP. Data in Table 3.4. 1 suggest that the quality of Miocene-Oligocene 

groundwater in the Healy Unit No. 1 well has not degraded in 25 years of operation despite its proximity 

to the overlying and unlined fly ash ponds. Large chemical holding tanks (3000-gal tanks of sulfuric acid 

and sodium hydroxide) would be installed over sumps designed to hold 1 10% of a tank's capacity in case 

of an accidental spill (AIDEA 1 99 1 a). Smaller drums of chemicals would be stored and used in curbed 

areas to contain spills. 
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Groundwater withdrawal impacts are also expected to be minor. Maximum combined 

HCCP-Healy Unit No. 1 groundwater consumption is expected to be about 200 gal/min compared with 

50 ga]fmin for Healy Unit No. 1 alone. Although uncertainty exists concerning the magnitude of the 

cones of depression around the new HCCP wells, they are not expected to impact the well at the 

Waugaman Recreational Vehicle Village. Regardless, this is not a major issue because any potential 

impact on the well at Waugamon Recreational Vehicle Village could be mitigated by deepening the well 

or laying a pipeline from the HCCP to the village. The applicant has expressed a willingness to provide 

such mitigation if it is demonstrated that plant well production is negatively impacting production or water 

quality at the village well. 

The water table on the terrace may be temporarily depressed during construction activities. 

Foundations and pipeline trenches require dewatering before construction can proceed. The water table 

adjacent to these construction sites may temporarily decline in response to dewatering activities. 

Although dewatering is not likely to affect availability of groundwater, it may have a temporary adverse 

impact on riparian vegetation (Sect. 4. 1 .5. 1). 

4.1 .4.2 Off-Site Impacts 

Potential off-site groundwater quality impacts related to construction and operation of the HCCP 

are expected to be minor. Solid, noncombustible construction rubble would be trucked off-site to a 

landfill operated by the town of Healy. The Healy municipal landfill already holds a permit for disposal 

of nonhazardous solid waste. Groundwater quality impacts of HCCP construction rubble would be 

incremental to any existing impacts related to the operation of Healy's municipal landfill. Slag/fly ash 

and wastewater treatment sludge would be trucked off-site to the UCM mine. The chemical composition 

and quantity of sludge are not well known. Before disposal at the UCM mine, such sludge would be 

thoroughly analyzed to ensure that it is nonhazardous and suitable for burying at the mine site. If the 

sludge is determined to be hazardous, it would be shipped off-site to an approved hazardous waste 

lan4fi1L 
The UCM mine site also has a permit for the disposal of fly ash from Healy Unit No. 1 .  

Groundwater quality impacts related to disposal of HCCP ash would be minor compared with any existing 

impacts related to operation of the UCM mine. Toxicity/leachability tests were performed on Usibelli 

coal, slag, and fly ash using the standard TCLP. Table 4. 1 .6 provides the results of these tests. None of 

the metals tested exceeded TCLP regulatory limits. 

Groundwater quality at the UCM mine is not well known. However, current coal production at the 

mine ranges from 1 .4 to 1 .6 million tons/year. The proposed HCCP would require an additional 

0. 172 million tons/year of run-of-mine coal, or an 1 1 % increase. It is assumed that current impacts on 

groundwater would increase proportionately as a result of operation of the HCCP. This incremental 

increase is not expected to change the groundwater use category. 
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The rate of fly ash delivery to the UCM mine would increase by a factor of nearly two (from 

about 14,000 tons/year to about 25,400 tons/year). The rate of alkaline leachate generation may be 

expected to increase by a similar amount. Exposed coal seams, temporarily stockpiled coal, and 

mine-waste rock at the UCM mine are leached naturally but produce negligible acidic leachate because 

of the negligible amount of pyritic sulfur in the coaL Most of the water that comes in contact with 

various stockpiles or that drains from the mine is diverted to a settling basin. Any water that fails to 

reach the settling basin either evaporates or seeps into the ground. The rate of slag/bottom ash delivery 

to the UCM mine would increase from about 1 500 tons/year to 47,300 tons/year. This relatively 

coarse-grained material is less leachable than the fine-grained fly ash because it is partially vitrified, and it 

also has less surface area per unit volume. A minimal amount of leachate is expected to be generated by 

this material. 

Finally, the existing Healy unit produces no scrubber waste whereas the proposed HCCP would 

annually produce about 5500 tons of scrubber waste (fly ash commingled with limestone sorbent). The 

scrubber waste consists mainly of calcium sulfate that is fairly soluble in water. Although the scrubber 

waste would contribute little or no toxic metals to the leachate, an increase in calcium sulfate would be 

expected. This leachate would be diluted when comingled with other leachates and surface water runoff. 

Ash from Healy Unit No. 1 has been disposed of at the UCM mine for several years, and no 

measurable effects on surface or groundwater have been documented. The volume of ash proposed for 

disposal at the mine from the HCCP is a small quantity relative to the total amount of overburden used 

for backjilling of mined out pits. This, coupled with the lack of impacts from cu"ent ash disposal 

practices, suggests that the addition of HCCP ash to the pit backfill would probably not be measurable. 

UCM has a permit for disposal of the previously described wastes. 

4.1 .5 Ecological Resources 
4.1 .5.1 Terrestrial 

Construction 

A maximum of about 10 acres of the 65-acre plant site would be cleared of native vegetation at the 

plant site. 1llis area consists of small stands of the following vegetation types: woodland white spruce 

(1  acre), closed alder shrubland (0.5 acres), open white spruce-paper birch forest (6 acres), and open 

poplar (3 acres). These vegetation types are all common in the area. Areas not occupied by facilities 

would be planted with grass. Because the site is nearly level and the substrate is very coarse, little soil 

erosion is expected during construction. No disturbance is required for transmission lines because no new 

or expanded transmission corridors are required; little disturbance is required for the construction camp 

because the site is already largely unvegetated. 

Qearing 10 acres of common vegetation types is not expected to result in a substantial loss of 

wildlife habitat in the region. It is likely that most of the habitat loss due to human presence and noise is 
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already occurring because of the existing plant, and any wildlife that is accustomed to using habitat in the 

vicinity of the existing plant is already somewhat habituated to human presence and loud noises. 

1berefore, habitat loss due to increased numbers of people and increased frequency of loud noises on the 

site should also be minimal. This judgment includes consideration of habitat needs of moose, bears, and 

lynx. 

The project participant has committed to a program to minimize human-bear interactions and 

UIUlecessary habitat disturbance in the site vicinity. This program will cover incineration of food wastes, 

removal of ash, removal of litter, educating employees about bears, and general environmental education 

concerning environmental regulations and avoidance of environmentally sensitive areas. As a result of 

these precautions, the construction site and camp should be considerably less attractive to bears and create 

much less of a risk of human-bear interactions than the existing residences, businesses, and open dump in 

the Healy area The presence of these existing facilities is not known to have resulted in destruction of 

bears due to bear-human interactions other than hunting. 

The presence of construction worlcers in the area may result in roadkills of wildlife and wildlife 

behavioral disturbance or habitat disturbance associated with outdoor recreation. However, these effects 

are expected to be minor. The proposed construction site and camp are already disturbed areas that do not 

lie in known wildlife migration corridors. Some workers may live outside the construction camp, and 

their housing needs could result in disturbance of small areas of natural vegetation in the vicinity of 

existing towns (Sect. 4.1.8.5). Also, ihe waste disposal needs associated with the construction and 

workforce would hasten the need for a new sanitary landfill which would require additional land 

(Sect. 4J .8.5). 

Operation 

The coal for the HCCP would be obtained by strip mining at the existing UCM Poker Flats Mine. 

This would result in loss of native vegetation and wildlife habitat, which would eventually be replaced 

through revegetation and succession. The reclamation plan for the mine (UCM 1983) specifies that the 

mined areas will be returned to approximately original contour, stabilized, and revegetated with a mixture 

of nonnative grasses and candle rape. UCM management has committed to a program of replanting trees 

and shrubs; however, success has been mixed, and reliable and efficient methods are still being 

developed. Elliott (1984) indicated that little invasion of the revegetated areas by native plants had 

occurred even after 9 years, but tlull study addressed results of reclamation practices prior to current 

regulalory controls. 

The revegetated areas act as islands of grassland habitat that benefit grassland species including 

ttmdra vole, short-eared owl, and savannah sparrow but reduce habitat for species common in the native 

forest and shrub vegetations including moose, snowshoe hare , red-backed vole, willow ptarmigan, and 

most passerine (perching) birds (Elliott 1984). Caribou were commonly observed on the reclaimed areas, 
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and the planted grasses, particularly red fescue (F escuta rubra), made up approximately 30% of the 

caribou diet in the mine area (Elliott 1984). Planted grasses made up more than 50% of both the summer 

and winter diets of Dall sheep occurring in the mine area (Elliott 1984). Elliott ( 1984) concluded that 

most wildlife would benefit from more rapid introduction of woody species in revegetated areas; that is a 

goal of the current reclamation program (UCM 1983). 

The project would require mining approximately 172,000 tons of run-of-mine coal per year in 

addition to the 1 .4 to 1 .6 million tons currently extracted per year. The UCM mine disturbs approximately 

25 acres per million tons of coal including roads and other support facilities. so the project would require 

disturbing and revegetating approximately 4 additional acres per year. However, the negative ecological 

effects that would occur as a result of increased coal mining would be minor. 

The coal mine would serve as the disposal site for nonhazardous solid combustion wastes from the 

proposed project Soluble constituents of the buried wastes can leach into springs, seeps, or near-surface 
groundwater. However, terrestrial biota would not be qffected at this site. 

Atmospheric emissions could have ecological effects by exposing plants and animals to gaseous 

pollutants, deposition of fly ash particles, and deposition of acidic chemicals formed from gaseous 

emissions. Effects of pollutant inhalation on wildlife are not assessed. because no evidence exists that 

wildlife populations are affected at concentrations below the NAAQS. 

Two major pollutant gases. S(h and N(h. would be emitted by the HCCP (Sect 4.1.2.2). The 

concentrations of these gases in the emissions from the proposed clean coal plant in addition to those from 

the existing power plant and background are not expected to exceed primary NAAQS. Because these 

standards are intended to prevent health effects in sensitive humans and because no evidence exists that 

wildlife is substantially more sensitive than humans. it is assumed that no effects on wildlife populations 

would occur during plant operation due to respiring those gases. However, compliance with standards 
does not ensure that plants will not be affected 

Predicted maximum total S(h concentrations (Table 4.1.2) are equal to concentrations that have 

been found to be marginally toxic to plants under experimental conditions and at field sites outside 

Alaska. EPA (1982) identified a range of790-2100 J.Lg/m3 in 3-h exposures as likely to cause injury 

"from time to time" in sensitive and intermediately responsive vegetation. This range includes the 

estimated 3-h maximum at the Healy site of 1145 J.Lg/m3• At a Tennessee Valley Authority coal-fired 

plant. exposure to concentrations approximately equal to the predicted 3-h maximum concentration at 

Healy caused visible injury to over 20% of 84 native and crop species (McLaughlin and Taylor 1985). 

The sensitivity of Alaskan native vegetation to S(h injury is not well characterized. However, both birch 

(Betula papyrifera) and aspen (Populus tremuloides) have been reported to be very sensitive to S� 

injury (Davis and Wilhour 1976). AIDEA (1991a) conducted a preliminary survey for visible injury in 

the late summer of 1990. but the results were inconclusive because the symptoms resembUng leaf injury 
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they fowtd were not clearly related to the existing Healy power plant and could be interpreted as a result 

of summer drought It should be remembered that visible injury can occur without reductions in plant 

production and that production can be reduced without visible injury. Therefore, visible foliar injury is 

simply one easily detected indicator of acute exposure levels. 

Reduced retention of needles is a common response of coniferous trees to air pollutants. The 

vegetation survey performed for AIDEA (199la) found an inverse relationship between the number of 

needles per unit length of white spruce branches, which is the opposite of the trend that would be expected 

if emissions from the existing Unit No. 1 were causing toxic effects. Although it cannot be concluded 

from this study that Unit No. 1 is having a beneficial effect, the study does suggest that the local 

vegetation is not extraordinarily sensitive to S� and is not experiencing stress that would be amplified by 

the proposed HCCP. 

Reduction of productivity is a more serious effect than visible injury, but it is more difficult to 

characterize and has not been studied in as many species. Sensitive crop species experienced small 

reductions in yield when exposed in the laboratory and field to S� concentrations and durations in the 

range predicted for the maximum 3-h, 24-h, and annual total concentrations at Healy (McLaughlin and 

Taylor 1985). In particular, if we use McLaughlin and Taylor's (1985) model of yield reduction in soy 

and snap beans, the predicted annual average total concentration of 69 J.lg/m3 (0.026 ppm) S� would 

reduce production by approximately 16% in a growing season of 52 days averaging 10 h long. However, 

reviews of S� effects on trees and other native plants have not demonstrated reductions in growth or 

yield at S� exposures equivalent to those predicted for this site (EPA 1982; Westman, Preston, and 

Weeks 1985; Keller 1985). In addition, both crops and natural herbaceous vegetation growing on 

sulfur-deficient soils have shown increased productivity when exposed to S� concentrations 

considerably higher than the predicted annual average concentration (EPA 1982). Hence, the effects of 

S� on plant production are highly uncertain because the predicted concentrations are near the threshold 

for effects in some sensitive species in some conditions. However, positive or negative effects should not 

be large. 

Lichens are generally believed to be highly sensitive to air pollution in general and S(h in 

particular. However, Nash (1973) found that the threshold for lichen injury in acute (12-h) studies was 

approximately 1500 J.1g/m3 and concluded that lichens are no more sensitive in such exposures than 

vascular plants (ferns, conifers, and flowering plants). That threshold is higher than the predicted 3-h 

maximum concentration at the Healy site (1145 J.Lg!m\ The threshold for S� effects in chronic (annual 

mean) field exposures is approximately 30 J.Lg/m? (0.01 ppm) (LeBlanc and Rao 1975), which is less than 

the predicted maximum annual average concentration at the Healy site (69 J.Lg!m\ Given the variance in 

response with conditions and species, the predicted S� concentration cannot be distinguished from the 

effects threshold (i.e., the threshold for effects on lichens at the Healy site may be higher or lower than the 
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maximum annual average concentration). However, the presence of Usnea sp., which are generally 

considered to be relatively sensitive to SOz, within 400 ft of the existing Unit No. 1 (AIDEA 199la) 

suggests that the current pollution levels are not substantially affecting lichens. It also suggests that 

lichens in this area are not much more sensitive than those in more temperate areas. 

Predicted NOz concentrations are well below levels that are known to be toxic to plants. However, 

NOz has been shown to increase the level of visible injury and photosynthesis reduction in plants exposed 

to SOz (EPA 1982; Whitmore 1985). Therefore, the predicted NOz emissions at Healy increase the 

likelihood that SOz will cause effects on vegetation. This effect cannot be quantified because the 

SOz + NOz exposure levels used in the available quantitative studies were greater than those predicted for 

the Healy area. 

Because SOz and NOz contain the nutrient elements sulfur and nitrogen, low-level exposures such 

as those predicted for the HCCP often cause increased plant production (Shriner et al. 1990). The 

occurrence of this effect depends on the nutrient status of the vegetation, which is unknown for the Healy 

area, but concentrations of sulfur and nitrogen in local soils are low to moderate (AIDEA 1992). 

Fertilization effects may compensate for any toxic effects on production and may occur in areas where 

exposure levels are too low to cause toxicity. Therefore, if sulfur or nitrogen deficiencies occur in the 

receiving environment, fertilization effects could be much more extensive than toxic effects. Although it 

is possible that fertilization by either SOz or NOz could change the competitive relationships among plant 

species, which could change the relative abundance or distribution of species in the exposed plant 

communities, the occurrence of this effect at the Healy site is unknown. 

It has been suggested that the declines of high elevation conifer forests in the eastern United States 

and Europe have been caused by nitrogen fertilization which prolongs vegetative growth and thereby 

reduces winter hardiness (Shriner et al. 1990). Although it is clear that exposure to acidic deposition leads 

to loss of winter hardiness, fertilization by the associated nitrogen was never more than a hypothetical 

cause of hardiness reduction. Recent studies cast severe doubt on that hypothesis. DeHayes, Ingle, and 

Waite (1989) fertilized the soil of red spruce stands with nitrogen and found an increase in winter 

hardiness. Klein, Perkins, and Meyers (1989) exposed red spruce seedlings grown in nitrogen deficient 

and nitrogen sufficient soils to aerosols containing nitrate, ammonium, or both and then exposed them to 

winter chilling. They found that improving the nitrogen nutrient status of the deficient seedlings 

improved their hardiness and the treatment had no effect on the nitrogen sufficient seedlings. They 

concluded that "there is no evidence to support the hypothesis that anthropogenic nitrogen supplies 

significantly reduce winter hardiness of spruce foliage. It is improbable that winter injury due to elevated 

anthropogenic nitrogen is a casual factor in contemporary forest decline." This conclusion was supported 

by a recent review (DeHayes 1992). 
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To summarize, the best estimate of negative effects of pollutant gases on vegetation in the 

maximally exposed locations includes some erratically occurring visible foliar injury of sensitive plant 

species, some small and localized decrease in growth of sensitive plant species, and possibly some injury 

of sensitive species of lichens. These effects are not expected to be major because they are small and 

limited to the maximally exposed area, which would be at the HCCP site perimeter. Increased production 

due to sulfur or nitrogen fertilization may occur, is likely to affect a wider area than toxic effects, and may 

be the only direct effect of S02 and NOz emissions. It must be reiterated that these predictions are based 

on research that does not involve central Alaskan populations, ecotypes, or conditions. 

Another potential source of environmental effects on ecological resources is atmospheric emissions 

of particulate matter. The project participant used conservative (upper bound) assumptions to estimate 

accumulation of deposited particulate matter (AIDEA 1992). Assumptions included a deposition velocity 

of 1 cm/s and accumulation for 40 years in the top 3 em of a 1.47 g/cm2 soil. At the maximum deposition 

location, this resulted in accumulation of 3.59 J..Lg/g due to the HCCP and 14.3 J..Lg/g due to the HCCP plus 

Unit No. 1 .  This amount of material is too small to affect the physical properties of the soil substantially. 

The project participant used the same assumptions to estimate accumulation of elements released at 

significant rates (significant in tenns of PSD tenninology): fluorine, beryllium, lead, and mercury (except 

that, because of its greater mobility, fluorine was assumed to accumulate in the top 50 em). The resulting 

concentration estimates were added to average U.S. or world background concentrations. These totals 

were found to be lower than screening concentrations for effects of elements in soil on plants and grazers 

(Smith and Levenson 1980). Although the results rely more on assumptions than on data, the assumptions 

are likely to be conservative, and therefore, the results suggest that particulate deposition would not have 

major toxic effects. 

More comprehensive conclusions concerning effects of particulate deposition can be drawn from 

studies at other power plants and from general principles. Direct effects on vegetation from deposition of 

particles on leaves have been demonstrated only at deposition rates that are much higher than is credible 

for power plants (Dvorak et al. 1978; EPA 1982). Heavy metal deposition and accumulation was a major 

concern in the 1970s, which resulted in a number of studies and reviews of this issue relative to coal 

combustion (Dvorak et al. 1977 and 1978; NRC 1980; Van Hook and Shults 1977). It has been possible 

to demonstrate an increase in soil metal concentrations at some of the coal-fired power plants that have 

been studied, but increased metal concentrations in vegetation have seldom been demonstrated (Van Hook 

and Shults 1977; NRC 1980). Ecological effects of metal deposition in coal ash have not been reported in 

the literature. Terrestrial ecological effects of metals have been demonstrated at very high soil 

concentrations (several hundred to several thousand parts per million, depending on the metal mixture and 

ecosystem) associated with smelters, mines, and other metal processing facilities; addition of materials to 

soil intended to change soil properties that contain large amounts of metals; use of agricultural chemicals 
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that contain large amounts of metals; and laboratory studies (Gough, Shacklette, and Case 1979; Suter and 

Sharples 1984). However, the measured additions of metals by power plants and worst-case models of 

metal addition to ecosystems by large power plants in arid areas (where metal loss is minimal) suggest 

that, in general, metals will accumulate to toxic concentrations only if the background concentrations are 

high (Dvorak et al. 1978; NRC 1980). In swnmary, the available literature suggest that deposition of coal 

ash particles may measurably increase metal concentrations in some ecosystem components at the Healy 

site but would not have substantial negative effects on the local ecosystems. 

This conclusion is supported by the results of a study conducted by the U.S. Geological Survey and 

NPS (Crock et al. 1992). Elemental concentrations were determined in samples of feather moss 

(Hylocomium splendens), a lichen (Peltigera aphthosa), white spruce (Picea glauca), and the upper layer 

of the soil (Oa horizon). Samples were collected on transects radiating away from Healy Unit No. 1 ,  and 

also collected on a control transect For those elements with statistically significant variation among sites, 

concentrations tended to decrease with distance from the Healy site along the two transects radiating from 

the site and with distance from the Nenana River on the control transect The trends on the control 

transects were attributed to dust from the river bed. The trends away from the Healy site may be 

attributed to the emissions from Unit No. l, residential and commercial coal combustion in the Healy 

area, dust from the large areas of bare soil at the confluence of Healy Creek and the Nenana River, 

unpaved roads, or other sources. A definitive cause of the trends cannot be established for three reasons: 

(1) the trends observed on the two transects extending away from Unit No. 1 are not consistent; 

(2) significant trends were found on the control transect for all of the elements but arsenic that showed 

trends away from Unit No. 1; and (3) the transect that runs away from Unit No. 1 perpendicular to the 

Nenana River and the prevailing wind direction and parallel to the control transect yielded more and 

stronger trends than the transect that parallels the Nenana River and the prevailing wind direction 

Crock et al. (1992) concluded that Unit No. 1 and other Healy area sources influenced concentrations out 

to 6 km, and beyond that distance concentrations were at effective background levels. Crock et al. (1992) 

also found "no unusually high concentrations of any of the elements, including the rare-earth elements" in 

soil and no unusually high concentrations in lichens relative to their sites. Moss concentrations were 

reported to be high for As, Cr, Cu, Mn, Ni, V, and rare earth elements, but moss measurements were 

complicated by high ash content of the samples which the authors attributed to soil contamination Of the 

elemental concentrations in white spruce, only copper was higher than white spruce concentrations at 

another Alaskan site, and no trend away from Unit No. 1 was detected. 

The most reasonable conclusion from this study is that, after 24 years of operation, Unit No. 1 has 

probably contributed to small local increases in the levels of some elements in some environmental 

receptors. The proposed HCCP would probably cause similarly small and localized increases. This study 

did not consider whether ecological effects had occurred as a result of the deposited elements. However, 
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the fact that the investigators were able to find sites with similar vegetation at ail distances from Unit 

No. 1 suggests that if effects have occurred, they are subtle. This apparent lack of effects is consistent 

with the results of prior studies at power plants previously discussed. 

The final issue with respect to ecological effects of air pollutants is fonnation and deposition of 

acids. Both S(h and N(h can combine with water and oxygen to fonn mineral acids. The alkalinity of 

surface waters and most mineral soils in the area suggests that they are not particularly susceptible to acid 

deposition. However, local ecosystems, including smai.l high-altitude watersheds with little soil 

development, could be sensitive to acidification. Bulk deposition measurements from 39 events collected 

over a year at the HCCP Healy Monitoring Station ranged from pH 5.55 to 7.86 (ENSR 1992). These 

values are higher than background wet deposition (Sect 4.3.5) even though the nearby Unit No. 1 is a 

source of acidifying gases. This suggests that in the vicinity of Unit No. 1 ,  any acidifying emissions are 

more than compensated for by some alkaline source, possibly dust It seems unlikely that the proposed 

HCCP would cause substantial effects through its contribution to acid deposition, given the relatively high 

values of mean and minimum pH compared with regions where acid deposition has caused ecological 

effects on aquatic communities (Baker et al. 1990) and forests (Shriner et al. 1990). It is expected that 
sulfur emissions from Unit No. 1 are not contributing substantiai.ly to soil acidification, even in areas of 

maximum deposition, because sulfur concentrations were low in moss and lichen samples near Unit No. 1 

and because there were no consistent trends in sulfur concentrations away from the Healy site. Sulfur 

decreased slightly in lichens with distance from the river on the control transect, in moss with distance 

from the Healy site on one transect, and increased in soil away from the site on ooth transects, but with 

low statistical significance (Crock et al. 1992). Given this lack of evidence of environmental acidification 

from Unit No. 1 ,  the high background pH, and the low emissions estimated for the HCCP, it appears 

unlikely that the HCCP would cause substantial acid deposition. 

The discharge of heated water by the project would increase the extent of ice-free water and thin 

ice in the Nenana River (Appendix B). This could reduce the movement of wildlife across the river in the 

winter or increase the distance that they must travel to cross. The importance of this effect is unknown; 

however, no major migrations are involved and the quality of wildlife habitat immediately downriver of 

the site is not exceptionai.ly high, so the effects are likely to be minor. 

4.1 .5.2 Aquatic 

Construction 

Constructing the plant would result in erosion, discharge from a concrete batch plant and treated 

construction camp sewage, and any spills of fuel or other construction-related liquids (see Sect 4.1.3. 1). 

Erosion should have negligible effects because of the relatively flat site, coarsely textured soil (large 

particles are difficult to suspend and keep suspended in water), and highly silt-burdened Nenana River. 
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The most direct aquatic ecological effects would result from consnucting the water intake and 

discharge snuctures, which would involve excavating the bank and benthic (river bottom) substrate of the 

Nenana River. This would introduce sediment into the water column and remove the existing invertebrate 

community in the disturbed benthic substrate. The suspended sediments would not be expected to have 

substantial effects on the aquatic community because (1) the sediment burden in the river is naturally very 

high during the summer when this construction would occur (Sect 3.3.2), (2) the bank and bed materials 

are coarse, and (3) no known fish-spawning beds are in the river downstream of the plant where eggs 

might be smothered by silt. Disturbed riverine benthic communities usually recover within 2 years and 

nearly always recover in 3 years (Niemi et al. 1990), so the effects of excavation should be temporary. 

Operation 

Plant operation. The effects on aquatic systems of operating the proposed plant would result from 

discharge of treated wastewaters, deposition of atmospheric pollutants, intake of cooling water, discharge 

of cooling water, and mining of coal and limestone. The effects of wastewater and atmospheric 

deposition on water quality in the Nenana River are discussed in Sect 4. 1 .3. The largest source of aquatic 

toxic effects at most plants, the cooling water, is not expected to be a problem at the HCCP because the 

project participant does not expect to use biocides or water treatment chemicals (AIDEA 199la). They 

have not been needed in the cooling system of the existing Unit No. 1 .  

Cooling water intakes entrain small aquatic organisms (plankton), pass them through the condenser, 

and kill some fraction of them. The number entrained depends on the density of plankton, and the fraction 

killed depends on the species entrained and the design of the cooling system. Effects of entrainment on 

the Nenana River ecosystem are expected to be small because the river is likely to support relatively low 

densities of plankton. No plankton sampling has been done in the area, but high-velocity turbid rivers like 

the Nenana provide very poor habitats for phytoplankton and invertebrate zooplankton. As previously 

discussed (Sect. 3.5.2), little fish reproduction is believed to occur in the upper Nenana River, so densities 

of ichthyoplankton (fish eggs and larvae) should also be very low. The intake will be covered with 

screening that is 0.25 in. or smaller (AIDEA 199la). This will tend to reduce entrainment mortality but 

increase impingement mortality. Fish sampling conducted by Tarbox et al. (1979) found very few fish in 

the Nenana River near the present Unit No. 1 facility. 

Impingement is the capture of larger aquatic organisms (principally fish) on the screens of cooling 

water intakes. The entrainment potential of an intake design is largely a function of the approach velocity 

to the screens, the volume of the intake, and the position of the intake structure (EPA 1976; 

Langford 1983). The approach velocity should be 0.5 ft/s or less to comply with Alaska Department of 

Fish and Game (ADF&G) guidelines (AIDEA 1991a). This is considerably less than the velocity of the 

Nenana River, so fish that are active in the river should be able to resist the intake current However, in 

the Nenana River, Tarbox et al. (1979) caught small juvenile round whitefish that, given their size, would 
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be expected to have swimming speeds less than 0.5 ft/s (Langford 1983). Such small fish must use 

low-velocity microhabitats in the river and could be impinged even by a relatively low-velocity intake. 

The volume of the intake determines the number of fish that will be impinged, given that the river 

contains a certain density of fish that will not be able to avoid the screens, but it is essentially a constant 

for a given plant size. The position of the screens determines the ability of fish to escape them. A 

shoreline or offshore intake allows fish to avoid impingement easily by moving laterally relative to the 

intake flow. An intake at the end of a canal is the worst design in terms of allowing lateral movement to 

avoid the intake current The intake for the existing unit is in a dredged pond connected to the river by a 

canal. This design allows lateral movement, but the relatively calm waters of the pond may attract fish 

with low swimming speed or stamina that could be susceptible to impingement 

Cold shock could kill fish that are (1) acclimated to the temperatures of the cooling water plume 

and (2) deprived of that warmed effluent when the plant shuts down. No instances of thermal shock from 

the existing unit have been reported, but it could easily go unnoticed because the swift currents of the 

Nenana River would rapidly carry the dead fish away. The HCCP would increase the area of the river 

that is warmed, but it would also reduce the probability of cold shock because the cross connection 

(Fig. 4. 1. 1) would allow the flexibility to continue discharging to both outfalls if one of the units shuts 

down. 

Heat shock is more likely to kill fish than cold shock, because fish can avoid localized stressful 

temperatures. Both in the laboratory and at actual thermal plumes, fish have been found to select 

preferred temperatures (Langford 1983). Hence, the effects of a heated discharge could be to ( 1) make a 

portion of the river unavailable as habitat for fish because of their ability to avoid higher temperatures, 

(2) create a thermal barrier to movement of fish, or (3) concentrate fish in an area of the river more 

thermally attractive than the ambient river temperature. Fish crowded into a warmed area during the 

winter have increased metabolisms and may have diminished food resources (due to competition or 

disruption of invertebrate life cycles) resulting in a decrease in condition. On the other hand, the warmth 

may increase invertebrate production, thereby increasing resources for fish production. Although the 

thermal ecology of ecosystems like the Nenana River is not known well enough to predict the 

consequences oflocalized warming, experience with thermal discharges in other areas indicates that the 

effects of heat are usually inconsequential because they are localized. 

The silt-laden water of the Nenana River scours the biological activity from the river bottom and 

also prevents light penetration into the water during the spring and summer months. Therefore, the 

biological activity of the river is low, but does exist This activity will be enhanced by the heat from the 

aqueous discharge plume. If it were not for the scouring action of the glacial silt, the river would become 

more fertile and support a larger number and kind of fish as well (see Sect. 2. 1 .7.2). 
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Concerning the potential effects of the aqueous thennal plume upon fish, it appears from the 

thermal plumes developed that there will be an area approximately 20 ft wide by 30 ft long where fish 

would not survive if held in one place. There appears to be a slightly larger area where the fish would not 

be comfortable. Most fish could pass through most of the discharge plume without harm to themselves, 

but would not choose to do so. The area occupied by the plume is small, because the river is in a range of 

400 to 500 ft wide during the summer months at the location of the proposed discharge structure. 

In summary, the proposed HCCP may cause a small amount of entrainment, impingement, and 

cold-shock mortality and may cause some local effects on fish production due to the thennal plume. 

However, the effects are expected to be minor because they would occur in a river reach that is not highly 

productive; does not contain important commercial, recreational, or subsistence resources; and apparently 

does not support high densities of the susceptible early life stages of fish. 

Mining. Run-off from the UCM mine is collected into rock-lined channels and directed to settling 

ponds where it is treated by neutralization, sedimentation, and flocculation. As a result, the quality of the 

discharge water is higher than the water in the receiving stream, Lignite (Hoseanna) Creek, particularly in 

terms of suspended sediment levels (UCM 1983, 1989). Mining for the proposed project would not 

increase the area being actively worked at any time (the mining face would just move forward a little 

faster) , so it would not create an additional strain on the existing water collection and treatment system. 

Adverse effects of additional coal mining on aquatic communities are highly unlikely because of the water 

treatment system; the monitoring of water quality in controlled discharges, springs, seeps, groundwater, 

and stream water; the absence of acid-forming minerals or high metal concentrations in the coal 

(UCM 1983); the small increment in coal mining; and the sparse aquatic community of Lignite 

(Hoseanna) Creek. 

The aquatic communities of Lignite (Hoseanna) Creek and the Nenana River might also be affected 

by leachate from disposal of the solid combustion wastes as backfill in the UCM mine. Because of the 

circumstances of disposal, these wastes are not expected to affect water quality in Lignite (Hoseanna) 

Creek or the Nenana River (Sects. 4. 1 .3 and 4. 1 . 10); therefore, aquatic communities should not be 

affected. 

4.1 .5.3 Threatened and Endangered Species 

The ranges of the threatened arctic peregrine falcon (Fa/co peregrinus tundrius) and the 

endangered American peregrine falcon (F. p. anatum) include the HCCP proposed site, but a recent raptor 

survey (Roseneau and Springer 1991) conducted upon recommendation by FWS (P. J. Sousa, Field 

Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Northern Alaska Ecological Services, letter to E. W. Evans, 

U.S. Department of Energy, Pittsburgh, Penn., May 29, 199 1, Appendix C) did not find them in the area. 

The site is not near any cliffs that appear to be particularly suitable for eyries (sites on mountains or cliffs 

where birds of prey will lay eggs and raise their young). The proposed project would not substantially 
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diminish prey habitat and would not introduce human activity and noise into previously undisturbed areas, 

so the HCCP is unlikely to diminish any future peregrine falcon use of the area. Because no new 

transmission lines would be built, there would not be increased risk of collisions with lines. 

DOE has consulted with FWS under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act FWS has reviewed 

the project for potential effects on threatened or endangered species and documented its findings by letter 

(P. J. Sousa, Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Northern Alaska Ecological Services, letter 

to E. W. Evans, Department of Energy, Pittsburgh, Penn., May 29, 1991 ,  Appendix C). 

4.1 .6 Floodplains and Wetlands 

The proposed construction would occur on a site that probably contained wetlands and was in the 

floodplain, but it has been cleared and graded for the existing Healy Unit No. 1. The proposed HCCP 

would not further intrude on wetlands and would be "above the ordinary high water mark of the Nenana 

River" (T. R. Jennings, Chief, Northern Unit, Pennit Processing Section, U.S. Anny Engineer District, 

Alaska, letter to John Olson, Stone and Webster Corp., Denver, Apr. 26, 1990). A hydrologic analysis 

(AIDEA 199la) and the maps in Grey and Lehner (1983) also indicate that the site is above the level of 

the 100-year flood. It is expected that all construction-related activities would occur in disturbed areas 

without wetlands; however, a slight possibility exists that 1 or 2 acres of wetlands would be used 

temporarily as a construction laydown area. In this unlikely event, the disturbed area eventually may 

revert to wetland if existing hydrologic features are maintained or restored. 

In summary, no intrusion on the floodplain or loss of wetlands is expected DOE regulatory 

responsibilities related to floodplains and wetlands are cited in Sect 7 .1 .5 and have been followed. 

4.1 .7 Prehistoric and Historic Resources 

No known prehistoric or historic resources are located at the HCCP proposed site. DOE has 

consulted with the Alaska State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) under Section 106 of the National 

Historic Preservation Act. The SHPO has reviewed the project for potential impacts and documented its 

findings by letter (Judith E. Bittner, Alaska State Historic Preservation Office, letter to T. C. Ruppel, 

DOE, Pittsburgh, July 1 1 ,  1991,  Appendix D). The Alaska SHPO does not foresee any direct impacts to 

prehistoric or historic resources from plant construction or operation. 

Of the prehistoric sites listed in Sect. 3.7. 1 ,  two (HEA-026 and HEA-210) are located within 1 mile 

of the proposed HCCP location. Because the sites are located south of the Nenana River Railroad Bridge, 

across the river from the proposed HCCP site, plant construction would not likely have any impacts on 

them. Section 3. 7.2 lists four historic sites in the vicinity of the proposed HCCP location, the three closest 

being within 0.75 miles of the existing Healy Unit No. 1 (HEA-080, HEA-083, and HEA-1 19). 

Construction activities, such as the movement of vehicles and equipment from the George Parks Highway 

to the construction site via the Healy Spur Highway, would have negligible impacts on these historic sites. 
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4.1 .8 Socioeconomics 

While Sect. 3.8 identifies the Denali Borough as the study area and provides information on the 

borough's existing socioeconomic resources, this section discusses the socioeconomic impacts of 

constructing and demonstrating the HCCP. Many socioeconomic impacts would likely be confined to 

Healy and Denali Park, especially those driven by population growth due to the in-migration of plant 

construction and operations workers. As discussed in Sect 2.1 .6.1 ,  the project participant would provide 

a construction camp to mitigate socioeconomic impacts associated with construction of the proposed 

project The construction camp scenario described in Sect. 4. 1 .8.1 is used to evaluate the potential 

socioeconomic impacts of HCCP construction. The demonstration period (1997) is used as an upper 

bound to evaluate the impacts of HCCP operations because the peak operating work force would be 

on-site during the demonstration. It is expected that the number of workers required to operate the HCCP 

would gradually be reduced following the demonstration as experience is gained in operating the facility. 

The impacts of normal operations after demonstration are discussed in Sect 5. 

Some residents in the Healy vicinity are concerned that the HCCP might have a boomtown effect 

on the area. In the past, sudden population growth and economic prosperity that accompanied resource 

development projects caused some Alaskan communities to develop haphazardly, with little regard for 

planning. During more prosperous economic times, communities built facilities that they no longer can 

afford to operate or maintain. Residents of the Healy-Denali Park area wish to avoid similar boomtown 

development with the proposed HCCP. 

4.1 .8.1 Population 

The communities in the Denali Borough experienced rapid population growth in the 1980s 

(see Sect 3.8. 1). A slower rate of growth is expected in the 1990s. Table 4. 1 .7 contains population 

projections through 1998 for the borough, Healy, and Denali Park. The projections, which do not include 

HCCP-related growth, assume an average annual growth rate of 1 .5%. The Institute of Social and 

Economic Research, University of Alaska, Anchorage, uses this rate to project population in the Railbelt 

region (Institute of Social and Economic Research 1988). 

The HCCP would generate additional population growth in the Denali Borough in two ways. First, 

growth would occur as workers (some bringing families) in-migrate for direct employment in plant 

construction or operation. Second, indirect growth would occur as workers (some bringing families) 

in-migrate for employment created by expenditures of HCCP workers and by the additional demand for 

coal from the UCM Poker Flats Mine. Most of the construction-related growth would be temporary, 

lasting over the 3-year construction period (1994-1996), while operations-related growth would be 

permanent 
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Table 4.1.7. Population projections for Denali Borough, 
Healy, and Denali Park (1993-1998) 

Community 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 

Denali Borough 1879 1907 1936 1965 1994 2024 
Healy 509 5 17 525 533 541 549 

Denali Park 180 183 186 189 192 195 

Sources: ORNL staff projections based on data from AIDEA (Alaska Industrial Development and Export Authority) Second Draft 
Environmental Information Volume, Healy Clean Coal Project, Healy, Alask4, prepared by Stone and Webster Engineering Corp., 
Denver, September 1991; Institute of Social and Economic Research, Economic and Demographic Projections for the Alaska Railbelt: 
1988-2010, prepared for the Alaska Power Authority, August 1988; U.S. Census of Population, 1990. 

Population Growth Due to Construction 

To estimate construction-related growth, some assumptions are made about the number of 

construction workers required and about characteristics of the work force. The construction work force is 

expected to peak at 300 on-site workers in summer 1995, and to continue at that level through late 1996. 

Given the employment skills required for HCCP construction, it is anticipated that most of the work. force 

would come from outside the Denali Borough (probably from Anchorage and Fairbanks). Because the 

proposed HCCP site is nearly 250 miles north of Anchorage and over 100 miles south of Fairbanks, the 

workers likely would relocate to the Healy area temporarily (at least during work weeks) rather than 

commute each day. 

For this analysis, a construction camp housing scenario was used to calculate population growth 

due to construction employment 1be scenario assumes that camp housing would be provided on a site 

about 0.5 miles northwest of the HCCP proposed site, that 90% of the work. force would live in camp 

housing without families, and that 10% would live with their families outside the camp in Healy or Denali 

Park. The construction camp scenario also assumes that the workers' average household size would be 

similar to the state of Alaska's 1990 average of 2.8 per household (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1990), and 

that 80% of their children would be school aged 

Projecting construction-related growth also requires assumptions about the number of indirect jobs 

that would be created and about characteristics of the indirect work. force. Based on a review of studies of 

25 power plant construction projects in the western United States, Leistritz and Murdock (1986) conclude 

that construction period employment ratios typically range from 1 : 8 to 2 : 5 indirect jobs for every direct 

job created. For the HCCP, AIDEA assumes that the indirect : direct job ratio would be 1 : 4, so that one 

indirect job is created for every four construction jobs created. It is expected that most of the indirect jobs 

(about 75%) would be filled by current borough residents rather than by persons in-migrating for 

employment (see Sect 4. 1.8.2). Of those who do in-migrate, it is projected that 25% would be 

accompanied by their families (AIDEA 1991a) .  As with the construction work. force, it is assumed that 
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the indirect workers who in-migrate with their families would have an average household size of 2.8. 

(U.S. Bureau of the Census 1990), and that 80% of the children would be school aged. 

Given these assumptions about the direct and indirect work forces, it is possible to project total 

construction-related growth for the Denali Borough. Table 4.1 .8 contains population growth projections 

for the peak construction period in 1995 and 1996. The borough's population would increase by 

approximately 382 persons by 1996 as a result of HCCP construction. 

Population Growth Due to Demonstration 

As with construction-related growth, some assumptions are made about the number of workers 

required and the characteristics of the work force to estimate demonstration-related growth. In addition to 

present staff at Healy Unit No. 1 ,  whose responsibilities would be expanded to include tasks associated 

with the joint operation of Unit No. 1 and the proposed HCCP, the number of workers required to operate 

the HCCP during demonstration would peak at 39 in 1997. Seven of the workers would be non-GVEA 

personnel temporarily on-site to monitor the HCCP demonstration . .  Therefore, growth calculations are 

based on a demonstration staff of 32. Given the employment skills required for HCCP operation, the 

majority of the work force would in-migrate from outside the Denali Borough. 

Based on characteristics of the GVEA work force at Healy Unit No. 1 ,  it is estimated that 95% of 

the HCCP work force would reside in Healy, and 5% would reside in Denali Park. Further, it is assumed 

that 85% would be accompanied by their families, that average household size would be 2.8, and that 80% 

of the children would be school aged. 

Projecting operations-related growth also requires assumptions about the number of indirect jobs 

created and about characteristics of the indirect work force. Some permanent jobs would be created by 

the expenditures of operations workers during HCCP demonstration, but these jobs likely would be filled 

by borough residents who filled temporary employment positions created during construction. Thus, 

indirect employment created by operations workers' expenditures would not result in population growth. 

However, the additional coal required to demonstrate and operate the HCCP is expected to create eight 

permanent jobs at UCM. As with the HCCP operations workers, it is assumed that the UCM workers 

would in-migrate, that 85% of them would be accompanied by their families, that average household size 

would be 2.8, and that 80% of their children would be school aged. 

With assumptions about the HCCP, indirect, and UCM work forces, total operations-related 

population growth can be projected for the Denali Borough (Table 4. 1.9). Assuming the demonstration 

work force size (32), the borough's population would increase by approximately 102 people by 1996 as a 

result of HCCP operations. 
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Table 4.1.8. Projected population growth related to the Healy 
Clean Coal Project during the peak construction period 

(1995-1996) 

Direct growth 
Construction work force 

Number accompanied by family (10%) 

Average household size 

Workers plus families 

Number unaccompanied by family 

Total direct growth 

Indirect growth 
Direct jobs 

Indirect/direct job ratio 

Indirect jobs created 

Current borough residents (75%) 

In-migrants (25%) 

Number accompanied by family (25%) 

Average household size 

In-migrants plus family 

Number unaccompanied by family 

Total indirect growth 

Total population growth (direct growth 
plus indirect growth) 

300 

30 

X 2.8 

84 

+270 

354 

300 

X 0.25 

75 

56 

19 

5 

X 2.8 

14 

+ 14 

28 

382 

Sources: ORNL staff projections based on dala from AIDEA (Alaska Industrial 
Development and Export Authority) Second Draft Environmental Information Volume, Healy 
Clean Coal Project, Healy, A/asluJ, prepared by Stone and Webster Engineering Corp .• Denver, 
September 1991; Institute of Social and Economic Research, Economic and Demographic 
Projections for the Alaska Rail belt: 1988-2010. prepared for the Alaska Power Authority, 
August 1988; U.S. Department of Conunerce, 1990. 
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Table 4.1.9. Projected Healy Clean Coal Project-related 
population growth during the demonstration (1997) 

Direct growth 
Operations work force 

Number accompanied by family (85%) 

Average household size 

Workers plus families 

Number unaccompanied by family (15%) 

Total direct growth 

Indirect growth 
Indirect jobs created (Usibelli Coal Mine) 

Number accompanied by family (85%) 

Average household size 

Workers plus family 

Number unaccompanied by family (15%) 

Total indirect growth 

Total population growth 
(direct growth plus indirect growth) 

Implications of Population Growth 

32 

27 

x 2.8 

76 

+ 5  

81 

8 

7 

x 2.8 

20 
+ 1  

21 

102 

The peak year for total HCCP-related growth would be 1996, when both the construction and 

demonstration work forces would be on-site simultaneously. As indicated in Table 4. 1 .8, 

consnuction-related growth is projected to be approximately 382 persons by 1996. Because the 

demonstration workers would also be on-site, operations-related growth would add 102 people in late 
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1996 and early 1997 (see Table 4.1 .9). Therefore, it is projected that total HCCP-related growth would 

add approximately 484 people to the Denali Borough's population in 1996-1997. 

Based on the projections in Table 4.1 .7, HCCP-related growth would represent approximately 25% 

of the Denali Borough's 1996 population. Assuming that the growth would occur in Healy and Denali 

Park, the increase represents 67% of the two communities' projected 1996 populations combined. A 

population increase this large is likely to have long-tenn socioeconomic impacts in the Denali Borough, 

especially in Healy and Denali Park. These socioeconomic impacts are discussed in the subsections on 

housing, local government revenues, public seiVices, and tourism and recreation. 

4.1 .8.2 Employment and Income 

HCCP would generate employment and income for residents of the Denali Borough and of other 

parts of the state. Direct employment and income would result from jobs in plant construction and 

operations. Indirect employment and income would be generated by direct workers' expenditures and by 

the need to acquire additional coal from UCM mine. The following subsections discuss the impacts of the 

HCCP to employment and income. 

Impacts of Construction 

HCCP construction would require up to 300 workers during the peak consnuction period, and 

average annual employment would be 210 in 1995 and 230 in 1996 (Table 4. 1 . 10). Construction jobs are 

not expected to lower unemployment in the Denali Borough directly, however, because most of the work 

force is expected to come from outside the Denali Borough. 

The major employment impact for borough residents would be the indirect jobs created by the 

construction workers' expenditures in the local economy. Indirect employment during the peak 

construction period is projected to be 75 jobs, with average annual employment growing from 15 to 

5 8  jobs (Table 4. 1 . 10). Indirect employment projections for the consnuction period are based on an 

indirect/direct job ratio of 0.25, or one indirect job created for every four direct jobs created. 

Table 4.1.10. Projected average annual employment related to the 
Healy Clean Coal Project during construction 

Employment type 1994 

Direct (construction) 60 

Indirect 15 

Total 75 

1995 

210 

53 

263 

1996 

230 

58 

288 

Source: AIDEA (Alaska Industrial Development and Export Authority) Second Draft Environmenlal 
lriformation Volume, Healy Clean Coal Project, Healy, Alaska, prepared by Stone and Webster 
Engineering Corp., Denver, September 1991. 
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Because most of the indirect jobs would be temporary, lasting only through the construction period, 

and because the unemployment rate is relatively high in parts of the Denali Borough (see Sect 3.8.2), it is 

projected that most of the indirect jobs (about 75%) would be filled by current borough residents rather 

than by persons in-migrating for employment The rest of thejobs (about 25%) would be filled by 

in-migrants. Based on these assumptions, 56 of the 75 indirect jobs created would be filled by current 

residents, and 19 would be filled by in-migrants. 

The creation of 75 indirect jobs would have economic impacts in the Denali Borough. With 

approximately 841 jobs in the local economy (see Table 3.8.2), 75 jobs would increase local employment 

by 9%. These jobs would supplement existing temporary employment opportunities, as thousands of jobs 

are created each summer by the tourist industry (see Sect 3.8.6). However, because opportunities for 

borough residents would be limited to temporary jobs, the local employment impacts of HCCP 

construction would be minor. 

HCCP construction would generate direct wages in excess of $14 million (Table 4. 1.1 1) during the 

peak construction period, and total annual wages would average over $8 million. Appreciable 

construction wages are not expected to go to local residents directly, however, because most ojthe work 

force is expected to come from outside the Denali Borough. Direct wages would have an indirect effect 

on the local economy because workers would purchase goods and services and pay rents in Healy and 

Denali Park. It is likely that these indirect effects would be greater without a construction camp because 

more rental income would be generated. Because a construction camp is planned, most of the direct 

wages would benefit areas from where the work force is drawn. Also, expenditures on supplies for the 

construction camp would likely benefit other parts of the state, particularly Fairbanks and Anchorage. 

The major impact to borough residents' incomes would be indirect wages from jobs created by 

construction workers' expenditures. Indirect wages associated with the peak construction period are 

projected to exceed $789,000 (Table 4. 1 . 1 1), with total annual wages averaging over $460,000. The 

average annual wage for indirect workers is projected to be approximately $14,800 in 1994, 
'
and 

approximately $15,600 in 1995 and 1996 (AIDEA 199la). 

Table 4.1.11. Projected annual Healy Clean Coal Project-related wages during 
construction (in thousands of dollars) 

Wage type 

Direct (consttuction) 

Indirect 

Total 

1994 

3,255 

195 

3,450 

1995 

14,169 

789 

14,958 

1996 

14,088 

785 

14,873 

Source: AIDEA (Alaska Industrial Development and Export Authority) Second Draft Environmental Information Volume, Healy Clean 
Coal Project, Healy, Alaska, prepared by Stone and Webster Engineering Corp., Denver, September 1991 .  
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As with indirect employment, the indirect wages earned during construction would have economic 

impacts in the Denali Borough. The average income projected for an indirect job is low compared with 

the average income of most borough residents (see Sect 3.8.2), but the additional income would promote 

some economic growth. However, the impacts generated by indirect income would be small, particularly 

when compared with the impacts of income generated by the borough's tourist industry (see Sect 3.8.6). 

Impacts of Demonstration 

It is expected that 32 workers would be required to operate the HCCP during demonstration 

(7 additional non-GVEA personnel would be on-site to monitor the HCCP demonstration in late 1996 and 

1997, but they would not be pennanent workers and are not included in this analysis). These jobs are not 

expected to affect local employment directly, however, because the additional workers would be brought 

in from outside the Denali Borough. 

The major employment impact for the borough would be the likelihood that some of the temporary 

indirect jobs created during construction would become pennanentjobs. AIDEA projects that indirect 

employment during operations would create approximately 13 permanent jobs for borough residents. It is 

expected that these jobs would be filled by residents who held temporary jobs during HCCP construction. 

The need to produce additional coal for the HCCP would also create eight jobs with UCM, but these 

workers are expected to come from outside the borough. 

The creation of 13 permanent jobs would have minor impacts on employment in the Denali 

Borough. With approximately 841 jobs in the local economy (see Table 3.8.2), 13 jobs would increase 

local employment by 1.5%. 

Total annual wages for HCCP operating staff would average $1 .76 million during the 

demonstration (Table 4. 1. 12). In addition, total annual wages generated at UCM mine are projected to 

average $384,000. Unlike direct wages during construction, the wages paid to GVEA and UCM 

employees would affect local income levels directly because the workers would be penn anent borough 

residents. 

Total annual wages associated with the indirect jobs are projected to average over $200,000 in 1997 

(Table 4. 1 .12), as the average annual wage for the 13 indirect workers would be $15,600. As with 

indirect employment, indirect wages earned during HCCP operations would have minor economic 

impacts in the Denali Borough. The average income projected for indirect employment is low for the 

Denali Borough, but indirect income would promote some economic growth. Overall, however, the 

economic impacts of indirect income would be minor. 
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Table 4.1.U. Projected annual Healy Clean Coal Project-related 
wages during the demonstration (in thousands of dollars) 

Wage type 

Direct (operations) 

Usibelli Coal Mine 

Indirect 

Total 

1997 

1,760 

384 

203 

2,347 

Source: AIDEA (Alaska Industrial Development and Export Authority) Second Draft 
EtrVironmenlal /nformation Volume, Healy Clean Coal Project, Healy, Alaska, prepared by 
Stone and Webster Engineering Corp., Denver, September 1991. 

4.1 .8.3 Housing 

The influx of workers associated with HCCP construction and operation would create additional 

demand for housing in the Denali Borough, particularly in Healy and Denali Park. The following 

subsections assess the impacts of this additional demand on housing availability. 

Impacts of Construction 

The extent to which construction would affect housing in the study area depends on how many 

workers reside in the camp housing. It is asswned that 90% of the work force would live in the camp 

about 0.5 miles northwest of the HCCP proposed site, and that 10% would live in Healy or Denali Park 

with their families. Using the peak construction period as a worst case, 270 workers would live in the 

camp, and 30 would live in the local communities for one year (see Table 4. 1 .8). In addition, 19 indirect 

workers (5 with families) would require housing during the same time period. Thus, total demand for 

housing in Healy and Denali Park would be 49 units, 35 of which would be family units and 14 of which 

would be single units. 

HCCP-related housing demand would impact housing availability in the Healy-Denali Park area in 

1995 and 1996. The impacts might not be severe because of existing vacancies in pennanent units, the 

availability of temporary units, and the possibility of developing 100 lots in the Healy Subdivision (see 

Sect. 3.8.3). However, if additional housing is not built in the Healy Subdivision, the demand for 

35 family units could create major impacts to housing availability. Because demand for 49 units 

represents the worst case, impacts are expected to be smaller in 1994. 

Impacts of Demonstration 

Based on the residential distribution of the current GVEA work force at Healy Unit No. 1, 95% of 

the proposed HCCP demonstration work force (30 workers) would reside in Healy, and 5% (2 workers) 
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would reside in Denali Park. In addition, eight UCM workers would require pennanent housing in the 

Healy-Denali Park area. 

As with demand during construction, housing demand due to HCCP demonstration alone (40 units) 

is expected to impact housing availability. However, because demonstration-related demand would 

overlap with construction-related demand in late 1996, there would be more severe impacts to housing 

availability than during operations alone. Using the construction camp scenario for 1996, housing 

demand for the construction and operations work forces combined would be 89 units. It is expected that 

demand this great may have major impacts on housing availability. 

4.1 .8.4 Local Government Revenues 

Construction and operation of the HCCP would generate additional. local government revenues 

through local tax payments and user fees and state municipal assistance, revenue sharing, and education 

revenue programs. The following subsections discuss the HCCP's impacts on local government revenue. 

Impacts of Construction 

The Denali Borough would be the major beneficiary of increased local government revenues during 

HCCP construction. Table 4. 1 .13 contains projections of the additional revenue that the borough could 

receive during the peak construction period. The projections are based on a number of assumptions about 

the construction camp housing scenario, as follows. 

With a construction camp, no additional revenue would come from the borough's 4% bed tax 

because all unaccompanied workers would live in the camp and all accompanied workers would live in 

houses or apartments in Healy or Denali Park. The amount of state municipal assistance and revenue 

sharing funds received would be based on population. The projections in Table 4.1.13 assume the average 

per capita municipal assistance funding ($50) and revenue sharing funding ($19.25) provided by the state 

Table 4.1.13. Projected Healy Clean Coal Project-related increases in 
Denali Borough revenues during the peak construction year (1995) 

State municipal assistance $19,100 

Stue revenue sharing 7,356 

Stue education revenue 428,196 

Miscellaneous/user fees 1 ,920 

Total $456,572 

Sources: AIDEA (Alaska Industrial Development and Export Authority) Second Draft Environmental 
/nformatwn Volume, Healy Clean Coal Project, Healy, Alaska, prepared by Stone and Webster Engineering 
Coip., Denver, September 1991; Leuer from}. NowUc, Superintendent, Denali Borough School District, Ul E. 
W. ElltUIS, U.S. Department of Energy, Pillsburgh Energy Technology Center, December 14, 1992. 
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of Alaska in FY 1991.  The annual state education revenue contribution is based on infomuztion provided 

by the Denali Borough School District (Novak 1992). Miscellaneous/user fee projections are based on 

borough population at a rate of $5 per person per year. Given these assumptions, the Denali Borough 

would receive an additional $456,572 in 1995-1996 because ojHCCP construction. The impacts of this 

revenue are discussed under public service impacts in Sect. 4.1.8.5. 

All unincorporated communities in the state receive the same amount of funding ($1 1 ,920 for 

FY 1991) from the Alaska Department of Community and Regional Affairs (ADCRA), regardless of 

population. Thus, Healy and Denali Park would not receive additional state funding because of 

population growth. However, the volunteer fire departments in Healy and Denali Park would receive 

increased revenues because of increases in population. For FY 1991 ,  the departments received $4.915 per 

person from ADCRA. Assuming the same per capita rate for the peak construction period, the Tri-Valley 

Volunteer Fire Department would receive an additional $1784 and the Denali Park Volunteer Fire 

Department would receive an additional $93. 

Impacts of Demonstration 

The Denali Borough would also be the major beneficiary of increased local government revenues 

during demonstration of the HCCP. Table 4. 1 . 14 contains projections of the additional revenue that the 

borough could receive during demonstration. The projections are based on the following assumptions. 

No additional revenue would come from the borough's 4% bed tax during operations because 

workers would live in permanent housing. However, the borough would receive revenue from the 

severance tax (5¢ per ton) levied on coal produced by UCM for the HCCP. Based on a coal consumption 
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Table 4.1.14. Projected Healy Clean Coal Project-related increases in 
Denali Borough revenues during the demonstration (1997) 

Severance tax $16,750 

State municipal assistance 5,100 

Sttte revenue sharing 1 ,964 

State education revenue 428,196 

Miscellaneous/user fees 5 10 

Total $452,520 

Sources: AIDEA (Alaska Industrial Development and Export Authority) Second Draft 
Environmentol lnformation Volume, Healy Clean Coal Project, Healy, Alaska, prepared by Stone and 
Webster Engineering Corp., Denver, September 1991; Leuer from }. Nowzk, Superintendent, DeiUili 
Borough School District, to E. W. EWUIS, U.S. Department of Energy, Pittsburgh Energy 
Technology Center, December 14, 1992. 
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rate of 335,000 tons/year, the borough would receive $16,750 from the severance tax during 

demonstration and each year of normal operations. 

The borough also would benefit from population growth in terms of additional revenues from user 

fees and state municipal assistance, revenue sharing, and education revenue funds. Table 4.1.14 assumes 

the per capita rate of funding discussed in Sect 4. 1.8.4. Based on the current funding rates, the Denali 

Borough would receive an additional $452,520 because ofHCCP demonstration. The impacts of this 

revenue are discussed under public service impacts in Sect 4. 1.8.5. 

Using the per capita rate used for FY 1991 ($4.915), the Tri-Valley Volunteer Fire Department 

would receive an additional $477 from ADCRA during demonstration. The Denali Park Volunteer Fire 

Department would receive additional funding of $25. 

4.1 .8.5 Public Services 

The influx of workers associated with HCCP construction and operation would create additional 

demand for public services, particularly in Healy and Denali Park. Conversely, population growth would 

generate additional local government revenues that could offset the cost of increased demand. It is 

important that additional revenues cover the cost of additional services because, without the HCCP, the 

borough's revenues are projected to exceed expenditures by only $9700 (see Tables 3.8.4 and 3.85).  1he 

following subsections assess the impacts of HCCP-related demand on public services, as well as the 

Denali Borough's ability to meet the increased demand. 

Impacts of Construction 

During the HCCP peak construction period, 363 additional residents are anticipated in Healy and 

19 additional residents are anticipated in Denali Park. An additional $456,572 in borough revenues would 

be generated to provide public services. The HCCP's impacts to particular services are discussed in the 

following paragraphs. 

Education. Projected Tri-Valley School enrollment in 1995-96 without the HCCP is 285 students, 

120 more than the current capacity of 165 (see Table 3.8.6). With an average household size of 2.8 and 

80% of the children of school age, population growth (see Table 4. 1 .8) would increase Tri-Valley 

enrollment by approximately 22 students. These additional students would increase projected enrollment 

to 307, exceeding current capacity by 142 students. However, annual state education funding would 

increase by over$400,000 and the borough's annual contribution would increase by approximately 

$217,716. It is expected that cu"ent plans to expand and remodel the Tri-Valley School would 

accommodate the growth related to HCCP construction, and that impacts to education would not be 

major (Novak 1992; Brewer 1993). 

Public utilities. Under the construction camp scenario, 35 permanent housing units would be 

required for workers accompanied by their families. Given the existing housing stock in the. 
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Healy-Denali Park area, this demand would require some residential construction. However, the impacts 

of installing additional private septic systems are not expected to be major. The local water supply is also 

considered adequate to meet the additional demand of 35 new residences. 

Solid waste disposal. A waste disposal company would be contracted to dispose of solid wastes 

from HCCP construction and from the construction camp. Workers living in Healy and Denali Park 

would take their solid wastes to the Healy landfill. Residents of Alaska were estimated to generate an 

average of 4.3 lb of landfill waste per day in 1989 (Glenn 1990). Assuming the same rate for 1995, the 

additional residents living outside the construction camp would generate approximately 300 tons of waste 

in the Healy landfill each year. 1bis would represent about a 50% increase in current disposal rates. 

When the Healy landfill was new, it was estimated to have a capacity of20 years at normal disposal 

rates. However, the additional solid waste generated by increases in tourism and facility construction at 

DNPP filled much of the landfill's space. Because of this additional waste, it is likely that the borough 

will have to locate new landfill space before the year 2000. Additional waste generated by workers living 

in Healy and Denali Park during HCCP construction would exacerbate the area's existing need for a new 

landfill. Although relocation of municipal landfills is often a problem, there is ample space for a new 

landfill in the Healy area. Alternative landfill sites are discussed in Sect. 4.1.10. 

Transportation. HCCP construction would generate additional traffic on roads in the Healy area 

in two ways. First, traffic would increase as trucks transporting construction materials from Anchorage 

travel the George Parks Highway and the Healy Spur Highway to the work site. However, the estimated 

two deliveries of materials per day should create negligible traffic impacts. Second, traffic would increase 

as direct and indirect workers and their families travel to and from work and other destinations in the 

region. Because HCCP would have a construction camp near the project site, it is expected that direct 

workers would not drive to and from work each day. However, it is estimated that direct workers' family 

members and indirect workers and their families would generate between 100 and 150 additional trips 

(one way) per day on the George Parks Highway and the Healy Spur Highway. These newly generated 

trips are not expected to create traffic congestion at particular times of the day (e.g., during construction 

shift changes), because most of the trips would not be made to or from the construction site. Using the 

low estimate (100 trips), this additional traffic would represent increases of 14% and 29% over the 

existing traffic on the Healy Spur Highway at the George Parks Highway and Healy School Access Road 

intersections, respectively (see Table 3.8.7). 

Police and fire protection. HCCP construction is expected to affect police protection in the Healy 

vicinity, regardless of the fact that a construction camp would be provided The presence of a 300-person 

construction work force would stretch the resources of the Alaska state troopers who service the area, 

adding to the difficult task of providing police protection for the entire borough. Even so, it is extremely 
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unlikely that additional troopers would be assigned to the area because funding cutbacks have forced the 

closure of state trooper stations elsewhere in Alaska 

Construction would likely impact fire protection in Healy and Denali Park, as the commwtities' 

combined population is projected to increase by 67% by 1996 (see Sect 4.1.8. 1). The volunteer fire 

departments in Healy and Denali Park would receive increased state funding with population growth (see 

Sect 4. 1 .8 .4). but the influx of people still might make it difficult for the departments to maintain their 

current levels of setvice. The project participant would mitigate impacts by providing trained 
fire-fighting personnel during the construction period with adequate equipment and supplies to protect the 

HCCP site and the work force in the construction camp. 

Medical services. Although HCCP construction would increase the Healy area's population by 

67%, local medical personnel have stated that the project would not have substllntilll impacts on 

medical services in the area (Price 1992; Winklmann 1992). If impacts did become severe, the project 

participant would mitigate impacts by providing a trained emergency medical teclmician on staff during 

the major construction period to service both the HCCP site and the construction camp. Also, 
arrangements would be made for helicopter medivac setvices out of Fairbanks in the event of 

life-threatening emergencies. 

Impacts of Demonstration 

During the demonstration. there would be 97 additional residents in Healy and 5 additional 

residents in Denali Park. An additional $452,520 in borough revenues would be generated to provide 

public setvices. Given these figures, the HCCP's impacts to particular setvices are discussed below. 

Education. With an average household size of 2.8 and 80% of the children of school age. 

population growth during demonstration (see Table 4.1 .9) would increase Tri-Valley School enrollment 

by approximately 22 students. Tri-Valley enrollment in 1996-97 without the HCCP is projected to be 

approximately 290 students. 125 more than the current capacity of 165. The addition of 22 students 

would increase projected enrollment to 312, exceeding capacity by 147 students. Annual state education 

funding would increase by over $400,000, and the borough's annual contribution would be approximately 

$290,288. If the Tri-Valley School's capacity is permanently expanded to meet HCCP-construction 

related growth, additional expansion would not be required as a result of the demonstration, and impacts 

to education would not be major (Novak 1992; Brewer 1993). 

Public utilities. During the demonstration, 40 permanent housing units would be required for 

HCCP and UCM workers. Given the existing housing stock in the Healy-Denali Park area, and the fact 

that additional homes would be built during HCCP construction, this demand would not require new 

residential construction. Thus, no new impacts would arise from installing additional private septic 

systems. The local water supply is considered adequate to meet the additional demand of 40 new 

residences. 
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Solid waste disposal. Workers living in Healy and Denali Park would take their solid waste to the 

Healy landfill. On average, residents of Alaska generated an estimated 4.3 lb of landfill waste per day in 

1989 (Glenn 1990). Assuming the same rate for 1997, the additional residents would generate over 

80 tons of waste in the Healy landfill per year. This would represent about an 13% increase in current 

disposal rates. It is likely that the borough will have to locate additional landfill space before the year 

2000 (see Sect. 4.1 .8.5); if a new landfill becomes operational, it is expected that impacts to that landfill 

would be minimal. 

Transportation. During HCCP demonstration, traffic in the Healy area would increase as direct 

and indirect workers and their families travel and from work and other destinati-ons in the region. Direct 

and indirect workers and their families are expected to generate between 50 and 100 additional trips (one 

way) per day on the George Parks Highway and on the Healy Spur Highway. With a low estimate (50 

trips), this additional traffic would increase the existing traffic on Healy Spur Highway at the George 

Parks Highway and Healy School Access Road intersections by 7% and 14%, respectively (see 

Table 3.8.7). Increases of this size are not expected to create substantial impacts on traffic volumes in the 

Healy area. 

Because ice-free water from the combined thermal discharge of Healy Unit No. 1 and the HCCP 

would extend down the Nenana River approximately 10 miles (including the transitional area) 

(Sect 4.1.3.2), elevated water temperatures could shorten the length of time the river remains frozen each 

year near the village of Ferry which is located on the east bank about 13 miles downstream of the HCCP 

proposed site. Consequently, the ability of Ferry residents and small, local mining operators to cross the 

frozen river by vehicle during winter months could be impaired The ability to drive across this ice bridge 

is very important to the community because the only other means of access is a railroad bridge. Although 

the railroad bridge has a walkway that is used by Ferry residents when the river is not frozen, it is 

inconvenient and very expensive for residents and local mining operations to bring supplies and 

equipment to Ferry by rail. Also, most Ferry residents prefer driving across the ice bridge to walking 

across the railroad bridge during the cold Alaskan winters. 

In most years, it is possible to drive vehicles and heavy mining equipment across the frozen Nenana 

River at Ferry from early January until early April. In the unlikely event that HCCP thermal discharge 

prevented the river from freezing solid near Ferry, and thus prevented residents and miners from using the 

ice bridge, major socioeconomic impacts would result. Heavy supplies and equipment would have to be 

brought to Ferry by rail, resulting in higher costs and increased time spent coordinating and scheduling 

rail service. 

In the more likely event that HCCP thermal discharge caused the river to freeze later and thaw 

earlier than usual, socioeconomic impacts would not be substantial. Residents and miners would still be 

able to transport supplies and equipment across the frozen river, but for a shorter time period each winter. 
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Because the people who live and work near Ferry are accustomed to using alternative means of 

transportation for 9 months each year, a reduction in the period of ice bridge availability would likely 

have only minor socioeconomic impacts. 

Police and fire protection. HCCP demonstration is expected to have minor impacts on police 

protection in the Denali Borough. Although the arrival of 102 new residents (an increase of 

approximately 6% over current population) would create more casework for the Alaska state troopers, the 

impacts would not be as large as those expected with the construction work force. 

The demonstration is expected to create minor impacts on fire protection in the Healy vicinity. The 

volunteer fire departments in Healy and Denali Park would receive increased state funding with 

population growth (see Sect 4. 1 .8.4), but it is likely that new housing development in the Healy 

Subdivision would make it more difficult for the departments to maintain their current levels of service. 

Medical services. HCCP demonstration would not impact medical services in the Healy vicinity. 

Both the Healy Qinic and the Railbelt Mental Health and Addictions Program have indicated that they 

could accommodate the influx of persons associated with the demonstration (a 6% increase over current 

borough population) (Price 1993; Winklmann 1992). 

4.1 .8.6 Tourism and Recreation 

Several aspects of HCCP construction and operation could affect tourism and recreation in the 

study area The following subsections discuss potential causes and the significance of these impacts. 

Impacts of Construction 

Potential direct impacts of HCCP construction on tourism and recreation were evaluated. Direct 

impacts would be those generated by construction noise and traffic and by changes in the site's visual 

appearance. Given the HCCP's location and the area's terrain, it is unlikely that construction-related 

noise would be heard along the more heavily used portions of the Nenana River (see Sect 4.1.9). 

Blasting would not occur at the project site. Some noise might be noticeable on the Nenana River within 
a 500-ft radius of the construction site, but most recreational boating occurs south of the site. 

Because traffic generated by HCCP construction would not substantially affect traffic on the Parks 

Highway, it is not expected to have major impacts on tourism and recreation. Given existing levels of 

traffic from tourism and recreation in the summer, and the fact that the Parks Highway is the main route 

for transporting materials between Anchorage and Fairbanks and on to the North Slope, construction is 

not expected to affect the regional transportation system. 

HCCP construction would create adverse visual impacts at the construction site, including 

increased dust levels. Given the nature of the terrain, however, visual impacts to recreation activities 

would be limited to the Nenana River Valley in the immediate vicinity of the project site and some high 
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elevation areas in the northeast section of DNPP (see Sect. 4.3. 1). Because most recreational boating 

occurs south of the site, impacts are expected to be minor. 

Impacts of Demonstration 

Demonstration of the HCCP could potentially affect tourism and recreation by generating noise and 

by altering the area's aesthetic environment. The noise generated by the HCCP is expected to be similar 

to that generated by the existing Healy Unit No. 1 (see Sect. 4. 1.9). Given the HCCP's location and the 

area's terrain, it is unlikely that operations-related noise would be heard along the more heavily used 

portions of the Nenana River. Some noise might be noticeable on the Nenana River within a 500-ft radius 

of the project site, but most recreational boating occurs south of the site in the Nenana River Gorge. 

The demonstration would create visual impacts at the project site, including the visual presence of 

the new power plant, increased levels of coal dust, and increased dust generated along the coal haul road 

from the UCM mine. Given the nature of the terrain, however, visual impacts to recreation activities 

would be limited to the Nenana River Valley in the immediate vicinity of the project site and some high 

elevation areas in the northeast section of DNPP (see Sect. 4.3.1). Because most recreational boating 

occurs south of the site, visual impacts are expected to be negligible. 

4.1 .9 Noise 

The most obvious adverse impact to humans and their environment associated with moderate noise 

levels (65 elBA) in a community is the disturbance of the local ambience. Extremely loud (75 elBA) noise 

interferes with human speech intelligibility and can physiologically damage hearing in humans and 

wildlife. Noise can also disturb wildlife behavior patterns. In particularly sensitive species, mating rituals 

can be affected; this, in tum, can affect species populations. Such changes can ultimately upset the 

balance of an ecosystem. Table 4. 1.15 provides sound intensity levels associated with familiar sources of 

sound. 

A discussion of the increased noise expected in the Healy area as a result of construction and 

operation of the HCCP follows. 

4.1 .9.1 Construction 

Ambient noise levels would temporarily increase in the immediate vicinity of Healy Unit No. 1 

during construction of the HCCP because of heavy equipment operation, traffic from large haul and 

delivery vehicles, increased commuter traffic, and machinery operation. Ranges of noise emitted by 

various types of construction equipment are listed in Table 4. 1 .16. Noise would be intermittent and would 

vary during construction with the different activities in progress (i.e., with ground clearing, excavation, 

demolition, and paving). 
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Table 4.1.15. Sound intensity levels associated with familiar sources of sound 
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Table 4.1.16. Typical construction equipment noise ranges 

Noise level at 50 ft, dBA 
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Source: Canter 1977 (based on limited available data samples). 
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The maximum noise level from the sources listed in the table would be that associated with peak 

operation of pile drivers ( 105 dB A at 50 ft from the source). This level approximates the noise emitted by 

a loud motorcycle 20 ft away (Canter 1977). At 400 ft from a pile driver, noise has attenuated to about 

77 dBA (Golden et al. 1979), which is a few decibels less than the noise from a light truck. The distance 

to the community of Healy is about 1 .5 miles or 7960 ft (see Fig. 3.9. 1 ,  Location 3). Because noise 

attenuates with distance, construction noise would not be perceptible in the Healy residential area; 
therefore, impacts are expected to be negligible. Noise from construction would be perceptible in the 

Waugaman Recreational Village about 0.3 miles from the HCCP site, and it could annoy residents. 

However, because high levels of noise would not be continuous, major adverse impacts are not expected 

Impacts to wildlife from increased noise would not be substantial either, because birds and animals 

in the vicinity are most likely accustomed to the existing noise from Healy Unit No. 1 ,  the Alaska 

Railroad, and the frequent coal haul trucks from the UCM Poker Flats Mine. Although additional noise 

from construction may cause wildlife to avoid the power plant area, only temporary, minor adverse effects 

to wildlife are expected (see Sect 4.1 .5.1). 

4.1 .9.2 Operation 

Noise from HCCP operation would be generated by sources similar to those at Unit No. 1. These 

include forced draft and induced draft fans, baghouse operations, coal handling operations, and light and 

heavy vehicular traffic (delivery of coal and limestone, ash removal, and workers). Bradley (1985) 

reported that noise levels at a power production facility increase by 3 dB A for every doubling in megawatt 

rating. Because the HCCP would have a rating double that of Unit No. 1 ,  a 3-dBA increase in noise is 

expected. At Unit No. 1 ,  the ambient sound level at 500 ft was reported to be 54 dBA (AIDEA 1990). 

Therefore, the sound level from the HCCP should be about 57 dB A at 500 ft. This level has been reported 

to cause mild annoyance (5% of the population) and sleep disturbance (Golden et al. 1979) but does not 

interfere with speech or cause hearing impairment In the Waugaman Recreational Village about 

0.3 miles (1500 ft) east of the plant site, only a slight perceptible increase in noise might be noted. 

Impacts would be minor. Because the residential population at Healy is located more than a mile to the 

north and west of the HCCP proposed site, attenuation would make operational noise from the HCCP 

indistinguishable from ambient noise in the Healy community. Therefore, impacts from increased noise 

would be negligible. 

During the combined operation of the HCCP and Healy Unit No. 1 ,  a noise level of 59 dB A is 

expected at a distance of 500 ft (an increase of 5 dBA from operation of Unit No. 1 alone) . This 

calculation is based on information from Canter (1977), which assists in calculating the cumulative dBA 

when the difference between two or more sound levels is known. Such an increase may be perceptible at 

the Waugaman Recreational Village, but noise at this level should at worst annoy residents only mildly 

(Golden et al. 1979). Nevertheless, the proposed design of the HCCP includes a silencer for the intake of 
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the forced-draft fan to decrease the cumulative noise from the two units to 48 elBA at Waugaman Village, 

which is 4 dB A above the existing level. With this mitigation, perception of noise from operation of the 

HCCP and Unit No. 1 would be slight at Waugaman Recreational Village, and major impacts are not 

expected. Because of attenuation with distance, cumulative noise levels in the Healy community would 

be imperceptible from ambient sounds. and impacts would be negligible. 

Impacts of increased noise on wildlife populations are discussed in Sect. 4:1 .5 . 1 .  Although 

additional noise from operation may cause wildlife to avoid the power plant area, no adverse effects to 

wildlife are expected. 

4.1 .1  0 Waste Management 

As part of the proposed project, the existing fly ash ponds at Healy Unit No. 1 would be eliminated. 

Undisturbed contaminated soils would be buried beneath new construction fill. Dry fly ash from the 

HCCP and Unit No. 1 would be stored in silos. Ash would be trucked to the UCM Poker Flats mine for 

disposal; ash from Unit No. 1 is already being placed there, along with some contaminated soils from the 

base of the existing fly ash pond. Ash from the HCCP would contain two new constituents: calcium 

sulfate and calcium sulfite from desulfurization of the flue gas. The presence of calcium sulfate and 

calcium sulfite in the ash is not a major waste management concern because they are nontoxic 

components. The combined disposal rate from the HCCP and Unit No. 1 would be more than five times 

the current disposal rate. However, there is no risk of exceeding the ash disposal capacity of the large, 

deep, open-pit mine. The combined annual disposal rate of ash from Unit No. 1 and the HCCP would be 

less than 1 %  of the annual coal and overburden combined production rate at the UCM mine. 

Construction rubble and construction camp garbage and trash may be trucked to the community 

landfill near the town of Healy. Pennanent residents would continue to have access to this facility. 

However, the additional waste generated during HCCP construction likely would hasten the borough's 

search for additional landfill space (see Sect 4. 1.8.5). 

The Healy landjiU's existing permit may expire or be withdrawn before HCCP construction 

begins. If the existing permit is not renewed before HCCP construction begins, there are other 

alternatives for the disposal of construction rubble and construction camp garbage. Closure and 

decommissioning of Healy's present landfill may force the borough to select a new landfiU site to be 

permitted by the state. Solid waste from the HCCP may be disposed of at one of the several permitted 

sites: a possible new landfill at Healy, the Nenana Municipal Landfill (which has a long-term permit), 

the UCM mine (where construction rubble has been placed in the past), or some other site to be 

determined later. In one possible scenario, the relatively small quantity of construction camp garbage 

would be hauled to Nenana (approximately 50 miles to the north), and the relatively large quantity of 
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construction rubble would be hauled to the UCM mine by returning coal trucks. Delivery of 

construction camp garbage to the UCM mine is not being considered. 

4.1 . 11  Electromagnetic Fields 

Electrical power transmission lines produce electromagnetic fields around them. Transmission 

lines currently are being used to convey electricity at Healy Unit No. 1 ,  and the HCCP at the proposed site 

would tap into these existing lines. The issue of electromagnetic fields potentially affecting human health 

has become increasingly visible over the past several years. The following summary of public health 

effects of electromagnetic fields is excerpted from Sagan (1988). 

The question of the carcinogenicity of electric and magnetic fields has been raised in several 
epidemiological studies. Whether electric and magnetic fields are a cancer hazard remains a matter of 
scientific debate. The risk to individuals, if it exists, is probably small. Human, laboratory, and basic 
research in the United States and elsewhere is now in progress to resolve this issue. As a result, it is 
likely that answers will emerge in the next few years. Other possible effects, such as those involved in 
human reproduction or in learning or behavior, should also receive research attention. At this moment, 
however, there is no convincing evidence of hazard in these or other facets of human health. 

More recently, the National Radiological Protection Board (1992) has stated: "The 

epidemiological findings that have been reviewed provide no finn evidence of the existence of a 

carcinogenic hazard from exposure of paternal gonads, the fetus, children, or adults to the extremely low 

frequency electromagnetic fields that might be associated with residence near major sources of electricity 

supply, the use of electrical appliances, or work in the electrical, electronic, and telecommunications 

industries." 

EPA is currently undergoing a review of available evidence to determine whether electromagnetic 

fields may be classified as carcinogens (EPA 1990a). Because the HCCP would use existing transmission 

lines and the electricity generated would replace electricity currently being bought from Anchorage 

utilities, the HCCP is not expected to change the existing level of effects, if any. 

4.1 .1 2 Worker Health and Safety 

Worker protection during the construction and operation of power generating facilities is fairly well 

established. With proper safety training, audits, and enforcement of safety rules, on-the-job accidents 

would be low. Two potential hazards that may increase the possibility of worker exposure are (1) leaks 

and spills of gases or hazardous chemicals and (2) contaminated equipment These hazards would be 

minimized by frequent training sessions to define the work area and its potential hazards and subsequent 

internal audits to assess the effectiveness of the training. 
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Worker health and safety would be enhanced through worker awareness of proper eye, ear, head, 

foot, and other protective devices to be used during construction and operation of the HCCP. HCCP 

management would ensure use of such protective devices in accordance with the requirements of the 

Occupational Health and Safety Act. Safety information would also be properly posted in employee 

break areas. 

Table 4.1 .17  presents a generic list of chemicals associated with coal-fired power plants that may 

be present as part of the solid, liquid, and airborne wastes from the proposed HCCP. Health effects 

associated with the chemicals are also listed. During construction and operation of the HCCP, employees 

would be informed of the health effects of chemicals actually present and the means to avoid exposure. 

Reductions in atmospheric emissions from the proposed HCCP would have corresponding 

increases in solid wastes. Because the ash is to be contained in a disposal silo until it can be transported to 

the UCM Poker Flats mine site for mine pit disposal, impacts to solid waste sites would be negligible. 

The return of ash to the mine would minimize potential impacts to health and safety. Although the 

responsibility of disposal methodology at the mine belongs to UCM, disposal would be conducted 

according to the requirements of the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 (SMCRA), 

regulations and a permit pursuant to the Alaska Surface Coal Mining Control and Reclamation Act, 

and other appropriate local, state, &;Id federal regulations. 

4. 1. 13 Transportation Accident Involving Hazardous Materials 

Caustic soda and sulfuric acid would be trucked routinely to the HCCP site during the 

operational phase. Safe transportation of these products to the HCCP would be the responsibility of 

vendors. Appropriate vendors would be required to follow U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) 

regulations with respect to transportation of hazardous materials in their custody on public highways. 

DOT regulations pertaining to safe transport of hazardous materials iTEclude spill prevention, control, 

and countermeasures. The use of public roads for off-site transportation of hazardous wastes from the 

HCCP (if there are any) to an approved hazardous waste landfill also would be subject to DOT 

regulations. 

Mitigation measures for potentilll hazardous materials spills on public highways would be 

negotUzted between vendors and DOT. In one suggested mitigation measure, caustic soda and sulfuric 

acid trucks would travel together. If an accidental spill were to occur, one of these products could be 

used to neutralize the other as a rapid response countermeasure. Within a jew days, a cleanup crew 

would either decontaminate or remove contaminated soils. Although the pH would be controlled, 

affected surface water bodies would be temporarily enriched in sodium sulfate. The previously 

suggested countermeasure would require approval from DOT. 
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Table 4.1.17. Health effects of compounds potentially associated with the 

Healy Clean Coal Project 

Chemical 

Amines 

Morpho line 

Cyclohexylamine 

Anunonia 

Coal dust 

Nitrogen dioxide 

Nitrosamines 

Sodium hydroxide 

Sodium hypochlorite 

Sulfur dioxide 

Sulfuric acid 

Trace elements 

Arsenic 

Beryllium 

Cadmium 

Lead 

Manganese 

Mercury 

Nickel 

Selenium 

Vanadium 

Health effects 

IIriatating to eyes, skin, mucuous membranes; can cause skin necrosis. a 

Caustic effects on skin, mucous membranes, skin sensitization.a.b 

Intense acute initation upon inhalation. No evidence of chrooic effects fran 
prolonged exposure to tolerable concentrations. 

Respiratory irritant; very fine dust poses explosion hazard 

Delayed lung initation and edema; probably increases susceptibility to pulmonary 
infectious diseases. c 

It is hypothesized that nitrogen oxides from combustion processes might react with 
amines to produce these potent carcinogens. 

Strong alkali; bums of eyes, skin, mucous membranes; pulmonary edema 
or pneumonitis with possible shock reaction; respiratory distress from 
epiglottal edema possible.c 

Strong alkali; similar range of acute toxic reactions as NaOH.c 

Upper respiratory tract irritant; possible cocarcinogen. May include asthmatic attacks. 
Strong acid; bums, eye injury, strongly corrosive to GI tract. 

Anemia, gastric disturbance, renal symptoms, ulceration; skin and lung carcinogen in 
humans; a suspected teratogen. 

Respiratory disease and lymphatic, liver, spleen, kidney effects; an animal and probable 
human carcinogen. 

Emphysema and fibrosis of the lung, renal injury, possible cardiovascular 
effects; an animal and possible human carcinogen; testicular toxicity in mice and 
rats; teratogenic in rodents. 

Neurological, cardiovascular, growth retarding, and gastrointestinal effects; 
anemia, some compounds are animal and probable human carcinogens; fetotoxic 
and probably teratogenic to humans. 

Respiratory and other effects. 

Neural and renal damage, cardiovascular disease; methyl mercury is 
teratogenic in humans. 

Dennatitis, intestinal disorders; nickel and nickel oxide dusts are 
carcinogenic to guinea pigs and rats; nickel refining is associated casually with 
cancer in humans. 

Gastrointestinal disturbance, liver and spleen damage, anemia; a possible 
carcinogen, a suspected teratogen. 

Acute and chronic respiratory dysfimction. 
"Gosselin, R. E., Smith, R. P ., Hodge, H. C., Braddock, J. E. 1984. Clinical Toxicology of Commercial Products, 5th Edition, Williams & 

Wilkins, Baltimol'e/i.ondon. 
. 

"sudavari, S., O'Neil, M. J., Smith, A., Hedcelman, P. E. (editors) 1989. The Merck Index, An Encyclopedia ofChemicD/s, Drugs, Dnd 
Biologicals, llth Edition, Merck & Co., Inc., Rathway, New Jersey. 

<Doull, J., Klaassen, C. D., Amdur, M. 0. (editors) 1991. Toxicology, The Basic Science of Poisons, 4th Edition, MacMillan, New York. 
Source: Abstracted in part from MIDlro, N. B., Fry, J. M., Gammage, R. B., Hascheck, W. M., Calle, E. E., Klein, J. A., and Schultz, T. W. 

1983. Indirect COD/ LiquefDCtion: A Review of PotentiDl HeDlth Effect s Dlld Worker Exposure During Go.si{ICDtion Dnd Synthesis. ORNL-5938, 
Oat Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 
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4.2 E NVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES OF TH E ALTERNATIVE SITE 

This section analyzes the potential impacts to human and environmental resources resulting from 

construction and operation of the HCCP at the alternative site. Comparisons are made with the level of 

impacts · at the proposed site. 

4.2.1 Aesthetics 

The alternative site is located in a partially industrialized area that supports development typically 

associated with coal extraction and exportation (see Sect. 3 . 1 .4). If the alternative site were chosen, the 

HCCP would be located adjacent to the existing UCM Poker Flats mine coal loadout area along the 

Alaska Railroad. 

At the alternative site, the HCCP would occupy approximately 40 acres. In addition, it would be 

necessary to construct a 4-mile 1 15-kV transmission line that would cross the Nenana River close to the 

UCM mine coal conveyor at the alternative site and follow the UCM haul road to Unit No. 1 and to 

upgrade a 1 .8-mile access road to the plant from the Healy Spur Highway. Long-term disturbance would 

be restricted to the river terrace on which the plant and access road would be built. Some short-term 

disturbance to the Nenana River would occur in the process of installing cooling water intakes and outfall 

facilities. 

The alternative site would be used for the HCCP power-generating facility and associated 

equipment and as a lay down area for construction materials. Of the 40 acres that would be disturbed, a 

maximum of approximately 1 2  acres of native vegetation would be removed. Disturbed areas not 

occupied by permanentfacUities would be revegetated to grasses. 

Long-term visual impacts would also result from HCCP operations at the alternative site because of 

the occasional visibility of condensed water vapor from the stack. This plume would be similar to the one 

described for the proposed site. However, because of the 4-mile separation between the altenuztive site 

and Healy Unit No. 1, the two distinct plumes of condensed water vapor from the two units may 

accentuate visual impacts compared with the proposed site in which the two adjoining plumes would 

usuaUy merge into a single plume near the site. Other visual attributes of the alternative site would be 

affected more than those of the proposed site for the following reasons: 
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• The alternative site is located in an area that has experienced less human modification than 

the proposed site. 

• The net amount ofland that would be disturbed at the alternative site is greater than the 

amount that would be disturbed at the proposed site. 

• Larger areas of native vegetation would be removed at the alternative site than at the 

proposed site. 
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• The new transmission line required for the alternative site would not be needed at the 

proposed site. 

However, because the area in the immediate vicinity of the alternative site is already developed, 

and visual condition, scenic quality, and visual resource sensitivity are not outstanding (see Sect 3 .1 .4), 

the visual impacts of HCCP construction and operation likely would be minor. 

4.2.2 Atmospheric Resources 

Because the alternative site is less disturbed than the proposed site, construction of the HCCP at the 

alternative site would require greater clearing and grading (about 37 vs 10 acres). Therefore, emissions of 

fugitive dust and exhaust would increase compared with the proposed site. However, by using sprinkler 

trucks to spray the roads and construction areas with water, air quality impacts associated with clearing 

and grading are expected to be minor. 

Overall, operation of the HCCP at the alternative site would result in reductions in impacts to air 
quality compared to the proposed site. Table 4.2. 1 displays the predicted maximum concentrations from 

the HCCP at the proposed and alternative sites compared with PSD Oass II increments for the area 

outside ofDNPP (predicted concentrations at the proposed site are taken from Table 4. 1 . 1). Maximum 

S� and N� concentrations at the alternative site would be reduced compared with the proposed site. 

The maximum annual PMto concentration would increase, primarily because of the location of the new 

sources with respect to the alternative site perimeter. The maximum concentration for 24-h PM10 would 

remain essentially unchanged. Potential impacts to DNPP for the alternative site were analyzed and are 

discussed in Sect. 4.3.2. 1 .  

As indicated in Table 4.2.2, maximum cumulative concentrations from the simultaneous operation 

of the HCCP at the alternative site and the existing Healy Unit No. 1 would be reduced compared with 

those predicted for the HCCP at the proposed site (predicted concentrations at the proposed site are taken 

from Table 4. 1 .2). As discussed in Sect 4.1 .2.2, the reason for this is that the peak concentrations at the 

proposed site were predicted to occur at the site perimeter resulting from downwash (downward 

movement) of the Unit No. 1 stack plume caused by the new HCCP boiler building. The maximum 

concentrations for the proposed site would be localized and would quickly diminish with distance. By 

siting the HCCP at the alternative site, the Unit No. 1 plume would not be influenced by the new structure. 

Some of the reductions attainable by siting the HCCP at the alternative site are very large. For example, 

the maximum annual S� concentration would decrease from 86% of the N AAQS for the proposed site to 

only 8% of the NAAQS for the alternative site. 

Because the ice-free distance downstream of the HCCP thermal discharge at the alternative site is 

expected to extend about 7 miles (about 1 1  miles downstream of Healy Unit No. 1) during the winter (see 

Sect. 4.2.3), ice fog is expected to extend about 6 or 7 miles downstream of the HCCP. The frequency of 
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Table 4.2.1. Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) impact analysis outside of Denali National Park 
and Preserve (DNPP) for the Healy Clean Coal Project (HCCP) at the proposed and alternative sites 

Proposed site Alternative site 

Maximum Maximum 
PSD modeled Percent modeled Percent 

Averaging incrementa concentrationb of PSD concentrationb ofPSD 
Class Pollutant period (J.tg/m3) (J.lg/m3) increment (J.lg/m3) increment 

llc S02 3-h 512 57 I I  22 4 
24-h 9 1  I I  12 5.5 6 
Annual 20 0.8 4 0.5 2 

N02 Annual 25 3.4 14 2.2 9 

PM10 24-h 30 17 56 17 55 
Annual 17 2.4 14 3.6 21 

"PSD increments are standards established i n  accordance with existing Clean Air A ct  provisions to limit the degradation of ambient air quality i n  areas in attainment with the National 
Ambient Air Quality Standards. 

"Maximum concentrations predicted by computer models resulting from HCCP emissions alone. 
"The area surrounding the HCCP site outside of DNPP is designated a PSD Class II area where moderate, well-controlled industrial growth is allowed. 
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Table 4.2.2. National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) impact analysis for the combined effects of Healy Unit No. 1 
and the Healy Clean Coal Project (HCCP) for the proposed and alternative sites 

NAAQS0 

Ambient 
background Modeled 

concentrationb concentrationc 

Proposed site Alternative site 

Total Modeled Total 

Pollutant 
impactd Percent of 

Averaging period (J..lg/m3) {J..lg/m3) (J..lg/m3) {J..lg/m3) NAAQS 
concentrationc impactd 

(J..lg/m3) {J..lg/m3) 

S02 

N02 

PM10  

3-h 1300 45 1100 1145 88 

24-h 365 26 326 352 96 

Annual 80 5 64 69 86 

275 
43 

1 

Annual 100 6 61 67 67 9 

24-h 150 3 1  89 120 80 

Annual 50 5 20 25 50 
17  

4 

aThe NAAQS are absolute limits established in accordance with existing Clean Air Act provisions to protect public health and welfare with an adequate margin of safety. 
bBackground concentrations are based on Park Monitoring Station data from the 12-month monitoring period from September 1990 through August 1991. 
'Maximum concentrations predicted by computer models resulting from HCCP and Healy Unit No. I emissions. 
dTotal impact is calculated as the sum ofthe ambient background concentration and the modeled concentration. 
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ice fog occurrence during the winter is anticipated to remain low (several days per month). Impacts are 

unlikely because the area that would experience ice fog downstream of the HCCP alternative site is 

uninhabited. It is unlikely that the village of Ferry, located about 9 miles downstream of the alternative 

site, would be affected by ice fog. 

4.2.3 Surface Water Resources 

The only surface water resource that could be affected by the construction and operation of the 

HCCP at the alternative site is the Nenana River. The confluence of Lignite (Hoseanna) Creek with the 

Nenana River is less than 0.25 miles from the alternative site, but on the opposite side of the river 

(see Fig. 2. 1 .2). Therefore, effluents or runoff would not likely affect the creek. The water quality and 

flow rate of the Nenana River at the alternative site would be similar to that of the proposed site. State of 

Alaska water quality standards (see Sect 3.3.2) would be applicable. 

With the exception of thermal effects, impacts to the Nenana River at the alternative site would be 

the same as those described for the proposed site (Sect. 4. 1 .3). Because the alternative site is about 

4 miles downstream of Healy Unit No. 1 ,  the cumulative thermal effects (elevated water 

temperature/thermal plume) that would occur as a result of the HCCP and Unit No. 1 simultaneous 

operation at the proposed site would not result at the alternative site. The expected maximum elevation in 

river water temperature from discharge from the once-through cooling system at the alternative site would 

be less than that expected at the proposed site because the ambient river temperature would not be 

elevated by Unit No. 1 thermal discharge. 

Ice-free water during the winter caused by the Healy Unit No. 1 thermal plume extends down the 

Nenana River approximately 3 miles, and a transitional area extends an additional mile, for a total of 

4 miles (Dames and Moore 1975). Ice-free water in the Nenana River resulting from HCCP discharge at 

the alternative site would extend about 7 miles downstream (including the transitional area). The 

methodology described in Appendix B was used to obtain this result based on an HCCP thermal discharge 

that would be twice that of Healy Unit No. 1 .  The analysis accounts for the change in plume width as the 

plume migrates downstream. The total downstream extent of ice-free water (including the transitional 

areas) attributable to both Healy Unit No. 1 and the HCCP would be about 1 1  miles. 

Ice bridge formation over the Nenana River in the vicinity of the village of Ferry (located about 

9 miles downstream of the HCCP alternative site and 13 miles downstream of Unit No. 1 )  would probably 

be affected by the HCCP thermal discharge. Although it is expected that the river would continue to 

freeze at Ferry, remnants of the thermal plume reaching Ferry would probably cause a delay in the 

formation of the ice bridge at the beginning of winter and an earlier breakup of the ice sheet in the early 

spring. However, meteorological conditions (e.g., a warm winter) also have a large influence on the 

formation or breakup of the ice bridge. 
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4.2.4 Groundwater Resources 

Natural groundwater characteristics at the alternative site are similar to those at the proposed site. 

Both sites are located on Pleistocene and Holocene glacial outwash deposits that dip less steeply at the 

alternative site than at the proposed site. Potable aquifers are in the older strata beneath the outwash 

deposits as they are at the proposed site and the town of Healy. Outwash deposits are underlain by 

sandstone, siltstone, shale, and coal. 

Groundwater beneath the alternative site is probably less contaminated from human activity than 

that beneath the proposed site. Coal from the UCM Poker Flats mine is currently stockpiled and loaded 

onto rail cars on land adjacent to the alternative site. Although some groundwater contamination from 

coal pile runoff may be expected from coal handling at the alternative site, none has been documented. In 

contrast, groundwater beneath the proposed site is probably contaminated by seepage from unlined fly ash 
ponds as well as coal pile runoff from Healy Unit No. 1 (see Sects. 3.4.2 & 4.1.4.1). 

Groundwater is a potable water source for the town of Healy. The water table at the proposed site 

is upgradient from the water table at Healy, while the water table at the alternative site is downgradient. 

1berefore, the alternative site would have less potential for impacting Healy's groundwater resources. 

HCCP site selection would have no effect on waste disposal options, except that the existing 

unlined fly ash ponds would not be filled and decommissioned if the alternative site is used. 1be existing 

ponds would continue to be used for temporary storage of fly ash to be trucked off-site to the UCM mine. 

Consequently, seepage from the existing ponds at Healy Unit No. 1 would continue. 

4.2.5 Ecological Resources 
4.2.5.1 Terrestrial 

Use of the alternative site would result in greater direct destruction of terrestrial ecosystems than 

the proposed site, because the alternative site is currently less disturbed and clearing would be required for 

the access road, construction camp, and transmission line construction. The following description of 

terrestrial impacts at the alternative site is based on a letter to R. Miller, ORNL, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 

from W. D. Steigers, Stone & Webster Engineering Corp., Denver, dated July 19, 1991 .  Of the 40-acre 

north site, 28 acres are currently disturbed The areas that would be cleared currently support 10 acres of 

open white spruce vegetation and 2 acres of young balsam poplar vegetation. The road upgrade would 

require the removal of 4 acres of native vegetation, of which more than half is white spruce with less than 

0.5 acres each of wet sedge-grass and young balsam poplar-willow vegetation. Construction of a 

temporary construction camp would require clearance of 5 acres of open white spruce vegetation. 

In addition, an electrical transmission line would need to be constructed over the 4 miles to the 

existing substation at Healy. The single-pole line would require clearing a 50-ft-wide right-of-way of all 

vegetation that could grow taller than 15 ft. In addition, 2500 ft
2 

would be completely cleared for each 

pole. A total of 15.5 acres would be disturbed for the line, consisting of 6.5 acres of immature and young 
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balsam poplar and 7 acres of open white spruce vegetation. The line would cross the Nenana River next 

to the coal conveyor, which would minimize collisions of large birds with the lines. 

In sum, the alternative site would require clearance of 36.5 acres versus 10 acres at the proposed 

site. In addition, while the disturbance at the proposed site would be confined to the periphery of an area 

already disturbed by the construction and operation of the existing plant, the disturbance for the 

alternative site would be disbibuted across the landscape, including currently undisrurbed areas. 

4.2.5.2 Aquatic 

The aquatic ecological effects at the alternative site would be similar to those at the proposed site 

because the same water intake, treatment, and discharge designs would be used; the receiving river is the 

same and has approximately the same hydrology; and the aquatic community is likely to be similar. 1be 

principal difference is that the thennal plume would not be combined with heated water from the existing 

Healy Unit No. 1 .  Therefore, the temperatures would be lower in the river following mixing. However, 

the alternative site would not have the flexibility of the proposed site to mitigate cold shock by using the 

cross connection to discharge to both outfalls if one of the units shuts down. The potential for cold shock 

would be greater at the alternative site. 

Another difference is the greater proximity of salmon spawning areas at the alternative site. Coho 

salmon spawning is documented in Lignite Spring, roughly 1 mile downstream (north) of the alternative 

site, and in streams further downstream. Because no known spawning sites are upriver of this site, 

entrainment and impingement of salmon and severe thennal effects would not occur. However, 

temperarures at the mouth ofLignite Spring may be slightly elevated. This is not expected to 

substantially affect salmon spawning. 

4.2.5.3 Threatened and Endangered Species 

As at the proposed site (see Sect. 4. 1 .5.3), no effects on threatened or endangered species are 

anticipated if plant construction and operation occurred at the alternative site. As requested by FWS, a 

raptor survey was conducted which encompassed the alternative site. The survey found no peregrine 

falcons (Roseneau and Springer 1991). 

4.2.6 Floodplains and Wetlands 

No floodplain detennination has been performed for the alternative site. Wetlands have been 

identified at the alternative site based on the National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) (W. D. Steigers, Stone 

& Webster Engineering Corp., Denver, letter to R. Miller, ORNL, Oak Ridge, Tenn., July 19, 1991). 

Approximately half of the 40-acre alternative site is designated as wetlands by the NWI; however, they 

are highly disturbed, and filling them would not result in alteration of the local hydrology, which is 

controlled by the Nenana River rather than by overland flow or seepage. Road widening would disturb 
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· approximately 0.5 acres of wet sedge-grass wetlands and even smaller wetland areas at the crossing of 

Dry Creek. An area of 1 .5 acres of young balsam poplar vegetation that would be disturbed by the 

transmission line would also be considered wetland because it occurs on the second terrace of the Nenana 

River. Hence, an estimated 22 acres of wetland could be disturbed by construction at the altemati ve site, 

of which approximately 2 acres currently supports wetland botanical and zoological life. The rest of the 

wetlands are highly disturbed and largely unvegetated. 

4.2.7 Prehistoric and Historic Resources 

No known prehistoric or historic resources are located at the alternative HCCP site. Consequently, 

the Alaska SHPO does not foresee any direct impacts to prehistoric or historic resources from plant 

construction or operation (Bittner 1991). 

Of the prehistoric sites listed in Sect. 3.7. 1 ,  three (HEA-140, HEA-141 ,  and HEA-142) are located 

closer to the alternative site than to the proposed site. However, these prehistoric sites are all located 

more than 1 mile from the alternative site; that distance makes impacts from plant construction unlikely. 

The historic site closest to the alternative HCCP location (HEA-237) is more than 4 miles away and, 

consequently, would not likely be affected by plant construction. 

4.2.8 Socioeconomics 

Because the alternative site is only about 4 miles north-northwest of the proposed site, the 

socioeconomic impacts expected during construction at the alternative site are generally similar to those 

expected at the proposed site. However, it is expected that 45 workers would be required to demonstrate 

the HCCP at the alternative site (compared with the 32 employees at the proposed site because some jobs 

could be combined if the HCCP were adjacent to Unit No. 1). After including the families of the direct 

and indirect worlcers, the larger worlc force would result in greater long-term socioeconomic impacts in 

the Denali Borough. The socioeconomic impacts of HCCP demonstration at the alternative site are 

discussed in the following sections. 

4.2.8.1 Population 

The number of worlcers required to demonstrate the HCCP at the alternative site would peak at 52 

in 1997. Seven of the worlcers would be non-GVEA personnel temporarily on-site to monitor the HCCP 

demonstration Therefore, growth calculations are based on a demonstration staff of 45. Given the 

employment skills required for HCCP operations, the majority of the worlc force would in-migrate from 

outside the Denali Borough. 

With the same assumptions about the HCCP, indirect, and UCM worlc forces as in Sect 4. 1 .8.1 ,  

total population growth during demonstration at the alternative site can be projected for the Denali 
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Borough (Table 4.2.3). Assuming the demonstration work force size (45), the borough's population 

would increase by approximately 134 people by 1997. 

Table 4.2.3. Projected Healy Clean Coal Project-related 
population growth during demonstration at 

the alternative site (1997) 

Direct growth 

Operations work force 

Number accompanied by family (85%) 

Average household size 

Workers plus families , 

Number unaccompanied by family (15%) 

Total direct growth 

Indirect growth 

Indirect jobs created (Usibelli Coal Mine) 

Number accompanied by family (85%) 

Average household size 

Workers plus family 

Number unaccompanied by family (15%) 

Total indirect growth 

Total population growth 
(direct growth plus indirect growth) 

45 

38 

x 2.8 

106 

+ 7  

113 

8 

7 

x 2.8 

20 

+ 1 

21 

134 

Sources: ORNL staff projections based on data from AIDEA (Alaska Industrial 
Development and Export Authority) Second Draft Environmental Information Volume, 
Healy Clean Coal Project, Healy, Alaska, prepared by Stone and Webster Engineering 
Corp., Denver, September 1991; Institute of Social and Economic Research, Economic and 
Demographic Projections for the Alaska Railbelt: 1988-2010. prepared for the Alaska 
Power Authority, August 1988; U.S. Department of Commerce, 1990. 

Implications of Population Growth 

The peak year for total HCCP-related growth would be 1996-1997, when both the construction and 

operations work forces would be at the alternative site simultaneously. As indicated in Table 4.1 .8, 

construction-related growth is projected to be approximately 382 persons by 1996. Because the 
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demonstration workers would also be on-site, operations at the alternative site would add 134 people in 

1996 and early 1997 (see Table 4.2.3). Therefore, it is projected that total HCCP-related growth would 

add approximately 5 1 6  people to the Denali Borough's population if the alternative site is chosen. 

Based on the projections in Table 4. 1 .7, HCCP-related growth would represent approximately 26% 

of the Denali Borough's 1996 population. Assuming that the growth would occur in Healy and Denali 

Park, the increase represents 71% of the two communities' projected 1996 populations combined. A 

population increase this large is likely to have even greater long-tenn socioeconomic impacts than 

population growth projected for the proposed site. 

4.2.8.2 Employment and Income 

It is expected that 45 workers would be required to demonstrate the HCCP at the alternative site 

(7 additional non-GVEA personnel would be on-site to monitor the demonstration, but they would not be 

pennanent workers and are not included in this analysis). These jobs are not expected to affect local · 

employment directly, however, because the additional workers would be brought in from outside the 

Denali Borough. 

The major employment impact for the borough would be the likelihood that some of the temporary 

indirect jobs created during construction would become penn anent jobs. AIDEA projects that indirect 

employment during operations would create approximately 13 permanent jobs for borough residents. It is 

expected that these jobs would be filled by residents who held temporary jobs during HCCP construction. 

The need to produce additional coal for the HCCP would also create eight jobs with UCM but most of 

these workers are expected to come from outside the borough. 

The creation of 13 pennanentjobs would have minor impacts on employment in the Denali 

Borough. With approximately 84 1 jobs in the local economy (see Table 3.8.2), 13  jobs would increase 

local employment by 1 .5%. 

Total annual wages for HCCP operating staff at the alternative site would average $2.48 million 

(Table 4.2.4). In addition, annual wages generated by the eight additional jobs at UCM are projected to 

average $384,000. Unlike direct wages during construction, the wages paid to GVEA and UCM 

employees would affect local income levels directly because the workers would be pennanent borough 

residents. The economic impacts of direct wages would be greater for the alternative site than the 

proposed site. 

Total annual wages associated with the indirect jobs are projected to average over $200,000 in 1997 

(Table 4.2.4), as the average annual wage for the 13  indirect workers would be $ 15,600. As with indirect 

employment, indirect wages earned during HCCP operations would have minor economic impacts in the 

Denali Borough. 
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4.2.8.3 Housing 

Table 4.2.4. Projected annual Healy Clean Coal 
Project-related wages during demonstration at 

the alternative site (in thousands of dollars) 

Wage type 1997 

Direct 2,475 
(operations) 

Usibelli Coal 384 
Mine 

Indirect 203 

Total 3,062 

Source: AIDEA (Alaska Industrial Development and Export Authority) Second 
Draft Environmental Information Volume, Healy Clean Coal Project, Healy, Alaska, 
prepared by Stone and Webster Engineering Corp., Denver, September 1991. 

Based on the residential distribution of the current GVEA work force at Healy Unit No. 1, 95% of 

the proposed HCCP demonstration work force (43 workers) would reside in Healy, and 5% (2 workers) 

would reside in McKinley Park. In addition, eight UCM workers would require permanent housing in the 

Healy-Denali Park area. 

As with demand during construction, housing demand due to demonstration at the alternative site 

(53 units) is expected to impact housing availability. However, because demonstration-related demand 

would overlap with construction-related demand in late 1996, there would be more severe impacts to 

housing availability than during operations alone. Using the construction camp scenario for 1996, 

housing demand for construction and operations work forces at the alternative site combined would be 

102 units. It is expected that demand this great would have even larger impacts on housing availability 

than if the proposed site were chosen. 

4.2.8.4 Local Government Revenues 

The Denali Borough would be the major beneficiary of increased local government revenues during 

demonstration of the HCCP. Table 4.2.5 contains projections of the additional revenue that the borough 

could receive during demonstration at the alternative site. The projections are based on the same 

assumptions as in Sect 4.1 .8.4. 

No additional revenue would come from the borough's 4% bed tax during operations because 

workers would live in permanent housing. However, the borough would receive revenue from the 

severance tax (5¢ per ton) levied on coal produced by UCM for the HCCP. Based on a coal consumption 

rate of 335,000 tons/year, the borough would receive $16,750 from the severance tax during 

demonstration at the alternative site. 
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Table 4.2.5. Projected Healy Clean Coal Project-related increases in 
Denali Borough revenues during demonstration at the alternative site 

Severance tax 16,750 

State municipal assistance 6,700 

State revenue sharing 2,580 

State education revenue 428,196 

Miscellaneous/user fees 670 

Total $454,896 

Sources: AIDEA (Alaska Industrial Development and Expon Authority) Second Draft 
Environmental Information Volume, Healy Clean Coal Project, Healy, Alaska, prepared by Stone and 
Webster Engineering Corp., Denver, September 1991; LeUer from J. Novak, Superintendent, DeiUili 
Borough Sclwol District, to Dr. E. W. Ewms, U.S. Department of Enerv, Pittsburgh Energy 
Technology Cenler, December 14, 1992. 

The borough also would benefit from population growth in tenns of additional revenues from user 

fees and state municipal assistance, revenue sharing, and education revenue funds. Table 4.2.5 assumes 

the per capita rate of funding discussed in Sect 4. 1 .8.4. Based on current funding rates, the Denali 

Borough would receive an additional $454,896 because of HCCP demonstration at the alternative site. 

The impacts of this revenue are discussed under public service impacts in Sect. 4.2.8.5. 

Using the per capita rate used for FY 1991 ($4.915), the Tri-Valley Volunteer Fire Department 

would receive an additional $624 from ADCRA during the demonstration. The Denali Park Volunteer 

Fire Department would receive additional funding of $34. 

4.2.8.5 Public Services 

During demonstration at the alternative site, there would be 127 additional residents in Healy and 7 

additional residents in Denali Park. An additional $454,896 in borough revenues would be generated to 

provide public services. Given these figures, the HCCP' s impacts to particular services are discussed in 

thejoUowing paragraphs. 

Education. With an average household size of 2. 8 and 80% of the children of school age, 

population growth during demonstration at the alternative site (see Table 4.2.3) would increase Tri-Valley 

School enrollment by approximately 35 students. Tri-Valley enrollment in 1996-97 without the HCCP is 

projected to be approritnately 290 students, 125 more than the current capacity of 165. The addition of 

35 students would increase projected enrollment to 325, exceeding capacity by 160 students. Annual state 

education funding would increase by over $400,000 and the borough's annual contribution would 

increase by approximately $290,288. If the Tri-Valley School's capacity is permanently expanded to 

meet HCCP construction-related growth, additional expansion would not be required as a result of 
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demonstration, and impacts to education would not be major. The $53,669 deficit in education funding 

projected for the borough without the HCCP (see Tables 3.8.4 and 3.8.5). Funds would have to be 

diverted from sources other than state education revenue to offset this shortage, thereby creating an 

overall budget deficit larger than that projected for population growth associated with the proposed site. 

Public utilities. During demonstration at the alternative site, 53 pennanent housing units would be 

required for HCCP and UCM worlcers. Given the existing housing stock in the Healy-Denali Park area, 

and the fact that additional homes would be built during HCCP construction, this demand would not 

require new residential construction. Thus, no new impacts would arise from installing additional private 

septic systems. The local water supply is considered adequate to meet the 
'
additional demand of 53 new 

residences. 

Solid waste disposal. Workers living in Healy and Denali Park would take their solid waste to the 

Healy landfill. On average, residents of Alaska generated an estimated 4.3 lb of landfill waste per day in 

1989 (Glenn 1990). Assuming the same rate for 1997, the additional residents would generate over 

105 tons of waste in the Healy landfill per year. This would represent about a 17% increase in current 

disposal rates. It is likely that the borough will have to locate additional landfill space before the year 

2000 (see Sect 4. 1 .8.5); if a new landfill becomes operational, it is expected that impacts to that landfill 

would be minimal. 

Transportation. During HCCP demonstration, traffic in the Healy area would increase as direct 

and indirect worlcers and their families travel and from worlc and other destinations in the region. Direct 

and indirect worlcers and their families are expected to generate between 50 and 100 additional trips (one 

way) per day on the George Paries Highway and on the Healy Spur Highway. With a low estimate (50 

trips), this additional traffic would increase the existing traffic on Healy Spur Highway at the George 

Paries Highway and Healy School Access Road intersections by 7% and 14%, respectively (see 

Table 3.8. 7). Increases of this size are not expected to create substantial impacts on traffic volumes in the 

Healy area. 

HCCP demonstration at the alternative site could affect use of the ice bridge near the village of 

Ferry (see Sect. 4.2.3). Thennal discharge from the HCCP alternative site, which is located closer to 

Ferry, would be more likely to reduce the amount of time the ice bridge could be used each winter than 

thennal discharge from the proposed site, resulting in slightly greater socioeconomic impacts. 

Police and fire protection. HCCP demonstration at the alternative site is expected to have minor 

impacts on police protection in the Denali Borough. Although the arrival of 134 new residents (an 

increase of over 7% of current population) could create more caseworlc for the Alaska state troopers, the 

impacts would not be as large as those expected with the construction worlc force. 

Demonstration at the alternative site is expected to create minor impacts on fire protection in the 

Healy vicinity. The volunteer fire departments in Healy and Denali Park would receive increased state 
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funding with population growth (see Sect 4.2.8.4), but it is likely that new housing development in the 

Healy Subdivision would make it more difficult for the departtnents to maintain their current levels of 

service. 

Medical services. HCCP demonstration at the alternative site would not have major impacts on 

medical services in the Healy vicinity. Both the Healy Clinic and the Railbelt Mental Health and 

Addictions Program have indicated that they could accommodate the influx of persons associated with 

demonstration at the alternative site (a 7% increase over current borough population) (Price 1993; 

Winklmann 1992). 

4.2.8.6 Tourism and Recreation 

Demonstration of the HCCP at the alternative site could potentially affect tourism and recreation by 

generating noise and by altering the area's aesthetic environment. The noise generated by the HCCP is 

expected to be similar to that generated by the existing Healy Unit No. 1 (see Sect 4. 1 .9). Given the 

location of the alternative site and the area 's terrain, it is likely that operations would have less impact on 

the more heavily used portions of the Nenana River than operations at the proposed site. Some noise 

might be noticeable on the Nenana River within a 500-ft radius of the project site, but most recreational 

boating occurs south of the site in the Nenana River Gorge, closer to the proposed site. 

Demonstration at the alternative site would create visual impacts, including the visual presence of 

the new power plant, increased levels of coal dust, and increased dust generated along the coal haul road 

from the UCM mine. Given the nature of the terrain, however, visual impacts to recreation activities 

would be limited to the Nenana River Valley in the immediate vicinity of the alternative site. Because 

most recreational boating occurs south of the proposed site, visual impacts from the alternative site are 

expected to be negligible. 

4.2.9 Noise 

The alternative site is currently less disturbed and would require clearing and grading during 

construction of the HCCP. Consequently, a slight increase in the level of noise would be expected during 

the additional period required for clearing and grading at the alternative site. Because the distance to the 

residential area of Healy is about 1 .5 miles and noise attenuates with distance, major adverse impacts are 

not expected from HCCP construction at the alternative site. The level of operational impacts is expected 

to be the same as at the proposed site. 

4.2.1 0 Waste Management 

As with the proposed site, ash from the HCCP would be disposed of in the UCM Poker Rats mine. 

Therefore, the level of impacts is not expected to change. It is expected that the ash would be trucked to 
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the mine, crossing the Nenana River near the existing Unit No. 1, so that the distance of transport to the 

mine would effectively double compared with the proposed site. 

4.2.11  Electromagnetic Fields 

At the alternative site, generated power would be transmitted about 4 miles to the existing 

substation at Healy Unit No. 1 via a new 1 15-kV transmission line that would cross the Nenana River 

close to the UCM Poker Flats mine coal conveyor at the alternative site and follow the UCM haul road to 

Unit No. 1 .  1llis routing would minimize conflicts with the Healy River Airport west of the river. 

Potential public health effects from the electromagnetic fields associated with this transmission line are 

not clear (see Sect 4.1 .1 1), but because the line would be located greater than 0.5 miles from the nearest 

residential area, no adverse impacts are expected. 

4.2. 12  Worker Health and Safety 

The level of impacts at the alternative site would be the same as at the proposed site. 

4.3 E NVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES ON DENALI NATIONAL PAR K  
AND PRESERVE 

1bis section analyzes the potential impacts to human and environmental resources within DNPP 

resulting from construction and operation of the HCCP. NPS, a cooperating agency by virtue of their role 

as an FLM for DNPP, has expressed concerns about potential impacts to DNPP from HCCP emissions. 

These concerns are discussed in Sect 4.3. 13. 

4.3. 1 Aesthetics 

Exceptjor two isolated areas of high elevation located along the DNPP boundaries to the 

northwest and southwest of the site, the HCCP's 315-ft stack would not be visible from DNPP (see 

Fig. 4.3.1). Any condensed water vapor plume emanating from the stack would be visible from a jew 

additional adjoining areas at slightly lower elevations because of plume rise from the stack. The plume 

would evaporate before reaching DNPP. The visibility of the stack and its plume are not likely to result 

in major impacts because the areas from which they would be viewed are rarely visited by people in 

DNPP. 

Under extremely cold (less than -20°F) and stable meteorological conditions, an ice plume from 

the HCCP may be visible within DNPP in the Nenana River Gorge north of the Visitor Access Center. 

Time-lapse cameras operating from January 1992 until April 1993 detected ice plumes from Healy Unit 

No. 1 on three occasions (January 20, 21 ,  and 24, 1993) under such conditions. The ice plumes traveled 

from Unit No. 1 to the nearest boundary ofDNPP in the Nenana River Gorge, but were not visible from 

the Visitor Access Center. Visitor use of DNPP is virtually zero during the winter. 
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Because almost all of the construction activities would take place at a lower elevation than the stack 

and plume, these activities would not be visible from DNPP. Consequently, the construction activities 

would not have direct aesthetic impacts to the visual resources in DNPP. Similarly, the indirect impacts 

of plant construction, such as increased residential development and increased traffic in Healy and Denali 

Parle, are not expected to affect DNPP's aesthetic resources. 

4.3.2 Atmospheric Resources 

Potential impacts to ambient air quality, including acid deposition, and visibility, including regional 

haze formation, within DNPP are discussed. 

4.3.2.1 Ambient Air Quality Impacts 

In parallel with the analyses of Sect. 4.1 .2.2 for potential impacts outside DNPP, the air quality 

impacts within DNPP of S02, NOx, and PM10 emissions from the HCCP were evaluated using 

EPA-approved atmospheric dispersion models. The Industrial Source Complex Short Term (ISCS1) 

model (Wackter and Foster 1 987; Bowers, Bjorklund, and Cheney 1979) and the Rough Terrain Diffusion 

Model (RTDM) (ENSR 1987) were again chosen. Receptors were selected in sufficient density to 

determine impacts within the DNPP boundaries to the south and northwest of the HCCP (locations of 

maximum potential impacts). Maximum concentrations were consistently predicted for receptors located 

at the nearest boundary of DNPP about 4 miles south of the HCCP proposed site. 

The air dispersion models were run using HCCP emissions corresponding to the demonstration 

case, but conservatively assuming a 100% capacity factor. Both models were run, and the model 

producing higher concentrations was used, provided that it was appropriate for that receptor. 

Meteorological inputs were obtained from the HCCP Healy Monitoring Station for the 1 2-month period 

from September 1990 through August 1991 .  Details of similar air dispersion for the proposed project can 

be found in the PSD permit application (AIDEA 1992). 

The predicted maximum impacts to DNPP from the HCCP are shown in Table 4.3. 1 .  For each 

pollutant, modeled concentrations were compared with PSD Oass I increments as a yardstick to measure 

the HCCP's potential to affect the pristine DNPP environment. PSD increments are standards established 

in accordance with existing CAA provisions to limit the degradation of ambient air quality in areas in 

attainment with the NAAQS, and thus provide a more rigorous level of air quality protection in areas 

(such as DNPP) with air quality much better than the NAAQS. Stringent PSD Class I increments apply to 

areas such as DNPP where almost any deterioration of air quality is undesirable and little or no major 

industrial development would be allowed No other major pollutant source has been constructed in the 

Healy region since the establishment of the PSD increments in 1977; therefore, the only source that is 

appropriate for comparison with the PSD increments is the HCCP. 
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Table 4.3.1. Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) impact analysis for the Healy 
Clean Coal Project (HCCP) within Denali National Park and Preserve (DNPP) 

PSD Maximum modeled 
Averaging incrementa concentrationb Percent of PSD 

C� Pollutmt period ijlg/m� (J.I.g/m3) increment 

3-h 25 9.4 38 
24-h 5 2.0 40 
Annual 2 0.2 9 

Annual 2.5 0.8 32 

PM10 24-h 8 0.7 8 
Annual 4 0.1 2 

aPSD increments are standards established in accordance with existing Clean Air Act provisions to limit the degradation of ambient 
air quality in areas in attainment with the National Ambient Air Quality Standards. 

bMaximmn concentrations predicted by comptter models resulting from HCCP emissions alone. 
cStringent PSD Class I increments apply to areas such as DNPP where almost any deterioration of air quality is 1mdesirable and 

little or no major industrial development would be allowed. 

All maximum concentrations from the HCCP were predicted to be less than the PSD Oass I 

increments. PM10 and annual S� concentrations were predicted to be less than 10% of the increments. 

For N� and the 3-h and 24-h S� concentrations, the HCCP was predicted to consume no more than 

40% of the increments. 

Operation of the HCCP at the alternative site would result in reductions in impacts to DNPP air 
quality compared with the proposed site (Table 4.3.2) because the alternative site is located about 6 miles 

east of the nearest border of DNPP (and 8 miles north of the DNPP border that is downwind of frequent 

winds), while the proposed site is only about 4 miles north of DNPP. Air dispersion modeling has 

indicated that the maximum 3-h S� concentration within DNPP would be reduced from 38% of the PSD 

increment for the proposed site to 23% of the increment for the alternative site. Similarly, the maximum 

24-h S� concentration would decrease from 40% of the PSD increment for the proposed site to 25% of 

the increment for the alternative site. The annual N� concentration would be reduced from 32% of the 

PSD increment for the proposed site to 15% of the increment for the alternative site. 

Cumulative air quality impacts to DNPP resulting from the simultaneous operation of the HCCP 

and Healy Unit No. 1 were evaluated (Table 4.3.3). The total impacts are predicted to be less than those 

presented in Tables 4.1.2 and 4.2.2 for the areas surrounding the HCCP proposed and alternative sites 

outside of DNPP. All total impacts are expected to be less than 25% of the NAAQS, and most are 

expected to be less tlum 20% of the NAAQS. Except for the 3-h and 24-h S02 concentrations, the 

ambient background concentrations are the largest component of the total impacts. A comparison of 

Table 4.3.1 with Table 4.3.3 shows that Healy Unit No. 1 is predicted to contribute much more than the 

HCCP to the maximum modeled concentrations within DNPP. 
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Table 4.3.2. Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) impact analysis for the Healy Clean Coal Project (HCCP) within 
Denali National Park and Preserve (DNPP) for the proposed and alternative sites 

Class Pollutant 

Ic S02 

N02 

PM10 

Averaging 
period 

3-h 
24-h 
Annual 

Annual 

24-h 
Annual 

PSD 
increment0 

(j.tg/m3) 

25 
5 
2 

2.5 

8 
4 

Proposed site Alternative site 

Maximum Maximum 
modeled Percent modeled Percent 

concentration b of PSD concentrationb ofPSD 
(llg/m3) increment (j.tg/m3) increment 

9.4 38 5.8 23 
2.0 40 1.3 25 
0.2 9 0. 1 4 

0.8 32 0.4 15 

0.7 8 0.4 6 
0.1 2 0.03 1 

0PSD increments are standards established in accordance with existing Clean Air Act provisions to limit the degradation of ambient air quality in areas in attainment with the National 
Ambient Air Quality Standards. 

bMaximum concentrations predicted by c(JIIlputer models resulting from HCCP emissions alone. 
'Stringent PSD Class I increments apply to areas such as DNPP where almost any deterioration of air quality is undesirable and little or no major Industrial development would be allowed. 
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Table 4.3.3. National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) impact IIIUllysisjor 
the combined effects of the Healy Clean Coal Project(HCCP) and Healy 

Unit No. 1 within Denali National Park and Preserve 

A l'eraging NAAQ$' 
Pollutant period (J.Jgtm

3
) 

3-h 1300 
24-h 365 

AnJUUJl 80 

AnJUUJl 100 

24-h 150 
AnJUUJl 50 

Ambknt 
Modeled background 

concentration
6 

concentrationc 

(J.Jg!m
3
) (J.Jglm3) 

188 45 
28 26 

2 5 

2 6 

2 31 
0.1 5 

233 
54 

7 

8 

33 
5 

Percent of 
NAAQS 

18 
15 
9 

8 

22 
10 

•NAAQS IU'ellbsoblle limits ellllblilluid ill ��«orrlaee with mstillg Cl«m Air Act protVi6ru to protect pllblic 
Mtlb1t tl1fd welftU'e with tm tll/eqiiiiU mtU'gill ofMfety. 

•Mtailum con«rrll'riiWru pretlicl«l by comp11141'11UHk/s resllltingfrom HCCP IUtd Neilly Utril No. I emblkltU. 
�&ekgrollnd con«rrll'riiWru tU'e btuetl 011 Put MolliloringSt.ation tltlkJfrt111t the 12-IIUJitth molllltlrlng peri«� 

from SeJ*.u-1990 lllro11gh A11pst 1991. 
�olill impaet is ctdclllllled tu the 111111 of the aabiDII bGckgrollllll co�ru tl1lll the llltHkW 

concerrll'riiWII. 

4.3.2.2 Acid Deposition 

Potential impacts to DNPP resulting from acid deposition of HCCP pollutants are expected to be 

minor and are discussed in Sect. 4. 1 .5.1 which describes impacts to ecological resources in the Healy area 

including DNPP. This conclusion is based on an evaluation of existing data and studies. Bulk deposition 

measurements from 39 events collected over 1 year at the HCCP Healy Monitoring Station ranged from 

pH 5.55 to 7.86 (ENSR 1992). These values are higher than background wet deposition (Sect 4.3.5) even 

though the nearby Unit No. 1 is a source of acidifying gases. This suggests that in the vicinity of Unit 

No. 1 ,  any acidifying emissions are more than compensated for by some alkaline source, possibly dust It 
seems unlikely that the proposed HCCP would cause substantial effects through its contribution to acid 

deposition, given the relatively high values of mean and minimum pH compared with regions where acid 

deposition has caused ecological effects on aquatic communities (Baker et a1. 1990) and forests 

(Shriner et al. 1990). It is expected that sulfur emissions from Unit No. 1 are not contributing 

substantially to soil acidification, even in areas of maximum deposition, because sulfur concentrations 

were low in moss and lichen samples near Unit No. 1 and because no consistent trends in sulfur 

concentrations away from the Healy site were found (Crock et al. 1992). Given this lack of evidence of 

environmental acidification from Unit No. 1, the high background pH, and the low emissions estimated 

for the HCCP, it appears unlikely that the HCCP would cause substantial acid deposition. 

The expected minor level of impacts is further supported by the results of Crock et a1. ( 1992), who 

sampled elemental concentrations in feather moss, a lichen, white spruce, and the upper layer of the soil. 

The study found that Healy Unit No. 1 and other Healy area sources influenced concentrations out to 4 
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miles (the distance of the nearest DNPP boundary), but beyond that distance concentrations were at 

effective background levels. The study found no unusually high concentrations of any of the elements, 

including the rare-earth elements in soil, and no unusually high concentrations in lichens. Moss 

concentrations were reported to be high for As, Cr, Cu, Mn, Ni, V, and rare-earth elements, but moss 

measurements were complicated by the high ash content of the samples which the authors attributed to 

soil contamination. Of the elemental concentrations in white spruce, only copper was higher than 

concentrations at another site. Consequently, it is suspected that Unit No. 1 has probably contributed to 

small local increases in the levels of some elements in some ecological resources within about 4 miles of 

the site, but negligible increases beyond that distance. The proposed HCCP would probably cause 

similarly small and localized increases that would result in negligible impacts on DNPP. 

4.3.2.3 VIsibility 

1brough a number of physical and chemical processes, air emissions have the potential to result in 

a plume that is visible to a human obseiVer. The perceptibility of a plume is a junction of plume contrast 

and discoliJration. Directly emitted PM can scatter light. NOx emissions are chemically converted in the 

atmosphere to N(h, a reddish-brown gas that absorbs light S(h emissions can be converted in the 

atmosphere to create sulfate particles that scatter light The combined effects of all emissions, in some 

cases, can result in a visible power plant plume. When coal-fired power plant plumes are visible, they 

most commonly appear either yellow or brown due to light absorbed by N(h, whitish compared with the 

viewing background because of light scattered by particles, or dark when viewed against a bright 

background and when the light removed from the sight path by particle scattering and N02 absorption is 
greater than the light added by scattering of the plume illumination. 

In performing 1M analysis oftM potential for visibility impacts at DNPP, DOE consulted 

extensively with EPA and NPS. Over time, consensus was reached on 1M approprillte model to use for 

this analysis. However, disagreements still exist concerning some of 1M assumptions required to 

conduct the modeling, as weU as 1M manner in which the results should be inlerpreted. In particular, 

NPS and EPA urged DOE to use recommended EPA regulatory guidelines, which tend to be 

conservative (i.e., predicting greater impacts), in view of the importance of protecting DNPP and the 

uncertainties inherent with visibility modeling as an analytical technique. DOE agrees that a 

conservative approach to modeling should be token, but believes that the assumptions it used are 

sufficiently conservative and are approprilltefor this application of the modeL More importantly, steps 

have been token to ensure that DNPP would be protected if DOE's modeling predictions are not bome 

out during operation. These steps render the disagreements over modeling largely academic. As 

discussed in detail beliJw, a mechanism would be put in place, as part of implementation of the 

Memorandum of Agreement (see Sect. 2.1.3.2) which requires the site operator to reduce combined 

emissions to protect DNPP from observed plume impacts. 
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In response to the discussions over nwdel as:rumptions, DOE agreed to test the sensitivity of the 

model results to using more conservative assumptions. These results are provided later in this section 

for the HCCP demonstration case without mitigation of Unit No. 1, as originlllly proposed in the dr4ft 

EIS, and again in Sects. 5.2 tmd 5.4.6 for the HCCP permitted case without mitigation of Unit No. 1 

tmd the Unit No. 1 retrofitted case, respectively. The results are presented in 11 side-by-side tllbultu 

fomuJt lllong with the results obfllined using DOE's prefe"ed assumptions. The DOE tmd NPS 

perspectives of these results are also discussed later in this section. However, .first the development of 

the model tmd the results obtained by DOE are discussed. It should be noted tluJt the tllbles in Sect. 4 do 

not reflect emission reductions required to be effected by the miligation measures under the 

Memorandum of Agreement. Those tables appear in Sect. 5.4.6. 

DOE Approach. As discussed in Sect 3.2.4.1 ,  visibility has been established as an important 

AQRV of national parks, including DNPP. Potential visibility impacts of an HCCP pllnne on DNPP 

(designated a PSD Oass I area) were evaluated using a technique consisting of a detailed set of 

calculations described as a Level-3 plume visibility impact analysis in the EPA visibility workbook 

(Latimer and Ireson 1988). The analysis focused on the perceptibility of an HCCP plume as viewed from 

the DNPP Visitor Access Center, located about 8 miles south-southeast of the HCCP proposed site and 

about 5 miles south-southeast of the northern boundary ofDNPP (Fig. 4.3.2). The DNPP Visitor Access 

Center is situated on a knoll overlooking the Nenana River near the entrance to DNPP and is visited by 

most travelers to DNPP. The primary views are to the north (down the Nenana River Valley toward the 

HCCP site) for about 5 miles to the DNPP boundary and to the south (up the Nenana River Valley away 

from the HCCP site) for about 9 miles to the boundary. The view to the east is limited to about 0.25 miles 

within DNPP. The view to the west is not expected to be affected greatly by northerly (from the north) 

winds that tend to continue transporting a plume to the south up the Nenana River Valley. 

The PLUVUE I compuur nwdel as modified (Sonoma Technology, Inc. l993c) was used as 11 

tool to estimate visibility impacts ot DNPP. The PLUVUE I model assumes a Gaussian plume cross 

section (a nonnal or bell-shaped curve distribution) without accounting for the effects of terrain features 

on plume direction or dispersion. The modijkotion involved using part of PLUVUE I to calculate the 

ambknt concentrations of specks in the plume that have the po�ntial to cause visible effects. These 

calculations used the plume rise, plume transport, plume diffusion, tmd plume chemistry modules in 

PLUVUE I, but did not use the optical module; the optical effects were determined in separate 

calculations. White et Ill. (1985) found that the optical effects of the plume were described ot least as 

weU by these lllte17Ulte calculations as they were by any of the plume visibility models, including 

PLUVUE I. In general, the lllte17Uite clllcullltions �nd to predict greater effects than actually would be 

measured (White et 111. 1985). For the sake ofslmplieity,jurtherdiscussion concerning this visibility 

modeling will be refen-ed to as use of the PLUVUE I nwdeL Data used for modeling plume visibility 
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Fig. 4.3.2. Relevant features associated with potential visibility impacts resulting from Healy 
Clean Coal Proj�ct air emissions. 
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impacts were on-site air quality and meteorological data collected from September 1990 through August 

1991. The visibility analysis used the atmospheric stability classes calculated from the data. The visibility 

analysis used an assumption for the threshold for perception of a visible plume that is different from the 

assumption that is stiJndllrdfor regulatory applications. In addition, the analysis used an assumption 

for the length of the sight path of a visible plume that may be different from the assumption used in 

some regu/lllory applications (EPA has not yet established a formal policy for plume sight path length). 

Both of these assumptions and their rationale are discussed in more detail later in this section. Details 

of the modeling can be found in a study and three addeiUUz prepared by Sonoma Teclmology, Inc. 

(1992a, 1992b, 1993a, and 1993c). The study and addeiUUz represent the culmination of efforts by a 

panel of visibility experts commissioned by the project participant to evaluate the potential visual impacts 

of the plume from the HCCP on DNPP. After reviewing the methodology and results of the modeling, 

DOE has accepted the study and addeiUUz and incorporated their results as part of this EIS. 

Results from the PLUVUE I model indicated that almost all of the potential visibility impacts 

would be caused by HCCP NOx emissions. The visual effects of particles in the HCCP plume, including 

sulfate particles formed from S�, were considered and it was found that in almost all cases, any 

reasonable concentration of particles in the emisrions would counuract and diminish the visual effects 

ofN02 and cause the plume to be less visible. For most viewing conditions, omitting the effects of 

particles causes the visibility impacts of the HCCP emissions to be overestimaud. 

As the NOx emissions exit the stack, they would be primarily in the fonn of NO, a colorless gas. 

lberefore, a visible N{}z plume is not expected at the stack. However, NO is rapidly oxidized by natural 

ozone (0:3) in the atmosphere to fonn N{}z, a reddish-brown gas. When looking through a sufficiently 

long segment of an N{}z plume, the plume would be visible as a yellow or brown ribbon. For this 

analysis, the PLUVUE I model accounudjor the conversion of NO to N02 as the plume disperses. 1be 

N02 concentrations were integrated along each sight path to calculate so-called N02 burdens (in units of 

parts per billion by volume times kilometers, or ppbv·km) as a ready measure of plume perceptibility. A 

detailed analysis in the first addendum (Sonoma Technology, Inc. 1992b) indicaud that the threshold 

for perception of a visible plume from the HCCP within DNPP would be a plume contrast of 4%, which 

con-esponds to a color difference of 4. Optical calculations showed that these thresholds con-espond to 

an N02 burden of 150 ppbv·km. AU plume simullltions that resulled in an N02 burden of at least 

150 ppbv·km were assumed to have a perceptible plume. This assumption differs from EPA guideUnes 

for typical regulatory applications, which recommend a perceptibility threshold corresponding to a 

burden o/69 ppbv·km (see discussion ojNPS and EPA views below). DOE belUves that there is 

research datil to support a threshold of 150 ppbv·km, or twice as great as the values typically used in 

plume perceptibility analyses. Observers in the valley where the DNPP Visitor Access Cenur is located, 

and in the Northeast Unit would be positioned within the plume or under the plume cenurline, causing 
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the plume to be more difficult to distinguish because it would co�er a wide angle of view. The guidance 

in Appendix A of the EPA Workbook for Plume Visual Impact Screening and Analysis (1988)/or the 

perception thresholds for wide plumes is based on the data of HoweQ and Hess (1978). As decrlbed in 
the first tuldendum (Sonoma Technology, Inc. 1992b), these data pro viM the lxlsis for the perception 

thresholds that were used by DOE. The NPS recommended that the data of van der Wildt and WIUU'ts 

(1983) also be consulted. DOE's interpretation of these data concludes that the appropriate perception 

threshold for the geometry of the HCCP plume viewed from the valley containing the DNPP Visitor 

Access Center should be at least 6% contrast, and more likely about 10% contrast (equivalent to an N02 

burden of 375 ppb�·km). Thus, DOE belie�es that the �an der Wildt and WlUU'tS data confirm that the 

thresholds used in IXJE's t.UU.dyses are conse"ati�e and appropriate/or use in the EIS. 

DOE belie�es that its approach and the assumptions made in the visibility modeling are both 

reasonable and appropriate for predicting visual impacts from the HCCP. Certain vtuiations from 

EPA's guidance for typical regulatory applications were made to conform the modeling apprOIICh to a 

realistic representation of the topography and viewer geometry which a visitor would actually 

experience in DNPP. DOE belie�es its visibility modeling presents results for the highest Class I impact 

area (DNPP Visitor Access Center) and second highest Class I area (Northeast Unit) and that those 

results form the upper bounds of potential impacts to DNPP sensiti�e areas. 

For the obse"er at the Visitor Access Center, the model was run for all daytime hours (hours that 

the sun was abo�e the horizon halfway through the hour) with wind directions within 15° of a straight 

line that would transport the plume to the Visitor Access Center and with wind speeds less than 15 mph 

(as measured at the HCCP Healy Monitoring Station, 30 m above ground level), a total of 372 h. Other 

hours were excluded because a perceptible plume would not be expected at the Visitor Access Center 

under other conditions. 1be range of wind directions was selected to allow transport of the plume to the 

Nenana River Gorge and the Visitor Access Center. The wind speed threshold was introduced to prevent 

calculations for hours when wind speed would dilute the plume enough so that there could be no 

perceptible effects. However, only 1 h was eliminated by this criterion. For eiiCh of the 372 h, N02 

burdens were calculated along lines of sight to the north and south of the DNPP Visitor Access Center for 

60 oblique (sloping) sight paths through the plume. The oblique sight path generating the IIIIIXimum 

N02 burden was used for each hour. 

Table 4.3.4 summarizes results from the PLUVUE I model of the number of daytime hours per year 

that the HCCP plume during the demonstration is predicted to be perceptible from the DNPP Visitor 

Access Center for views to the north and south and the total number of hours. The predicted number of 

hours is extremely low: 2 h for the north sight path, 2 h for the south sight path, and a total of 2 h. The 

total is less than the sum of the north and south sight paths because the threshold was simultaneously 

exceeded in both sight paths during the same 2 h. The percentage of hours affected is much less than 1% 
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Table 4.3.4. Number of daytime hours during the year cakulllted by the PLUVUE I model t1uJt 
the N02 plume burden from Unit No. 1 and the Healy Clean Coal Project (HCCP) 

(demonstration case) exceeded a vislllll threshold of 150 ppbv.km in the sight 
paths from t�e Denali National Park and Preserve (DNPP) Visitor Access Center 

Emission source 

HCCP 

Unit No. 1 

Unit No. 1 plus HCCP b 

North sight path 

2 

5 

8 

South sight path 

2 

5 

13 

Total• 

2 

6 

15 

• The toiiiJ is kss t1um 1M Slim of 1M no11h arul solllh sight ptzlhs bectUUe of SOliN hours ill wltlch tlu lllnsholll 
was simullaneowly ezceetkd in both sight poths. 

6 BflMil on modeling tlu N01 emissions from both sources 1't1lher dum slllllming tlu previous two lines (IM 
columns do not tllltl up because 1M modeling was pelfo11Md sqHII'IIIely for eaclt emission source arul iM  combination of 
1M two emission sources). 

of the approximately 4380 h per year of daytime. Cumulative visibility impacts of air emissions resulting 

from the simultaneous operation of the HCCP at the proposed site and Healy Unit No. 1 also were 

evaluated and are summarized in Table 4.3.4. Although the estimates are greater than for the HCCP 

alone, the number of hours is still small: 8 h for the north sight path, 13 h for the south sight path, and a 

total of 15 h. Again, the percentage of hours affected is much less than 1 %  of daytime hours during the 

year. 
Table 4.3.4 also displays the results for Unit No. 1 alone. The columns in Table 4.3.4 do not tally 

because the modeling was performed separately for each emission source and the combination of the two 

emission sources. The model predicts a perceptible plume from Unit No. 1 alone for 5 h for ellCh of the 

north and south sight paths, and a total of 6 h. There have been no pubUshed sightings from or within 

DNPP of a visible N02 plume from Unit No. 1 ,  suggesting that DNPP is not currently experiencing a 

visibility problem of concern to NPS or its visitors caused by Unit No. 1 .  

As further evidence, time-lapse cameras operating within and adjacent to DNPP from January 

1992 through April1993 did not detect any plumes in the Nenana River Gorge except for three instances 

of ice plumes from Unit No. 1 on January 20, 21, and 24, 1993. These three events occurred under 

extremely cold temperatures (-29°F to -40°F), light winds, and clear to partly cloudy sides. The ice 

plumes traveled from Unit No. 1 to the nearest boundary ofDNPP in the Nenana River Gorge, but were 

not visible from the DNPP Visitor Access Center. The visible component of an ice plume is composed 

of water rather than a poUUIIlnt such as S02, N02, or PM. See Sects. 4.1.1 and 4.3.1 for a more 

detailed discussion of ice plumes. 
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The camera monitoring program was established by the participant as part of the PSD permit 

application for the purpose of determining if plumes from Unit No. 1 are visible from or within DNPP. 

Two cameras (35-mm and 8-mm) were sited at the DNPP Visitor Access Center for viewing along the 

north site path through the Nenana River Gorge. Four 8-mm cameras were positioned on Gamer Hill 

(about 1.5 miles southwest of Unit No. 1) to provide a panorama of overlapping views ranging from 

Unit No. 1 to the northeast through the DNPP boundary to the south-southeast. Camera monitoring 

was only performed during dayUght hours. The 35-mm photographs were taken at 1- or 2-h intervals, 

and 8-mm time-lapse film was exposed at one frame per minute. NPS personnel participated in the 

camera monitoring program. 

Because of its proximity to the HCCP proposed site, plume perceptibility was also estimated at the 

"fmger" of DNPP (Northeast Unit) located about 9 miles west-northwest of the HCCP proposed site (see 

Fig. 4.3.2). Model predictions indicated no hours in which a plume might be perceptible, based on a 

threshold for perception of 150 ppbv·km. For cumulative emissions from the simultaneous operation of 

the HCCP and Unit No. 1, the maximum N02 burden was predicted to be 112 ppbv·km. Based on a 

threholdjor perception of 69 ppbv·km (favored by the NPS and EPA), a scaling of model predictions 

indicated 6 h in which a plume might be perceptibk for the combined operation of the two units. 

Views from the interior of DNPP would not likely be subject to visibility impairment/rom plumes. 

For both the HCCP alone and for cumulative emissions, calculations similar to those described previously 

were performed for the view from the Primrose Point Pullout (Fig. 4.3.2) toward Mt Deborah, located 

about 65 miles east. From the Primrose Point Pullout, an observer would be viewing the plume at an 

approximate 9()0 angle. A plume would affect the line of sight toward Mt Deborah only if the plume 

were vertically mixed more than 1500 ft above the floor of the Nenana River Valley. Under such 

circumstances, calculations indicated that a plume would not be visible. In summary, the Nenana River 

Valley portion ofDNPP is the only area which potentially would be adversely affected by a plume from 

the cumulative emissions of Healy Unit No. 1 and the HCCP. Comprising an area of about 16 miles2, the 

Nenana River Valley is only about 0.2% of the total land area ofDNPP. 

Visibility impacts at DNPP from operation of the HCCP at the alternative site are not expected to 

change substantially from impacts predicted during operation at the proposed site. Although maximum 

pollutant concentrations would be expected to decrease within DNPP as a consequence of siting the 

HCCP at the alternative site, the longer transport time from the alternative site to DNPP would allow for a 

greater conversion of NO to NOz (NOz is the cause of yellowish-brown plumes). 

NPS questioned the appropriateness of modifications that were made to the PLUVUE I visibility 

model used to predict visibility impacts and expressed concern that the modifications resulted in an 

underprediction of the potential effects. NPS identi}Ud the PLUVUE II model as the preje"ed and most 

appropriate model for evaluating the visual effects of a plume from the HCCP on visibility within ' 
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DNPP. However, the version of PWVUE II available to the public was not used in the publJc draft 

EIS because it luullmown coding en-on arul was under revision by EPA. In Apri1 1993, EPA released 

to the public a new version of PLUVUE II that incorporated corrections for 1111111y en-on in the 

computer code. The project partieipant a1Ul DOE immediately began an investigation of the applJcation 

of the PLUVUE II model to evaluate potentilll visibility impacts from HCCP emissions. On May 5, 

1993, represenllltives of the project, EPA, a1Ul NPS attended a worlcslwp in Sea#le, Washington, at 

which agreement was generally reached regarding the assumptions a1Ul methodologies that slwuld be 

used for performing a supplemenllll plume analysis for the HCCP using the revised PLUVUE II modeL 

During the implementation of the revised model, it was discovered that the computer cotk still 
contains emJrs, but the directilJn a1Ul magnitude to which the resulls would be biased are unknown 

(Sonoma Technology, Inc. 1993a). Furthermore, EPA provided a technical evaluation which stated that 

PLUVUE II cannot currently be relied upon to produce technically credible results for the EIS because 

it contains an en-or in its computer cotk that lacks a confvmed arulfully understood correction 

(technical evaluation by Robert B. Wilson, Regional Meteorologist, EPA Region 10, dilled 

September 20, 1993). Nevertheless, the results ofPWVUE II are presented in thisjinlll EIS so as to be 

responsive to the NPS concerns. 

One IIUfior difference in the two models is that PWVUE I as modified used N02 burdens to 

predict a perceptible plume, whUe PLUVUE II used both a contrast a1Ul color difference parameter in 

its predictions. Under DOE's approach, all PLUVUE I calculations in which the N02 burden was at 

least 150 ppbv-km were assumed to have a perceptible plume. For PLUVUE II, lwurs were counted by 

DOE when both the contrast a1Ul color difference thresholds were exceeded for the viewing background 

[i.e., when the color difference parameter Delta E exceetkd a threshold of jour (equivalent to an N02 

burden of 150 ppbv·km) arul the contrast differed from zero by more than 4%]. 

Table 4.3.5 summarizes results from the PLUVUE II model of the number of daytime lwurs per 

year that the HCCP plume is expected to be perceptible from the DNPP Visitor Access Center for views 

to the north a1Ul south during the demonstration. Results from the PLUVUE·J model (presented in 

Table 4.3.4) are repeaud in Table 4.3.5 to provide a ready comparison of model predictilJns. 

PLUVUE II results are very similar to those of PLUVUE I in slwwing that the predicted number of 

lwurs in which an HCCP plume is expected to be perceptible is very low: 1 hfor the north sight path 

a1Ul5 h for the south sight path. Cumulative visibility impacts of air emissions resulting from the 

simultaneous operation of the HCCP arul Healy Unit No. 1 also were evaluated using PLUVUE II a1Ul 

are summarized in Table 4.3.5. Altlwugh the estimates are greater than for the HCCP alone, the 

number of hours is still small: 4 h for the north sight path a1Ul 7 h for the south sight path. 

PLUVUE II predicts a perceptible plume from Unit No. 1 alone for 3 hfor the north sight path 

arulfor 1 hfor the south sight path. Because there have been no published sightingsjrom or within 
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Table 4.3.5. Number of daytime hours during the year cakulsled by the PLUVUE I and 
PLUVUE II nwdels that a plume from Unit No. 1 and the Healy Clean Coal Project 

(HCCP) would be perceptible in the sight paths from the Denali 
National Park and Preserve (DNPP) Visitor Access Center 

Emission source 

HCCP 

Unit No. 1 

Unit No. 1 plus HCCP" 

North sight path 

PLUVUE I 

2 

5 

8 

PLUVUE II 

1 

3 

4 

South sight path 

PLUVUE I PLUVUE II 

2 5 

5 1 

13 7 

• .Basd on modeling the NO 2 emissions from both so11rces rtd/ur tlran summing the previollS two lUus (the 
colllmns do not fllltl 11p becallSe the modeling was petformed septiTtllely for elldt emission so11rce tmd the combination of 
the two emission so11rces). 

DNPP oj a visible N02 plume from Unit No. 1, effects predicted by PLUVUE II (like those of 

PLUVUE I) are expected to be greater than actual effects. 

As with PWVUE I, the results from PLUVUE II tndicate that there would be no hours when an 

observer located in the DNPP Northeast Unit would perceive a plume from the HCCP alone, Unit No. 1 

alone, or during the simultllneous operation of the two units. Also like PLUVUE I, the visual effects of 

particles in the HCCP plume were considered in PLUVUE II nwdeling. The results of a sensitivity 

analysis indicated that changes in particle concentration had little effect on the number of hours of 

predicted visual impact within DNPP. In summary, the results obtained using PLUVUE II are very 

similar to those using PLUVUE I. 

As discussed above, the NPS also expressed concern regarding other aspects of DOE's visibility 

nwdeling. In response, a workshop was held in Washington, D.C., on September 22, 1993, that includetl 

representatives of AIDEA, DOE, EPA, and NPS. The participants at the workshop agreed that the 

PLUVUE I nwdel, as modified by DOE, provided a reasonable tool for predicting the visibility impacts 

of the HCCP, although some participants expressed preferences for model assumptions different from 

those used in DOE's modifications. There also was general agreement that results obtained/rom the 

visibility nwdeling are very uncertain because of the uncertainties inherent in the models and because 

of uncertainties associllled with the assumptions used for the input and output JNUameters. As a 

consequence of these uncertainties, the NPS and EPA believed that the results should e" on the side of 

conservatism (jonn an upper bound of expected results). Specifically, the NPS and EPA prejen-ed to 

use a perceptibility threshold for a visible plume co"esponding to that which is provided in EPA 
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guidelines for typical regulatory applications (a burden of 69 ppbv·km) or an even more stringent 

threshold. In response to these concerns, an analysis was perjo17Md to evaluote the sensitivity of 

visibility modeling to the value used for the perceptibility threshold (Sonoma Technology, Inc. 1993c). 

Also at the workshop, several participants expressed concem that visitors at the DNPP Visitor 

Access Center viewing the scenery beyond the DNPP boundtuy would see a perceptible plume (visibility 

modeling in the public drqft EIS and this final EIS terminated the north and south sight paths from the 

Visitor Access Center at the DNPP boundary). A discussion at the workshop revealed that EPA has not 

yet established a fo111Ull policy dealing with sight paths for reguliJiory applications, but NPS and EPA 

favored extending the sight paths as part of full disclosure for NEPA applications. Therefore, in 

response to the request at the workshop, the analysis also assessed the sensitivity of the modeling to 

extending the sight paths beyond the DNPP boundary. 

Table 4.3.6 presents the results of the sensitivity analysis. The .first column for each sight path 

and for the total, denoted as the "DOE case," gives the results as presented in Table 4.3.4. The second 

column indicates how the results change by extending the sight path, while the third column shows how 

the results change by using 69 ppbv·km rather than 150 ppbv·kmfor the perceptibility threshold. 

Finally, the fourth column indicates the results of using both the extended sight path and the 

69 ppbv·km threshold. The modeling is more sensitive to changing the perceptibility threshold than 

extending the sight paths, as indicated by a greater increase from the DOE case in the number of hours 

in the third column than in the second column. The modeling is extremely sensitive to changing both 

parameters simultaneously, as indicated by the greatest increase in the number of hours in the fourth 

column. The north sight path is more sensitive than the south sight path. 

DOE believes that the "DOE case" is the most appropriate approach because the results most 

nearly match monitoring and actual observation experience of the existing Unit No. 1. As mentioned 

previously, time-lapse cameras and human observers have not detected any plumes from Unit No. 1. 

Using assumptions which extend the sight path or lower the perceptibility threshold increases the 

predicted number of hours for a visible plume beyond credible levels. The results of changing both 

parameters simultaneously are particularly beyond credible estilntMs based on the actual experience 

with Unit No. 1: the results predict that a plume from Unit No. 1 would be perceptible during a total of 

145 h per year, which is 3% of the approximately 4380 h of daytime, and 39% of the 372 h in which the 

wind direction and speed would allow transport of a potentially perceptible plume to the Visitor Access 

Center. Therefore, DOE believes that the results presented previously (Table 4.3.4) form reasonable 

estilntMs of the number of hours that a plume from the HCCP alone and in combination with Unit 

No. 1 may be perceptible. 

NPS and EPA Views. [This section was provided by NPS in consultation with EPA.] NPS and 

EPA recognize that there are scientific uncertllinties regarding plume modeling and interpretation of 
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Emission DOE 
source case 

HCCP 2 

Unit No. 1 5 

Unit No. 1 plus HCCpb 8 

Table 4.3.6. Sensitivity analysis of the number of daytime hours during the year that a plume from 
Unit No. 1 and the Healy Clean Coal Project (HCCP) Is predicted to be perceptible 

North sight path South sight path 

Change 

Total' 

Change 
Extended Threshold of in both DOE Extended Threshold of in both DOE Extended Threshold of 
sight path 69 ppbv·km parameters case sight path 69 ppbv·km parameters case sight path 69ppbv·km 

2 2 77 2 4 13 20 2 4 14 

13 42 143 5 9 29 46 6 17 42 

42 52 259 13 20 47 60 15 53 57 

Change 
in both 

parameters 

78 

145 

262 
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results, but disagree with the assumption made by DOE for DOE's case of a perception threshold of 

150 ppbv·km. After reviewing tM sensitivity results, the NPS and EPA still believe that the perceptibility 

threshold of 69 ppbv·km is more appropriate, and have recommended that it be used to predict tM 

risibility impacts for the project They point out that EPA's standard regulatory guidlmce recommends 

it for assessing impact to the "casual" observer in tJie field, and contend that a more discerning 

observer can detect visibility changes even at much lower thresholds. NPS also has indicated that, in 

tMir opinion, the studies DOE used to support selection of a 150 ppbv·km threshold have been shown in 

the technical literature to be in e"or (van der Wildt and Waarts 1983). 

Consistent with EPA modeUng guidlmce, tM NPS and EPA remain opposed to trying to comlate 

the monitored and DOE modeled results. Attempting co"elation analyses is especially suspect in this 

circumstance, because the modeled year and tM monitored period are not the same. Furthermore, 

neither period was of sufficient duration to capture a representative range of meteorological conditions. 

In addition, NPS has indicated that based on past experience, photographic monitoring alone has not 

always been reliable for detecting plumes. TMre could weU be subtle visibility impairment detected by 

human observers that would not be detected by camera monitoring systems due to insujjicient film 

resolution and sensitivity. FurtMrmore, limited photographic monitoring cannot document aU views at 

all times. 

Finally, NPS has expressed concern about tM limited number of viewer locations used in the 

DOE modeUng. DOE bases many of its conclusions on observations at the DNPP Visitor Access Center. 

NPS views its responsibility as protecting tM visual experience of all visitors to the park from aU 
accessible viewing locations. At a minimum, tM descriptiiJn ojtM visibility impacts from HCCP should 

routinely include the modeUng performed to predict impacts visible from an observer location in the 

Northeast ''finger'' of the park. 

Memorandum of Agreement. In recognition of NPS and EPA concerns and tM range of 

possible actual visual impacts from the operating facilities, a Memorandum of Agreement (Appendix 1) 
has been signed by AIDEA, GVEA, DOl, and DOE (see Sect 2J.3.2) which provides for several actions 

designed to minim.iu effects on DNPP resulting from the construction and operation ojthe HCCP (see 

Sect 5.4.6). The terms of the Memorandum of Agreement establish a binding requirement that tM 

operator of Healy Unit No. 1 would reduce that facility's total annual allowable emissions of S02 and 

N010 through tM use of retrofit technolops, to levels which are approximately 25% and 50% lower 

than existing emission levels, respectively. TM Memorandum of Agreement also contains provisions for 

a ceiling on total site emissions, resulting in a level for both facilities comparable to tM existing Unit 

No. 1 emissions from the site. If one or both of the facilities is shown to generate an N02 or other 

poUuttmt plume or a sulfate or other poUutant haze within DNPP during the course ojtMir operation, 

the Memorandum of Agreement provides for the immediate implementation of administrative controls 
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sufficient to reduce combined site emissions to levels comparable to those for the eristing Unit No. 1. 

The effect of the latter provision is to ensure thlll air pollutants reoching DNPP would not contribute to 

the formation of perceptible visual impacts within the Class I area, and that any such impacts would be 

rapidly mitigated through reduced site emissions. In tuldition, the Memorandum of Agreement has a 

provision which allows the NPS to re-open the provisions of the Memorandum of Agreement in the 

event thlllfreqwnt visibility impacts within DNPP cannot be contained by administrative control 

actions and require other, more tifjirmative, octions on the part of the focilily operator. The terms of the 

Memorandum of Agreement would be included within the permit to operate for the facUlties and the 

applicable implementation plan under the Clean Air Act, and would be enforceable by the State of 

Alaska, EPA, and citizens. DOE believes that, in spite of the uncertainty inherent in computer modeling 

of visibility impacts, any visibility effects of the HCCP alone and in combination with Unit No. 1 would 

be mitigated by the terms of the Memorandum of Agreement. The NPS concurs with this conclusion. 

4.3.2.4 Regional Haze 

As discussed in Sect 3.2.4.2, regional haze is a reduction in visibility associated with air masses 

containing pollutants from emitting sources that have mixed in the attnosphere so that distinct plumes 

from the emissions are not visible. Secondary particulate species (i.e., those fonned in the annosphere 

from emitted gases) such as sulfate (S04 = ) and nitrate (N0:3- ) appear to be the major contributors to 

regional haze. Primary particulate species (i.e., those directly emitted into the atmosphere), such as dust, 

sea salt, and fly ash from power plants, do not appear to be major considerations since they are present 

in such low concentrations in the pristine aJmosphere of Alaska. 

As with the plume visibility analysis, there were elements of the haze analysis on which DOE, 

NPS, and EPA reached consensus, but they still disagree on other issues (primarily involving modeling 

assumptions). As discussed below, additional analyses were performed to test the sensitivity of the model 

to varying assumptions. NPS and EPA views are presented separately, as was done/or plume visibility. 

However, DOE believes that, as in the case of pountial plume impacts, sufficient steps have been taken 

in the Memorandum of Agreement to prouct against octual haze impacts from the HCCP, and that the 

modeling disagreements are largely ocademic. 

DOE Approach. Analyses of atmospheric chemistry reoctions expected in pristine areas and the 

modeling of haze caused by particulate scattering have indicated that HCCP emissions would rarely 

make a perceptible contribution to any pountial regional haze phenomenon in DNPP (Sonoma 

Technology, Inc. 1992a, 1993b). Studies have indkated that the long-range transport of sulfur species 

from Eurasia is an important source of existing Arctic regional haze (Shaw 1991; Soroos 1992; 

Bodhaine and Dulton 1993). The HCCP could contribute to regional haze in the summer but, in DOE's 

opinion, it would be an unusual event because the air typically is weU dispersed in the summer. DOE 
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be/Uves it is unlikely to do so in the winter, because all of the chemical reactions discussed below occw 

slowly in the winter. 

In order to form a hllzy air mass consisting of secondary particles in the region, at least one of 

thejoQowing two conditions is necessary: (1) sufficknt time, either through calm winds or long 

transport distances to form secondary particles (ho11UJgeneous oxidation), or (2) cloud presence and 

stronger oxidant concentrations [e.g., OZJJne (03) or hydrogen peroxide (Hz(Jl)} in the atmosphere to 

allow conversion of emissions to secondary particles in a shomr residence time (heterogeneous 

oxidation). Furthermore, winds are seldom calm in the Healy area; no average hourly calms were 

documented at the Healy Monitoring Station or Park Monitoring Station during the 12-month period from 

September 1990 through August 1991. Winds are predominantly from the south-southeast with a 

secondary prevalence of winds from the northwest, reflecting the influence of the Nenana River Valley in 

channeling the winds (see Fig. 3.2.1). Wind directions very seldom alternate between up-valley and 

down-valley flows on a time scale ofless than 8-12 h. The time available for chemical reactions in the 

Healy area was estimated by using a computer model to track HCCP emissions for every how during a 

1-year period (September 1990 to August 1991) (ENSR Consulting and Engineering 1992; Sonoma 

Technology, Inc. 1992a). lt was found that there were only a jew occasions with at least a 24-h period 

during which the simulated puffs of emissions remained within a 30-mile by 30-mile area su"ounding 

the proposed HCCP. These occasions occ""ed in December 1990 and January 1991. 

When emissions from a coal-fired power plant contribute to regional haze, the greatest 

contribution is be/Uved to be caused by sulfate particles which are formed by oxidation of the S02 

emissions. The reactions that form sulfate require sunlight and water vapor or they require liquid water 

in clouds combined with Hz(J2 (which is formed by the same reactions that form photochemical s11UJg). 

These are all in very short supply during the Alaska winters, when the longer plume residence times are 

11UJre likely to occw. As a consequence, it is expected that the rate of conversion of S02 to sulfate is very 

small in the Healy area in the wi�r. The rate of these reactions is also reduced in the summer by the 

clean atmospheric conditions. 

HCCP emissions are not expected to contribute appreciably to regional haze via the formation of 

nitrate particles. The NOx e�d by coal-fired power plllnts is primarily in the form of nitric oxide 

(NO), an invisible gas. NO is oxidized in the atmosphere to form N02, a reddish-brown gas, by the 03 

in the ambient air. N02 is then oxidjzed by the hydroxyl radical (HO) to form nitric acid (HN03), an 

invisible gas. When the atmosphere contains sufjicknt am11UJnill (NH3) gas, HN03 will react with NH3 

to form ammonium nitrate (NH4N03) particles, which can contribute to haze. However, it is unlikely 

that NH,N03 particles woullljormjrom the HCCP emissions because the necessary concentrations of 

NH3 are unlikely to be present. The reactions that oxidize N02 to HN03 also oxillize S02 to sulfuric 

acid (H2S04), which then reacts irreversibly with NH3 to form am11UJnium bisulfate (NH.,HS04) and 
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ammonium sulfa�$ {(NH4)2S04} plll1icles. NH.,N03 particles will not form unless there is more than 

enough NH3 to neutralize all of the sulfa�$ (the S04 in H2S04). Measurements conducted during 

F eb1'Uil1Y and June in a power plllnt plume in northern Alberta revealed that the sulfate present in the 

plume typically was notjuQy neutralized (Lusis et aL 1978). Similar results have been observed at other 

sources that are weQ removed from agricultural and urban sources of NH3 (Richards, Blllnchard, and 

Blumenthal 1991). Therefore, it is expected that any NH3 in the HCCP emissions would be consumed 

by the H2S04jormedfrom S02 emissions, and that insujjicunt NH3 would remain to form NH.,N03 

particles. 

The NPS and EPA have expressed concern regarding the HCCP's potentilll to contribute to 

regional haze in DNPP. On May 5, 1993, a workshop was held in Seattle, Washington, with 

representatives from the NPS, EPA, and the project participant to discuss and attempt to reach 

agreement on methodologies to assess regional haze. Although a consensus was not reached on all 

issues, a supplemental analysis was performed following the workshop to address concerns related to 

regional haze in DNPP (Sonoma Technology, Inc., 1993b). 

The analysis was performed for two areas in DNPP: one south of the DNPP Visitor Access 

Center and the other in the northeast comer of DNPP west of the HCCP proposed site. Much of the 

te"ain in these areas has elevations in excess of 3,000 ft msL Plume materials are not transported to 

such high elevations under the limited-mixing conditions associated with the formation of regional 

haze. Other portions of these areas are in comers of DNPP or canyons where sight paths are limited to 

a length of only a jew miles. The results of the analyses presented below show that the sulfa�$ 

concentrations formed from the HCCP emissions are not high enough to cause perceptible effects in 

short sight paths. Sulfa�$ formation cakulations were performed for the remaining areas, which are 

indicated in Fig. 4.3.3. The areas north of the Visitor Access Center and near the location of the plume 

observer in the Northeast Unit were not included because the visual effects were addressed separately by 

the plume visibility modeling that evaluated the HCCP's potentilll to produce a perceptible distinct 

plume (Sect. 4.3.2.3). Visual effects in more distant portions of DNPP would be extremely unlikely 

because HCCP emissions would be partiaQy blocked from passage by the mountainous te"ain and 

diluted with distance. 

DOE believes that perceptible regional haze in the Stampede Valley between the "northeast 

finger'' and the main body of DNPP, which is a Clllss II area, could not be perceived from DNPP 

because the sight paths would generally be perpendicular to the direction of transport of the plume 

materials. Therefore, the portion of the sight path within the plume would generally be less than 1 mile 

in length, which is too short for the amounts of sulfate that could be formed that close to the source to 

cause perceptible effects. 
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Because the two areas included in the analysis are located only 8 to 24 miles from the HCCP 

proposed site, the methodology used was not characteristic of most regioJUJl haze tl1Ullyses. Instead, the 

modeling approach used S02 concentration profiles that typically are used to simulate the effects of 

distinct plumes. The ISC2 air dispersion model was used to prediet S02 concentrations in the two areas 

(see SecL 4.1.2.2 for a discussion of the model). Concentrations were estimated at ground level and 

500ft above ground level for each of the receptors (modeled locations). Although ten'ain elevations 

were not used in the modeling, the topography of the area was accounted for by examining only those 

locations in which it would be possible to have sight paths greater than 6 to 9 miles. Modeling was 

performed for 6-h time periods to prediet maximum S02 concentrations associated with stag111lnt 
conditions. The percentage conversion of S02 to sulfate required to increase the light extinction 

coefficient of the atmosphere by 20% were calculated. These percentllge conversion data were then 

compared with the amount of conversion that might occur to determine the number of time periods with 

perceptible haze. 

For the homogeneous conversion of S02 to sulfate, which takes place during the daytime in 

cloud-free air, the analysis assumed a 20% change in bn� (the light extinction coefficient) would be 

required to perceive regional haze. The analysis also assumed homogeneous oxidation rates of S02 to 

sulfate ojOJ%/hr from December through FebT'llll.TJ, 0.2%/hr in March and November, 0.5%/hr in 

April and October, and 1%/hr during the remainder of the year. 

DOE belU!ves that the analysis assumed viewing conditions representative of maximum impacts. 

The assumed sight path length was 9.4 miles, which is the length most sensitive to regional haze. For 

both the sight paths at ground level and 500ft above ground level, it was assumed that both an observer 

and a ten'ain background were present at each end of the 9.4 mile sight path contllining the maximum 

S02 concentration during each time period at the proper height above ground leveL There was no case 

during the year simulated that the homogeneous oxidation of S02 would cause the sulfate 

concentration to exceed the perception threshold. 

Sulfate concentrations high enough to exceed the threshold for visual effects could occasionally 

be produced by the heterogeneous reactions that occur only in clouds, and then only during the warm 

months when the necessary H�2 could be present. To produee perceptible effects, it would be 

necessary for (1) the emissions to be entrained in clouds contllining sufficient quantities of H202, 

(2) the clouds to evaporate to reveal the resulting sulfate, (3) the emissions to be transported to DNPP 

without much dilution, and (4) an observer to view the resulting sulfate haze approximately in line with 

the plume centerline. DOE believes that the probability of the simultaneous occun'ence of all these 

conditions is low. It was assumed that these conditions were satisfied in 10% of the 6-hour time periods 

during which 30% conversion of S02 to sulfate would cause a 20% increase in the background light 
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extinction in a 9.4-mik-long sight path in the areas shown in Fig. 4.3.3. DOE be&ves that this is an 

upper limit to the number of cases that might actually occur. 

Table 4.3.7 presents the estimated number of events per year that heterogeneous oxidation of S02 

could cause a sulfate concentration greater than or eqUIIl to the threshold for visUIIl effects. The effects 

from the HCCP during the demonstration were predicted to be negligible and therefore are not 

presented in the fllble; instetul, the results using the higher level of emissions corresponding to the 

HCCP permitted case are presented (see Sect 5.2 for a discussion of the HCCP permitted case). The 

results presented in the fllble for elevations at ground level and 500ft above ground level should not be 

summed because in most cases the threshold is exceeded at both heights during the same event. 

However, it is approprillte to sum the events for the two modeled areas to obtain an estimate of the total 

number of events being predicted. Based on the 30% conversion of S02 to suQate, the analysis predicts 

that luJze would be perceptible a total of about once per year for the HCCP alone. For Unit No. 1 

emissions alone, haze would be perceptible a total of three times per year: twice per year in the area to 

the south of the DNPP Visitor Access Center and once per year in the northeast comer of DNPP west of 

the HCCP proposed site. During the simultaneous operation of the HCCP and Unit No. 1, haze is 

predicted a total of jour times per year: twice in the area to the south of the DNPP Visitor Access 

Center and twice per year in the northeast comer of DNPP. Thus, adding HCCP emissions (even at the 

permitted level) to those from Unit No. 1 increased the estimate by only one event per year. 

Table 4.3.7. Estimated number of events per year that heterogeneous oxidation of S02 could 
cause a suQate concentration greater than or eqUIIl to the threshold/or visUIIl effects. 

Modeled Height HCCP and 
area agl HCCP (permitted case) UniJ No. I Unit No. t' 

South Surface 0 2 2 

South 500ft <.Ill 2 2 

NortMQSt Surface 0 1 1 

NortMQSt 500ft <.Ill 1 2 

•Btued on modeling tile SO:z etllissioiJS from bolh soruc.s 1'/IJMr t1um slllllllfing the ns•IU from 1M ptYI'ioG coblmns. 
11IItdictlm an e-1 wotdd occ., OCCtJSionallJ, ll.r on afnq•enq of less than once pttr ,.,. 

At the workshop held in Washington, D.C., on September 22, 1993, representatives of EPA and 

NPS again expressed concern regarding the assumptions used in the supplemental regional haze 

analysis. These partkipants felt that a I 0% change in bez� (rather than the 20% change assumed in the 

analysis) would be sufficient to perceive regional luJze formed during homogeneous oxidation of S02. 

Furthermore, they believed that homogeneous oxidation rates of S02 to sulfate should be greater than 

assumed in the analysis: they expressed the view that rates of 1.4%/hr from October through March and 
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1.9%/hr from April through September were more approprillte. In tUldition, they noted that the 

background aerosols are not as hygroscopic as assumed by DOE's 111Ullysis. EPA and NPS stated that 

DOE's assumptions about the hygroscopic nature of the background aerosols would tend to 

underestimate regional haze jo17lllllion. ln response to a request 1IIOM at the workshop, it was agreed 

that an analysis would be performed to assess the sensitivity of the modeling to varying assumptions. 

The background clarity of the air assumed in DOE's analyses was much greater than the clarity 

of the air as measured by the National Weather Service visibility observer in the Healy area. 

Consequently, the sensitivity of varying the assumptions about the hygroscopicity of the background 

aerosols was not analyzed further. 

Table 4.3.8 presents the resulls of DOE's sensitivity 111Ullysis. The .first column gives the "DOE 

case" as evaluated in the supplemental regional haze analysis for the HCl;P (pennitted case), Unit 

No. 1, and simullaneous operation of the two units. The second column indicates how the results 

change by considering a 10% change in bu1 as the threshold for perception. The third column shows 

how the resulls change by using the higher oxidation rates. Finally, the fourth column indicates the 

results of changing both assumptions simultaneously. For the HCCP permitted case, the resulls are not 

very sensitive to the change in assumptions: no regional haze was predicted under any of the 

assumptions except for six events predicted in the northeast area at 500ft above ground level after 

changing both assumptions simultaneously. For Unit No. 1, the results are more sensitive; they increase 

from the DOE case of jour events per year for both areas (two events for the south area and two events 

for the f'Ortheast area) to 71 events per year for both areas (38 events for the south area and 33 events 

for the northeast area) after changing both assumptions. Similllrly,jor the simultaneous operation of 

the two units, the predictions increase from the DOE case often events per year for both areas (two 

events for the south area and eight events for the northeast area) to 85 events per year for both areas 

( 44 events for the south area and 41 events for the northeast area) after changing both assumptions. 

At the workshop on September 22, 1993, some participants reiterated concern regarding the 

assumption of using a 30% total conversion ojS02 to sulfate during heterogeneous oxidation. In 

response to this concern, a sensitivity analysis was performed using a total conversion of 50%. 

Table 4.3.9 presents side-by-side results of using 50% vs 30% conversion. The results indicate a very 

slight increase in the predicted number of events per year by assuming 50% total conversion. Based on 

the higher 50% conversion, the analysis predicts that haze would be perceptible a total of about once 

per year for the HCCP alone. For Unit No. 1 emissions alone, haze would be perceptible a total of about 

jive times per year. During the simultaneous operation of the HCCP and Unit No. 1, haze is predicted a 

total of six times per year. Thus, as with the 30% conversion resulls, adding HCCP emissions (even at 

the permitted level) to those from Unit No. 1 increased the estimate by only one event per year. 
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Modekd Height 
area agl 

SouJh Surface 

South 500ft 

Northeast Surface 

Northeast 500ft 

Table 4.3.8. SensltMty analysis of the number of erents per year that homogeMous oxidation of S02 Is predicted to cause a 
sulfate concentration greater than or equal to the threshold for rlsual effects 

HCCP (permitted case) Unit No. 1 HCCP and Unit No. 18 

10% Higher 10% Higher 10% Higher 
DOE clulnge oxidation DOE change oxidtrtion DOE clulnge oxidation casi In bul ratei Both casi in bul ratei Both casi in bexl ratei 

0 0 0 0 0 2 5 30 0 2 5 

0 0 0 0 2 3 14 38 2 7 20 

0 0 0 0 1 7 10 32 2 8 13 

0 0 0 6 2 7 19 33 8 14 27 

Both 

29 

44 

36 

41 

8BtJSed on modeling tiN SOz emissions from both rourcer ruther than •umming the result. from tiN previour columns. 
b Assumer that 11 20% clulnge in b.,, (the light extinction coqficknl) would b. required to perceire NJioul hGu; GSSIIIIWS lwmogeneour oxidGtion rous of SOz to ru/fe�u of 0.1 %/hr from December 

through F dt'flllry, 0.2%/hr in Me�rch e�nd No-nmb.r, 0.5%/hr in April 11nd Odob.r, e�nd 1%/hr during 1M rwme�lnder of the yur. 
t AssiiiiWS thai Cl iO% chGnge in b.,, (the light exlindlon coef/kknl) would ,. •uJfident to pereelre rwrioiUII lulu. 
d A flumes homogeneous oxidation rater of SOz to ru/fCIU of 1 Alhr from Octob.r through MtuCh e�ntll.9%1hr from April through Se,Umber. 

., 
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Table 4.3.9. Sensitivity analysis of the number of events per year that heterogeneous oridation of S(h is 
predicted to cause a sulfate concentration greater than or equal to the threshold for visual effects 

HCCP and 
HCCP (permitted case) Unit No. 1 UnitNo. 1a 

Modeled Height 
area agl 50%b 30%b 50%b 30%b 50%b 

South Surface 0 0 3 2 4 

South 500ft <lc <lc 3 2 4 

Northeast Surface 0 0 2 1 2 

Northeast 500ft <lc <lc 2 1 2 

•Based 011 1111Hkli1tg lite SO:z emissioJtS fi'OIII bolla sources Ttllher lhaJt siiiiUitiltg lhe """"'from lhe prt..WIII colllflt1U. 
tn.e usurned perce��lllge of SO:z dull is oxidized 10 sulfate wilhin clouds twllhetl ex:posed 10 lliew wlae�� lhe clouds eWlportlle. 
'INlit:ales tzlt n>en1 would occur occasioMIIJ, bill 011 afrequeltCJ of las lha1t oJtCe per,_.. 

30%b 

2 

2 

1 

2 

NPS and EPA Views. [This section was provided by NPS in consultation with EPA.] The NPS 

and EPA concur with the air dispersion model selected to conduct the screening analysis to estimate the 

combined HCCP and Unit No. 1 contribution to regional haze; it should provide a reasonable 

first-order approximation. However, as with plume modeling, an investigator can excercise 

considerable latitude regarding modeling assumptions and interpretation that can lead to widely 

differing results. For these reasons the NPS and EPA asked that representative literature values of 

input parameters be used to provide a range of values for the possible impacts of this project. The 

preceding discussion provides modeling results for a range of perceptibility thresholds and homogenous 

oridation rates using the currently accepted 10% extinction perceptibility threshold. Also, no analysis is 

provided for other accepted vallus for the level of the solubility of the background aerosol (a critical 

factor for determining the relative impact of HCCP). These additional analyses, if conducted, would 

indicate a greater number of hours for which perceptible impacts would be possible. 

Similarly, as with the plume modeling analysis, the NPS and EPA assert that the geographical 

domain for which the regional haze analysis is presented is too smalL Tabulations should have included 

all15-km sight paths in the park that exceeded the perception threshold. Proximity of the source to the 

park boundary does not prevent high rates of sulfate formation due to aqueous phase chemistry that 

can rapidly occur in clouds even in a distance as short as 4 km, or long transport times due to 

meandering plumes. Also, the area that separates the northeast portion of DNPP from the southern 

portion should not have been omitted from the analysis. Observers located in either of these portions of 

DNPP could have their view affected by poUutants in the intervening area. 

Conclusion. After extensive coordination and consultation with NPS, DOE believes that the 

regional haze analysis presented herein is bOth reasonable and conservative for the reasons previously 
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described. Regional lulze has been detected at DNPP, but that haze has not been attributed to tmy 

particular source, due to the limitations ojthe moniloring dtJta. AU tuUJlyses of regional haze indicate 

that the frequency of occurrence from the combined emissions of the proposedHCCP tmd the existing 

Unit No. 1 would only be slightly greater than that from Unit No. 1 alone. However, any conclusion 

must recognize the practical limitations of modeling for regionallulze at the HCCP site. For this 
reason, the Memortllldum of Agreement for mitigating the effects of Unit No. 1 (see SecL 2. 1.3.2) 

provides for the further reduction of emissions if haze conditions result. 

4.3.3 Surface Water Resources 

Negligible impacts to surface water resources in DNPP are expected as a consequence of HCCP 

construction and operation. As discussed in Sect 4.1 .3.2, a small increase in acidic deposition resulting 

from HCCP S(h and NOx emissions should not cause a measurable change in the pH of regional surface 

waters because their natural pH levels are generally 7.0 or higher and their buffering capacities are high. 

4.3.4 Groundwater Resources 

No impacts to groundwater resources in DNPP are expected as a consequence ofHCCP 

construction and operation. 

4.3.5 Ecological Resources 

Effects of pollutant gases from the HCCP on vegetation in DNPP would be minimal because 

predicted maximum S(h and N(h concentrations in DNPP are much lower than predicted maximum 

ambient concentrations and well below levels that are known to be toxic to plants. Similarly, major 

effects are not expected from deposition of emitted particles and acid deposition as a result of S(h and 

NOx emissions (see Sect 4.1 .5.1 and Sect 4.3.2.2). The USGS/NPS srudy of element concentrations in 

lichens, mosses, and surface soil found that elemental concentrations dropped to effective background 

levels about 6 km from Unit No. 1 and other sources in the Healy area (Crock et a1. 1992). This result 

suggests that the DNPP has not been greatly exposed to emissions from Unit No. 1 .  This result includes 

sulfur, which suggests that DNPP has not been exposed to substantial amounts of S(h or acid deposition 

from Unit No. 1 .  Because sulfur tends to be retained by terrestrial ecosystems, sulfur concentrations in 

vegetation and the upper layer of the soil have proved to be sensitive indicators of exposure to 

atmospheric sulfur in other studies (Sigal and Suter 1987). Measurements of wet deposition in DNPP 

indicate that, even with the existing Healy Unit No. 1 in operation, acid deposition is not a problem. 

Monthly mean pH values fluctuate between 5 and 6.5, which is typical of relatively clean areas in the 

western United States (NADP/N'IN Coordination Office 1989). However, some precipitation events have 

pH levels as low as 3.9 (NADP/NlN Coordination Office 1990). These precipitation pH levels are 

typical of background sites (Sisterson et al. 1990). The acidity in low-pH precipitation at background 
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sites is attributed to organic acids and naturally derived sulfate (Sisterson et al. 1990). Therefore, 

emissions from Unit No. 1 are not necessarily the cause or even a major contributor to low-pH 

precipitation events in DNPP. Stt.u&s of stream waJer chemistry in DNPP have found alkaline pH 

values and high ionic concentrations resulting in weU-buffered headwaters, contrary to other alpine 

areas (Stottlemyer 1992; Stottlemyer and McLoone 1990). These results indicate that streams in DNPP 

are not cu"ently 41fected by acidic deposition and are not susceptible to effects of acid or heavy metal 

deposition (Stottlemyer and McLoone 1990). No other impacts to ecological resources in DNPP are 

expected as a consequence of HCCP construction and operation. 

4.3.6 Floodplains and Wetlands 

No impacts to floodplains and wetlands in DNPP are expected as a consequence of HCCP 

construction and operation. 

4.3. 7 Prehistoric and Historic Resources 

No impacts to prehistoric and historic resources in DNPP are expected as a consequence of HCCP 

construction and operation. 

4.3.8 Socioeconomics 

No impacts to socioeconomic resources (beyond impacts discussed in Sect 4. 1.8) are expected as a 

consequence of HCCP construction and operation. 

4.3.9 Noise 

No noise from HCCP construction and operation would be heard within DNPP. 

4.3.1 0 Waste Management 

No impacts to resources in DNPP are expected as a consequence of waste disposal at the 

community landfill during HCCP construction and at the UCM Poker Flats mine during HCCP operation. 

4.3.1 1 Electromagnetic Fields 

Because the HCCP would use existing transmission lines that do not cross into DNPP, no 

electromagnetic effects would occur. 

4.3.12  Worker Health and Safety 

Worker health and safety issues in DNPP would not be affected by HCCP construction and 

operation. 
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4.3.1 3  Concerns of the National Park Service 

The U.S. Deportment of the Interior's (DOl's) NPS, a cooperating agency by virtue of its role as 

an FLM for DNPP, expressed a number of concerns about potential impacts on DNPP resources 

resulting from HCCP emissiDns that would be generated only 4 miles from the border of DNPP. These 

concerns were related to: (1) ambient air quality, (2) acidic deposition, (3) visibility, (4) surface water 

resources, (5) ecological resources, (6) aquatic resources, (7) ice fog, (8) regiiJMl luu.e, and (9) global 

climllte clumge. Letter No. 76 in Volume II of the EIS contains a complete discussion of NPS concerns. 

As a resull of negotiatiiJns by DOIINPS, DOE, AIDEA, and GVEA, a Memorandum of Agreement 

(Appendix I) was signed by all four parties on November 9, 1993; consequently, DOI/NPS has agreed to 

support release of the ji1uJl EIS and withdraw its objections to the project (see Sect. 5.4.6 for a 

discussiDn of the agreement). 

4.4 MITIGATION MEASURES 

In addition to the retrofit of Healy Unit No. 1 agreed to lllUkr the Memorandum of Agreement 

discussed in Sect. 5.4.6, mitigation measures have been developed by AIDEA for the proposed HCCP to 

minimize potential environmental impacts associated with the construction and operation of the facilities. 

Many of the mitigation measures are related to socioeconomic issues. AIDEA has agreed to alleviate 

socioeconomic impacts, primarily by providing a camp for construction workers. In addition, AIDEA 

would provide medical services for construction workers and trained fire-fighting personnel during the 

construction period, with sufficient equipment and supplies to protect the HCCP site and the work force in 

the construction camp. These measures are expected to minimize related short-tenn socioeconomic 

impacts to the Healy area Subsequently, the Healy area would have time to plan for and integrate most 

long-tenn effects into the community. 

Another major mitigation measure is the installation of a cross connection between the HCCP and 

Healy Unit No. 1 circulating-water discharges. This measure would allow part of the HCCP circulating 

water to discharge to the Unit No. 1 outfall during times when Unit No. 1 is shut down in the winter, thus 

keeping the intake pond free of ice. The cross connection would minimize cold shock to fish by allowing 

discharge to both outfalls when one of the units is shut down. In addition, the cross connection would 

provide the flexibility to route the Healy Unit No. 1 circulating water through the HCCP outfall, if 
necessary, during the summer to ensure that temperatures in the Nenana River would not exceed the 

ADEC regulation of 55.4°F for maximum water temperature at the mixing zone. 

Table 4.4.1 lists the mitigation measures that AIDEA would provide during the construction and 

operation of the HCCP (with a cross-reference to their citation in the text). 
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Table 4.4.1. Mitigation measures to be provided during construction and 
operation of the Healy Clean Coal Project (HCCP) 

Section 

4.1.2.1 
4.2.2 

4.1.3.1 

4.1.3.2 

4.1.8 

4.1.8.5 

4.1.8.5 

4.1.9.2 

Page 

4-3 
4-65 

4-13 

4-14 

4-40 

4-51 

4-51 

4-59 

Measure 

Use sprinkler trucks. as needed. dming construction to spray 
roads and construction areas to minimize fugitive dust. 

Implement standard erosion control measures. such as straw 
barriers. diversion trenches. and riprap to minimize sediment 
transport dming construction. 

Install a cross connection between the HCCP and Healy Unit 
No. 1 circulating-water discharges to regulate temperature in 
the mixing zone of the Nenana River and minimize cold shock 
to fish. 

Provide a construction camp to minimize socioeconomic 
impacts associated with construction workers. 

Provide trained fire-fighting personnel dwing the construction 
period with adequate equipment and supplies to protect the 
HCCP site and the work force in the construction camp. 

Provide medical services for workers dming the construction of 
the HCCP. Specifically. a trained emergency medical 
technician would be on staff dwing the major construction 
period. Arrangements for helicopter medivac services out of 
Fairbanks would be made for life-threatening cases. 

Install a silencer for the intake of the forced-draft fan to lower 
noise levels. 



5. IMPACTS OF COMMERCIAL OPERATION 

Following the completion of the !-year HCCP demonstration in 1997, commercial operation of the 

HCCP is anticipated in 1998. Three scenarios are reasonably foreseeable outcomes of the demonstration: 

(I) a successful demonstration followed by continuation of the project at approximately the same power 

level using the same technologies (the demonstration case discussed in Sect 4); (2) a demonstration that 

fails to meet project objectives for air emissions, but attains permitted levels for air emissions, is 

otherwise successful, and continues in operation at permitted levels (the permitted case); and (3) an 

unsuccessful demonstration followed by conversion of the HCCP facility to a coal-fired power plant using 

best available control technology, including low-NOx burners to bum pulverized coal and dJy scrubbers 

utilizing lime for flue gas desulfurization (the HCCP retrofit case). Several site-specific comparisons of 

scenarios are given using the proposed site. Similar comparisons for the alternative site are not included 

because the comparisons would add little to the discussion. 

Except for Sect 5.4, the analyses in this section that include Healy Unit No. 1 characterize the 

unmitigated implu:ts of Unit No. 1 prior to its plllnned retrofit discussed in Sect 2J.3.2. The analyses 

that include the retrofitted Unit No. 1 are presented in Sect 5.4.6. Those analyses indicate that impacts 

associllted with llir quality, visibility, and regional haze would decrease following the Unit No. 1 retrofit, 

while changes in impacts to other resources would be minimal. Therefore, the analyses presented prior 

to Sect 5.4 would overstate the impacts on llir qUillity and visibility during the simultaneous operation 

of the HCCP and the retrofitted Unit No. 1. 

5.1 DEMONSTRATION CASE 

If the demonstration is successful, the HCCP would continue in commercial operation using the 

same technologies. The expected operating life of the HCCP is in excess of 40 years. The HCCP is 

plarmed as a baseload power plant operating 24 h/d; therefore, the level of short-term impacts would not 

change from those described for the demonstration in Sect 4. The HCCP operation at the 50-MW level 

would progressively increase from 65% of the time during the demonstration to 80% during the first year 

of commercial operation (year 2) to 85% for years 3 through at least 25. Therefore, the level oflong-term 

(annual) impacts would increase slightly because the HCCP would be on-line for a greater percentage of 

the year. However, because potential effects of the HCCP demonstration were conservatively based on 

operation of the HCCP at an 85% capacity factor (and a 100% capacity factor for air quality impacts), 

actual impacts during commercial operation should remain less than predicted in Sect 4. C02 emissions 

per year would remain the same as estimated in Table 4.1.3. 1t is likely that the HCCP would receive 

coal from several open-pit mines at the UCM. No matter which UCM pit is used, there is no risk of 

exceeding the ash disposal capacity of any UCM mine pit over the operating life of the HCCP. The 

combined annual disposal rate of ash from Healy Unit No. I and the HCCP would be less than 1% of the 
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annual coal and overburden combined production rate at the UCM mine. Although the HCCP could 

receive coal from other mines in the area during commerciiJl operation, the amount of fly tJSh disposed 

of would still be a small fraction of coal production at Pour Flats. Therefore, there is no danger of 

exceeding the fly ash disposal capacity of the mine. A little more than 100 tons of limestone would be 

transported to HCCP per week (assuming an annual consumption rate of 5600 tons). This would 

require between 10 and 20 truckloads per week. About 224,000 tons of IbM stone would be required 

during the 40-year operating life of HCCP. Because the actual file that would be used to obtain 

limestone is unknown, potential impacts resulting from limestone mining operations are not specifically 

evaluated but are expected to be minor. Socioeconomic impacts would be smaller than those projected 

for demonstration in 1997, because the number of worlcers required to operate the HCCP would gradually 

be reduced from 32 to 22 (proposed site), or from 45 to 40 (alternative site), as experience is gained in 

operating the facility. 

5.2 PERMITTED CASE 

The second scenario describes a demonstration that fails to meet project objectives for air 
emissions, but attains permitted levels and is otherwise successful. For this scenario, it is expected that 

the HCCP would continue in operation (with no change in equipment) with air emissions at permitted 

levels. Expected emissions would increase as follows (based on an 85% capacity factor): S(h, from 103 

to 207 tons/year; NOx. from 480 to 840 tons/year; and PM10. from 36 to 48 tons/year. S(h emissions are 

based on an 80% S(h removal rate (resulting in emissions of 0.086 lb/MMBtu of heat input to the 

combustion process) using the same blended coal as in the demonstration case; NOx and PM10 emissions 

are based on 0.35 and 0.02 lb, respectively, per MMBtu. The emission rates analyzed for this scenario are 

similar to the rates requested in the PSD permit application prepared by AIDEA and approved by the 

ADEC. Limestone usage would decrease from 5609 to 471 1  tons/year because less limestone would be 

required in the chemical reactions to meet permitted S(h levels. Correspondingly, limestone-based 

scrubber waste would be reduced from 5545 to 4706 tons/year. Other parameters would remain at almost 

identical levels. Material flow diagrams that depict the resource requirements and discharges are 

displayed in Fig. 5.2.1 for the short-term maximum rate during the permitted case and in Fig. 5.2.2 for the 

long-term rate based on an 85% capacity factor. With the exception of C(h emissions, impacts to 

aunospheric resources would be greater for the permitted case than for the demonstration case. C02 

emissions for the permitted ctJSe would remain the same as the demonstration case because there would 

be no change in the equipment, and the same amount of coal would be used. Impacts to other resources 
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would be almost identical to a successful demonstration. As with a successful demonstration, 

socioeconomic impacts would be smaller than those projected for demonstration in 1997, because the 

number of workers required to operate the HCCP would gradually be reduced from 32 to 22 (proposed 

site), or from 45 to 40 (alternative site), as experience is gained in operating the facility. 

Analyses were perfonned to estimate the increased level of impacts to annospheric resources 

associated with the pennitted case compared with the demonstration case. Table 5.2. 1 displays the 

predicted maximum concentrations resulting from S�. NOx. and particulate emissions from the HCCP 

for the PSD Oass I and II areas. For most poUutants and averaging periods, maximum concentrations 

would be substantially higher for the pennitted case. Maximum concentrations for the pennitted case are 

predicted to consume up to 96% of the PSD increments. The highest percentages are predicted for 24-h 

and 3-h S02 concentrations within DNPP (96% and 88%, respectively) and for 24-h particulate matter 

outside DNPP (93%). Other predicted concentrations consume less dum 30% of the increments. 

Table 5.2.2 shows the cumulative air quality impacts resulting from the simultaneous operation of Healy 

Unit No. 1 and the HCCP. Because almost all of the modeled concentrations resulted from down wash 

(downward movement) of the Unit No. 1 stack plume caused by the new HCCP boiler building, total 

impacts for the HCCP pennitted case were identical to the demonstration case. 

Table 5.2.3 presents the cumulative air quality impacts to DNPP resulting from the simultllneous 

operation of the HCCP and Healy Unit No. 1. Except for a slight increase in 3-h and 24-h S02 

concentrations, total impacts for the HCCP permitted case were the same as for the demonstration case. 

Therefore, Healy Unit No. 1 is predicted to contribute much more dum the HCCP to the maximum 

modeled concentrations. As with the demonstration case, all total impacts for the permitted case are 

expected to be less than 25% of the NAAQS, and most are expected to be less dum 20% of the NAAQS. 

Except for the 3-h and 24-h S02 concentrations, the ambient background concentrations are the largest 

component of the total impacts. 

Using the same approach as discussed in Sect 4.3.2.3, potential visibility degradation was also 

evaluated for the HCCP pennitted case. Table 5.2.4 summarizes results from the PLUVUE I model of the 

number of daytime hours per year that the plume is predicted to be perceptible from the DNPP Visitor 

Access Center for views to the north and south and the total number of hours. The predicted number of 

hours is low (but slightly higher than the demonstration case): 4 hfor the north sight path, 9 h for the 

south sight path, and a total of 9 h. The percentage of hours affected is much less than 1% of the 

approximately 4380 h/year of daytime. 

Cumulative visibility impacts of air emissions resulting from the simultaneous operation of the 

HCCP (pennitted case) and Healy Unit No. 1 also were evaluated and summarized in Table 5.2.4. 
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Table 5.2.1. Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) impact analysis for the Healy Clean Coal Project (HCCP) 

for the demonstration and permitted cases 

Class Pollutant 

lc S02 

ne 

N02 

Tspl 
S02 

N02 

rspl 

Avernging 
period 

3-h 
24-h 

Annual 

Annual 

24-h 
Annual 

3-h 
24-h 

Annual 

Annual 

24-h 
Annual 

PSD 
increment0 

(l.tg/m3) 

25 
5 
2 

2.5 

10 
5 

5 12 
9 1  
20 

25 

37 
19 

Demonstration case Permitted case 

Maximum Maximum 
modeled Percent modeled Percent 

concentrntionb ofPSD concentrntionb ofPSD 
(l.tg/m3) increment (l.tg/m3) increment 

9.4 38 22 88 
2.0 40 4.8 96 
0.2 9 0.4 20 

0.8 32 1.3 56 

0.7 7 0.9 9 
0.1 2 0.1 2 

57 1 1  133 26 
l l  1 2  26 29 
0.8 4 1.7 8 

3.4 14 6.0 24 

17 46 34 93 
2.4 13 3.0 16  

"PSD increments are standards established in accordance with existing Clean Air Act provisions to limit the degradation of ambiem air quality in areas in attainmem with the National 
Ambient Air Quality Standards. 

�axim\111 concentrations predicted by com,.lw models rnulllng/nJm HCCP ...UII0111 alone. 
•stringed PSD Class I increments apply to areas sudt as Denali National Park and Preserve (DNPP) where almost any deterioration of air quality is undesirable and little or no major 

inwstrial developnem would be allowed. 
�otal ,,,,_,.41111 ptU'Ilculale _,.,. (TSP) l'fllller lllan PM1o h tiled In 11111 comparl1on beca1e llte airdi•penlon mMUngfor llle ,_milled CtUe u1edTSP emhllon1 (lltlll are gr«<lw lllan 

PM 10 eml11loftl) for IOUrt¥1 1ucll til lite fly"'" llo"''le silo. 
'Tile area surrounding the HCCP site oullide DNPP is designated a PSD Class II area where moderate, well-controlled industrial growth is allowed. 
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Table 5.2.2. National Ambient Air Quillity Standards (NAAQS) impact analysis for the combined effects of 
Healy Unit No. 1 and the Healy Clean Coal Project (HCCP) (demonstration and permitted casest' 

Demonstration case Pennitted case 

Ambient 

Pollutant 

background Modeled Total Modeled Total 
Averaging NAAQSb concentrationc concentrationd impacte Percent of concentrationd impacte 

period (J.tg/mJ) (J.tg/m3) (J.tg/m3) (J.tg/m3) NAAQS (J.tg/m3) (l.tg/m3) 

SOz 3-h 1300 45 1100 1145 88 1100 1145 

24-h 365 26 326 352 96 326 352 

Annual 80 5 64 69 86 64 69 

NOz Annual 100 6 61 67 67 61 67 

PM to 24-h 150 3 1  89 120 80 89 120 

Annual 50 5 20 25 50 20 25 

•val"e' J.ll'elellted do not refl«t the Mltlgotlon A.gres-111 dlsc•11«lin Sed. 2.1.3.2. 
6The NA.A.QS ue ab1ol•te Umlt1 e1tabU1h«< in Gl:t:Ordtlllce with e1d11lng Ckt111 Air A.d pro11iriom to protectp��bUc heallh mtd welfare with lln tldetp�llte lrtllrgtn of•ll/ety. 
'Bt�clcgro•nd eoncenlrtlliont llre btued on Ptuk Monitoring Stillion dlltt�from the 12-month monitoring pmod from September 1990 thro•gh A•g•n 1991. 
4Mtulmum eoncentrollon1 pr«<ided by comp•ter mod.ls res•ltlngfrom HCCP mtd Hetlly Unit No. 1 eml1ri0111. 
•rotalimp��et II cale•lllled 111 the '"m of the 11111bient btlclcgro•nd conet�ntrlltlon llnd the modeled conet�lllnllion. 

Percent of 
NAAQS 

88 
96 
86 

67 

80 
50 

r-

!1 
� 
� 
a i .. 
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I 
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Table 5.2.3. Natiolllll Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) impact aiUllysisjor the combined effects of 
Healy Unit No. 1 and the Healy Clean Coal Project (HCCP) (demonstration and permitted cases) within 

0 I ::::J 

� 
'V a I 

--------==-��=----��-;:;:--: 'm De lUlU Natiolllll Park and Preserve (DNPP/1 

Demonstration case PermUted case 

Ambient 

Pollutant 

background Modeled Total Modeled Total 
Averaging NAAQSb concentralionc concentrationd impacf Percent of concentrationd impacf 

period (J,!KimJ) (J,!K!m3) (J.!K/m3) (J.!K/m3) NAAQS (J,!Kim3) (J,!Kim3) 

3-h 1300 45 188 233 18 194 239 
24-h 365 26 28 54 15 29 55 

Annual 80 5 2 7 9 2 7 

S02 

N02 Annual 100 6 2 8 8 2 8 

24-h 150 31 2 33 22 2 33 

Annual 50 5 0.1 5 10 0.1 5 
PM1o 

"Val11tts pruenled do nol rejlecl llte Mlllgalion Agreemttnl dlsc1111ed In Secl. 2.1.3.2. 
6Tite NAAQS are ablol111e Umils ttslabUslted 111 ««orthmce wlllt exisll11g Cl11U11 Air Acl pro.-lslom lo proled public ltllfllllt and wttf!are wll#t 1111 adt!fuale margi11 ofsll/ttl!. 
'Baclground cot�c.llll'tlllotls ,. IHued 011 Parle Mot�ilorlllgSialion data from lite 12-monllt monllorlng fltlrlodfrom SttplttmiNir 1990 lltro11glt Allpll 1991. 
4Maxlmum conc.nlrtlllons predlcled by comp111er modtlls res11llingfrom HCCP and Httal! Unil No. 1 emlsslom. 
•Tolal lmpacl ls calculaled as llttt sum oflllttambittnl background concttnll'tlllo11 and llttt motkled concmlrallon. 

Percent of 
NAAQS 

18 
15 

9 

8 

22 
10 
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Table 5.2.4. Number of daytime hours during the year calculllted 11y the PLUVUE I model that the 
N02 plume burden from Unit No. 1 and the Healy Clean Coal Project (HCCP) (permitted case) 

exceeded a visual threshold of 150 ppbv·km in the sight paths from the DeiUlli 

Emission source 

HCCP (permitted case) 

Unil No. l 

Unit No. 1 plus HCCP b 

National Park and Preserve (DNPP) Visitor Access Center 

North sight path 

4 

5 

15 

South sight path 

9 

5 

23 

Total " 

9 

6 

26 

�e 101111 is ln1 dum 1M 111111 of the Mrlh and 1outh sighJ paths bectulse of 1- lwlln iiJ wllich 1M threlhold wcu siallllilneo1111J 
ezueded iiJ both sigltt ptlllu. 

"Based on. aodelin.g the NOJ emission.lfrom both 1ource1 rather than. 1llllllllillg the prnio111 two liM1 (1M coliiiiUU do n.ot 11114 up 
bectulle the mo4elin.g wcu performed leptll'tiUIJ for each emission. 1ource 1111d tile combiftlllion. ofiM two eaission. so11rca). 

Although the estimates are greater than for the HCCP alone, the number of hours is still small: 15 hfor 

the north sight path, 23 h for the south sight path, and a total of 26 h. The predicted number of hours is 

slightly greater than for the corresponding cumulative plume associated with the demonstration case. 1he 

percentage of hours affected is less than 1% of daytime hours during the year. 

Model predictions indicated no hours in which a plume might be perceptible at the DNPP 

Northeast Unit. For cumulative emissions/rom the simultaneous operation of the HCCP (permitted 

case) and Unit No. 1, the maximum N02 burden was predicted by PLUVUE I to be 137 ppbv·km which 

is less than the threshold for perception of 150 ppbv·km. 

Using the same approach as discussed in Sect. 4.3.2.3, a comparison was made of the results 

from the PLUVUE I and PLUVUE II models for the HCCP permitted case (Table 5.2.5). PLUVUE II 

results are very similor to those of PLUVUE I in showing that the predicted number of hours in which 

an HCCP plume is expected to be perceptible is very low: 2 h for the north sight path and 6 h for the 

south sight path. The percentage of hours affected is much less tlum 1% of the approximately 4380 h 

per year of daytime. Cumulative visibility impacts of air emissions resulting from the simultaneous 

operation of the HCCP permitted case and Healy Unit No. 1 also were evaluated using PLUVUE II and 

are summarized In Table 5.2.5. Although the estimates are greater than for the HCCP alone, the 

number of hours is still small: 5 h for the north sight path and 7 h for the south sight path. Again, the 

percentage of hours affected is much less than 1% of daytime hours during the year. The results 

obtained using PLUVUE II, while slightly less tlum PLUVUE I, are very similllr overall, and the same 

conclusions can be inje"edfrom either modeL 
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Table 5.2.5. Number of daytime hours during the year, calculated by the PLUVUE I and PLUVUE II 
models, that a plume from Unit No. 1 and the Healy Clean COIIl Project (HCCP) (permitted 

case) would be perceptible in the sight paths from the Denali National Park and 
Preserve (DNPP) Visitor Access Center 

Emission source 

HCCP (permitted case) 

Unit No. 1 

Unit No. 1 plus HCCP" 

North sight path 

PLUVUE I PLUVUE II 

4 

5 

15 

2 

3 

5 

South sight path 

PLUVUE I 

9 

5 

23 

PLUVUE II 

6 

1 

7 

•&.sed OII IIUNieliltg the NOz elllissiorrsfrtHII bollt tources Ttlllur tlut11 sllllllllillg lite prwious two IilJa (lite � dtJ IIIII tllltl up 
beciulse lite IIUNielittg -.s performed septUYIJelJ for each emissio11 source allli lite combirultio11 of lite two elllissio11 rourca ). 

For the same reasons and using the same approach as discussed in Sect 4.3.2.3, an analysis was 

performed for the HCCP permitted case to evaluate the sensitivity of visibility modeling to (1) the value 

used for the perceptibllily threshold and (2) the extension of the sight paths beyond the DNPP boundtuy 

(Sonoma Technology, Inc., 1993c). Table 5.2.6 presents the results of the sensitivity analysis. The .first 

column for each sight path and for the total, denotl!d as the "DOE case," gives the results as presented 

in this final EIS (Tabk 5.2.4). The second column indicates how the results change by emnding the 

sight path, whik the third column shows how the results change by using 69 ppbv·km rather than 

150 ppbv·lanfor the perceptibility threshold. Finally, the fourth column indicatl!s the results of using 

both the extended sight path and the 69 ppbv·km threshold. 

The modeling is more sensitive to changing the perceptibility threshold than extending the sight 

paths, as indicated by a greater increase from the DOE case in the number of hours in the third column 

than in the second column. The modeling is extremely sensitive to changing both parameters 

simultaneously, as indicated by the greatl!st increase in the number of hours in the fourth column. The 

north sight path is more sensitive than the south sight path. As discussed in Sect 4.3.2.3, DOE believes 

that the "DOE case" is most appropriate because the predicted Unit No. 1 results most nearly match the 

actutd expemncejrom human observers and the evidence of time-lapse cameras, which have not 

detl!cted any plumes from Unit No. 1. 

5.3 HCCP RETROFIT CASE 

The third scenario consists of an unsuccessful demonstration; subsequently, the HCCP would be 

converted to a coal-fired power plant that uses best available control technology, including low-NOx 
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Emission 
source 

HCCP (permitted case) 

Unit No. 1 

Unll No. 1 plus nccpb 

Table 5.2.6. Sensitivity analysis of the number of t/Qytime hours during the year that a plume from Unit No. 1 
and the Healy Clean Coal Project (HCCP) (permitted case) is predicted to be perceptible 

North sight path South sight path 

Change Change 

Total11 

DOE Extended Threshold of in both DOE Extended Threshold of in both DOE Extended Threshold of 
case sight path 69 ppbv·km parameters case sight path 69ppbv·km parameters case sight path 69 ppbv·km 

4 15 54 237 9 13 46 58 9 24 55 

5 13 42 143 5 9 29 46 6 17 42 

15 78 125 317 23 28 71 123 26 85 129 
-��-- ---- - -----

Change 
in both 

parameters 

240 

145 

329 

"Tit• total is kss 1111111 tit• sum tJj 11111 ntJrtlt tutd 1outlt light pallt1 bet:lllllfl of 10m11 It ours In wltldt lltt� lltraltold was limulltlllfiOIIIIy fll«et�tkd In bollt right patlt1. 
•stllfld on modf!Ung tit• NOz -l11lon1 from bollt IOIIrcfll ,..,._. llttut 111mmlng til• pr��llio111 two Un111 (Ill• eolumn1 do not lllld up bf!DIIIIIfl Ill• modf!U11g - IH'formt�d lfllltl"'lflly for «1dt •ml1rion lollr« llllll 

IIIII comblnalion of lltf! IWO flmilnon IOIII'CfiS). 
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burners to bum pulverized coal and dry scrubbers utilizing lime for flue gas desulfurization. 1be 

baghouse would continue to be used to remove PM from the flue gas. 1be dry scrubbers would generate 

solid waste that, along with the PM from the baghouse, would be returned to the UCM Poker Flats mine 

for disposal. 

For most resource areas, the level of impacts for this scenario would be almost identical to those 

discussed in Sect 4 for the HCCP demonstration because the resource requirements and discharges are 

nearly identical. Surface water, groundwater, ecological, and socioeconomic impacts are not expected to 

change substantially; expected changes in impacts are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

Minor effects would be expected during the dismantling and removal of HCCP components and 

during the delivery and installation of components for the retrofit case. The type of impacts would be 

similar to those described for construction impacts in Sect 4. The level of impacts would generally be 

less than in Sect 4 because much of the HCCP facility would not require modification during the 

retrofitting process. In addition, the HCCP would not be operating during the process so that dismantling 

and installation impacts would be offset by the lack of operational impacts during the period. 

Coal requirements for the retrofit case would be similar but not identical to the HCCP 

demonstration case. It is expected that run-of-mine coal from the UCM mine would be used without 

blending waste coal. Consequently, because the heating value of run-of-mine coal is greater than blended 

coal (7815 vs 6960 Btu/lb) (Table 2. 1. 1), the amount of run-of-mine coal required for the retrofit case 

would be about 90% of the blended coal required for the HCCP. Because the ash content of run-of-mine 

coal is considerably less than that of blended coal (8 vs 17%) (Table 2. 1.1), the retrofit case would be 

expected to generate about 50% less ash following combustion. Fewer trips, involving less ash, would be 

required to return the ash to the UCM mine. 

The amount of mining required would be greater for the retrofit case than for the HCCP 

demonstration case because about 50% of the coal used by the HCCP would be waste coal uncovered 

during mining for run-of-mine coal. It is estimated that the retrofit case would require about a 10% 

increase in total mining operations at the UCM mine as compared with the HCCP. 1berefore, it is 

expected that PM emissions from fugitive dust during mining would be about 10% greater for the retrofit 

case. However, because fugitive dust consists primarily of large particles that settle quickly to the ground 

and because other sources (e.g., forest fires, wind-blown glacial silt) contribute to ambient ground-level 

PM concentrations, increases in ambient concentrations from mining for the retrofit case are expected to 

be less than 10% (compared with the HCCP). 

Operational air emissions would be greater for the retrofit case t1um for the HCCP 

tkmonstration case because the retrofit case, like the permitted case, would only meet permitted lel'els 

rather than emit less than permitted lel'els. In addition to the same lel'el of emissions, it is assumed that 

the retrofit case would hal'e the same source parameters as the permitted case (e.g., stack height, flue 
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gas exit veloc#J atul temperature). Therefore, the retrofit case would result in impacts to atmospheric 

resources, including visibility, that would be at the same level as the permitted case (the previously 

discussed secotul scentlrio). C02 emissions for the retrofit case would be approximately the same as the 

demonstration case a1Ul permitted case because of the compensating effects of using a smaller amount 

of coal vs a higher Btu content of the coal (run-of-mine coal would be used without blending waste 

coal). 

The scenario for the retrofit case is almost identical to the scenario described as a no-action 

alternative in which a conventional coal-fired power plant equivalent in capacity to the HCCP with 

conventional flue gas desulfurization would be built at Healy by the project participants without DOE's 

financial assistance (Sect 2.2.1). The impacts for this no-action scenario are expected to be almost 

identical to those previously described for the retrofit case. 

5.4 MITIGATION MEASURES 

No NAAQS or PSD standards would be violated if the HCCP continued to operate under the 

demonstration or pennitted/retrofit cases. However, the consequences of operation of the HCCP in 

conjunction with Healy Unit No. 1 could potentially result in minor visibility degradation. This section 

describes potential mitigation options to reduce overall air emissions from the Healy site, a1Ul discusses 

the technical, environmental, atul economic feasibility ojimplementing those mitigation measures. It 

also describes the steps which IXJE, DOl, AIDEA, and GVEA have agreed to take to implement certain 

of these mitigation measures. 

5.4.1 Background 

Visibility analyses performed using computer models suggest that potential visibility impairment 

within DNPP from a coherent plume would be largely a junction of NO" emissions, a1Ul contributions 

to regional haze would be largely reloted to S02 emissions. The evaluations presented in this section 

have thus focused upon reduction of NO" atul S02 emissions that could be accomplished through 

insttlllation of control technology and/or operational/administrative constraints for Unit No. 1. 

Figure 5.4.1 uses a bar cluut to characterize NO" a1Ul S02 emissions for several combinations of 

Unit No. 1 atul HCCP operating conditions. All combinations conservatively assume a 100% capacity 

factor for both facilities. Because of scheduled and unscheduled outages, virtually no electrical 

generating facility would be capable of operoting at a 100% capacity factor (an 85% capacity factor is 

typical); therefore, actual emissions are expected to be lower. Thejint bar presents Unit No. 1 

emissions allowed under the existing permiL The second bar gives estimates of actual emissions from 

Unit No. 1, which are consillerably less than permitted emissions, especially for NO" emissions. Actual 

Unit No. 1 emissions are somewhat variable, but these estimates are within the ronge ojvllrillbiUty a1Ul 
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Total emissions of nitrogen oxides and sulfur dioxide 
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Fig. 5.4.1. Total siU NOx and S02 emissions for the Healy Unit No. 1 and Healy Clean Coal 
Project facilities. Emission levels are for a 100% capacity factor. 

are considered reasonable values. The third bar presents the very low emissions that are the target 

objectives for the HCCP demonstration case. Whether these objectives are achievable for the HCCP 

remains to be demonstrated. The fourth bar gives the HCCP permitted case, which is the upper bound 

for emissions that could occur if the HCCP does not achieve its target emissions. Even for the 

permitted case, HCCP emissions per MW of electricity generated are lower than actual UniJ No. 1 

emissions. The fifth and sixth bars display Unit No. 1 actual emissions combined with HCCP emissions 

for the demonstration case and permitted case, respectively. 

A range ojrepresentlltive options was evaluated to mitigate the increase in siU emissions 

resulting from demonstration and commercial operation of the HCCP. Unit No. 1 has historically 

operated and cu"ently operates weU within its permit requirements and has no requirement to reduce 

its emissions. However, Unit No. 1 does offer an opportunity to partilllly offset incremental HCCP 

emissions of NO" and/or S02 through instaDation of retrofit emission control systems and 

operational-administrative constraints. Therefore, the following descriptions of control technologies 

for NO" and S02 evalllllle the technical, environmental, and economic feasibility of installing and 

operating each technology on Unit No. 1. 
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Cost estimates prepared for the economic analyses are prelimbuuy tmd were based on the typical 

cost of retrofitting that technology to a similar source; the estimates did, wherever possible, tllke into 

consideration the physical constraints and location of Unit No. 1 in Alaska. Annualized cost estimates 

were based on a 20-year remaining plllnt Uje for Unit No. 1. 

Stand-alone technologies for controlUng NOx emissions are tuldressed in Sect 5.4.2, tmd those 

for controlling S02 emissions are tuldressed in Sect 5.4.3. Two additional processes or strategies that 

were also considered for combined NOx tmd S02 control, the SNOX process tmd operational

administrative controls, are tuldressed in Sect 5.4.4. 

5.4.2 Description of Healy Unit No. 1 Retrofit Control Technologies for NOx 

The ability to retrofit is an important characteristic to be considered in the identtfication of 

potential control alternatives for Healy Unit No. 1. To identify NOx control processes for retrofit to Unit 

No. 1, a representative range of available NOx control techniques was reviewed. From this review, the 

representative NOx control technologies selected were (1) selective callllytic reduction/selective 

noncatalytic reduction tmd (2) low-NOx burners. The feasibility of retrofitting each of these 

technologies to Unit No. 1 is discussed in thejoUowing paragraphs. 

5.4.2. 1 Selective catalytic Reduction (SCR)!Selective Noncatalytic Reduction (SNCR) 

SCR systems utilize ammonia as a reducing agent in a gas-phase reaction with NOx to form 

nitrogen and water. The reactions are facilitated by a propriettuy metlll callllyst (usually a 

vanadium-titanium formulation). The catalytic reactor is generally placed after the economizer tmd 

upstream of the air heater to obtain the desired reaction temperature. Gaseous ammonia is injected 

immediately upstream of the reactor at a rate that is determined by continuous measurements of the 

exhaust flue gas NOx concentration. 

Ammonia-based SCR systems have been used extensively for NOx reduction on gas turbine 

installations and a jew natural gas boilers. SCR has not been demonstrated commercially, however, on 

any coal-fired units in the United States. Substantial technical and environmentlll problems arise with 

the process when installed on a coal-fired facility. These problems are being addressed by several 

organizations [e.g., DOE, EPA, and the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)] using a variety of 

research and demonstration programs. To date, however, SCR has not been shown to be commercially 

feasible on any U.S. boilers burning coal. The technology, if successful, may be capable of relatively 

high levels of NOx reduction (i.e., 50% to 80%). A 60% NOx reduction is assumed in the joUowing 

analyses. 

SNCR of NOx with ammonia or urea as the reagent is similar to SCR in that NOx is chemically 

reduced to molecular nitrogen and water vapor by reaction with a reagent compound. The major 

difference between the two general processes is that in the SNCR techniques, the NOx reduction 
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reactions take plDce homogeneously in the gas pluzse within a specijic themuzl window (approximately 

1600 to 20000F). In the SCR technique, similar reactions take plllce at lower temperatures 

(approximately 600 to 7500 F), but on the surface of a catalyst Many of the advantages and potential 

problems associated with SCR are also common to SNCR, with the additional consideration that NO:r 

removal levels availllble from application of SNCR are typically only about haV of those possible with 

SCR. Consequently, while not specifically tuldressed here as a separate mitigation option, the 

applicabUity of SNCR for retrofit to Unit No. 1 for NO:r control is effectively treated within the 

discussion and analyses conducted for SCR. 

SCR luzs major environmental drawbacks, particularly involving the use of ammonill. Operation 

of SCR requires that excess ammonia be injected in the flue gas to lllllinlain the desired NO:r reduction 

efficiency. The excess ammonia that does not react with NO:rpasses through the unit and is emitted to 

the atmosphere. A typical design basis for a coal-fired application plllces the level of ammonia slip at 

about 5 ppm. This level can rapidly increase, however, as the catalyst degrades. However, even the 

5 ppm level can be significant because ammonia is considered by EPA to be a haztudous substanee 

under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and LillbUity Act (CERCLA) 

(40 CFR Part 302) and an extremely haztudous substance under the Superfund Amendments and 

Reauthorization Act (SARA) ( 40 CFR Part 355). 

In addition, there is a danger of ammonia spills during transportation, transfer, storage, and 

on-site use. These events could have potentially major environmental, health, and sqfety consequences. 

The content of ammonium compounds in the fly ash can also have an adverse impact on waste 

disposal and marketing practices because these compounds decompose and release ammonia at elevated 

pH levels. If S02 controls involving injection of lime or limestone byproducts were also implemented on 

Unit No. 1, the ash would be high in alkaline content. Under these conditions, even slight wetting (e.g., 

condensation of atmospheric moisture on the ash material, rain or snow, or wetting for dust 

suppresswn during ash transport) could result in an ammonia odor problem. In addition, the chemistry 

of the ash could change (e.g., it could contain toxic compounds) such that is could not be disposed of at 

the UCM mine. Disposal of ash at another location would substantially increase the cost of ash disposal. 

Another tktrimental environmental effect of SCR resulJs from disposal of the spent catalyst. 

Most SCR catalysts contain around 5% vanadium pentoxide (V�s). In its pure commercial-grade form, 

V20s is considered a hariudous material by EPA (40 CFR Part 302). 

The use of SCR for retrofit to the Unit No. 1 steam generator would also have energy penalties in 

terms of electricity needed to operate the SCR unit and a tkcrease in the efficiency of the unit. 

Additional energy is required because of the electricity consumption of the SCR and the efficiency loss 

due to pressure drop across the catalyst reactor. 
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A conservative but realistic NOx removal efficiency of 60% was asSlliMdjor an SCR retrofit on 

Unit No. 1. The annualized cost of installation and operation of the SCR technology on Unit No. 1 is 

estiiiUlled at $2,700,000 or $5,305/ton of NOx removed. 

5.4.2.2 Low-NOx Burners 

Low-NOx burners are a combustion control technology that is specijic tiJ pulverized-coal 

furnaces. Concun-ent with a replacement of the existing burners at Healy Unit No. 1 with low-NOx 

burners, the mills that pulverize the coal would also need to be replaced. 

Low-NOx burner controls are proven reliable and are commercially available. Low-NOx burners 

do not create waste products that require disposal, and do not use CIIIIJlyst mtJterials that deteriorate 

over time and eventually require disposal themselves. Operation of low-NOx burners may cause a slight 

reduction tn efficiency and may cause an increase in unburned carbon in the fly ash. 

Up tiJ a 50% reduction in NOx emissions could be tmticipatedjoQowtng a low-NOx burner retrofit 

of Unit No. 1. The annualized cost of installation and operation is estimated tiJ be $644,000 or 

$1,519/f/Jn of NOx removed. 

5.4.3 Description of Healy Unit No. 1 Retrofit Control Technologies for S02 

The S02 control technologks considered as representative for potentilll retrofit to Healy Unit 

No. 1 are limestone scrubbing with forced oxidation (LSFO), lime spray dryers, andflash-calcinated 

mtJterilll (FCM) duct injection. The feasibility of retrofitting each of these representative S02 control 

technologks to Unit No. 1 are discussed below. 

5.4.3. 1 Limestone Scrubbing with Forced Oxidation 

LSFO is a wet-process technology that is located downstream of the particulate collector and 

induced draft fans. Flue gas enters a vertical spray tower where the flue gas is colllllCted with a slurry 

containing approrimately 10% solids. The slurry contains calcium carbonate, calcium suQite, and 

calcium sulfate. The flue gas is cooled when it colllllCts the slurry. S02 is absorbed into the slurry 

droplets where it reacts with the calcium carbonate to form calcium suqite and calcium sulfate. In 

these reactions, carbon dioxide (C02) is given off in the reaction and exits the scrubber with the flue 

gas. UmestiJne is added to make up for the calcium carbonate consumed in the reaction with S02. The 

ji/Jer cake waste product containing 80% suspended solids is conveyed to a storage facility where it is 

loaded onto trucks and transported to a disposal site. 

Wet LSFO processes have seen increased app�ation in commercial utility operations. The 

numberojjuQ-scale LSFO operating facilities has increased/rom three in 1978 tiJ over 20 in 1993. 
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The technology is proven for utility-sized pulverized-coal boilers. However, the high levels of S02 

removal (greater tlum 95%) have generally been demonstrated on high-sulfur applications. Technical 

disadvantages of the LSFO process include the large amount of space required and the increased 

nuzinte1UIIJCe costs due to scale formation in the scrubber and outlet ductwork. 

A 1Nljor environmental disadvantage of the LSFO process is that the amount of waste generated 

by the LSFO is greater than that for the other FGD processes. This is because the waste IIUlte� 
calcium sulfate, has a higher molecular weight tlum wastes from the other processes and 20% of the 
waste, by weight, is water. Since the waste contains water from the scrubbing process and this water is 

usually high in total dissolved solids (TDS), there is a greater potential for leaching ofTDS into ground 

and surface waters. Also, because of the high water content of the wastes, lumdling of the waste 

materilll becomes more difficult and transport back to the UCM mine may not be possible without 

specialized transport equipment. 

An additional environmental disadvantage of the LSFO process is that the plume would be 

completely saturated and not reheated. This would result in less plume rise than would occur for other 

processes. Furthermore, in subarctic climatic conditions, ice crystals in a fully saturated plume have an 

increased probability of surviving transport to the nearest boundary of DNPP. 

An LSFO system would use about 2% of the unit's net generation, which is equivalent to 0.5 MW 

of the 25 MW generated by Unit No. 1. 

It is reasonable to assume that the S02 removal efficiency for an LSFO retrofit on Unit No. 1 

would be about 90%. The annualized cost of installation and operation is estimllted at $2,670,000 or 

$4,715/ton of so2 removed. 

5.4.3.2 Lime Spray Dryer FGD 

A lime spray dryer FGD system is essentially the same as the Activated Recycle SDA process 

proposed for the HCCP. The principal difference between the two processes is the type of alkali used 

and the point at which it is introduced into the process. 

Pebble lime (CaO) is used in the lime spray dryer FGD system. Pebble lime is not currently 

1Nlnujactured in Alaska, and the nearest source is in the Taco1Nl, Washington, area. Pebble lime could 

be transported to the Healy site and stored in a sUo. From the sUo it would be conveyed into a feeder 

and then into a slahr for conversion into a milk of lime slurry. The milk of lime slurry, along with 

slurried recycle solids, would be fed into a spray dryer atomizer, where it reacts with the SOz in the flue 

gas to form calcium sulfate and calcium sulfite. 
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Lime spray dryers have been shown to be capable of removing 90% of the S02Jrom medium- or 

high-sulfur coals. As with the wet LSFO process, applying lime spray drying to flue gas following 

combustion of the low-sulfur coal used by Unit No. 1 may increase the dlfjicully of attainlng a high 

percentage of S02 removal and may substanlitdly increase costs of applying the technology. A removal 

ejJiciency oj70% is considered reasonable for a retrofit of a lime spray dryer on Unit No. 1. 

The mqjor advantages of the lime spray dryer system over the wet LSFO system are that a dry 

waste product is formed; waste products would be transported by the existing ash luuulling system, so a 

separate waste luuulling system would not be required; a .flue gas reheat system would not be required 

since the flue gas is not fully saturated; and because the flue gas is not fully saturated, carbon steel 

construction could be utilized and exotic alloys and linings would not be required. 

Environmental effects from the Ume spray dryer process would be less than that for the wet 

LSFO process. The flue gas from the lime spray dryer process is not completely saturated with moisture 

and would be discharged into the atmosphere at a higher temperature and velocity and attain a higher 

plume rise which aids in the dispersion of the plume and reduces ground-level concentrations of 

pollutants. The dry waste product would not have moisture available for contaminating ground or 

surface waters and would be more easUy transported to the UCM mine for disposal. 

The annual power requirement for the Ume spray dryer FGD system would be 0.7% of Unit No. 1 

net generation (0.2 MW). 

Assuming an S02 removal ejJiciency of 70% for a lime spray dryer retrofit on Unit No. 1, the 

annualized cost of installation and operation is estimated at $940,000 or $2,132/ton of S02 removed. 

5.4.3.3 Duct Injection of Flash-Calcined Material (FCM) 

A potential option for capture of S02from the Healy Unit No. 1 system is the injection of FCM 

generated by the HCCP into the ductwork of Unit No. 1 upstream of the fabric filter. FCM would be 

conveyed from the HCCP sorbent activation system to Unit No. 1, where it would be sprayed by nozzles 

under pressure into the flue gas ductwork. Controlled humidification might also be added, if necessary, 

to enhance the reaction of the FCM with the S02 in the .flue gas. S02 would be captured through 

reaction with FCM in the flue gas stream as weU as on the surface of the fabric filter media in the 

baghouse. The FCM materilll would be collected with the fly ash and disposed of with the fly ash at the 

UCM mine. 

Numerous studies and tests have been performed on duct injection of lime and limestone, but 

duct injection of FCM has not been tested. However, because FCM has been shown to have reactivity 

rates comparable to lime, it is expected that the FCM would offer tulequate reactivity for use in a duct 

injection system. An S02 capture rate of up to 25% is a reasonable possibility with this technology on 
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the low-sulfur cool used by Unit No. 1. The FCM is a byproduct of the HCCP process, and only a 

portion of the FCM is actually recyckd in the HCCP while the reltlllinder is sent to dispoSill. Additional 

limestone might be needed to 1llllinlllin the required levels of FCM for use in both the HCCP and Unit 

No. 1. 

This technology luzs the potential advantages of utilizing FCM that would otherwise be disposed 

of and requiring relatively minor equipment modifications. These equipment modifications would 

include an extension of the HCCP injection system piping to the Unit No. 1 flue gas duct upstream of 

the existing baghouse, increasing the HCCP injection blower discharge pressure, and the addition of 

FCM injection nozzles to be insflllled in the Unit No. 1 ductworlc. 

Assuming an S02 removal efficiency of 25% for a duct injection FCM system retrofit on Unit 

No. 1, the annualized cost of installation and operation is estimated at $17,000 or $106/ton of S02 

removed. 

5.4.4 Description of Healy Unit No. 1 Combined Control Technologies and 
Strategies for NOx and S02 

This section discusses two means of simultaneously reducing emissions of NO:r: and S02: (1) the 

SNOX technology, and (2) operational procedures and administrative control strategies. 

5.4.4.1 SNOX 

The SNOX process catalytically removes NO:r: and S02 without the use of sorbents, with only 

salllbk suUuric acid as a "waste" product (other than ash). The SNOX process is currently under 

demonstration at Unit No. 2 of the Niks Station power plant, operated by the Ohio Edison Company in 

Niks, Ohio. Objectives of the demonstration include removal efficiencies of95% for both NO:r: and S02. 

The SNOX technology consists of jive key process areas: particulate colkction, NO:r: reduction, 

S02 oxidation, sulfuric acid condensation, and acid conditioning. The Ohio SNOX project has 
demonstrated short-term removal efficiencies of over 90% for NO:r: and S02 using 2.8% su{fur coal. 

The SNOX process is designed to operate most efficiently using high-sulfur coals, and efficiencies 

decrease with decreasing coal sulfur content. 

At this time the technology luzs not been sufficiently tested for use in the United States and is not 

commercially availabk. However, the method is discussed here for comparative purposes. In Alaska, 

there is probably no market for the quantities of sulfuric acid that would be produced; therefore, the 

acid would have to be shipped out of sfllte. Sulfuric acid is a hazardous and corrosive nuzterial, and its 

shipment would pose additional environmental risks. 

Assuming a conservative but reasonabk 80% removal efficiency of both NO:r: and S02for a 

SNOX retrofit on Unit No. 1, the annuaUzed cost of installation and operation of the SNOX technology 

is estimated at $5,090,000 or $4�08/ton of both S02 and NO:r: removed. 
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5.4.4.2 Operational-Administrative Controls of Healy Unit No. 1 

Operational Controls. Adjustments to the operating parameters of Unit No. 1 could take the 

form of combustion tuning to .further reduce NO% emissions. This approtJCh, If applicable to Unit No. 1, 

could reduce NO% emissions by about 15% but would not affect S02 emissions. The technique would be 

implemented by conducting a test program on the unit to ascertDin the extent to which air-fuel mixtures 

may be minimized or modijied to reduce NO% emissions. While capital costs associated with these 

techniques ar-e generally quite low (consisting mainly of the costs to perform the test program), 

implemenflltion may result in reduced power plant efjiciency. Instllllation and operation of a 

continuous emission monitoring system to monitor changes in short-term emission levels would also be 

required. 

It may also be possible to reduce SOz emissions by arranging for UCM to provide coal that has 
lower sulfur levels. However, this would require stockpUing ojlower sulfur coal by UCM or the saving 

of lower sulfur coal seams for specific use by Unit No. 1. Both of these options would severely hinder 

UCM mining operations, and would be impractical over the long term. Due to the already ultra-low 

sulfur content of UCM coal, reductions in sulfur content of coal delivered to Unit No. 1 would be small, 

even ifit were technically feasible for UCM to mine a consistently lower suljur contentcoaljor Unit 

No. 1. Mining of a separate run-of mine product for Unit No. 1 would likely increase the quantity of 

waste coal generated by UCM, thereby reducing the efjiciency of the HCCP with respect to waste coal 

utili:tJztion. 

Because the specific form of adjustments to operating parameters to reduce emissions and the 

l'iability of stockpUing lower sulfur coal could not be determined in the absence of engineering 

investigations, capital and operating cost estimates for these options could not be prepared. 

Administrative Controls. Administrative controls of Healy Unit No. 1 operations could 

include: (1) short-term reductions in operating load in response to a risibility-impairing event 

attributable to the combined site emissions, (2) reductions in plant capacity factor through long-term 

load reduction, or (3) reductions in plant capacity factor by operating Unit No. 1 at full capacity only 

during a portion of the year and shutting tkJwn the unit during the remainder of the year. 

Short-Term Load Reductions. If a risibility impairing event were to be reported and 

iWcumented as occurring, the load on Unit No. 1 could be reduced to decrease total site emissions. This 

administrative action would reduce the S02 emissions in direct proportion to the reduction in the coal 

feed rate and, therefore, in proportion to load. This would also result in reduced NO% emissions, 

though not in direct proportion to load because NO% emissions are dependent upon a number of factors 

in addjtion to fuel feed rate. 

Reduction in capacity Factor Through Long-Term Load Reduction. Reduction in 

plant capacity factor through long-term load reduction would be accomplished by reducing the Healy 
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Unit No. 1 load to a level below its maximum of 25 MW. To ac�ve a complete offset of HCCP 

permitted S02 emissions, Unit No. 1 load would need to be reduced by 40% from 25 MW to 15 MW. 

However, continuous operation of Unit No. 1 at only 60% load could result in increased operating costs 

and potentilll damage to the unit Operating expemnce with Unit No. 1 suggests that fuel oU might 

need to be burned in tuldition to coal to maintain proper combustion temperatures at 60% load. 

Combinedjueljiring would increase the complexity of operating Unit No. 1 and might luJve an 

appreciable impact on unit availability. In tuldition, this administrative control option principally 

ad4resses only reductions to so2 emissions. 

Reduction in Capacity Factor Through Seasonal Operation. Another administrative 

emissions control option is reduction in plant capacity factor by operating the Unit No. 1 facility at full 

capacity only during a portion of the year and shutting down the unit during the remainder of the year. 

To achieve an offset of HCCP permitted S02 emissions, the Unit No. 1 capacity factor would need to be 

reduced by 40%. This would be accomplished by shutting down Unit No. 1 during 40Dfo of the year. 

From a visibility standpoint and based upon current modeling results, the effects of a visible plume 

would be ad4ressed most effectively through a reduction in NO" emissions during the winter, whereas 

the effects of regional haze would be ad4ressed most effectively through a reduction in S02 emissions 

during the summer. From the standpoint of electrical load demand and maintenance activitks, 

operating Unit No. 1 during the cold winter months and shutting it down during the warmer months 

would be most beneficiaL 

The annualized cost of shutting down Unit No. 1 for 40% of the year is estimated at $2,040,000 

or $3,455/ton of both S02 and NO" removed. This cost includes the repllzcement of lost generating 

capacity through the purchase of power from other electrical generating facilities in the state and the 

increased per unit costs of generating the remaining power production. 

5.4.5 Comparison of Mitigation Measures 

This section compares the technical, environmental, and economic viability of the mitigation 

measures discussed above. In particular, a comparison is made of the effectiveness of each mitigation 

measure at reducing sitewide NO" and S02 emissions; measures Q/'e presented in order of increasing 

effectiveness at decreasing emissions. Actual Unit No. 1 emissions alone (without mitigation) are used 

as a baseline for comparison. 

5.4.5. 1 NOx 

Figure 5.4.2 displays actual NO" emissions for Healy Unit No. 1 alone (Scenario 1) and in 

combination with the HCCP for the demonstration case and permitted case (Scenario 2). The .figure 
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Fig. 5.4.2. NOx emission reduction scenarios for Healy Unit No. 1 plus the Healy Clean Coal 
Project for the demonstration case and permitted case. Emission levels are for a 100% capacity factor. 
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also depicts Unit No. 1 with administrative controls (Scenario 3) and three retrojii NO% emission 

scenarios co"esponding to Unit No. 1 with low-NO% burners, SCR, and SNOX (Scenarios 4, 5, and 6, 

respectively). For each of these jour NO% reduction scenarios, the reduced Unit No. 1 emissions are 

also combined with the HCCP for the demonstration case and permitted case. 

Of the jour NO% reduction scenarios, administrative controls on Unit No. 1 operations 

(Scenario 3) would have the least effect on NO% emissions. For the demonstrlltion case, annual silewide 

NO% emissions would be 1086 tons compared with the baseline of 848 tons for actual Unit No. 1 

emissions alone. For the permitted case, annual siUwide NO% emissions would be 1519 tons. Costs 

would be less than for SCR and SNOX retrofit (Scenarios 5 and 6, respectively) but substantilllly greater 

than for low-NO% burners (Scenario 4). In addition, administrative controls on Unit No. 1 would 

require purchase of replllcement power, which could shift the source of air emissions to another locale. 

Air emission increases associated with generating facilities in the Anchorage or Fairbanks areas might 

exacerbate the nonattainment sflltllsjor carbon monoxide (CO) of those tdrsheds, particularly during 

winter. 

Retrojitting Unit No. 1 with low-NO% burners (Scenario 4) would offer an option for NO% 

reduction tluJt is technically, economically, and environmentally viable. For the demonstration case, 

annual sitewide NO% emissions would be 1001 tons compared with the baseline of 848 tons for Unit No. 

1 emissions. For the permitted case, annual sitewide NO% emissions would be 1434 tons. 

Environmental effects of low-NO% burners are appreciably less than from either an SCR or SNOX 

retrofit (Scenarios 5 and 6, respectively). Low-NO% burners aie also more cost effective than SCR or 

SNOX technologies or administrative controls. 

Using the SCR technology (Scenario 5) would nearly result in a no-net change in annual 

silewide NO% emissions for the demonstration case: 916 tons compared with the baseline o/848 tons. 

For the permitted case, emissions would be 1349 tons. However, because SCR has never been applied 

to a commercial-scale unit .firing U.S. coal and has never been applied to a commercial pulverized-coal 

unit in either Japan or Europe using a fabric filter for particulate control, it is not considered to be a 

technically or economically viable option for retrofit to Unit No. 1. SNCR is also not considered to be 

fully demonstrated on any coal-fired source other than circulating fluidized bed boilers. Since problems 

comparable to those encountered in European SCR applications are expected for U.S. applications, 

pilot-scale studies to validate this technology on U.S. coals are still in their early stages. Both SCR and 

SNCR retrofli control systems are substantially less cost effective than low-NO% burners and have mqfor 

environmental disadvantages. The annualized cost of SCR technology, at $5305/ton of NO% removed, is 

the highest of the NO% mitigation measures that have been evaluated. 

Using the SNOX technology (Scenario 6) would more than offset the incremental increase in 

emissions for the HCCP demonstration case and result in annual silewide NO% emissions oj747 tons 
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compared with the baseline of 848 tons. For the permitted case, emissions would be 1180 tons. 

Although removal efficiencies might be high with the SNOX technology, it is not presently considered 

technically viable or commercially available, especially for the low-sulfur cool used by Unit No. 1. In 

addition, the high costs of the technology and environmental constraints of shipping sulfurie acid out of 

Alaska are substantial drawbacks to its use as a retrofit to Unit No. 1. 

5.4.5.2 502 

Figure 5.4.3 displays actual S02 emissions/or Healy Unit No. 1 alone (Scenario 1) and in 

combination with the HCCP for the demonstration case and permitted case (Scenario 2). The figure 

also depicts Unit No. 1 with administrative controls (Scenario 4) and jour retrofit S02 emission 

scenarios co"esponding to Unit No. 1 with FCM duct injection, lime spray dryer FGD, SNOX, and 

LSFO (Scenarios 3, 5, 6, and 7, respectively). For each of these jive S02 reduction scenarios, the 

reduced Unit No. 1 emissions are also combined with the HCCP for the demonstration case and 

permitted case • .  

FCM duct injection technology (Scenario 3) would have the least effect on S02 emissions of the 

jive S02 reduction scenarios, but it would stiU more than offset the addition of the HCCP emissions for 

the demonstration case: annual sitewide S02 emissions would be 596 tons compared with the baseline 

of630 tons for actual Unit No. 1 emissions alone. Even for the permitted case, sitewide emissions 

would increase only slightly, from 630 tons to 720 tons. FCM duct injection technology offers the 

practical advantages of utilizing an otherwise waste product for the S02 capture reagent, minimal 

additional production of waste, and minimal additional consumption of limestone. 

Administrative controls of Unit No. 1 S02 emissions (Scenario 4) would have higher costs than 

FCM duct injection but would be more effective in decreasing emissions. For both the demonstration 

and permitted cases, annual sitewide S02 emissions would be less t1um the baseline of 630 tons: 

502 tons for the demonstration case and 626 tons for the permitted case. Administrative controls on 

Unit No. 1 would require purchase of replacement power, which shqt would the source of air emissions 

to another locale, as described in SecL 5.4.5.1. 

The lime spray dryer FGD system (Scenario 5) would be an effective retrofit option for Unit 

No. 1. For both the demonstration and permitted cases, annual sitewide S02 emissions would be much 

less than the baseline of 630 tons: 313 tons for the demonstration case and 437 tons for the permitted 

case. The cost of installing and operating the lime spray dryer would, however, be appreciably higher 

than for duct injection of FCM. 
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Tons of pollutants/year 
1 000 

Sulfur dioxide emission scenarios 
Unit No. 1 + HCCP 

Demonstration case 

• Unit No. 1 

0 HCCP 

Emission scenario 2 3 4 5 

Reduction 0% 25% 40% 70% 

Cost ($/ton removed) 1 06  3455 2132 

Sulfur dioxide emission scenarios 
Unit No. 1 + HCCP 

Permitted case 

Tons of pollutants/year 

1 000 
• 
D 

Emission scenario 2 3 4 5 

Reduction 0% 25% 400.4 70% 

Cost ($/ton removed) 1 06  3455 2132 

Emission scenario: 

1 Unit No. 1 actual emissions 
2 Unit No. 1 actual plus HCCP emissions 
3 Unit No. 1 with FCM duct injection retrofit (25% reduction) plus HCCP emissions 
4 Unit No. 1 with administrative controls (400.4 reduction) plus HCCP emissions 
5 Unit No. 1 with lime spray dryer FGO retrofit (70% reduction) plus HCCP emissions 
6 Unit No. 1 with SNOX retrofit (80% reduction) plus HCCP emissions 
7 Unit No. 1 with LSFO retrofit (90% reduction) plus HCCP emissions 

6 ., 

80% 

4308 

Unit No. 1 

HCCP 

6 

80% 

4308 

7 
90% 

471 5 

7 

90% 

4715 

Fig. 5.4.3. S02 emission reduction scenarios for Healy Unit No. 1 plus the Healy Clean Coal 
Project for the demonstration case and permitted case. Emission levels are for a 100% capacity factor. 
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Uring the SNOX technology (Scenario 6) would more than offtet the incremenltll lncreose In 
emissions/or the HCCP demonstration and permitted cases and result In annual sitewide S02 

emissions o/250 and 374 tons, respectively, compared with the baseline of 630 tons. However, for 

reasons discussed in SecL 5.4.5.1, the SNOX technology is not considered a viable retrofit technology 

for either NOx or S02 control on Unit No. 1. 

Using the wet LSFO technology (Scenario 7) would greatly reduce annual sitewide S02 

emissions. There would be 187 tons for the demonstration case and 311 tons for the permitted case 

compared with the baseline of630 tons. However, as discussed in SecL 5.4.3.1, the disadvantages of the 

wet LSFO process include the increased amount of waste produced, waste handling and disposal 

requirements, space requirements, high costs, and a visible moisture plume during operation. 

Therefore, the LSFO process is not considered a viable retrofit option for Unit No. 1. 

5.4.6 Mitigation Agreement 

Using the above-described mitigation scenarios t1uJt would reduce emissions from the existing 

Healy Unit No. 1 as a basis for discussion, DOE facilitated negotiations between the project participant 

team (AIDEA and GVEA) and the U.S. Department of the Interior (DOl) regarding the latter's 

concerns that increased emissions from the combined operation of Unit No. I and the HCCP would 

adversely affect DNPP. These negotiations were successjuQy concluded and a Memorandum of 

Agreement was signed on November 9, 1993 (Appendix 1), to ensure the protection of DNPP's 

resources/rom potential adverse air pollution impacts attribUIIlble to the HCCP and Unit No. 1. 

The cornerstone of the Memorandum of Agreement is the planned retrofit of Unit No. 1 to reduce 

emissions of NOx and S02. For NOx control, the Agreement calls for Unit No. 1 to be retrofitted with 

low-NOx burners with overjire air (iftechnologicaQy feasible) after the start-up of the HCCP. GVEA 

has agreed to reduce Unit No. 1 NOx emissions by approximately 50%, /rom 848 tons per year to 429 

tons per year. This NOx control is very similar to Scenario 4, described in SecL 5.4.5.1. The Agreement 

also requires that S02 emissions from Unit No. 1 be reduced by 25%,from 630 tons per year to 472 tons 

per year, uring duct injection of a sorbent (e.g., FCM or lime). This S02 control is very slmilllr to 

Scenario 3, described in SecL 5.4.5.2. Under the Agreement, these emissions limits will be monitored 

with continuous emission monitoring equipment 

The Agreement requires that the permit to operate issued by the ADEC reflect the new reductions 

in emissions from Unit No. 1. Also, GVEA has agreed to implement administrative controls (reduce 

Unit No. 1 output) if DNPP experiences any visibility impacts. In addition, Section IV of the 

procedures for implementing the Agreement provides for the renegotiation of the Agreement if visibility 

impacts occur more than 10 times during any six-month period. In addition, two yean after start-up of 

the HCCP and as otherwise agreed, GVEA and the DNPP superintendent would meet to evaluate these 
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procedures and discuss odditionol reaso1Ulble measures, if necesSIII'J, to pro"ct air quality related 

values of DNPP, including measures applicable to ice andlor steam plumes. Furthermore, the 

Agreement establishes tlult if the HCCP successjully attains the low level of emissions expected for the 

demonstrlltlon case, then GVEA would request tlult ADEC reduce S02 and NO" emission limits in the 

HCCP's operating permit to match achieved emission levels. The Agreement also SUites that DOl shall 

withdr,aw its request to the ADEC to reconsider the issuance of the operating permit, and that the 

mltlgation "rms and conditions of the Agreement shall be incorporated into and become enforceable 

requirements in the permit which allows the HCCP and Unit No. 1 to oper�. 

Table 5.4.1 compares the operating characteristics for the existing and retrofitted Unit No. 1 

alone and in combination with the HCCP demonstration case. This table is based on a 90% capacity 

factor for Unit No. 1 and an 85% capacity factor for the HCCP, except that the S02 and NO" emissions 

for the retrofitted Unit No. 1 are based on the permitted emission Umits given in the Memorandum of 

Agreement (Appendix 1). The table indicates that most of the characteristics jor the unmitig�d vs 

retrofitted Unit No. 1 (i.e., Colamn 1 vs Column 2, and Colamn 3 vs Column 4) are identlcal except for 

the reduction in S02 and NO" emissions for the mitigated Unit No. 1. Many of the charac"ristics are 

unchanged from those described and analyzed in the draft EIS because the waste FCM from the HCCP 

is expec"d to be used again in the duct injection for the retrofitted Unit No. 1. The changes in the 

retrofitted Unit No. 1 coal consumption and air emissions of CO and C02 reflect a 1% increase in coal 

consumption to offset an anticipated 1% decrease in Qverall ejJiciency diu to the use of low-NO" 

burners in the retrofitted Unit No. 1. The increase in process w�r consumption is for the retrofitted 

Unit No. 1 FCM injection sys"m. Overall, potential impacts associated with air quality, visibility, and 

regionol haze would be expected to decrease following the Unit No. 1 retrofit, while changes in impacts 

to other resources would be minimal. 

Figure 5.4.4 illustr�s the "rms ojthe Memorandum of Agreemeft! by comparing NO" and S02 

emissions for the existing Unit No. 1 alone with NO" and S02 emissions for the simultiJneous operation 

of the retrofitted Unit No. 1 and the HCCP for the demonstration and permitted cases. Emissions for the 

combined operation of the existing Unit No. 1 and the HCCP (permitted case) are also shown for 

comparison. AU scenarios assume a 100% capacity factor jor both units. If the HCCP demonstration 

"chnology operates as expected, combined NO" and S02 emissions from the Healy site with the Unit 

No. 1 retrofit would increase by only about 8%,/rom 1478 tons per year to 1602 tons per year, even 

though electrical generation would increase from the existing 25 MW to 75 MW for the two units. If 

the HCCP demonstration fails to meet project objectives for air emissions but attains permitted levels, 

then the combined emissions/rom the Healy site with the Unit No. 1 retrofit would be capped at 

2160 tons per year under the Agreement This is a reduction of 576 tons per year from the permitted 

case for the original project, as described and analyzed in the draft EIS. 
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Table 5.4.1. Operating characteristics for the existing and retrofitted Healy Unit No. 1 alone 
and combined with the proposed Healy Clean Coal Project (HCCP) (demonstration case) 

Existing Retrofil"d Existing Unit Retrofil"d 
Opel'tlling Huzly Unit Hudy Unit No. I PillS Unit No. I 

chlzrtzderisties No. 1• No. I6 HCCJI# PillS HCCP' 

Capacity, MW 2S 2S 75 75 
Capacity factor, %4 90 90 
Power productWn, MWh/year 196,300 196,300 582,100 582,100 
Size of site, acres 65 65 65 65 

Cotll cons��mption, tons/year 174,300 176,000 518,900 520,600 
Limestone cons11mption, tonslyeor 0 ()' 5,600 5,600 
Water cons11mption 

Cooling wtller, Ifl gal/year 6,150 6,150 18,650 18,650 
W astewtller, I fl gal/year 0 0 4() 4() 
Process water, I fl gal/yea/ 154 165 281 292 

Air emissions 
S11ljur dioxide, tons/year 567' 47Z' 670 575 
Nitrogen oxides, tonslyeor 76Ji 42JI 1,243 909 
PatticulaU mtl#er, tonslyeor 22' 2Z' 58 58 
Carbon monoxide, tons/year 51" 5Z"' 531 532 
Carbon dioxide, tons/year 288,3oot 291,2oot 799,900 802,800 

Effluents 
Wastewater discluuges, I fl gal/year 0 0 87 87 
Cooling wtller, Ifl gal/year 6,150 6,150 18,650 18,650 
Winter tempertliUre rise aboYe ambient 

(30 ft downstream from HCCP outfaB), "F 5 5 14.3 14.3 

Solid waste 
Slag/Bottom ash, tons/year 1,550 1,550 47,300 47,300 
Fly ash, tons/year 13,950 13,950 25,400 25,460 
Scrubber waste', tons/year 0 5,55(1" 5,550 5,550 

•Based on a 90% copacity factor, which approximates historical operoting condiJionsfor Hudy Unit No. I. 
6Modijktzti6ns 1tUIIk to Healy Unit No. I after constructWn of proposed HCCP based on MemortliUlum of 

Agreement in Appendix I. 
"HCCP based on the tkmonstration case with an 85% capacity factor. 
4Capacity factor is the rtzlio of the energy output during a period of time to the energy tlull would luJye been 

produced if the eq11ipment had operated Ill its maximum power during thtll period. 
'Since Unit No. I retrofit technology for S01 control utilizes FCM scrubber waste from HCCP, limestone 

consumption by eillur unit will not increase aboYe HCCP levels. 
'Process water cons11mption incUules water consumed by the HCCP process and water discluJrged as Ytzpor. 
•Based on 90% of actlull emissions of 630 tons/year. 
"Reduced Unit No. I emissions based on Memortmd11m of Agreement in Appendix I. New permit emission limits 

will ttzJce effect following constructWn of proposed HCCP. 
'Based on 90% of actlull emissions of 848 tons/year. 
1Based on 90% of actlull emissions of 24 tons/year. Permitted emissions are 161 tons/year. 
"Based on actlull emissions. Emissions are not subject to permit limittllions. 
'Scrubber waste is limestone-based particulaU emissions. 
•The scrubber waste from the HCCP will be utiliud in the Unit No. I FCM injectWn system. Total scrubber waste 

genertlled by both units will be equal to the scrubber waste genertlled by the HCCP. 
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Total emissions of nitrogen oxides and sulfur dioxide 
Unit No. 1 + HCCP 

Tons of pollutants/year 

3000 

Unit #1 
actual 

emissions 
(25 MW) 

2736 

Unit #1 
actual and 

HCCP 
permit 

(75 MW) 

2 1 60 

uriit #1 
retrofit and 

HCCP 
permit 

(75 MV'I) 

• 
Cl 

Nitrogen oxides 

Sulfur dioxide 

1 602 

Unit #1 
retrofit and 

HCCP 
demo 

(75 MV'I) 

Fig. 5.4.4. Total site NOx and S02 emissions for the Healy Unit No. 1 
(actual and retrofit) and Healy Clean Coal Project facilities. Emission levels 
are for a 100% capacity factor. 

Analyses were performed to estimate the reduced level of impacts to atmospheric resources 

associated with the simultaneous operation of the retrojitUd Unit No. 1 and the HCCP demonstration 

and permitted cases. Modeling for the retrofit Unit No. 1 case utUized the same air dispersion models 

described in Sect. 4.1.2.2. The modeling also employed reductions in S02 and NOx emissions equivalent 

to total annual emissions of 472 tons per year and 429 tons per year, respectively. These emission values 

are prorated rates based upon the annual emission limitations expressed in the Memorandum of 

Agreement. The Permittee for the PSD Permit (GVEA) has not yet determined the mix of emission rates 

and administrative controls which would be utilized in the permit amendment pending before the sfllte 

PSD permitting authority (ADEC). The retrofit modeling was conducted with Unit No. 1 flue gas exit 

temperature reduced by J(J0°F and flue gas exit velocity reduced by 4;4 m/sec to approximate the retrofit 

oflow-NOx burners and duct injection ofFCM to Unit No. 1. No changes were 1IUide to the emissions 

or stack parameters of the HCCP demonstration and permitted cases. 

A comparison of the modeling results presented in Table 5.4.2 with those in Table 5.2.2 shows 

that the total impact for the 24-h S02 concentration decreased from 96% to 81% of the NAAQS for the 

retrofitted Unit No. 1 in combination with the HCCP demonstration and permitted cases. Similarly, the 

total impact for the annual N02 concentration decreased from 67% to 29% of the NAAQSfor the 
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Table 5.4.2. National Ambient Air QuaUty StaiUlards (NAAQS) Impact analysis for the combined effects of the retro)ilted 
Healy Unit No. 1 and the Healy Clean Coal Project (HCCP) (demonstration and penni/ted cases) 

PoUutant 
Me raging NAAQS" 

period (1Jg/m3) 

SOz 3-h 1300 
24-h 365 

Annual 80 

NOz Annual 100 

PM1o 24-h 150 
Annual 50 

Demonstration case 

Ambient 
background Modeled 

concentration" concentrationc 
Total 

impacf 
(j.tglm3) (1Jg/m3) (j.tglm3) 

45 966 1011 
26 271 297 

5 54 59 

6 23 29 

31 89 120 
5 20 25 

Permitted case 

Modeled Total 
Percent of concentrationc impacf 

NAAQS (j.tglm3) (j.tglm3) 

78 966 1011 
81 271 297 
74 54 59 

29 23 29 

80 89 120 
50 20 25 

"Tit• NAAQS ar• ab•ollll• llmll• esla/JU•Itd In accordanctt wlllt •xl•dng Ckan A.lr A.d pro11lslon• 1o prul«:l p11Nlc ltNIIII and w•lfar• wlllt an ,.fiiGI• ..,U. of llif«y. 
6Background con«nlftlllon• ,. btued on Parle Monitoring Slolloll data fro,. llt• ll·IIJonllt "'onllorlng tMrlodfro"' S•JII•Wibw 1990 11tro11gll A.11pd 1991. 
'MtJJCI"'""' concmtrYUion• pmllct•d by COiffPIIIn-1rt0Mis resllldng/t"Oirl HCCP and r.troflll•d H•llly Unll No. 1 anlulon•. 
"Total l,.pael ls calcullllfld M ilt• .,,. of lit• .,.bien I btlekgro11nd concmlmdon and tit• "'otkled concmtrvllon. 

Percent of 
NAAQS 

78 
81 
74 

29 

80 
50 

!I 
� 
I 
3 i ... 
.... 
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retrofitted Unit No. 1 in combination with the HCCP tkmonstratilm and permitted cases. As previously 

described for the modeling perjormedfor the existing Unit No. 1 emissions in combination with the 

HCCP demonstration and permitted cases (Table 5.2.2), because close-in impacts are almost entirely 

the result of Unit No. 1 emissions, modeled concentrations for the HCCP tkmonstratlon and permitted 

cases are identicaL 

For effects within DNPP, a comparison of the modeling results displayed in Table 5.4.3 with 

those in Table 5.2.3 shows tlult the total impact for the 24-h S02 concentration tkcreasedjrom 15% to 

14% of the NAAQS for the retrofitted Unit No. 1 in combination with both the HCCP demonstration 

and permitted cases, as compared to the eristing Unit No. 1 in combination with the HCCP cases. 

Similllr small improvements are predicud for some of the other pollutllnts and averaging times. No 

change is predicted to the already low percentllges for other poUutants and averaging tiiMs. Modeled 

concentrations within DNPP for the retrofitted Unit No. 1 in combination with the HCCP 

tkmonstration and permitted cases are very similar but not identical, indicating that the HCCP is 

contributing a small percentage of the concentrations. This conclusion is supported by Table 5.2.1, 

which shows the motkled concentrations for the HCCP alone. 

The modified PLUVUE I compuur model discussed in Sect 4.3.2.3 was used as a tool to evaluate 

the effect of the planned retrofit of Unit No. 1 on pountial visibility impacts at DNPP. Table 5.4.4 

presents the number of daytime hours per year that a plume (or plumes) from the simultaneous 

operation of the HCCP and the retrofitted Unit No. 1 is predicted to be perceptible from the DNPP 

Visitor Access Cenur for views to the north and south and the total number of hours. The predicUd 

number of hours for the existing Unit No. 1 alone and for the combined operation of the existing Unit 

No. 1 with the HCCP (permitted case) are also given as a basis for comparison. The predicted number 

of hours is very low. For the simultaneous operation of the retrofitted Unit No. 1 and the HCCP 

(demonstration case), the predictions are 3 hfor the north sight path, 9 hfor the south sight path, and a 

total of9 h. The total is less than the sum of the north and south sight paths because the threshold was 

also exceetkd in the south sight path during the same 3 h in which it was exceeded in the north sight 

path. For the simulttmeous operation of the retrofitted Unit No. 1 and the HCCP (permitted case), the 

predictions are 9 hfor the north sight path, 19 hfor the south sight path, and a total of20 h. For 

comparison, the predicted number of hours for the existing Unit No. 1 aliJne is 5 hfor the north sight 

path, 5 h for the south sight path, and a total of 6 h (these results for Unit No. 1 are also presenud in 

Table 4.3.4). Also for comparison, the predicted number of hours for the combined operation of the 

existing Unit No. 1 with the HCCP (permitted case) is 15 h for the north sight path, 23 h for the south 

sight path, and a total of26 h (these results are also presenud in Table 5.2.4). The predicted total 

number of hours increases very sUghtly from 6 h for the existing Unit No. 1 to 9 h and 20 h for the 

retrofitted Unit No. 1 operating simultaneously with the HCCP for the tkmonstration case and 
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Table 5.4.3. National Ambient Air Quality Standards (N AAQS) impact analysis for tlu! combined effects of the retrofitted 
Healy Unit No. 1 and tlu! Healy Clean Coal Project (HCCP) (demonstration and permitted cases) within 

Averaging NAAQS' 
PoUutant period (�1m3) 

SOz 3-h 1300 
24-h 365 

Annual 80 

NOz Annual 100 

PM1o 24-h 150 
Annual 50 

DenaU National Park and Preserve (DNPP) 

Demonstration case 

Ambient 
Total background Modeled 

concentration6 concentrationc impacf 
(�1m3) (�1m3) (�1m3) 

45 155 200 
26 25 51 

5 1 6 

6 1 7 

31 2 33 
5 0.1 5 

Percent of 
NAAQS 

15 
14 
8 

7 

22 
10 

Permitted case 

Modeled Total 
concentrationc impacf 

(�1m3) (�1m3) 

160 205 
25 51 

2 7 

2 8 

2 33 
0.1 5 

"The NAAQS tll't1 absolute Umits established In accordance with exlsdng Clean Air Act protislons to proted public health and welftll'e with an adequate margin of safety. 
6Background con011ntratlons tll't1 1Nued on Park Monitoring Station data from the 12·month monitoring period from September 1990 through Aupst 1991. 
'Muimum concenlnldons predlded by compt�ter models resrdllngfrom HCCP and retrojlnflll Healy Unit No. 1 emissions. 
"Total lmpact ls colcuhlted as the sum of the ambient IHickground concelllratlon and the modeled concmlnltlon. 

Percent of 
NAAQS 

16 
14 

9 

8 

22 
10 

'TI � 
i 
3 i .. 
.... 
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Table 5.4.4. Number of daytime hours during the yetll' that a plume from the existing tl1ld retrojilted 
Unit No. 1 and the Healy Clean Coal Project (HCCP) is predkted to be perceptible in the 
sight paths from the DeTUJli Natio'lllll Park tl1ld Presene (DNPP) Visitor Access Center 

Easion source North sight path South sight path Toflif 

Unit No. 1 (existing) 5 5 6 

UnitNo. 1 (existing) 
plus HCCP 
(permitted case) 15 23 26 

Unit No. 1 (retrojiJ) 
plus HCCP 
(demonstration case) 3 9 9 

Unit No. 1 (retrofit) 
plus HCCP 
(permitted case) 9 19 20 

�be tollll is ku than tile s11m of the north tllld sollth sight paths beC�U�se of some houn ill which tile threshold -.r sillulllaeoiiSly 
""eded ill both sigiU paths. 

permitted case, respectively. Since no hours of visual impact wer predicted for the DNPP Northeast Unit 

for existing emissions from Unit No. 1 alone and in combination with the HCCP demonstration and 

permit emissions, there were also no lwurs of impact with retrojilted Unit No. 1 emissions. The results 

of the visibility modeling indicate that, after the planned retrofit of Unit No. 1 and implementation of 

the Memorandum of Agreement, there would be very little change from the baseline results predicted 

for the existing Unit No. 1. As discussed previously, if DNPP experiences any visibility impacts, GVEA 

has also agreed to implement administrative controls. 

In response to a request made at the workshop held in Washington, D.C., on September 22, 1993 

(see Sect 4.3.2.3), an analysis was performed to evaluate the sensitivity of the visibility modeling to 

differing assumptions associated with the predictions for the retrojitted Unit No. 1. Table 5.4.5 presents 

the results of the analysis, which examined the sensitivity of changing the value used for the 

perceptibility threslwld and the sensitivity of extending the sight paths beyond the DNPP boundary. 

The first column for each sight path and for the total, denoted as the "DOE case," repeats the results 

presented in Table 5.4.4. The second column indicates how the results change by extending the sight 

path, while the third column shows how the results change by using 69 ppbv·km rather than 

150 ppbv·kmfor the perceptibility threshold (see Sect 4.3.2.3). Finally, the fourth column indicates the 

results of using both the extended sight path and the 69 ppbv·km threslwld. The modeling is more 

sensitive to changing the perceptibility threshold than extending the sight paths, as indicated by a 
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Table 5.4.5. Sensitivity analysis of the number of daytime hours during the year that a plume from the existing and retrofitted 
Unil No. 1 and the Healy Clean Coal Project (HCCP) is predicted to be perceptible 

North sight path South sight path Totaf 

Change Change 
Emission DOE Extended Threshold of in both DOE Extended Threshold of in both DOE Extended Threshold of 

sourctt case sight path 69ppbv·lun parameters case sight path 69ppbv·km parameters case sight path 69ppbv·km 

Unit No. 1 (existing) 5 13 42 143 5 9 29 46 6 17 42 

Unit No. 1 (existing) 
plus HCCP 
(permitted case) 15 78 125 317 23 28 71 123 26 85 129 

Unit No. 1 (retro/ilted) 
plus HCCP 
(demonstration case) 3 14 36 198 9 12 31 41 9 23 37 

Unit No. 1 (retrojiJted) 
plus HCCP 
(permitted case) 9 46 71 288 19 22 55 70 20 57 74 

•TI•• lOki I Is k11 1111111 Ill• '""' t�fliletltl,., and '""'" sig#ll pallls becausufst�- llt�un 111 wiJidJ Ill• 11Jrallt�l4 was diiiMIIIIII•"""' •XJC«Md 111 btiiiJ dg#ll ptllhs. 

Change 
in both 

parameters 

145 

329 

205 

294 

!! 
� 
I 
3 i ... 
.... 
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greater increase from the DOE case in the number of hours in the third column than in the second 

column. The modeling is extremely sensitive to changing both parameters simultaneously, as indicated 

by the greatest increase in the number of hours in the fourth column. The north sight palh is more 

sensitive than the south sight palh. 

The results show that the number of daytime hours during the year in which a plliiM is predicted 

to be perceptible from the simultlmeous operation of the retrofitted Unit No. I and the HCCP is usuolly 

greater than the number of hours for the existing Unit No. I alone, but less than the number of hours 

for the combined operation of the existing Unit No. I with the HCCP (permilted case). For example, for 

the case of changing both parameters (the fourth column), the predicted total number of hours 

increases from 145 hfor the existing Unit No. I to 205 h and294 hfor the retrofitted Unit No. I 

operating simultaneously with the HCCP for the demonstration case and permilted case, respectively. 

For comparison, the predicted total number of hours for the combined operation of the eXisting Unit 

No. I with the HCCP (permitted case) is 329 h. Therefore, the mitigation serves to reduce the potential 

number of hours with a perceptible plume compared to the analogous case without mitigation. 

The effect of the pkmned retrofit of Unit No. I on potential regional haze at DNPP was evaluated 

using the supplemental analysis discussed in Sect. 4.3.2.4. Table 5.4.6 presents the results of a 

sensitivity analysis performed for differing assumptions associated with the predictions of regional haze. 

The .first column gives the "DOE case'' as evaluated in the supplemental regional haze analysis for the 

existing Unit No. I alone,jor the existing Unit No. I operating simultlmeously with the HCCP 

(permitted case), andjor the retrofitted Unit No. I operating simultaneously with the HCCP for the 

demonstration case and permitted case. The second column indicates how the results change by 

considering a I 0% change in bex, as the threshold for perception, and the third column shows how the 

results change by using higher oxidation rates (see Sect. 4.3.2.4). The fourth column indicates the 

results of changing both assumptions simultaneously. 

The results show that the annual number of events of regional haze predicted is sensitive to the 

assumptions. Overall, the results are more sensitive to the oxidation rates than the percentage change 

in bex�o In comparing the existing Unit No. I alone with the retrofitted Unit No. I operating 

simultaneously with the HCCP, the results show very little change in the annual number of events for a 

given set of assumptions. For example,jor the case of changing both assumptions (the fourth column) 

for the northeast area at the surface (the third line), the annual number of events is 32 for the existing 

Unit No. I, 30 for the retrofitted Unit No. I combined with the HCCP demonstration case, and 31 for 

the retrofitted Unit No. I combined with the HCCP permitted case. By comparison, the annual number 

of events for the combined operation of the existing Unit No. I with the HCCP (permitted case) is 

usually lllrger than for the other scenarios (36 in the above example). Thus, the analysis indicates that 
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Modeled Height 

Table 5.4.6. Sensitivity analysis of the number of events per year that homogeneous oxldotlon of SOz ls predicted to cause a 
sulfate concentration greater than or equal to the threshold for visual effects following the retrofit of Unit No. 1 

Unil No. I (existing) plus Unil No. I (retrofit) plus Unit No. I (retrofil) plus 
Unit No. I (existing) HCCP (permitted case) HCCP (demonstrolion Mse) HCCP (permitted Mse) 

10% Higher 10% Higher 10% Higher 10% Higher 
DOE change oxidadon DOE change oxidation DOE change oxidalion DOE 

area agl case0 in bul' ralese Both Mse0 in bul' ratese Both Mse• in bexl' ratese Both case• 
change oxidation 
in bexl' ratese Both 

South Surface 0 2 5 30 0 2 5 29 0 I I 13 0 I 3 

South 500ft 2 3 14 38 2 7 20 44 0 3 11 31 I 3 15 

Northeast Surface I 7 10 32 2 8 13 36 0 5 3 30 0 6 7 

Northeast 500ft 2 7 19 33 8 14 27 41 I 6 18 31 2 9 18 

"A••ume• tlttJI a 20% cltonge in b..,, (the Ugltt extinction coe.Jiieient) would be requind lo perceive regiolllllluu.e; tu•ume• ltomogeneou• oxidtllion "*' of SOz to rufau of 0.1%1/tr from 
December througlt February, 0.2'!tlltr in Manit and November, O.S'!tlltr in April and October, and 1'!tlltr during the rellftlbuler of the y.or. 

6 A••ume• tltot a 10% cltange in b..,, (the Ugltt extinction coe.Jiieienl) would be •u.Jiieient to percel��t� regiolllll /taz.e. 
• As•ume• ltomogeneou• oxidalion IYJU• of SOz io rufau of1.4%/ltr from October througlt Marclt and 1.9%/ltr from April througlt SepumiHtr. 

18 

34 

31 

35 
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the planned retrofit of Unit No. 1 would be effective in prerenting an increase in regional haze 

attributed to the Healy site. Not withstanding results of modeling, conducted orer a wide range of 

assumptions, it should be noted that there hare been no published reports of regional haze attributable 

to the existing Unit No. 1. 

In summary, DOE belieres that the Memorandum of Agreement adequately ensures that the 

DNPP would be pro�ctedjrom plume or hoz.e impacts from the Healy site. GVEA must reduce 

combined emissions from the site to the existing Unit No. 1 emissions, immetliately upon no4fication by 

either NPS or ADEC that a NO" or other pollutant plume, or a suUate or other poUufllnt haze, is risible 

inside DNPP. Furthermore, if sightings persist, the NPS may reopen the Agreement so that additional 

measures can be taken. 
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6. CUMULATIVE IMPACTS 

This section discusses potential impacts resulting from other facilities, operations, and activities 

that in combination with potential impacts from the HCCP may contribute to cumulative impacts. 

Because the proposed site is so remote, the adjacent Healy Unit No. 1 is the only other existing facility 

that has been identified as contributing to cumulative impacts. The cumulative effects of Unit No. 1 are 

discussed in Sect. 4, because the effects are so intertwined with the HCCP that discussion is more 

appropriate in that section. For example, solid ash generated by the HCCP is compared with existing ash 

generation at Unit No.1  and the capacity for disposal at the UCM Poker Flats mine. 

Several major development projects have been identified that might be constructed in the Healy 

region. Some of these projects have the potential to contribute to cumulative environmental impacts. 

These projects include 

• a new 25-MW, coal-fired power plant proposed by Healy Power, Inc. (HPI), an independent 

power producer, for the Healy area, 

• UCM mine expansion, 

• Alaska Lime Company (Cantwell, Alaska) expansion, 

• new gold mines to be established, 

• new electrical transmission intertie systems, 

• Trans-Alaska Gas System (TAGS) pipeline from Prudhoe Bay to Cook Inlet, 

• natural gas pipeline from Anchorage to Fairbanks, 

• products pipeline from the Mapco Refinery in N orth Pole to Anchorage, 

• expansion of the Alaska Railroad north of Nenana, and 

• a railroad within DNPP for visitors. 

One project for which much design work has been conducted is the development of the Fort 

Knox open-pit gold mine proposed by Fairbanks Gold Mining, Inc., located about 15 miles northeast of 

Fairbanks, Alaska. The applicant initiated the environmental permitting process for this project, thus 

triggering a NEPA review by the COE in the form of an environmental assessment (CH2M HiU 1992). 

The project design is based on a deposit of 200 million tons of ore, which would be mined at a rate of 

35,000 to 50,000 tons per day. Project facilities, including new service roads, would cover about 

4500 acres. The project would have a duration of at least 16 years, possibly longer if additional ore 

were found. The project would employ from 200 to 275 workers in three shifts, 24 hid throughout the 

year. Power requirements of about 35 MW would be supplied via a new 28-mile, 138-kV transmission 

Une that would be connected to the existing Fairbanks grid. 
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Because of the distance (nearly 100 miles) between the proposed HCCP and the proposed Fort 

Knox Mine, no cumulative environmental impacts are expected. Furthermore, neither of the projects is 

tkpendent on the other for its operation. GVEA cun'ently possesses more than ample excess power 

generating capacity, even without including the 70-MW intertie from Anchorage. The Fort Knox 

Mine's power requirements would be only about40% ojGVEA's present excess generating capacity 

during peak tkmand. The oil-fired North Pole plant (consisting of two 60-MW units) accounts for most 

of the surplus in generating capacity. The units usually operate only during peak periods of electrical 

tkmand because their operating costs are very high. The HCCP would operate a much greater 

percentage of the time because its costs would be lower. GVEA plans to operate the HCCP with or 

without the Fort Knox Mine. In the absence of the HCCP, operation of the mine would require GVEA 

to either bum additWnaljuel oil at its North Pole plant or purchase additional electricity via the 

Anchorage intertie. 

In May 1993, the Alaska legislature and governor approved the construction of two electrical 

transmission interties by committing $90 milUon from the Railbelt Energy Fund (part of $250 milUon 

remaining from the fund established for the since-abandoned Susitna Dam project). The northern 

intertie would be built between Healy and Fairbanks, while the southern intertie would be located from 

Anchorage south to the Kenai Peninsula. The participating utilities (GVEAjor the Healy-Fairbanks 

intertie) have executed an agreement which wiQ transfer the funds to AIDEA and commit the utilities to 

paying for the tksign and construction costs in excess of the funding amount. 

The 138-kV Healy-Fairbanks intertie would generaQy joQow the route of the existing 138-kV 

transmission line. The new line would be constructed in a separate corridor that parallels the existing 

corridor; therefore, a clearing ojat least 100ft in width would be required/or the length ojthe 

corridor. The new line would carry about 80 MW of electricity, which, when adtkd to the 95 MW 

carried by the existing Une, would increase capacity to 175 MW. The line would carry electricity from 

Healy Unit No. 1 and the HCCP to Fairbanks and also would aQow for the purchase ojup to 100 MW 

of power from Anchorage. The line is expected to reduce losses and increase the reliability of 

Anchorage-purchased power transfers to Fairbanks. 

Environmental impact assessment by the Rural Electrification Administration and design of the 

intertie are scheduled for 1994. The intertie is not expected to contribute major cumulative impacts in 

conjunction with the proposed HCCP. Construction of the intertie would occur in 1995 and 1996; the 

line is expected to be operational by early 1997. 

With the exception of the Fort Knox Mine, the Healy-Fairbanks intertie, and the TAGS pipeline, 

none of these projects has reached the stage where feasibility has been detennined and schedules fixed. 

The TAGS pipeline would be constructed at a distance far enough from the Healy area as to preclude 

major cumulative impacts. In addition, because the HCCP would meet GVEA's energy needs, it is highly 
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unlikely that the HPI plant would ever be required or built If the HCCP is not built, the HPI facility is not 

expected to come on-line before 2007. It is impossible to analyze cumulative impacts in the unlikely 

event that the HPI facility would be built, because the site, fuel, and technology have not yet been 

selected. 1berefore, the cumulative impacts of these projects are not assessed. 





7. REGULATORY COMPLIANCE AND PERMIT REQUIR EMENTS 

This section discusses federal and state regulatory compliance and permit requirements for the 

HCCP. A tentative schedule for obtaining permits is given in Appendix G. 

7.1 RELATIONSHIP TO FEDERAL AND STATE ENVIRONMENTAL 
R EQUIREMENTS 

NEPA requires that a detailed statement be written for every recommendation or report on 

proposals for legislation and other major federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human 

environment NEP A is not a permitting process, but a process to examine perceived or potential 

environmental impacts in as broad but reasonable scope as possible. Conversely, environmental. laws 

such as CAA, CW A, and RCRA require proponents of proposed actions to make application to 

appropriate permitting agencies, such as EPA, COE, and state regulatory agencies for approval to cany 

out a particular proposed action--whether the federal government is involved or not. 

Permits require specific project or process conditions to be included in applications. Conditions are 

often negotiable as long as the permitting agency believes that environmental impacts resulting from the 

final permit approval will not adversely affect the environment 

The permitted case in Sect 5.2 describes the process conditions that are expected to exist for the 

HCCP, and the environmental impacts (a NEPA responsibility) resulting from those conditions are 

discussed. Due to the dynamic nature of permitting activities, modifications to the conditions could arise. 

Thus, the permitted case described in Sect 5.2 could be slightly different from the final negotiated 

conditions that would be required if a particular permit were granted. DOE has investigated and written 

Sect. 5.2 with the explicit intention of ensuring, to the best of its ability, that environmental impacts 

associated with the HCCP would not substantially change due to future permit conditions that may arise 

from permit negotiations. 

7.1 .1 Clean Air Act 

Many standards and regulations promulgated under the CAA (CAA, Pub. L. 95-95, as amended) 

are germane to the HCCP. The CAA, administered jointly by EPA and the State of Alaska, is intended, in 

part, to ensure that air quality is maintained Alaska has set its standards to be equivalent to federal 

standards. The HCCP would conform to Alaska' s State Implementation Plan during construction and 

operation of the project In the Healy area, where ambient air quality is better than national standards, 

PSD permitting requirements (40 CFR Part 51 .24) apply. The HCCP would require a PSD permit 

NAAQS have been established by EPA (40 CFR Part 50) for ambient concentrations of S�. N�. 

CO, PM, �. and lead (Table 7.1.1) . Under NAAQS, both primary and secondary standards must be met. 

Primary standards set ambient concentration levels above which public health is believed to be threatened. · 
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Table 7.1.1 National Ambient Air Quality Standards for air pollutants 

Primary standard Secondary standard 

Pollutant/averaging period ().tlifm3) (ppm) ().tlifm3) (ppm) 

Sulfur dioxide 

Annual arithmetic mean 80 0.03 
24-h 365 0.14 
3-h 1 ,300 0.5 

Particulate matter (as PM1o)0 

Annual arithmetic mean 50 50 
24-h 150 150 

Carbon monoxide 

8-h 10,000 9 
1-h 40,000 35 

Ozone 

1-h 235 0.12 235 0.12 

Nitrogen dioxide 

Annual arithmetic mean 100 0.05 100 0.05 

Lead 

Maximum quarterly average 1 .5 1 .5 

4PM1o is particulate matter with an aerodynamic diameter �lOf.un. 

Secondary standards set concentration levels above which public welfare (e.g., crops, livestock, building 

materials) is believed to be negatively affected. Effective July 31 ,  1987, the concentration limit and basis 

for measurement of PM were changed Attainment of primary and secondary NAAQS for PM must now 

be determined by measuring particles termed PM10. The major reason for this change was to establish 

standards that reflect the greater potential effects to human health associated with the smaller respirable 

particles. 

New Source Performance Stllndards (NSPS) emission limitations (40 CFR Part 60) are applicable 

to the HCCP because the facility has the potential to emit more than the specified amount of pollutants 

annually. During the 1970s and 1980s, EPA promulgated several different "sets" of NSPS applicable to 

fossil-fuel steam generators. The boiler capacity along with the date when construction, reconstruction, or 

modification begins will determine which NSPS the HCCP must meet 

Significant amendments to the CAA were enacted in November 1990. The precise impact of these 

amendments upon the HCCP cannot be stated with certainty at this time because regulations as yet 
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unpromulgated by the EPA will eventually define the impact. However, Title V of the amendments 

establishes a new permitting structure that requires all major sources of air pollution to obtain a permit 

pursuant to the new requirements of the title. Title V provides that EPA is required to promulgate 

regulations that define the requirements for state programs to implement the title. Each state will then 

have 3 years to develop and submit to EPA a new operating permit program for compliance, which EPA 

will then approve or disapprove. Title V provides that a single permit may be issued for a facility with 

multiple sources. 

Titles I, III, and IV of the CAA Amendments of 1990 may also affect electric generating facilities. 

Title I addresses the attainment and maintenance ofNAAQS, especially for geographic areas that are not 

presently in attainment The Healy area is in altllinmentjor all of the criteria poUutants. Title m, 
which addresses hazardous air pollutants, mandates specific studies to establish whether public health 

criteria warrant further control of utility emissions of hazardous air pollutants. Title IV imposes 

additional constraints on utility emissions of S� and NOx to alleviate acid deposition. Nationwide S� 

emissions will be reduced in two phases by a total of 10 million tons below 1980 levels: 5 million tons by 

1995, and another 5 million tons by 2000. A 4-year extension of the second-phase deadline will be 

granted to power plants that elect to use clean coal technologies to decrease their emissions. NOx 

emissions in the year 2000 are required to be 2 million tons less than 1980 levels. However, Title IV only 

applies to the contiguous 48 states. 

7.1 .2 Clean Water Act 

The CW A (CW A; Pub. L. 92-500, as amended) is intended to restore and maintain the chemical, 

physical, and biological integrity of the nation's waters. As with the CAA, this statute is based on 

federal-state cooperation. Title m of the CW A directs EPA to set discharge standards and gives the state 

agency enforcement powers. Standards that act as a "floor," below which water quality at the HCCP 

should not drop, and effluent discharge limits "at the end of the pipe" are intended to ensure that these 

standards are met Title IV establishes a permit program system, the NPDES (NPDES; 40 CFR 
Part 122), that regulates discharges to surface waters. The HCCP would not be allowed to discharge into 

waters of the United States without an NPDES permit 

EPA has established effluent limitations for existing and new steam electric power plants 

(40 CFR Part 423). Table 7 . 1.2 shows NSPS for the steam electric generating caugory applicable to the 

HCCP. 
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Table 7 .1.2. New source performance standards for steam electric power generation 

Concentration 

Source0 Pollutant/property 1-d maximum (mg/L) 30-d average (mg/L) 

Low-volume wastes Total suspended solids (TSS) 100 30 
Oil/grease 20 15 

Metal cleaning wastes TSS 100 30 
Oil/grease 20 15 
Copper 1 1 
Iron 1 1 

Bottom ash transport TSS 100 30 
water Oil/grease 20 15 

Cooling waterb >25 MW Chlorine (residual) 0.2c 

Cooling water <25MW Chlorine (residual) 0.5c 0.2d 

Cooling water Chlorine (free available) 0.5c 0.� 
(blowdown) 126 priority pollutants Not detectable Not detectable 

Chromium (total) 0.2 0.2 
Zinc (total) 1 1 

All sources Polychlorinated biphenyls 0 0 

All sources except once- pH 6-9 6-9 
throughb 

"The quantity of pollutants discharged from the following sources shall not exceed the quantity determined by multiplying the flow of the 

waste source times the concentration listed. 
bOnce-through cooling water. 

'Maximum concentration. 
4 Average concentration. 

In addition, an Oil Spill Prevention, Containment, and Countermeasure Plan (SPCCP) is required 

for the HCCP in accordance with CW A requirements [Sect 3 1 1  (j)] ,  as amended by the Oil Pollution Act 

of 1990. The existing SPCCP for Healy Unit No. 1 is being revised to incorporate contingency measures 

for spills of diesel fuels as well as other nonpetroleum chemicals that would be stored and utilized in the 

HCCP. 

7.1 .3 Resource Conservation and Recovery Act and Amendments 

The RCRA Pub. L. 94-580, as amended and a major amendment to it known as the 1984 

Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSW A; Pub. L. 98-616) are intended to ensure that all solid 

waste, including suspensions, other liquids, and especially hazardous waste, is handled so as to minimize 

risks to the environment and the public. 

Solid coal combustion wastes from the HCCP are currently exempt from regulation under 

Sect. 3001 of RCRA. However, Sect 8002 ofRCRA required EPA to study alternatives for disposal of 
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coal combustion wastes and present the results to Congress. The smdy (EPA 1988) found that fly ash, 

bottom ash, boiler slag, and flue gas desulfurization wastes generally do not exhibit hazardous 

characteristics under current RCRA regulations. EPA intends to regulate these wastes under Subtitle D of 

RCRA (for nonhazardous wastes). 

EPA found that some maintenance and water purification wastes do, however, exhibit RCRA 

hazardous characteristics (EPA 1988). EPA is considering removing the Sect. 3001 exemption for these 

wastes, making them subject to the requirements of Subtitle C. If catalysts, filter cakes, slag, ash, or 

by-products contain sufficient amounts of heavy metals or extractable/leachable organics and are disposed 

of off-site or without mixing with other solid wastes, they could also be classified as hazardous. 

If any of these wastes or by-products are evenmally regulated as hazardous under Subtitle C of 

RCRA, the HCCP would need to comply with the regulations. 

7.1 .4 Endangered Species Act 

Under Sect 7 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973 (Pub. L. 93-205, as amended), DOE must 

consult with FWS to ensure that proposed actions are not likely·to jeopardize the continued existence of 

any endangered species or threatened species or result in the destruction or adverse modification of the 

critical habitat of such species. Appendix C documents the findings of the FWS from such consultation. 

7.1 .5 Floodplains and Wetlands Requirements 

Federal agencies must consider the effects of their proposed actions on floodplains and wetlands 

under Executive Orders (EOs) 1 1988 ("Floodplain Management") and 1 1990 ("Protection of Wetlands"). 

These EOs require federal agencies to avoid to "the extent practicable" adverse impacts associated with 

the occupancy and modification of floodplains and the destruction and modification of wetlands. 

Agencies are also directed to avoid direct or indirect support of development in floodplains and wetlands 

where there is a practicable alternative. DOE has established Part 1022 of Olapter X of Title 10 of the 

Code of Federal Regulations to comply with EOs 1 1988 and 1 1990. DOE must determine whether a 

floodplain or wetland is present at the HCCP site (Sect 4.1 .6), assess the impacts on such floodplains and 

wetlands, and consider alternatives that would minimize impacts to these resources. If DOE finds that the 

only practicable alternative consistent with the law and with EO 1 1988 requires siting in a floodplain, 

DOE must, before taking action, design or modify the action in order to minimize potential hann to or 

within the floodplain and must publish a notice containing an explanation of why the action is proposed to 

be located in the floodplain. 

The federal agency responsible for enforcing these EOs is EPA. 1be Federal Water Pollution 

Control Act (FWPCA) Amendments of 1972, Pub. L. 92-500, 86 Stat 931 ( 1972) replaced the previous 

language of the FWPCA entirely. CWA of 1977, Pub. L. 95-217, 91  Stat 1566 (1977), then substantially 

amended this new text. The act is now commonly referred to as the Oean Water Act The U.S. Congress 
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authorized the Secretary of the Army acting through the Chief of Engineers to regulate the discharge of 

dredged or fill material into navigable waters pursuant to the Sect 404 of (33 U.S.C. 1344). Subsection 

(b) of Sect 404 directed that each disposal site shall be specified for each permit by the Corps of 

Engineers through the application of guidelines developed by the administrator of the EPA; hence, EPA's 

"veto authority" states that the administrator is authorized to prohibit the specification (including the 

withdrawal of specification) of any defmed area as a disposal site, and he is authorized to deny or restrict 

the use of any defined area for specification (including the withdrawal of specification) as a disposal site. 

Subsection (q) provided for establishment of memoranda of agreement with other agencies. Several 

memoranda of agreement have been signed between EPA and the Corps concerning regulation of 

discharges of solid waste, geographic jurisdiction, mitigation, and enforcement 

7.1 .6 Other Federal and State Regulatory Requirements 

The regulatory requirements discussed above are those most likely to be encountered for the 

HCCP. In addition, under Sect 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (Pub. L. 89-665, as 

amended), DOE must consult with the Alaska SHPO to ensure compliance with the act Appendix D 

documents the fmdings of the SHPO from such consultation. 

7.2 STATE AND FEDERAL PERMITS AND DOCUM ENTS 

The federal permits, NEP A compliance documents, other support and compliance documents, and 

state permits that would be prepared and obtained for the HCCP are listed in Tables 7.2.1 ,  7.2.2, 7.2.3, 

and 7.2.4, respectively. Where state and federal requirements are given on a single issue, the state 

generally has primacy with federal oversight If the state regulation is found to be less effective than the 

federal regulation, the federal agency can require compliance with its regulation in addition to the state 

regulation. 
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Table 7 .2.1. Federal permits and documents to be obtained or prepared 
for the Healy Clean Coal Project 

Anticipated permitting agency 

U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency 

Corps of Engineers 

U.S. Department of Transportation, 
Federal Aviation Administration 

Pennit description 

Pennit to discharge into water, National Pollutant Discharge Blimination 
System: (1) storm waJerdischtugesfrom construction lldivi&s; 
(2) wastewater discharge from construction camp sewage plant; 
(3) wastewater discharge from batch plant and general construction area; 
(4) wastewater discharge for once-through cooling dwing plant operation 
(5-year renewable); (5) wastewater discharge for treated plant service water 
during plant operation (5-year renewable); (6) coal pile runoff discharge; 
(7) storm waJer discharges associated with industrilll lldivily 

Oil Spill PreventiJJn Control and Countermeasure Plan for oil storage 
facilities 

Generation, transportation, storage, treatment, or disposal of hazardous 
waste 

Discharge of dredged or fill material into U.S. waters-Department of the 
Anny permit (Section 404 Permit): (1) construction of intake and 
discharge facilities in the Nenana River; (2) lands classified as wetlands by 
the Corps of Engineers 

Notice of proposed construction or alteration of structures that may 
interfere with airplane flight paths 

Table 7 .2.2. National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) support and compliance documents 

Document Prepared by 

Environmental Information Volume Participant 

EIS DOE 

Description of action taken 

Forms the basis/or U.S. Department 
of Energy's (DOE's) preparation of 
an environmental impact statement 
(EIS) and related NEPA documents 

The key environmental document 
that serves as the basis for the 
Record of Decision and ftnther 
federal action 

Table 7 .2.3. Other support and compliance documents 

Document Prepared by 

Environmental Monitoring Plan Participant 

Description of action taken 

Prepared subsequent to the 
Environmental Impact Statement and 
within 60 days after construction 
begins 
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Table 7 .2.4. State permits and documents to be obtained or prepared 
for the Healy Clean Coal Project 

Permitting agency 

Alaska Department of Natural Resources, 
Division of Land and Waste Management 

Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation 

Alaska Railroad Corporation 
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Pennit description 

Temporary pennits to appropriate water: (1) concrete 
batch plant; (2) dust control; (3) construction camp and 
potable water supply 

Permit to appropriate water (permanent water rights 
pennit): (1) once-through cooling; (2) boiler feed water; 
(3) potable water, (4) dust control 

Temporary land use permits: national park air quality 
monitoring site 

Right-of-way (easement) pennit {1) access roads; 
(2) water pipelines; (3) transmission lines 

Material sale contract gravel extraction 

Land use lease: (1) national park air quality monitoring 
site; (2)·long-tenn lease of state of Alaska, Lots 7 and 8 
under lease to Golden Valley Electric Association, Inc. 

Air quality program: prevention of significant 
deterioration 

Air quality control: penn it to operate 

Wastewater disposal permit (1) wastewater discharge 
from the construction camp sewage plant; 
(2) wastewater discharge from the batch plant and 
general construction area; (3) wastewater discharge for 
once-through cooling during plant operation; 
(4) wastewater discharge for treated plant service water 
during plant operation; (5) coal pile runoff discharge 

Plan review for sewage systems, water, and wastewater 
treatment works during construction 

Certificate of reasonable assurance (401 Water Quality 
Certification) 

Solid waste disposal permit 

Fuel storage, transfer, and handling 

Land use lease 
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acidic deposition 

alluvial terrace 

amine 

anadromous 

arctic zone 

atmospheric dispersion model 

baghouse 

baseline conditions 

baseload power plant 

benthic 

biocide 

blended coal 

boiler 

boiler blowdown stream 

boiler hoppers 

bottom ash 

capacity factor 

coal fines 

1 0. GLOSSARY 

Wet (rain, snow, fog) or dry (particle, gas) deposition of acidic 
substances on the earth's surface following the chemical 
transformation and transport of SOz and NOx 

An ancient floodplain 

Ammonia-based compound used to control corrosion in the 
boiler system 

Ascending rivers from the sea for breeding 

Climatic region characterized by low precipitation and a 

temperature range from the 40s (0F) to 20 below zero; located as 
the Arctic Drainage division on maps 

Computer program that simulates the effect or spread of 
pollutants into the atmosphere from a source such as a power 
plant 

Structure containing fabric filter bags that remove particulate 
matter from the flue gas before emissions leave the stack 

Existing conditions used to establish a baseline from which to 
evaluate potential impacts 

A plant intended to normally operate at near maximum capacity 

Of, relating to, or occurring at the bottom of a body of water 

A substance (e.g., chlorine) that is destructive to many different 
organisms and is used to treat water 

Equal amounts of run-of-mine coal and waste coal 

Equipment (vessel) in which water is converted to steam 

Removes impurities that have settled to the bottom of the boiler 

Used to collect the heavy fallout from the flue gas that occurs 
with a change in velocity due to a tum in the ductwork 

Heavy combustion particles that drop out of the flue gas in the 
boiler area or comprise the fouling deposit residual cleaned off 
the boiler tubes 

The percentage of electricity actually generated by a power plant 
during a year compared with the plant's maximum capacity 

Small particles and dust from coal 
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cold shock 

combustor 

cones of depression 

continental zone 

conventional coal-fired 
power plant 

conventional fuel 

cooling water 

cross COIUlection 

demineralizer reagents 

downwash 

dry scrubber 

electric substation 

entrainment mortality 

eyries 

flash calcine 

flocculation 
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Depression of an animal's vital processes caused by a sudden 
drop in temperature (e.g., decrease in water temperature by 5°F 
or more can kill some fish species) 

Equipment in which coal is burned at high temperatures 

Depression of the potentiometric water surface due to pumping 
of a well 

Climatic region characterized by an average of 12 in./year 
precipitation and temperatures ranging from the 70's eF) to 20 
below zero; includes the Interior Basin area, central to northern 
Copper River area, and the West-Central area 

Plant using currently commercially existing coal burning 
technologies such as pulverized coal, stoker-fired coal, or 
atmospheric fluidized bed combustion 

Traditionally used fuel such as coal, oil, and gas 

Water that is heated as a result of being used to cool the boiler 

Point where two separate cooling water discharge pipes are 
joined together and allow part of the flow from either pipe to be 
diverted to the other pipe 

Compounds (sulfuric acid and sodium hydroxide) used to 
reactivate the ion exchange demineralizers 

Downward movement of air on the downwind side of a structure 

The equipment used to remove sulfur dioxide (S�) and 
particulate matter from the flue gas stream through a dry 
removal process 

Transfonnation and distribution center for electricity produced 
by the power plant 

Death of organisms pulled through a water intake structure and 
through a water use facility 

Sites high on mountains or cliffs where birds of prey will lay 
eggs and raise young 

The fonnation oflime (CaO) by rapidly heating limestone 
(CaC03) 

Adsorption of chemicals by small particles to fonn larger stable 
aggregates or granules which can be removed from water by 
filtration or sedimentation 



fly ash 

forced draft fans 

Gaussian dispersion model 

glacial outwash deposits 

global warming 

hazardous 

heat load 

heat shock 

hydration 

hydrologic cycle 

ichthyoplankton 

impingement mortality 

induced draft fans 

intake pond 

intertie 

inversion layer 

laydown area 

leachate 

light extinction theory 
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Fine combustion particles (ash, soot, dust) that are canied in the 
flue gas 

Fans used to provide combustion air into the boiler 

Atmospheric dispersion model in which the spread of pollutants 
is defined by a Gaussian (notmal) distribution 

Material moved by glaciers and subsequently sorted and 
deposited by streams flowing from the melted glacial ice 

Concept of a worldwide increase in climatic temperatures due to 
various man- or environment-induced occurrences that increase 
greenhouse gases (e.g., C�) in the atmosphere 

Continuous risk of harm or failure caused by or related to a 
substance or situation 

Volume of heated water discharged after being used by a facility 
to cool steam 

Depression of an animal's vital processes or sudden stimulation 
of the nerves and contraction of the muscles caused by a sudden 
increase in temperature 

Water gained via chemical reaction; the rigid attachment of 
water molecules to a chemical compound 

The endless circulation of water between ocean, atmosphere, and 
land 

Fish eggs and larvae 

Death of organisms that collect on the screens of a water intake 
structure 

Fans used to remove the combustion air from the outlet of the 
boiler and/or air pollution control equipment 

Natural or dredged pond used as the cooling water supply 

Interconnection between two or more electric utility systems for 
passage of current 

Layer of air having increased temperature with height 

Material and equipment storage area for the construction phase 

Solution or product obtained by leaching 

A theory that describes how light intensity is decreased, thus 
diminishing visibility 
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limestone injection 

maritime zone 

mitigation 

mixing height 

monostatic acoustic 
radar unit 

moraine 

NAAQS 

no-action alternative 

outfall 

overburden 

palustrine 

plume 

precombustors 

productivity (vegetation) 

proof -of-concept 

1 0-4 

The addition of limestone at or near the fuel combustors for flash 
calcination 

Climatic region characterized by high (6{}-200 in/year) 

precipitation, temperatures ranging from ()()OF to WOF, and 
strong winds (50--100 mph) associated with storms; includes 
southeastern Alaska, the South Coast. and southwestern islands 

Minimizing or eliminating 

The height within the lower atmosphere within which relatively 
vigorous mixing of pollutant emissions occurs 

An instrument used to determine mixing height in the atmosphere 

Accumulation of earth and stones carried and deposited by a 
glacier 

National Ambient Air Quality Standards are concentration levels 
set for six air pollutants to protect public health and welfare 

Alternative whereby the HCCP would not be funded under the 
Oean Coal Technology Program and the clean coal technologies 
would not be demonstrated 

The outlet point for discharged or runoff water to a body of 
water or land area 

Material overlying a deposit of useful geologic materials or 
bedrock 

Wetlands classification that includes nontidal wetlands 
characterized by the presence of trees and shrubs, rooted plants, 
or aquatic beds, or nonvegetated wetlands 

A volume of air or water containing a mixture of a gaseous, 
liquid, or solid discharge and the su"ounding ambient 
environment. 

Equipment that bums coal with excess air in order to supply 
higher temperature air to the combustor 

Capacity of an environment for producing a specific plant or 
sequence of plants under a specified system of management, 
generally expressed in terms of vegetative or seed yields 

Demonstrating that a proposed process will operate successfully 



PSD increments 

raptor 

repower 

retrofit 

riparian 

reagent 

receptor 

run-of-mine coal 

secondary particulate 
species 

significant emission rates 

slag 

spray dryer absorber 

stability class 

stratosphere 

sump 

taiga 
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The maximum increases to ambient pollution levels that may be 
incurred as a result of increased emissions from new or modified 
sources; applied to three different types of areas 

A bird of prey 

The process of installing major new equipment at an existing 
power plant site or industrial facility; repowering often involves 
installing an entirely different technology and will increase the 
electricity generated by a plant 

The process of installing new equipment at an existing power 
plant or industrial facility to improve efficiency or pollution 
control without replacing the basic unit 

Relating to, living, or located along the bank of a river or lake 

A substance used because of its chemical or bioiogical activity 
(e.g., limestone used in the scrubbing process) 

A spatial point used in computer models at which pollutant 
effects are predicted 

Coal with sufficiently favorable characteristics that it is 
conventionally used in combustion processes 

Compounds such as sulfate or nitrate formed in the atmosphere 
from gases such as S� or NOx emitted from a source such as a 
power plant 

Threshold values for ambient air quality monitoring requirements 

The molten by-product of firing coal at high temperature 
(3000°F) 

Structure in which S02 is removed from the flue gas by using 
lime to capture the so2 
A category within a classification scheme designed to measure 
the ability of the atmosphere to mix air pollutants (e.g., A 
stability is most unstable and results in vigorous mixing, while F 
stability is very stable and results in extremely limited mixing). 

The layer of the earth's atmosphere above the troposphere and 
extending to about 31  miles above the earth's surface; 
temperature varies little and clouds are rare 

Concrete-lined pit at the lowest point of the drainage system 

Coniferous woodlands and forests 
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thennal plume 

tipple 

toxic 

train load-out facility 

transition zone 

transmission corridor 

transmission line 

troposphere 

turbine-generator 

waste coal 

watershed 

wind rose 

l QlO 

7Ql0 

1 0-6 

-
Area of a water body with elevated temperature due to 
discharged heated water 

Structure used to store coal before loading into coal cars 

Of, relating to, or caused by a poison or toxin 

Structures and equipment necessary to load coal onto train cars 

Oimatic region characterized by moderate precipitation, 

temperatures ranging between the 60's (Of) to 10 below zero, 

and strong winds (50-1 00 mph) associated with storms; includes 
the southern Copper River area, the Chugach Mountains to 
Bristol Bay area, and the coastal region of the West-Central area 

Area used to provide separation between the transmission lines 
and the general public and provides access to the transmission 
link for construction and maintenance 

Support structures, insulatorS, and conductors that transmit 
electrical power at 69 kV or higher 

The lowest layer of the earth's  annosphere extending 7-10 miles 
from the earth's surface; temperature generally decreases with 
altitude and clouds form 

The equipment that converts steam energy to mechanical energy 
(turbine) and to electrical energy (generator) 

Low-grade coal or overburden-contaminated coal 

The surface drainage area and subsurface soils and geologic 
formations that drain to a particular body of water 

Diagram that shows the relative frequency or frequency and 
strength of winds from different directions 

Lowest average one day flow in any 10-year period 

Lowest average daily flow during any 7 consecutive days in any 
10-year period 



APPENDIX A 

WATER QUALITY PARAMETERS MONITORED 
IN THE NENANA RIVER AND H EALY CREEK 





Table A.l. Parameters measured monthly in water samples 
from the Nenana River and Healy Creek 

Temperature a 

Specific conductancea 

Dissolved oxygena 

Streamflow a 

Alkalinity 

Bicarbonate 

Carbonate 

Calcium, total and dissolved 

Chloride, dissolved 

Hardness 

Magnesium, total and dissolved 

Potassium, total and dissolved 

Silica, dissolved 

Sodium, total and dissolved 

Sulfate, dissolved 

aField measurements. 

Solids, residue at 108°C 

Solids, residue at l80°C 

Nitrate, total and dissolved 

Nitrate, total and dissolved 

Barium, total and dissolved 

Copper, total and dissolved 

Iron, total and dissolved 

Manganese, total and dissolved 

Strontium, total and dissolved 

Zinc, total and dissolved 

5-day BOD 

Chemical oxygen demand 

Organic carbon; total, suspended, and dissolved 

Color 

Silt density index 

Turbidity 

Suspended sediment 

Source: Alaska Industrial Development and Export Authority, l991a. Second Draft Environmental /nfonnation Volume, Healy Clean 
Coal Project, Healy, Alaska, prepared by Stone and Webster Engineering Corp., Denver, September. 
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Table A.2. Parameters measured quarterly in water samples 

Fecal colifonn bacteria 

Bromide, dissolved 

Fluoride, dissolved 

Iodide, dissolved 

Ammonia as NH, total and dissolved 

Phosphorus, total and dissolved 

Phosphate, total and dissolved 

Oil and grease 
Aluminum, total and dissolved 

Antimony, total 

Arsenic, total and dissolved 

Beryllium, total and dissolved 

Cadmium, total and dissolved 

Chromium, total and dissolved 

Cobalt, total and dissolved 

Cyanide, total 

Lithium, total and dissolved 

Lead, total and dissolved 

Mercury, total and dissolved 

Nickel, total and dissolved 

Selenium, total and dissolved 

Silver, total and dissolved 

Sulfide, total 

Zinc, total 

Table A.3. Enviro�mental Protection Agency priority pollutants measured once in 
water samples from the Nenana River and Healy Creek 

Semi-volatile organics 

Chloro-methylphenol, total 

2-Chlorophenol, total 

2,4-Dichlorophenol, total 

2,4,6-Trichlorophenol, total 

2,4-Dirnethylphenol, total 

Dinitromethylphenol, total 

2,4-Dinitrophenol, total 

2-Nitrophenol, total 

4-Nitrophenol, total 

Pentachlorophenol, total 

Phenol, total 

Acenaphthene, total 

Acenaphthylene, total 

A-2 

Di-N-butyl phthalate, total 

1,2-Dichlorobenzene, total 

1,3-Dichlorobenzene, total 

1 ,4-Dichloroben:ienine, total 

3,3-Dichlorobenzidine, total 

Diethyl phthalate, total 

Dimethyl phthalate, total 

2,4-Dinitrotoluene, total 

2,6-Dinitrotoluene, total 

Di-N-octylphthalate, total 

2-Ethylhexyl phthalate, total 

Fluorene, total 

Fluoranthene, total 



Anthracene, total 

Benzidine, total 

Benzo(A) anthracene, total 

Benzo(B) fluoranthene, total 

(Benzo(K) fluoranthene, total 

Benzo (Ghi) perylene, total 

Butyl benzyl phthalate, total 

2-Chloroethoxy methane, total 

2-Chloroethyl ether, total 

2-Chloroisopropyl ether, total 

4-Bromophenyl phenylether, total 

2-ChloronaphtlYUene, total 

4-Chlorophenyl phenyl ether, total 

Chrysene, total 

Dibenzoanthracene, total 

Purgeable organics 

Benzene, total 

Bromoform, total 

Carbon tetrachloride, total 

Chlorobenzene, total 

Chlorodibromo, total 

Chloroethane, total 

2-ol-Ethylvinylether 

Chloroform, total 

Dichlorobromomethane, total 

Dichlorodifluoromethane, total 

1,1-Dichloroethane, total 

1 ,2-Dichloroethane, total 

1,1-Dichloroethylene, total 

Final: December 1993 l 

Table A.3 (continued) 

Hexachlorobenzene, total 

Hexachlorobutadienre, total 

Hexachlorocyclopentadiene, total 

Hexachloroethane, total 

Indeno (1,2,3) pyrene, total 

Naphthalene, total 

Nitrobenzene, total 

Nitrosodimethylamine, total 

N -nitrosodiphenylamine, total 

N-nitrosodi-N-propylamine, total 

Phenanthrene, total 

Pyrene, total 

2,3,7 ,8-Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin, total 

1 ,2,4,-Trichlorobenzene, total 

Methylene chloride, total 

1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethene, total 

Tetrachloroethylene, total 

Toluene, total 

1,1 ,1-Trichloroethane, total 

1,1,2-Trichloroethane, total 

Trichloroethylene, total 

Trichlorofluoromethane, total 

Vinyl chloride, total 

Chloromethane 

1 ,2-Dibromoethane, total 

1 ,2-Dichlorobenzene, total 

1,3-Dichlorobenzene, total 
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1 ,2-transdiol-Ethylene 

1 ,2-Dichloropropane, total 

1,3-Dichloropropene, total 

Ethylbenzene, total 

Methylbromide, total 

Organochloride insecticides 

Perthane, total 

Endosulfan I, total 

Aldrin, total (water) 

Chlordane, total (water) 

DDD, total (water) 

DDE, total (water) 

DDT, total (water) 

Dieldrin, total (water) 

Endrin, total (water) 

Heptachlor, total (water) 

Arochlors 

Arochlor 1016, total 

Arochlor 1221, total 

Arochlor 1232, total 

Table A.3 (continued) 

1 ,4-Dichlorobenzene, total 

Cis-2,3-dichloropropene 

Trans 1 ,3-dichloropropene 

Styrene 

Xylene, total 

Heptachlor epoxide, total (water) 

Lindane, total (water) 

Toxaphene, total (water) 

Gross PCBs, total (water) 

Gross PCNs, total (water) 

Methoxychlor, total (water) 

Mirex, total 

Alpha-BHC, total 

Beta-BHC, total 

Delta-BHC, total 

Arochlor 1242, total 

Arochlor 1248, total 

Arochlor 1254, total 

Source: Alaska Industrial Development and Export Authority, 199la. Second Draft EnvironmenUll lnformation Vol�Dt�e, Healy Clean Coal 
Project, Healy, Alaska, prepared by Stone and Webster Engineering Corp., Denver, September. 
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Table A.4. Results of water quality analysis of samples from three locations in the Nenana River 
and one location at Healy Creek, August 1990 through July 1991 

Site 1° Site 'fl Site 3° Site 4° 

Range of Number Range of Number Range of Number Range of Number 
Parameter UniJs values of tests values of tests values of tests values of tests 

Dissolvedb mg/L 10.0--13.6 >19 10.9-15.0 >21 1 1.2-13.6 >37 9.8-15.0 15 
oxygen 

Specific J.1S/cm 202-466 >19 182-398 >21 196-382 >37 460--633 >14 
conductance 

pHb units 7.18-8.54 >19 7.2-8.34 >20 7.77....!6.5 >37 7.92-8.46 >14 

Chemical mg/L <10--21 12 <10--33 12 <10--19 12 <10--38 12 
oxygen 
demand (COD) 

Total organic mg/L 0.6-3.1 12 0.9-2.8 12 0.7-3.2 12 0.4-11.0 12 
cartxm (TOC) 
Temperatureb oc 0--12.8 19 0--1 1 .8 - N/A 0--9.4 37 0--13.5 14 

Turbiditl 
NTUs 0.5....!66 12 0.4-160 12 0.5-140 12 0.5-250 12 

Colorb <1....!60 12 <1-40 12 1-25 12 <1-30 12 

Alkalinity (as mg/L 59-120 12 54-125 12 48-121 12 1 13-193 12 

Cae03) 
Hardness mg/L 150--200 12 100--200 12 100--200 12 230--370 12 
(as CaC03) 

Calciumc mg/L 31-5 1  12 30--52 12 27-53 12 41-74 12 

Magnesiumc mg/L 8.9-17 12 8.7-16 12 7.6-17 12 30--48 12 

Potassiwnc mg/L 1.0--1.7 12 1.0--1.7 12 1.0--1.8 12 1 .0--1.3 12 

Sodiumc mg/L 2.4-5.5 12 2.4-5.6 12 2.4-5.5 12 3.1-5.9 12 

Chloridesb.c mg/L 1.3-4.3 12 0.8-4.8 1 1  0.2-4.6 12 1.1�.0 12 

Sulfatesb,c mg/L 50....!62 12 57....!61 12 52-79 12 120--180 12 

NH3� (as N) mg/L <0.01-0.04 9 <0.010-0.040 9 <0.01-0.04 8 <0.01-0.04 8 

N03N + N02N mg/L <0.05-0.22 12 <0.10-0.31 12 <0.05-0.90 12 <0.05-0.40 12 
(as N) 

NO� (as N) mg/L <0.010-0.01 12 <0.01-0.01 12 <0.01-0.01 12 <0.01-0.02 12 

Phosphorous c. mg/L <0.01 1 <0.01 1 <0.01 1 <0.01 1 
total 

Silicac mg/L 4.2-7.9 1 1  4.1-7.7 1 1  6.5-7.6 1 1  3.1-1 1.0 12 
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Table A.4 (continued) 

Site 'f' 
Range of Number Range of Number Range of Number Range of Number 

Parameter Units values oftests values oftests values oftests values oftests 

Cyanide 

Sulfide 

mg/L 0.001 

mg/L <0.010 

mg/L 0.1�.20 

mg/L <0.010 

mg/L <0.5 

Arsenicc J..Lg/L < 1 

Bariumc J..Lg/L 34-200 

Berylliumc J..Lg/L <0.5 

Cadmiumc J..Lg/L <1.0-2.0 

Chromiumc J..Lg/L <1 

Cobal{ J..Lg/L <1 

Copperc J..Lg/L <10 

Ironc J..Lg/L 6-74 

�c J..lg/L <1 

Manganesec J..Lg/L 4-20 

Molybdenumc J..Lg/L 1 

Nickef J..Lg/L 2-3 

Antimony J..Lg/L <1 

Aluminumc J..Lg/L <10 

Se1eniumc J..Lg/L <1 

Mercur{ J..Lg/L 0.1 

Silve{ J..Lg/L <1.0-2.0 

Strontiumc J..Lg/L 170-340 

Zdncc J..Lg/L 4-9 

1 0.001 

1 <0.010 

5 <0.1�.20 

1 <0.010 

1 <0.5 

1 <1 

12 31-61 

8 <0.5 

8 <1.0-4.0 

8 1 

8 <1 

12 2-3 

12 6-56 

8 <1-1 

12 4-20 

8 <1 

8 1-3 

1 <1 

1 10 

1 <1 

1 <0.10 

8 <1.0 

12 170-310 

12 5-12 

1 <0.001 

1 <0.010 

5 0.10-0.20 

1 <0.010 

1 0.5 

1 <1 

12 29-200 

8 <0.5 

8 1 .0-2.0 

8 <1 

8 <1 

12 2 

12 6-73 

8 <1 

12 3-20 

8 <1 

8 2-3 

1 <1 

1 <10 

1 1 

1 <0.1 

8 <1.0 

12 170-300 

12 <3-26 

1 0.001 

1 0.010 

5 <0.1�.20 

1 <0.010 

1 <0.5 

1 <1 

12 26-56 

8 <10 

8 <1.0-1.0 

8 1 

8 <1-<3 

12 1 

12 <3-1400 

8 <1 

12 7-64 

8 <1 

8 1 

1 <1 

1 20 

1 <1 

1 <0.10 

8 <1.0-1.0 

12 210-360 

12 <3-11 

1 

1 

5 

1 

1 

1 

12 

6 

6 

6 

6 

12 

12 

6 

12 

6 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

6 

12 

12 
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Table A.4 (continued) 

Site 1° Site '1!' Site 3° Site 4° 

Range of Number Range of Number Range of Number Range of Number 
Parameter Units values of tests values of tests values of tests values of tests 

Lithiumc Jlg/L 7-11 8 7-1 1 8 7-8 8 9-14 6 

Vanadiumc Jlg/L <6 7 <1 7 3 7 <1 6 

Dichloro-
bromomethane 

Jlg/L <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 

Carbon tetra-
chloride 

Jlg/L <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 

1,2-Di- Jlg/L <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 
chloroethane 

Bromofonn Jlg/L <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 

Chlorobromo- Jlg/L <3.0 2 <3.0 
methane 

1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 

Chlorofonn Jlg/L <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 

Toluene Jlg/L <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 

Benzene Jlg/L <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 

Chlorobenzene Jlg/L <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 

Chloroethane Jlg/L <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 

Ethylbenzene Jlg/L <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 

Methylbromide Jlg/L <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 

Methylchloride Jlg/L <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 

Methylene Jlg/L <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 

chloride 

Tetrachloro-
ethylene 

Jlg/L <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 

Trichloro- Jlg/L <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 
fluoromethane 

1,1-Dichloro- Jlg/L <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 

ethane 

1,1-Dichloro- Jlg/L <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 

ethylene 
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Table A.4 (continued) 

Site 1a Site Z:Z Site 3a Site 4a 

Range of Number Range of Number Range of Number Range of Number 
Parameter Units values of tests values of tests values of tests values of tests 

1,1,1-Tri- �giL <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 
chloroethane 

1,1,2-Tri- �giL <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 
chloroethane 

1,1,2,2-Tetra- �giL <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 
chloroethane 

1,2-Dichloro- �giL <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 
benzene 

1 ,2-Dichloro- �giL <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 
propane 

1,2-Transdi- �giL <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 
chloroethene 

1,3-Dichloro- �giL <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3:o 1 
propene 

1,3-Dichloro- � <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 
benzene 

1,4-Dichloro- �g/L <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 
benzene 

2-Chloroethyl- �giL <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 
vinylether 

Dichlorodi- �g/L <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 
fluoromethane 

Trans-1,3- �giL <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 
chloropropene 

Cis-1 ,3-Di- �g/L <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 
chloropropene 

Vinyl chloride �giL <1.0 2 <1.0 1 <1.0 1 <1.0 1 

Trichloro- �giL <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 
ethylene 

Styrene �g/L <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 

1,2-Dibromo- �giL <3.0 2 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 <3.0 1 
ethane water, 
whole 
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Site 1° Site ZS 
Range of Number Range of Number 

Parameter Unils values of tests values of tests 

Xylene-total J.1g/L <3.0 2 <3.0 1 
water, whole 

Oil and greaseb mg/L <1 2 <1 1 

Phenols J.1g/L 6 2 1 1  1 

"Sampling sites are indicated on Fig. 3.3.2. 

b Alaska Water Quality Standards for these parameters are given in Table 3.3.1 . 
cDissolved. 

Final: December 1993 I 

Site 3° Site 4° 

Range of Number Range u.f Number 
values of tests values of tests 

<3.0 1 <3.0 1 

<1 1 <1 1 

6 1 1 1 

Source: AIDEA (Alaska Industrial Development and Export Authority) 1991 a. Second Dmft EnvironmenJal Informalion VolJUrU, Healy 
Clean Coal Project, Healy, Alaska, prepared by Stone & Webster Engineering Corp., Dent'er, September. 
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APPENDIX B 

ANALYSIS OF THE EXTENT OF OPEN WATER DOWNSTREAM 
FROM THE PROPOSED HEALY CLEAN COAL PROJECT 

The purpose of this analysis is to estimate the extent of open (ice-free) water downstream from the 

proposed HCCP during winter. An example of the extent of open water that has been observed 

downstream from Healy Unit No. 1 during the winter is shown in Fig. B.l  (Dames & Moore 1975). The 

area of open water gradually spreads from the east bank on which the them1al discharge occurs to almost 

the entire Nenana River just past the first bend in the river below the outfall. The width of open water 

stays approximately constant at about 225 ft beyond the bend Dames & Moore (1975) did not report the 

furthest downstream extent of open water in the obseiVations shown in Fig. B.l. The open water caused 

by Healy Unit No. 1 extends downstream to Poker Creek, approximately 3 miles from the discharge point 

(W. D. Steigers, personal communication to R. L. Miller, Energy Division, Oak Ridge National 

Laboratory, Dec. 6, 1991). An additional transitional area extends downstream for about 1 mile beyond 

Poker Creek in which pockets of open water occur that are interspaced with areas of thin ice. 

Figure B.2 displays the geometry of the open water (Dames & Moore 1975) (W. D. Steigers, 

personal communication to R. L. Miller, Energy Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Dec. 6, 1991). 

The area of open water is proportional to the magnitude of the thermal discharge, and the transport of 

thermal energy within the dispersing plume initially follows, at least approximately, a power law. Hence, 

in the first 0.5 mile where the extent of open water gradually spreads from the bank, the width can be 

written as 

w = x" , (1) 

where w is the plume width (feet), x is the downstream distance (feet), and a is an empirical constant 

whose value must be determined Using the downstream distance of 2640 ft (0.5 mile) and the width of 

225 ft, a is calculated as 

a = In (225)/ln (2640) = 0.69 . 

The area A l• of open water in the first 0.5 mile is 

ro [_x" + lr A 1 = x" dx = -- , o a + 1 

= 360,000 ttl . 

(2) 

(3a) 

(3b) 
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Once the width of open water becomes constant, the area computation is simplified considerably. 

In the linear regime (see Fig. B.2), the area A2 is 

A2 = length X width = 225 ft X 13,200 ft , (4a) 

= 2,970,0CYJ if . (4b) 

The total area of open water resulting from the thermal discharge of Healy Unit No. 1 is A1 + A2, or 

3,330,000 rr. 1bis area calculation does not include the transitional area consisting of thin ice and 

pockets of open water. A transitional area would be present at the end of the thermal plume, regardless of 

the magnitude of the thermal discharge. The plume must be cooled to this minimum level before freezing 

occurs. 

The combined thermal discharges from Healy Unit No. 1 and the proposed HCCP would increase 

the downstream extent of open water during the winter. The magnitude of the HCCP thermal discharge 

would be twice that of Healy Unit No. 1 .  The heat load discharged into the Nenana River by both units 

would be three times that of Unit No. 1 alone. The geometry of the combined thermal plume would be 

similar, although larger in area, to the plume observed from Healy Unit No. 1 because both thermal 

discharges would occur along the bank of the Nenana River. The 500-ft distance between the Healy Unit 

No. 1 and proposed HCCP discharge points can be neglected in an analysis of open water with a 

downstream extent that is measured in miles. 1he two thermal discharges can be merged for the analysis. 

The increased cooling efficiency attributable to the submerged nozzle proposed for the HCCP would be 

minimal during the winter because the depth of the Nenana River averages 2 ft. 
This analysis estimates the downstream extent of open water, which is considered to be in the far 

field (Fischer et aL 1979). The thermal structure in the far field is insensitive to the effects of initial 

momentum and buoyancy at the discharge point, as well as the mixing processes by which heat is 

transported across the channel by turbulence. In the far field, the heat has been transported completely 

across the channel, and a spatially-averaged temperature can be defined over the channel cross-section 

which varies only with the downstream coordinate. The far field also is insensitive to distance between 

the Healy Unit No. 1 outfall and the proposed HCCP outfall. 

Because the area of open water is proportional to the magnitude of the thermal discharge, the 

additional area of open water attributable to the HCCP would be twice that of Healy Unit No. 1 or 

6,660,000 rr. The additional distance in the linear regime can be obtained by dividing the area by the 
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225-ft width. 1be mcremental increase is 29,600 ft or 5.6 miles. The geometry of the open water area 

that would result from the combined thennal discharge from Healy Unit No. 1 and .the HCCP is displayed 

in Fig. B.3. The total extent of open water in the Nenana River during the winter would be approximately 

lO miles. 
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Fig. B.3. Open water area attributable to the combined thermal discharge from Healy Unit 
No. 1 and the proposed HCCP (not shown to scale). 
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APPE NDIX C 

CONSULTATION LETTER U NDER SECTION 7 
OF THE ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT 





United States Department ' of the Interior 
FISH AND W I L DLIFE SERVICE 

NORTH E RN A LASKA E COLOGICA L S E RVICES 
1 01 1 2t h  Ave. , Box 20, Room 232 

Fai r b an ks, AK 99701 
May 29, 1 991 

M r. E arl w. E vans 
Offi ce of Clean Coal Tec h nology 
Department of E nergy 
Pitts b u r g h  Energy Technology Center 
P.O. Box 1 0940 
P itts b u rg h , Pennsy lvan i a  1 5236-0940 
Dear M r. E vans: 

T h e  F i s h  and W i l d l ife Service rev i e w ec t h e  't h reatened an d en dan ge red s p ecies 
t h at may occu r In the area of t h e  p roposec H eal y Cl ean Coal P roj ect as per 
you r reQ uest d ated A p r i l  30, 1 991 . 
Two l i sted su bspecies occu r I n  t h e  area of the p roposed p roj ect. T he 
en d an g ered American Pere g ri ne Falcon ( Falco �eregrinus anatum) nests I n  
i nterior Alas k a  an d also m i g rates t h rou g h  the area d � ri n g  s p ri n g  and fal l 
mi g ration. T h e re are no k now n n est sites w it h i n  1 5 mi l es of the p roject area, 
b ut su itab le h ab i tat exi sts alon g t h e  Heal y R i v e r  immed i atel y  ad jacent to the 
p roposed p roj ect sites. The th reatened Arctic Pere g ri n e  F alcon ( Falco 
peregrinus tundrius) nests I n  northern Alas k a, b ut some l n d l vfd u als l i kel y 
mi g rate t h rou g h  the area. No cand i d ate p l ant species are k now n to occ u r  i n  
the area. 

· � 

Based u pon t h e  above i nformat i on , t h e  fact that the pereg ri ne pop ulation i s  
expan d i n g ,  a n d  that n o  recent s u rvey has been made i n  t h e  v i ci n ity of t h e  
p roposed p roj ect, the Serv i ce recommen d s  that a s u rvey be cond ucted for 
nesti n g  pere g ri ne falcons p rior to construction. The Servi ce h as d eveloped 
g u i del i nes for con d ucti n g  pere g r i ne s u rveys an d w i l l  b e  p l eased to p rov i d e  
ass istance i n  p l an n i n g  such su rveys. 

We ap p reci ate your i nterest and cooperation. S hou l d  you h ave need for 
fu rther i nformation o r  assi stance p l ease cal l E rv i n  Mcintosh at ( 907) 456-0444 
o r  S k i p  Amb rose at {907 ) 456-0239. 

C·l 

S i ncere l y ,  

Patrick J. Sousa 
Field S upervisor 
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CONSULTATION LETTER UNDER SECTIO N  1 06 OF THE 
NATIONAL HISTORIC PRESERVATION ACT 





DEPART�EXT OF XATURAL RESOURCES 

Jul y  1 1 , 1 9 9 1  

DIVISION OF PARI<$ AND OUTDOOR RECREATION I 
Office of Hletory '"� Arr:h•eology 

F i l e  No . : 3 1 3 0 - lR Dept . o f  Energy 

S ubj ect : Clean coal Techno l ogy Program 

Mr . Thomas c .  Ruppel 
O f f i ce o f  Clean C o � l  Tech n o l ogy 
Depar��en� of Energy 
P ittsburgh Energy Techno l ogy cen�er 
P . O .  Box 1 09 4 0  
P ittsburgh , PA 1 5 2 3 6 - 0 9 4 0  

Dear Mr . Ruppe l :  

WA LTER /. HICKEL, COVERNOR 

3601 C STREET. Sulle 1 278 

ANCHORAGE. ALASKA 99503 
PHONE: (9071 762·2622 

MAILING AOORESS: 

P.O. Boa 107001 
ANCHORAGE. ALASKA 89510.7001 

Thank you for your l etter o f  June l Oth concern ing potent ial impacts 
to h istoric p ropert i es w i th respect to the Healy Clean Coal 
Program . 

The present p ower pl ant and immediately adj acent a rea have been 
thoroughl y  d i s turbed by prev i ous construct i on . Tnere is no 
poss ib i l ity that any Nationa l Reg ister-el i g ible h istoric propert ies 
exist there . 

The a l ternative f a c i l ity l ocat ion approximately 3 . 5  mi l es to the 
north/northwest c onta ins no known h i storic p ropert i es . Further , 
the a rea is a rel ativ e l y  recen� f l ood p l a in o f  the N enana River and 
wou l d  there fore h ave a very l ow potenti a l  to conta in any p resently 
undiscovered s ites . 

We have no obj ecti ons to the imp l ementati on of this proj ect . Thank 
you for the opportun ity to comment . Please cal l Tim Smith at 7 6 2 -
2 6 2 5  i f  there are any questi ons or i f  w e  c a n  be o f  further 
a ss istance . 

O f f i cer 

-;f.; prtnteO ura tc<. yCit'O P:OIIt'l U y C.C 
0-1 
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APPENDIX E 

DESCRIPTION O F  P LANT OPERATIONAL WASTEWATER SYSTEMS 

The design philosophy for the proposed HCCP operation is to allow for maximum water reuse and 

minimal wastewater discharge. Wastewater streams (with the exclusion of metal cleaning fluids and 

sanitary wastewater, water not lost to the atmosphere by evaporation, or water used for flue gas 

desulfurization, fly ash wetdown, and slag/bottom ash quenching and conveying) would be sent to the 

wastewater treatment system and eventually discharged into the Nenana River. Wastewater absorbed by 

the slag/bottom ash and fly ash wastes would be carried with the ash to the UCM mine for disposal in the 

mine operation. 

The systems for treatment of the wastewater streams generated from plant operation would process 

each stream according to its individual characteristics, anticipated utilization, and evenrual disposition. 

The overall wastewater treatment system would provide for separate treatment or nontreatment of 

the individual effluent streams before collection into a common sump (or sumps), followed by reuse in 

appropriate plant systems. Excess wastewater would be combined to a waste stream. The stream would 

flow through an equalization and final pH adjustment system. This system would consist of supply tanks 
equipped with metering pumps to input appropriate neutralizing reagents. After passing through this 

system, the effluent would be routed to a sump for suspended impurity precipitation. The neutralized and 

treated effluent would be pumped to the circulating cooling water system for transport to the Nenana 

River. 

Instrumentation would be installed in the waste stream downstream of the precipitation sump. 

These instruments would continuously monitor flow and pH of the effluent Samples would be metered 

out of the waste stream and analyzed for established potential effluent contaminants to maintain effluent 

accountability. 

The treatment for each of the waste stream subsystems is described in the following sections. 

E.1 BOILER B LOWDOWN WASTEWATER TREATMENT SUBSYSTEM 

E. 1 .  1 System Foundation 

The boiler blowdown would be a scheduled release of set quantities of water from the boiler to 

control the natural buildup of impurities in the boiler system. The impurities would originate from the 

soluble constituents in the boiler feedwater and the additions of water treatment chemicals. The frequency 

of the blowdown would be detennined by the quantity of total dissolved solids (IDS) and the ratio of 

major cations in the boiler feed water. 
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Chemicals that would be added to the boiler include an oxygen scavenger and an amine that would 

both scavenge oxygen and control pH. In addition, coordinated phosphate treatment may be used for 

fluidizing solids in the boiler drum. 
The blowdown stream would be used in the spray dryer absorber section of the FGD system for 

reactivating the recycled flash calcined material. Any excess blowdown water would be routed to the 

wastewater treatment system, where it would be utilized elsewhere in the plant operation or mixed with 

other waste streams, treated, neutralized, or released as part of the plant effluent. 

E.1 .2 System Description 

Blowdown from the boiler would be discharged through pipelines into a flash receiving tank from 

which blowoff steam would be recycled back to the boiler system. The blowdown liquid phase would be 

transferred from the flash tank to a blowoff tank. A pump at the blowoff tank would be used to transfer 

the blowdown liquid stream to the FGD system. 

The waste disposal plant would be to utilize all, or at least a significant portion of, the boiler 

blowdown stream in the FGD. The liquid phase of that system would be evaporated and discharged to the 

annosphere through the flue gas stack. Any surplus blowdown, resulting during peak flow conditions 

(such as startups) would be pumped to a final pH equalization circuit and conuningled with other 

wastewater streams. 

The system would be equipped with sampling valves and flow indicators for proportioning the 

blowdown flow to the flue gas desulfurization system and the final pH equalization circuit Sampling of 

the blowdown stream would be performed periodically to determine pH, specific conductance, phosphate, 

sodium, and silica 

The maximum blowdown flow rate for the boiler has been calculated to be about 3.5% of the 

stream generator flow rate, i.e., approximately, 40 gal/min. 

E.2 DEMINERALIZER REGENERATION WASTEWATER TREATME NT 
SU BSYSTEM 

E.2. 1 System Function 

The wastewater stream resulting from regeneration of the demineralizers used to purify the makeup 

water would contain a high salt content and residual acidity. The stream would be used in the spray dryer 

absorber section of the FGD system. Salts would be retained in the solid waste by-product of the FGD 

process while the moisture would be released to the atmosphere through the flue gas stack. 

E.2.2 System Description 

Regeneration of each demineralizer would produce an estimated 150 gal/day of waste regenerant 

solution. This solution would be collected in two agitation tanks, sized to accept the total wastes produced 
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from two full regenerations of the demineralizer train. Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) would be metered into 

the agitation tanks containing the regenerant waste solutions for neutralization. The neutralized stream 

would be piped to the spray dryer absorber. Any surplus neutralized regenerant wastewater, resulting 

from peak flow conditions, would be pumped to the equalization and final pH adjustment system. 

E.3 FLOOR AND EQUIPMENT DRAIN WASTEWATER TREATMENT 
SUBSYSTEM 

E.3. 1 System Function 

Normally the plant drains would only receive washdown water; however, on occasion, they would 

receive overflows, spills, leaks, chemicals, and solvents. There are two general types of plant drains: 
equipment drains and plant floor drains. Equipment drains would provide a release for pump seal water, 

while the plant floor drains would drain wastewater containing varying amounts of dirt, debris, oils, 

grease, and salts. Because of the expected content of contaminants in the waste stream from the floor 

drain, the drains would be fitted with equipment necessary to remove the contaminants. 

E.3.2 System Description 

The plant floor drains and the equipment seal water drains would be routed to flow into collection 

sumps, strategically located in the plant to collect all drainage from the operation. Solid wastes would be 

allowed to settle out in the sump area and would be removed periodically. The wastewater would be 

transferred to an oil/water separator by a sump pump. The oil and grease would be handled as a 

petroleum waste and removed from the site with the metal cleaning fluids wastes discussed in Sect E.5. 

The oil- and grease-free wastewater would be transferred to the final pH equalization circuit and 

commingled with the other wastewaters. The combined wastewater would be recycled to the slag 

quenching or FGD system for use or discharged into the fmal wastewater sump for clarification before 

discharge to the circulating cooling water outfall stream. 

E.4 COAL PILE R UNOFF SYSTEM 

E.4. 1 System Function 

The coal pile runoff of the proposed HCCP would contain a varying amount of inorganic and 

organic constituents. The amount of each constituent would vary according to the location within the 

mine from which the coal was taken, how long the coal is subjected to weathering, the surface area of the 

coal lump, temperature, and the amount of precipitation received on the pile. 

Coal pile runoff is anticipated to contain minor soluble constituents in the leachate and entrained 

fine solid particulates as it flows from the surface and through the coal. Because of the low sulfur content 

of the UCM coal, the runoff water would probably be neutral to slightly acidic. 
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For waste management purposes, coal, slag, and fly ash samples from a test on the perfonnance 

coal were collected for toxicity/leachability tests. The Toxicity Characteristics Leaching Procedure 

(TCLP) was utilized. The procedure was limited to the following metals: arsenic, barium, cadmium, 

chromium, lead, selenium, silver, mercury, copper, nickel, zinc, beryllium, iron, manganese, vanadium, 

rubidium, strontium, and zirconium. The results are given in Table 4. 1 .6 of this EIS. All results were 

found to be well below any given TCLP regulatory limit There should be no problems with storing or 

disposing of the coal, slag, or fly ash in a landfill. 

E.4.2 System Description 

The contour of the land area used for coal pile storage would direct the water that runs off or leaks 

through the coal piles to an unlined catchment basin. The catchment basin would be sized to handle the 

inflow of water that would result from a historical maximum 10-year, 24-h rainstonn event 

(approximately 2 in.). In addition, Healy Unit No. 1 bottom ash would be sluiced to the pond when the 

HCCP is not operating. Overflow from this basin is not expected. However, if overflow should occur, 

such water would be caught in an unlined emergency overflow pond between the Healy Spur Highway 

and the Alaska Railroad Suntrana Spur. No discharge of coal pile runoff to the Nenana River would 

occur. 

E.5 METAL CLEANING FLUIDS WASTE TREATMENT SYSTEM 

E.S. 1 System Function 

The metal cleaning fluids waste treatment system of the proposed HCCP would remove chemical 

cleaning fluids and their resulting wastes along with metal cleaning fluids that would be used to clean the 

boiler and associated equipment during planned shutdown periods. 

E.5.2 System Description 

Metal cleaning fluids that would be used to clean the boiler and associated equipment would be 

collected into containers appropriate to the containment of the cleaning wastes. The cleaning wastes 

would only be held at the plant site for a short-tenn storage period. Wastes would be properly transported 

offsite by an appropriate carrier to the chemical supplier or to a qualified waste disposal facility. 

E.6 FIRE PROTECTION RUNOFF TREATMENT SYSTEM 

E.6. 1 System Function 

The function of the system would be to dispose of wastewater during fire protection testing and 

actual fires, if any, at the proposed plant 
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E.6.2 System Description 

Fire protection water discharged within the plant buildings during system testing and drills would 

be treated for disposal in the same manner as floor drain and equipment drain waters. Fire protection 

water used for actual fire fighting, in volumes that would exceed the carrying capacity of the floor drains 

and sumps, would be discharged to the Nenana River in the same manner as storm water runoff. 

E.7 PLANT SITE SANITARY WASTEWATER TREATME NT SYSTEM 

E.7. 1 System Function 

The plant site sanitary wastewater treatment system would treat and dispose of plant lavatory 

wastewater in accordance with accepted practices established for the Healy area. 

E.7.2 System Description 

Sanitary water from personnel lavatory facilities of the proposed HCCP would be discharged into 

subsurface drainage piping where it would flow by gravity into a subsurface septic tank system. The 

septic tank would be sized to retain the wastewater solids for a sufficient length of time for effective 

digestion. Water effluent from the septic tank would overflow by gravity into a subsurface drainage 

(leach) field. Accumulated sludge in the septic tank would be removed as needed (approximately every 2 

to 3 years) by a commercial operator authorized to deliver the wastes to a waste treatment plant for 

disposal. 

Wastewater from the plant sanitary waste treatment system would not discharge a waste stream into 

surface or ground waters of the area The septic system would be sized to meet the needs for all personnel 

of both the proposed HCCP and Healy Unit No. 1,  replacing the existing Healy Unit No. 1 system. 
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H EALY CLEAN COAL PROJECT {HCCP) TECH NOLOGY DESCRIPTION 

The proposed HCCP would consist of two pulverized coal-fired combustion systems, a boiler, a 

Spray Dryer Absorber with activation and recycle equipment, a fabric filter system (baghouse), a rurbine

generator, coal and limestone pulverizing and handling equipment, and associated auxiliary equipment 

The HCCP would pulverize and bum coal from the UCM Poker Flats mine to generate high-pressure 

steam that would be used by the steam turbine generator to produce electricity. 

The air pollution control system that would be demonstrated by the proposed project incorporates 

the following major components: 

• 1RW Coal Combustion System 

• Foster Wheeler boiler 

• Joy Spray Dryer Absorber 

• Fabric Filter System (baghouse). 

The integrated air pollution control process that would result from the HCCP configuration of these 

components has been designed to minimize emissions of S(h, NOx, and PM from the facility while firing 

a broad range of coals. 

NOx emissions would be reduced in the coal combustion process by use of the fuel and air-staged 

combustor system and a boiler that controls fuel and theimal-related conditions which inhibit NOx 

foimation. The slagging combustor/bOiler system would also function as a limestone calciner and first 

stage S(h removal device in addition to its heat recovery function. Secondary and tertiary S(h capture 

would be accomplished by a single Spray Dryer Absorber vessel and a baghouse, respectively. Ash 

collection in the process would be first achieved by the removal of molten slag in the coal combustors 

followed by particulate removal in the baghouse downstream of the spray dry absorber vessel. 

The 1RW Combustion System would be designed to be installed on the boiler furnace to provide 

efficient combustion, maintain effective limestone calcination, and minimize the foimation of NOx 

emissions. The main system components would include a precombustor. main combustor, slag recovery 

section, tertiary air windbox, pulverized coal and limestone feed system, and a combustion air system. 

The coal-fired precombustor would be used to increase the air inlet temperature to the main combustor for 

optimum slagging perfonnance. It would bum approximately 25-40% of the total coal input to the 

combustor. Combustion would occur in several stages to minimize NOx fonnation. 

The main slagging combustor would consist of a water-cooled cylinder which would be sloped 

toward a slag opening. The remaining coal would be injected axially into the combustor, rapidly 
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entrained by the swirling precombustor gases and additional air flow, and burned under substoichiometric 

(fuel-rich) conditions for N Ox control. 1he ash contained in the burning coal would fonn drops of molten 

slag and accumulate on the water-cooled walls as a result of the centrifugal force caused by the swirling 

gas flow. The molten slag would be driven by aerodynamic and gravity forces through a slot into the 

bottom of the slag recovery section where it would fall into a water-filled tank and would be removed by 

the slag removal system. Approximately 80% of the ash in the coal would be removed as molten slag. 

The hot gas, containing carbon monoxide and hydrogen, would then be ducted to the furnace from 

the slag recovery section through the hot gas exhaust duct To ensure complete combustion in the 

furnace, additional air would be supplied from the tertiary air windbox from NOx control ports, and from 

final overfire air ports located in the furnace. 

For S� control, pulverized limestone would be fed into the combustor. While passing into the 

boiler, most of the limestone would be decomposed to flash calcined lime by the following reaction: 

CaC03 + heat � CaO + C02 (I) 

The mixture of this lime and the ash not removed by the combustors is called flash calcined 

material (FCM). Some sulfur capture by the entrained calcium oxide (CaO) would also occur at this time, 

but the primary S� removal mechanism would be through a multiple step process of spray drying the 

slurried and activated FCM solids. 

FCM that would be produced in the furnace via equation (1) would be removed in the baghouse. A 

portion of the material would be transported to disposal. Most of the material, however, would be 

conveyed to a mixing tank, where would be mixed with water to f01m a 45% FCM solids slurry. The lime 

rich FCM material would be slaked by agitation of the suspension. A portion of the slurry from the 

mixing tank passes directly through a screen to the feed tank, where the slurry would be continuously 

agitated. The remainder of the slurry leaving the mixing tank would be pumped to a grinding mill, where 

the suspension would be further mechanically activated by abrasive grinding. 

By grinding the slurry in a mill, the FCM would be activated by a mechanical process whereby the 

overall surface area of available lime would be increased, and coarse lime particle fonnation would be 

avoided. Thus, the mill would enhance the slaking conditions of the FCM, and increase the surface area 

for optimal S� absorption. FCM slurry leaving the tower mill would be transported through the screen 

to the feed tank. 
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Feed slurry would be pmnped from the feed tank to the Spray Dryer Absorber, where it would be 

atomized via rotary atomization using Joy/Niro dry scrubbing technology. Sulfur dioxide in the flue gas 

would react with the FCM slurry as water would be simultaneously evaporated The dry reaction product 

would be removed via the Spray Dryer Absorber hopper or the baghouse. Sulfur dioxide would be further 

removed from the flue gas by reacting with the dry FCM on the baghouse filter bags. 

The HCCP would be an integrated system for the combustion of coal and control of all emissions. 

The slagging combustor, furnace, and enhanced recycle Spray Dryer Absorber system would all play a 

part in reducing emissions from the plant The slagging combustor would inhibit NOx production, 

generate the FCM for capture of S(h, and reduce the potential amount of PM by up to 80%. The furnace 

would further contribute to the NOx reduction process and begin the S(h removal process. The 

recycle/reactivation Spray Dryer Absorber system and the pulse-jet baghouse would complete the 

collection of PM and S(h. 

Removal of any single component in the integrated system would result in ramifications on other 

components. For example, removal of the slagging combustor and replacement with low NOx burners 

would increase the ash loading out of the furnace by nearly 400%; eliminate the production ofFCM, 

would which require the conversion of the recycle/reactivation Spray Dryer Absorber system to a 

conventional lime spray dryer system; and possibly increases NOx emissions. Replacement of the spray 

dryer with a wet scrubber would eliminate the need to generate FCM because all of the PM would be 

collected upstream of the wet scrubber in a baghouse or electrostatic precipitator where there would be no 

way of separating PM from FCM. 

Emissions of S(h and NOx are expected to be demonstrated at levels significantly below EPA New 

Source Performance Standards (NSPS). Tests were performed at the 1RW facility in Cleveland and 

Joy-Niro's facilities in Copenhagen to confirm design conditions for the HCCP. Coal and limestone that 

are to be used by the HCCP were used for the tests. 

The tests at the 1RW facility in Cleveland were designed to provide data that will form the basis of 

the scale-up and design of the combustors and other systems for the HCCP. Specific objectives of the test 

bums were to evaluate combustion system operation and performance using Alaskan performance coal 

(50% waste coal blend) and collect a 5-ton sample ofFCM produced by injection of Alaskan limestone. 

During the test program, over 350 tons of Alaskan coal were handled and burned by the 1R W combustion 

system at the Cleveland test facility. The HCCP coal test bum program demonstrated that the 

performance coal can be effectively burned in the 1R W combustion system. The performance coal was 

handled, pulverized, and fed safely and reliably in the Cleveland test facility coal preparation and feed 

systems. Both combustion performance and slag capture met expectations. Low NOx emissions were also 
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demonstrated (as low as 0.2 lb/MMBtu) by the 1RW combustion system alone without the benefit of 

additional NOx reduction techniques such as boiler NOx and overfue air ports which will be incorporated 

into the HCCP design. Finally, the tests demonstrated that FCM for the Joy dry scrubber can be produced 

by the 1RW combustion system using Alaskan coal and limestone. 

Preliminary results from the Niro tests show that 70% S(h removal is attainable at a calcium/sulfur 

ratio of 1 .7:1 ,  with 90% removal attainable at slightly higher stoichiometries. These tests were 

accomplished by heating the FCM slurry. Testing will also be perfonned to detennine the effect of 

mechanical activation (grinding) of the FCM. 
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APPENDIX G 
TENTATIVE SCHEDULE FOR OBTAINING PERMITS 

The permit schedule outlined in this appendix is based on the construction schedule used in this 

environmental impact statement In the event that the construction schedule changes, the dates for 

submitting permit applications will be adjusted accordingly. 

Table G.l. Schedule of permit application submitted 

Agency/pennit type 

Date application 
submitted to 

agency 

Scheduled 
date for final 

pennit 
Date pennit 

received 

Federal 

Environmental Protection Agency 

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 

Wastewater Discharge for Operational 
Wastewater 

Once-through Cooling Wastewater 
Storm Water Runoff for HCCP Construction 

Activities 

9 Oct 91 
9 Oct 91 
30 Jun 93 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

Section 404 Pennit 

Construction of JntQ/ce and Discharge Facilities 
Lands Classified as Wetlands 

Laydown/Storage 
Construction Camp Wastewater Discharge 

7 Jan 92 

7 Jan 92 
15 May 92 

Federal Aviation Administration 

Hazards to Air Traffic from Construction of Structures 

Air Monitoring SiJe, Permit #90-AAL-65-0E 
Construction Camp, Permit #92-AAL-058-0E 
HCCP Stack, Permit #92-AAL-057-0E 

4 June 90 
1 May 92 
1 May 92 

31  Mar 94 
31  Mar 94 

3 1  Mar 94 

31  Mar 94 
31 Mar 94 

13 Aug 93 

22 Aug 90 
3 June 92 
18 Aug 92 
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Table G.l (continued) 

Agency/pennit type 

Date application 
submitted to 

agency 

State of Alaska 

Deptl111nent of Natural Resources 

Temporary Penn its to Appropriate Water 

Construction Camp and Poi/Jble Water Supply, 
Permit#LAS 13723 

Pennanent Pennits to Appropriate Water 

Once-through CooUng, Permit#13551 
BoUer Feed Water, PoiiJble Water, and Dust 

Control, Permit #13550 

Temporary Land Use Pennit or Leases for Air 
Monitoring Sites 

Air Monitoring Sile, PenniJ #LAS 12874 
Air MoniJoring Sile, PenniJ #ADL 414438 

15 May 92 

24 Jan 92 

24 Jan 92 

5 June 90 
4 June 90 

Scheduled 
date for final 

permit 

3 Mar 94 

3 1  Mar94 

Deportment uf Environmental Conservation 

Wastewater Disposal Penn its 

Construction Exct1vation Wastewater 
Construction Camp Sewage Plant 
401 Water QUIIlity Certijication 

Prevention of Significant Deterioration 
Air Quality Control-Pennit to Operate 

6 Aug 92 
15 May 92 
15 Feb 94 

24 Apr 92 
24 Apr 92 

Alaska Railroad Corporation 

Land Use Leases 
Air MoniJoring Sile, ARRC# 6337 
Air Monitoring Sile, ARRC# 6337 Sup #1 
Gamer Hill Visibility Camera Sile, ARRC 

Contract #6483 
Construction Camp Site, ARRC Contract #6490 
Lgydown/Storage Area. ARRC Contract#6491 

G-2 

5 June 90 
12 June 91 

23 Jan 92 
1 Feb 92 
1 Feb 92 

3 1  Jan 94 
1 Apr 94 

28 Feb 94 

1 Mar94 
1 Mar94 

Date permit 
received 

1 July 92 

2 July 90 
12 Sept 91 

10 Mar 93 
10 Mar 93 

1 July 90 
1 July 91 

10 Feb 92 
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Regulatory Branch ( 114 5b ) 
Post Office Box 8 9 8  
Anchorage , Alaska 9 9 50 6 - 0 8 9 8  

PUBLI C  NOTICE DATE : The 3 0 -day comment 
pe r i od for thi s  
Publ i c  Not ice runs 
concurrent w i th the 
F inal Envi ronmental 
Impact S tatement 
review period . 

EXPI RATION DATE : See above . 

REFERENCE NUMBER : 4-9 0 0 2 17 

WATERWAY NUMBER : Nenana River 2 1  

I nteres ted parties are hereby notified that an appl i c ation has been rece ived 
for a Department of the Army permit for certain wor k  in wate r s  of the Uni ted 
State s , as de scr ibed be low and shown on the attached plan. 

APPLICANT : The Alaska I ndustrial Development and Expo rt Autho r i ty ,  4 8 0  We s t  
Tudo r , Ancho rage , Alaska 9 9 5 0 3 -6 6 9 0 . 

LOCATION : The proposed project is located in the center and SE corne r  of 
section 2 0  and the SW corner o f  section 2 0 ,  T .  1 2  S . , R.  7 W . , Fai rbanks 
Merdian ,  Healy , Alas ka, 

WORK : The appli cant proposes to place a total o f  4 , 6 8 7  cubic yards ( cy )  o f  
dredged o r  f i l l  mate r i al into wate r s  o f  the Uni ted States adj acent t o  the 

Nenana River and Healy Creek for the construction and operation of a coal 
f i r ed generator near Healy , Alaska . App roximately 1 , 0 0 0  cy o f  grave l f i l l  
mate r i al would be p l aced into approximately 6 . 9  ac res o f  wetl ands fo r a 
leve l wo rk surface in the cons truction o f  a temporary l aydown and s to r age 
area with a berm along the north s ide o f  Healy Creek . Thi s  portion o f  the 
project would be removed following completion o f  cons t ruct ion . Also 
approximately 50 cy o f  gravel fill mate r i al would be used to c ons t ruct a 
be rm par tial ly surrounding a was tewater dis charge bas in in wetl ands we s t  o f  
the Nenana River . The bal ance o f  the f i l l  mate r i al ( 3 , 6 3 7 cy ) would be 

placed below the ordinary high water mark o f  the Nenana River for 
cons truction of the intake and outfall structure s .  

PURPOSE : The appl i c ant ' s  purpose i s  to cons truct and ope r ate a 
demons tration pro j e c t  for the Clean Coal Techno logy Program .  

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: This proposed pro j ect is j o intly funded by the U . S .  
Department of Energy and AIDEA . I t  i s  being conducted unde r the Clean Coal 

· Technology Program ( Publ i c  Law No . 1 0 0 -446 ) and is propo s ed to be located 
nex t  to the present Golden Valley Electric As sociation Power P l ant at He aly , 
Al as k a .  Mr . John B .  Olson may b e  contacted for additional information at 
telephone number ( 90 7 ) 5 6 1 - 8 0 5 0 . 
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The U . S .  Department o f  Ene rgy has p repared a F i nal Envi ronmental Impact 
Statement ( E I S ) for the proposed pro j ec t . The Uni ted States Department of 

Agr icul ture , Rural Elec t r i f i cation Adminis t ratio n ,  the Uni ted States 
Department of the Army , Corps of Engineer s  Alaska D i s t r i c t ,  the United 
States Department of the Interio r ,  National Park Servi ce , and Uni ted S tates 
Environmental Protection Agency are c ooperating agenci e s  in the E I S  
process . Additional information about the propos ed project i s  contained in 
the EIS . To receive a copy o f  the E I S ,  send a w r i tten reque s t  to the Corps 
of Engineers at the addre s s  above or to , Attn : D r . Ear l N. Evans , NEPA 
Compl i ance Office r ,  u . s .  Department of Ene rgy , Pittsburgh Ene rgy Techno logy 
Cente r ,  Po st Office Box 10 94 0 ,  P i tt sburgh, PA 1 5 2 3 6 . 

Since an Envi ronmental Impact Statement has been p repared to evaluate the 
impacts of the ent i re p ro j ec t ,  that portion of the p ro j ect i . e . , the intake 
and outfal l  s t ructures , whi ch would have o therwi se been autho r i zed by 
nationwide permi t ,  have also been cons ide red dur i ng the E I S  proce s s . 
Aproximately 3 , 6 3 7  cub i c  yards o f  f i l l  mate rial would be pl aced below the 
ordinary high wate r mark of the Nenana River for both the i ntake and outfall 
structures . 

WATER QUALITY CERTIFICATION : A perm i t  for the de s c r ibed work wi l l  not be 
issued until a ce rtification o r  waive r o f  certifi cation as requi red unde r 
Section 4 0 1  o f  the C lean Water Ac t ( Publ i c  Law 9 5 - 2 17 ) ,  has been rece ived 
from the Alaska Department of Envi ronmental Conse rvation . 

PUBLIC HEARING : Any pe rson may reque s t ,  i n  writing ,  within the c omment 

pe riod spec i f i ed in thi s  notice , that a pub l i c  hearing be held to cons ider 
this app l i cation . Reques t s  for pub l i c  hearings shall s tate , with 
parti cularity ,  the reasons for holdi ng a p ub l i c  hear i ng . 

cuLTURAL RESOURCES : The latest pub l i shed ve r s ion o f  the Alaska He ri tage 
Re sources Survey ( AHRS ) has been cons ulted for the pre sence o r  absence of 
hi storic prope rtie s ,  including tho se l i s ted in o r  e l igible for i nclus ion in 
the National Register o f  Histo r i c  P l ace s . The se works i te s  are not a 
registe red o r  e l igible p roperty .  Consultation o f  the AHRS cons t i tutes the 
extent o f  cul tural resource inve s t igations by the D i s t r i c t  Engineer at this 
time , and he is otherwi s e  unaware of the pre sence of s uch resources . This 
application is being coordinated w i th the S tate Historic Prese rvation Off i ce 
( SHPO ) . Any comments SHPO may have c once rning presently unknown 
archeological o r  histo r i c  data that may be lost o r  de s troyed by work unde r 
the requested permit w i l l  be cons i de red i n  our final as sessment o f  the 
de scribed wo r k . 

ENDANGERED SPECIES : The project area i s  w i thin the known o r  historic range 
of the Ameri can Peregr i ne Falcon . P re l im i narily, the des c r ibed activity 
wi l l  not affect endange red species , o r  the i r  c r i ti cal habi tat de s ignated as 
endange red o r  threatened, unde r the Endange red Species Act of 1 9 7 3 ( 8 7 Stat . 
844 ) . This app l i cation i s  being coo rdinated with the U . S .  F i sh and Wi ldlife 
Service and the National Mar ine F i she r i e s  Service . Any comments they may 
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have conce rni ng endange red o r  threatened wildl i fe or plants o r  the i r  
c r i tical habi tat wi l l  b e  cons idered in o u r  final asses sment o f  the described 

wo rk . 

FEDERAL SPECI ES OF CONCERN : The fo l lowing Federal spec ies o f  concern may 
use the pro j e c t  area : Chi nook Salmon, Coho Salmo n ,  Whi te-fronted Goo se, 

· Bald Eagle , Trumpeter Swan , Mal lard, Canvasback Duck , Lesser Sandhi l l  Crane , 
and Ameri can Peregri ne Falcon . 

FLooDPLAIN MANAGEMENT : Evaluation o f  the described activity will include 
confo rmance with appropriate State o r  local flood plain standards ; 

cons ideration of alte rnati ve s i tes and methods o f  accomp l i shment; and 
we ighing o f  the po s i t ive , concentrated and di spe r s ed, and sho rt and 
long-term imp acts on the f loodp l ai n .  

SPECIAL AREA DESIGNATION : The p ro j ect i s  located four mi les north of the 
no r thern boundary o f  the Denali National Park . 

EVALUATION : The dec i s io n  whether to i s sue a perm i t  wi l l  be based on an 
evaluation o f  the p robable impacts including cumul ative impacts of the 
propo sed ac tivity and i t s  i ntended use on the pub l i c  inte res t .  Evaluation 
of the probable impacts which the proposed activi ty may have on the publ i c  
inte rest requi res a careful weighing of al l tho se fac to r s  whi ch become 
relevant in e ach particular case . The bene fits which reasonably may be 
expected to acc rue from the p ropo s al must be bal anced agains t its reasonably 
foreseeable detr iment s .  The dec i s ion whether to autho r i z e  a propos al , and 
i f  so the conditions unde r which i t  wi l l  be allowed to occur , are the refore 
determined by the outcome o f  the gene ral balancing proces s .  That dec i s ion 
should reflect the national conce rn for both protection and uti l i z ation of 
impo rtant resource s .  All facto r s  which may be relevant to the p ropo sal must 
be cons ide red including the cumul at i ve effects thereo f .  Among tho se are 
conservation, economi c s ,  ae s thet i c s , gene ral environmental conce rns , 
wetlands , cul tural value s , f i sh and wildl i fe value s , f lood hazards , 
floodplain value s ,  l and use , navigation, shore e ro s ion and accretion, 
recreation, water supply and conservation, water qual i ty ,  energy needs , 
safety , food and fiber production, mineral needs , considerations of p roperty 
owner ship , and, in gene r al , th� needs and we l fare of the people . For 
ac tivi ties i nvo lving 404 di scharges , a pe rmit wi l l  be denied i f  the 
di scharge that would be autho r i zed by such permit would not comply with the 
Envi ronmental Protection Agency ' s  4 0 4 ( b ) ( l )  guide l ine s . Subject to the 
preceding sentence and any o ther app l i cable guide l ines o r  c ri teria ( see 
Sections 3 2 0 . 2  and 3 2 0 . 3 ) ,  a perm i t  wi l l  be granted unle s s  the District 
Engineer determines that i t  would be contrary to the public i nte res t .  

The Corps o f  Engineers i s  s o l i c i t i ng comments from the publ i c ;  Federal , 
State ,  and local agencies and o f f i c i al s ; I ndian Tribe s ;  and other interested 
parties in o rder to cons i de r  and evaluate the impacts o f  thi s  p roposed 
ac tivity . Any comments received wi l l  be cons idered by the Corps o f  
Engineers t o  determine whether t o  i s sue ,  modi fy ,  condition o r  deny a permi t 
fo r thi s  p ropo sal . To make thi s  dec i s ion, comments are used to assess 
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impacts on endange red spec ies , historic properties , water quality ,  gene ral 
envi ronmental e f fects , and the other public interest factors l i s ted above . 
Comments are used in the p reparation of an Environmental Assessment and/ o r  
a n  Env i ronmental Impact Statement pur suant to the National Environmental 
Po l i cy Ac t .  Comments are also used to determine the need for a public 
hear ing and to determine the ove rall public inte rest o f  the proposed 
activi ty . 

Comments on the des c r ibed wo rk , with the reference numbe r ,  should reach thi s  
o f f ice n o  later than the expiration date o f  this Public Notice t o  become 

part of the record and be cons idered in the deci s ion . If further 
information is de s i red conce rning this not ice, contact Don P .  Kuhle at ( 9 0 7 )  
7 5 3 - 2 7 12 . 

AUTHORITY : Thi s  permit will be i s s ued or denied under the follow ing 
autho r i t ies : 

(X)  D i s charge dredged or f i l l  mater i al into wate rs o f  the United State s -
Section 4 0 4  Clean Water Act ( 3 3  u . s . c .  1 3 44 ) . Therefore , our public 
inte re s t  review will cons ider the guidel ines set forth unde r Section 4 0 4 ( b )  
o f  the C lean Water Act ( 4 0 CFR 2 3 0 ) . 

A plan, and No t i ce o f  App l i cation for State Water Qual i ty Certi f i c ation are 
attached to thi s  Public Notice . 

District Enginee r 
u . s .  Army, Corps o f  Engineers 

Attachments 

- 4 -
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DEPT. OF ENVIRQNltiE�TAL CONSERVATION' . . . . 

. . .  

NOT I C E  O F  AP P L I CATI ON 
FOR 

STATE WATER QUALI TY C ERTI F I C ATI ON 

WALTER J. HICKEL, GOVERNOR 

·r;.,�: fSol� "465�2600 Addre#: · · 

P . O .  Box 0 
J uneau , AK 9981 1-1800 

Any a ppl ica n t  for a Fede ra 1 1 i cen s e  or pe nn i t  to co nduc t any acti v i ty wh i ch 
may re s u l t  i n  any d i scha rge i nto the na v i gabl e wa te rs must f i rs t  a ppl y fo r 
a nd o btai n cert i f i cati o n  from the Al as ka De pa rtme nt o f  E nvi ro nme n ta l  
Conse rv at i o n  that a ny s u ch d i s cha r ge wi l l compl y w i th the Cl ea n  Wate r Act of 1 977 (PL 95 -2 1 7 ) , . the Al as ka W a te r  Qua l i ty Sta nda rds a nd othe r a ppl i ca b l e 
State 1 aws . By a greement betwee n the u .s .  Army C o r ps o f  E ng i ne e rs and the 
Al as ka De pa rtme n t  of E n v i ro nmenta l  Conservati o n  a ppl i cati o n  fo r a De pa rtme n t  
of the Army Pe rm i t  may a l so se rv e  a s  a ppl i cat i o n  fo r State Wate r Qu a l i ty 
Cert i f i cati o n  whe n  s uch c e rt i f i cati o n  i s  neces s a ry .  

Not i ce i s  h e re by g i ve n  that the a ppl i cat i o n  fo r a De partment of the Army 
Pe rm i t  des cri bed i n  the Co r ps o f  E n g i nee rs Pu bl i c  Not i ce No . 4- 900 2 1 7  
a l so se rves a s  a p pl i ca t i o n  fo r State Wate r  Qual i ty Ce rti fication from the 
Al as ka De pa rtme n t  o f  E nv i ro nmen ta l  Conservati on , a s  pro vided i n  Sec ti on 401 
of the C l ea n  Wate r Act of 1 977 (PL 95-2 1 7 ) .  
The De pa rtme n t  w i l l re v i ew the pro po s ed acti v i ty to i ns u re that a ny d i s cha rge 
to wate rs of the U n i ted States resu l t i n g  from the re fe renced proj e c t  w i l l  
compl y wi th the C l ea n W a te r  Ac t o f  1 977 (PL 95 -2 1 7 )  the A l as ka Wate r  Qua l i ty 
Stand a rds and othe r a ppl i ca bl e State l aws . 

Any pe rso n  de s i ri n g to comment o n  the wate r  qua l i ty i m pacts o f  the pro posed 
project may do so by wri t i ng to : 

Al a s ka Department of E n v i ro nm enta l C o nse rv at i o n 
South eas te rn Regi o na l  O ff i ce 
P .O .  Box 2420 
Ju nea u , Al as ka 99803 
Te l e ph o ne : 789-3 1 5 1  

with i n  30 d ays of pu bl i ca t i o n  of th i s  no ti ce .  

H-22 
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 

HEALY CLEAN COAL PROJECT 

HEALY , ALASKA 

The parties to this Agreement are the United States 
Department of Energy ( DOE ) , the United States Department of the 
Interior ( DOI ) /National Park Service ( NPS ) , the Alaska Industrial 
Development and Export Authority (AIDEA) , an agency of the State 
of Alaska , and Golden Val ley Electric Association , Inc . ( Golden 
Valley) . 

Now , therefore , the parties agree as fol lows : 

I .  SPECIFIC AGREEMENTS BY U . S .  DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 

A .  The DOE shall incorporate a discussion of the 
provisions set forth in Section I II below pertaining to 
Environmenta l Mitigation Measures into the f inal Environmental 
Impact Statement ( EI S )  for the Healy Clean Coal Proj ect ( HCCP ) , 
and shall release the final EIS not later than December 1 5 , 1 9 9 3 . 

B .  The DOE sha l l  immediately approve a federa l assistance 
award that allows funding for the HCCP as proposed in AIDEA ' s  
continuation appl ication for budget period No . 3 ,  subj ect only to 
the conditions that no authoriz ations for funding of construction 
or equipment purchases ( other than items of equipment that DOE 
determines are long-lead time items ) may be given , and no 
construction will be initiated on s ite until the later of DOE ' s  
issuance o f  its Record o f  Decis ion that provides for full funding 
for HCCP or the incorporation of this Memorandum of Agreement 
into the permit to operate pursuant to paragraph IV . Nothing in 
this agreement alters the requirements for DOE to conduct reviews 
required under the Nationa l Environmental Pol icy Act of 1 9 6 9  and 
the rules thereunder . AIDEA reserves the right , subj ect to DOE 
approval ,  to amend the continuation application to adapt it to 
delays to the proj ect . AIDEA accepts the risks of incurring 
proj ect costs prior to the issuance of the Record of Decis ion in 
the event that DOE determines not to fund HCCP . 

c .  Following completion o f  the EIS and if DOE determines 
to fund HCCP , the DOE sha l l  fund the purchase and installation of 
continuous emiss ion monitoring equipment for so2 and NOx and 
overf ire air for Healy Unit #1 , in an amount not to exceed 
$ 5 0 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 .  Funding provided under the preceding sentence for 
the purchase and installation of continuous emiss ion monitoring 
equipment wi ll be ava ilable no later than February 1 ,  1 9 9 4 . 
subj ect to the re lease of construction funds , funding for the 
insta l lation of overf ire air will be avai lable no later than the 
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date for the insta llation of that equipment as provided in 
Section I I I . A .  1 .  

I I . SPECI FIC AGREEMENTS BY THE DEPARTMENT OF THE 
INTERIOR/NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

A. The DOl /National Park Service ( NPS ) shall support 
immediate release o f  the final EIS upon incorporation therein by 
DOE of the matters referenced in Section I .  A .  The DOI /NPS 
shal l ,  in writing , inform other cooperating federa l agencies of 
its support of the release o f  the f inal EIS . 

B .  The DOI / NPS sha l l  withdraw its request for an 
adj udicatory hearing to recons ider the issuance of Permit to 
Operate No . 9 2 3 1-AA0 07 by the Alaska Department of Environmental 
Conservation ( ADEC ) by entering into a stipulation for dismissal 
of said action with prej udice . The stipulation for dismissal 
sha l l  be in substant ially the same form as is set forth in 
Attachment " A" . 

c .  The DOI /NPS sha l l  encourage appe l lants , Trustees for 
Alaska , et al . , to dismiss their challenge to Permit to Operate 
No . 9 2 3 1-AA0 0 7 . 

III . SPECIFIC AGREEMENTS BY GOLDEN VALLEY ELECTRIC ASSOCIATION , 
INC . 

A .  Go lden Valley wil l  commit to the fol lowing mitigation 
measures ( Environmental Mitigation Measures ) to be implemented as 
specified herein : 

1 .  Retrof it Hea ly Unit # 1  to low-NOx burners . I f  
techno logica l ly feas ible , overf ire air w i l l  be added to 
Healy Unit # 1 . In any event , Go lden Valley will 
achieve annua l NOx emiss ions for Healy Unit # 1  not to 
exceed 4 2 9  tons per year ( tpy ) no later than the end of 
the f irst construction season ( April 1 - September 3 0 )  
after the start-up o f  HCCP . This represents a 
reduct ion of approximately 5 0 %  from Healy Unit # 1 ' s  
actual NOx emissions o f  8 4 8  tpy . NO� control 
technology will be added to Healy Un�t #1 during the 
f irst construction season beginning after the start-up 
of HCCP . I f  Go lden Valley fails to instal l  NOx control • 
technology by the end of such first construction 
season , Go lden Va lley will not exceed the NOx emiss ion 
limitation for Healy Unit #1 of 4 2 9 tpy thereafter . 

2 .  Inj ect sorbent ( e . g . , Flash Calc ined Material ( FCM) or 
l ime ) into Healy Unit #1 gas stream for so� control to 
achieve annual so2 emiss ions for Healy Unit #1 not to 
exceed 4 7 2  tpy no later than the end of the second 
construction season after the start-up of HCCP . This 
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represents a reduction of 2 5 %  from Healy Unit # 1 ' s  
current actual so2 emiss i ons of 6 3 0  tpy . I f  feas ible , 
so2 contro l technology will be added to Healy Unit #1 
during the first cons.truct ion season ( Apri l 1 -
September 3 0 )  beginning a fter the start-up of HCCP . If  
addition of so2 control technology is not feasible 
during the first construction season after the start-up 
of HCCP , the control techno logy will be added during 
the second construction season after start-up . I f  
Golden Val ley fails to install so2 control technology 
by the end of such second construction season , Golden 
Valley will not exceed the so2 emiss ion limitation for 
Healy Unit #1 of 472 tpy thereafter . 

3 .  Authorize and accept new emission limitations in the 
ADEC permit to operate ( a )  for No4 ( 1 4 3 9  tpy) for Healy 
Unit #1 and HCCP combined , effect�ve after the first 
construction season fol lowing the start-up of HCCP , and 
( b )  for so2 ( 7 2 1  tpy) for Healy Unit #1 and HCCP 
combined , effective no later than the end of the second 
construct ion season following the start-up of HCCP . 
During the period between HCCP start-up and the 
insta llation of NOx and so2 contro l technologies 
respect ively , Go lden Valley agrees to a cap of NOx 
( 1 8 5 8  tpy ) and so2 ( 8 7 8  tpy ) for Healy Unit #1 and HCCP 
combined emissions . 

4 .  In no event wi l l  Go lden Va lley seek ADEC permit 
emission levels which exceed 14 3 9  tpy for NOx or 7 2 1  
tpy for so2 for the combined Hea ly Unit #1 and HCCP . 
I f  HCCP demonstration technology successfully reduces 
emissions as expected , Go lden Val ley will request that 
ADEC reduce so2 and NOx emission l imitations in its 
permit to operate immediately upon the completion of 
the demonstration phase to reflect achieved emiss ion 
leve ls allowing for reasonable operational variabi l ity . 
In addition , Golden Valley will , in app l ications for 
renewed permits to operate ,  continue to seek lower 
emission limitations representative of achieved 
emiss ion levels allowing for reasonable operational 
variabi lity .  

5 .  Beginning with the start-up of HCCP , Golden Valley 
agrees that if Healy Unit #1 and / or HCCP are operating 
and generat ing a NOx or other pol lutant plume 
( exclusive of steam and ice crystal plumes ) or a 
sulfate or other pollutant haze vis ible inside Denal i  
National Park and Preserve ( DNPP ) , Golden Valley will , 
upon not i fication by NPS or an order by ADEC , 
immed iately reduce combined emissions to existing Healy 
Unit #1 emissions ( approximately 2 0 0  pounds / hour NO; 
and 1 5 0  pounds / hour so2 ) for twe lve ( 12 )  hours . Th�s 
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period of time may be extended for additional twelve 
( 12 )  hour periods . The procedures for implementing 

these provis ions , including procedures for l imiting 
and{or extending these time limits , are attached as 
Addendum No . 1 .  

6 .  As soon as funds are made avai lable by DOE ,  Go lden 
Val ley wil l install and operate a continuous emiss ion 
monitoring ( CEM )  system for NOx and so2 on Healy Unit 
# 1 . 

7 .  Golden Valley will , beginning immediately , provide 
reasonable technical and administrative support for any 
related ongo ing studies which DOE and DOI agree to 
pursue . 

8 .  At the Park ' s  request , Go lden Va lley wil l , beginning 
immediately , provide NPS with f ly ash and s lag ash , as 
available , FOB Healy , at no charge . 

9 .  Go lden Valley wi l l  make avai lable to NPS ( by donation 
account or other mechanism specif ied by the NPS )  
$ 2 5 , 0 0 0  per year for three years beginning one year 
before HCCP start-up to fund NPS-selected a ir po l lution 
proj ects ( e . g . , research , monitoring , mitigation ) in 
the Park and / or Healy area . These funds sha l l  not 
reduce funding or otherwise affect the obligations o f  
Go lden Valley under the permit to operate ( cond ition 
# 2 5 ) to perform vis ibility monitoring pursuant to a 
p lan developed in consultation with NPS . 

1 0 . Cons istent with prudent uti l ity practices , Golden 
Val ley wil l , beginning in 1 9 9 4 , schedule one of its two 
routine Healy Unit #1 maintenance shutdowns (typica l ly 
2 to 8 weeks ) and its maj or maintenance shut-downs , 
during the June , July , August time period . 

1 1 . Golden Valley wil l  immediately apply to ADEC for a l l  
necessary permit modifications t o  make these agreements 
enforceable as part of the permit to operate . 

12 . For the purposes of this Agreement , the " start-up o f  
HCCP " sha l l  mean the date upon which HCCP begins its 
demonstration phase . 

IV . CONDITION PRECEDENT 

It is a condition of this Agreement becoming final and 
binding that the Environmental Mitigation Measures set forth 
above in S ection I I I  shal l  be incorporated as enforceable permit 
conditions into Permit to Operate No . 9 2 3 1-AA0 07 in substant i a l ly 
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the same form as set forth above , pursuant to a st ipu l a t i on 
(descr ibed in Attachment 11 A11 ) by the ADEC to do so . 

V .  AU1HORITY /QINPING EFFECT 

Each of the signatories hereto represent that they have full 
authority to execute this Memorandum of Agreement on beha l f  of 
their respective party . The parties agree that the terms hereof 
shall be binding upon their representatives and successors in 
interest . This Agreement shall be executed in severa l  
counterparts ,  each of which sha ll be deemed an or iginal , but all 
of which shall constitute one and the same instrument . 

VI . NO ADMISSION OF LIARTI.ITY 

The parties acknowledge that this Memorandum o f  Agreement is 
entered into , in part , as a compromise and settlement of disputed 
claims and to avoid the expense and inconvenience o f  cont inued or 
potential l i tigation . As such , this Agreement sha l l  not be 
construed in any manner as an admiss ion of fault or l i ability on 
behalf of any of the parties hereto and it sha l l  not be 
admissible into evidence in any proceeding involving the parties , 
except for the purpose of enforcing th is Agreement . 

U . S .  DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY U . S .  DEPARTMENT OF THE 
INTERIOR/NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

By --------- ------------------

Its 
--------------------------- ::s �r..!g J i!;� 

Date ""· tl,f1 ����'*� Rd. Date 

ALASKA INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 
AND EXPORT AUTHORITY 

By 
--------------------------

Its 
Date --------------------------
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GOLDEN VALLEY ELECTRIC 
ASSOCIATION , INC . 

By 
----------------------------

I ts 

Date -------------------------------
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the same form as set forth above , pursuan� to a stipulation 
(described in Attachment "A" ) by the ADIC to do so . 

V .  AUTROPJTYIBIND+NG EFFXCT 

Each of the siqnatories here�o represent that they have full 
authority to exac:ute this Memorandum of Aqreement on behalf of 
thei� respective party .  The parties aqree that the terms hereof 
shall be bindinq upon thei� representatives and successors in 
interest . This Aqreement shall be executed in several 
counterparts , each of whiCh sb&ll be cie.med an oriqinal , but all 
of which shall constitute one ancl the same instrument. 

v:r . NO ADMISSl:ON Of LIMILITX 
rrhe parties acknowledqe that this Memorandum of Aqreement is 

entered into , in part , as a compromise and settlement of disputed 
claims ancl to avoicl the expense and inconvenience of continued or 
potential litiqation. As such , this Aqreement shall not be 
construed in any manner as an admission of fault or l iability on 
behalf of any o t  the pa�ties hereto and it shall not be 
admissible into evidence in any proceedinq involvinq the parties , 
except for the purpose of enforcinq this Agreement . 
U . S .  DEPAR.TMEN1' OF ENERGY 

By ------------------------

Its -----------

Date ____ ..... ___________________ _ 

AtASD l:NDUS"rlUAL DEVELOPMENT 
AND EXPORT Atrl'HORZ'l'Y 

By -------------------------
Its -------------------------

Date --------------------------
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------------
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Date ..... ----------------------

GOUlEH VAI.t.IY ELECTRIC 
ASSOCZATION , INC. 

Date --�11�/�0•9•/•9�3�-----------



the same f orm as set f o rth above , pursuant to a stipulat ion 
( described in Atta chment " A " ) by the ADEC to do s o . 

V.  AUTHOR ITY / B I N D I NG EFFECT 
Each o f  the s ignatories hereto represent that they have full 

author i ty to execute this Memo randum o f  Agreement on beha l f  o f  
the ir respective party . The part ies agree that the terms hereof 
sha l l  be b inding upon the ir representatives and s uccess ors in 
interest . Th i s  Agreement s ha l l  be executed i n  severa l 
counterparts , each o f  wh ich sha l l  be d eemed an origina l , but a l l  
o f  wh ich sha l l  constitute one and the s ame instrument . 

VI . NO ADMI S S I ON OF LIABI LITY 

The part ies acknowl edge that th i s  Memorandum of Agreement is 
entered into , in part , as a comprom ise and settl ement of disputed 
cla ims and to a vo id the expense and inconvenience of continued or 
potent i a l  l i t igat ion . As such , this Agreement sha l l  n ot be 
construed in a ny manner as an adm iss ion o f  fault or l ia b i l ity on 
beha l f  o f  any o f  the part ies hereto and it sha l l  not be 
admiss ible into ev idence in a ny procee d ing invo l ving the parties , 
except for the purpose o f  enf orcing th is Agreement . 

U . S .  DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 

By ---------------------------

Its 

Date 

ALASKA INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 
AND EXPORT AUTHORITY 

By �LQs:J 
Its E x e c u t i ve D i re c t o r  

Date N o v e m b e r  9 ,  1 9 9 3  
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U . S .  DEPARTMENT OF THE 
INTERIOR/ NATIONAL PARK S ERVICE 

By 

Its 

Date 

GOLDEN VALLEY ELECTRIC 
ASSOCIATION , INC . 

By 

Its 

Date 
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the same form as set forth above , pursuant to a stipulation 
( descr ibed in Attachment "A" ) by the ADEC to do s o . 

V . AyTHORITY/BINQING EFFECT 

Each of the s ignatories hereto represent that they have full 
authority to execute this Memorandum of Agreement on beha lf of 
their respective party . The parties agree that the terms hereof 
shal l  be bind ing upon their representatives and successors in 
i nteres t .  This Agreement shall be execute� in several 
counterparts , each of which shal l be deemed an or igina l , but all 
o f  which sha l l constitute one and the same instrument . 

VI . NO ADMISSION OF LIABILITY 
The parties acknowledge that this Memorandum of Agreement is 

entered into , in part , as a compromise and settlement of d isputed 
c laims and to avoid the expense and inconvenience o f  cont inued or 
potential l itigation . As such , this Agreement sha l l  not be 
construed in any manner as an admiss ion of fault or l iab i l ity on 
behal f  of any of the part ies hereto and it sha l l  not be 
admiss ible into evidence in any proceeding involv ing the parties , 
except for the purpose of enforcing this Agreement . 

u . s .  

ALASKA INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 
AND EXPORT AUTHORITY 

By ---------------------------

I ts 

Date --------------------------
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GOLDEN VALLEY ELECTRIC 
ASSOCIATION , INC . 
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Date 



ADDENDUM NO . 1 

PROCEDURE FOR IMPLEMENTING 
MITIGATION MEASURE NUMBER I I I . A .  5 .  

I .  NPS wi l l , in consultation with ADEC , insure that des ignated 
DNPP personnel are trained in pollutant plume and haze 
identification . 

I I . If a NOx or other pol lutant plume ( exclus ive of steam and 
ice crystal p lumes ) or sulfate or other pol lutant haz e  which 
impairs visibil ity and which is reasonably attributable to 
the operation of HCCP andj or Healy Unit #1 is observed or 
otherwise detected within the Park boundaries , the fol lowing 
procedures sha l l  apply : 

A .  Al l notifications o f  plume or haze observation or 
detection reasonably attributable to the operation of 
HCCP and j or Healy Unit #1 shall be relayed to Golden 
Va lley by the Park Superintendent or his or her 
des ignated representative . 

B .  The Park Superintendent or his or her des ignated 
representative shall notify Golden Valley ' s  Healy Plant 
Superintendent by telephone of plume or haz e  
observation o r  detection which i s  reasonably 
attributable to the operation of HCCP and/ or Healy Unit 
#1 i f  the Park Superintendent determines that the 
report of such plume or haz e  observation or detection 
is credible . 

C .  Upon rece ipt o f  a notification o f  plume or haze 
observation or detection , Golden Va lley will 
investigate the situation and proceed within 90 minutes 
of notif i cation as follows : 

1 .  I f  Golden Va lley concurs in the NPS determination 
in paragraph I I . B .  above , Golden Valley will 
reduce the combined emissions from HCCP and Healy 
Unit #1 to existing Healy Unit #1 emissions 
( approximately 2 0 0  pounds/hour NOx and 150 

pounds /hour so2 ) for a minimum of twelve ( 12 )  
hours . This period of time will be extended for 
additional twelve ( 12 )  hour periods by mutual 
agreement of the parties , as def ined in this 
paragraph , if the plume and / or haze persist , or 
conditions conducive to plume and/or haze 
formation persist . At any time during this period 
of reduced emiss ions , Golden Va lley may resume 
ful l  operations upon a determination , by the 
mutual agreement of the parties , as defined in 
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this paragraph , that the plume and f or haze is no 
longer detectable and conditions conducive to 
plume and for haze formation no longer exist . The 
phrase " by mutual agreement of the part ies , "  as 
used in this paragraph , means that Go lden Va lley ' s  
Healy Plant Superintendent and the Park 
Superintendent , or their des ignated 
representatives ,  will discuss the issue requiring 
decis ion and undertake to reach agreement on the 
decis ion ; provided that if such decision cannot be 
agreed upon , Golden Valley may proceed to resume 
operations , and both parties will keep a record of 
the disagreement . 

2 .  If Golden Va lley does not concur with the Park 
superintendent ' s  determination in paragraph I I .  B .  
above within 9 0  minutes or if the Park 
Superintendent does not concur with Go lden 
Valley ' s  decision to resume operations in 
paragraph I I . c .  1 .  above , the Park Superintendent 
or his or her des ignated representative may notify 
air quality contro l personnel in the Northern 
Regional Off ice of ADEC in Fairbanks , Alaska . 
ADEC may then order Go lden Val ley to reduce the 
combined emiss ions as set forth in paragraph 1 
above if , after an opportunity for consultation 
with Golden Valley and the Park Superintendent , 
ADEC concurs with the NPS determination based on 
an observation or detection made or conf irmed by a 
person or persons trained pursuant to the 
procedures establ ished in paragraph I . , above . 
Because this process depends on prompt decision
making and communication , telephone transact ions 
are contemp lated . 

3 .  For purposes of any order issued under paragraph 
II . c .  2 .  above , Golden Valley hereby waives 
rights to advance notice and opportunity for 
hearing provided by AS 4 6 . 0 3 . 8 5 0  ( Comp l iance 
Orders ) and stipulates to the imposit ion of any 
emergency order under AS 4 6 . 0 3 . 8 2 0 .  

D .  In emergency conditions ( def ined as the loss o f  a p 

I I I . A .  

signif icant portion o f  Golden Val ley ' s  generating 
resources and f or the Alaska Intertie ) ,  Go lden Val ley 
will undertake the reductions in Section C . l  when the 
emergency conditions end . 

Two years after the start-up of HCCP , Go lden Va l ley 
will meet with the Park Superintendent to evaluate 
whether the procedures set forth here in ( 1 )  are 
adequate to protect Denal i  Nat iona l Park and Preserve 
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( DNPP ) air qua l ity related va lues and ( 2 )  are 
compatible with Golden Va l ley ' s obl igation to meet its 
legal respons ibil ities for energy supp ly . At this 
time , if necessary , the parties may also discuss 
reasonable mitigation measures appl icable to ice and/or 
steam plumes reasonably attributable to the operation 
of HCCP andjor Healy Unit # 1 , which have been observed 
or detected within the DNPP boundary . By mutual 
agreement , the parties may meet at other times . 

B .  Based on the evaluation set forth in paragraph A ,  
either Golden Val ley or the Park Superintendent may 
propose revision of the abatement procedures 
(Mitigation Measure Number I I I . A .  5 . ) , including any 
additiona l or alternat ive requirements necessary to 
assure that ( 1 ) NPS can adequately protect DNPP air 
qual ity re lated values ( including mitigation of steam 
andjor ice plumes ) and ( 2 )  Go lden Val ley can meet its 
legal responsibil ities for energy supply . 

c .  1 .  I f  the Park superintendent and Go lden Val ley are 
unable in good faith to reach agreement under 
paragraph B ,  above , either party may submit the 
matter to arbitrat ion in accordance with 5 USC 
sections 57 1-583 ( the Administrative D ispute 
Resolutions Act ) . DOI has cons idered factors 
enumerated in 5 usc section 5 7 2 ( b )  ( 1 ) - ( 6 )  and has 
determined that uti l i z ation of the Administrative 
Dispute Resolution Act is appropriate for 
controvers ies under this paragraph B .  

2 .  All proceedings and awards under paragraph 1 shall 
be in accordance with 5 USC sections 5 7 1-5 8 3 . The 
Park Superintendent and Go lden Va l ley shall each 
designate an arbitrator , and the two arbitrators 
shall agree on a neutra l third arbitrator pursuant 
to 5 USC sections 5 7 3  and 5 7 7 . I f  the two 
arbitrators cannot agree on a neutral third 
arbitrator within fi fteen ( 1 5 )  days of their 
appointment , then either party may apply to a 
federal j udge of the United states District Court 
for the District of Alaska for appointment of a 
neutral third arbitrator . The subj ect matter to 
be submitted to the arbitration panel shall be the 
resolution of the specific dispute which the 
parties are unable to reso lve under paragraph B , 
above . In addition to the enforceabil ity of any 
awards under 5 USC section 5 8 0 ,  if the 
requirements of the award are appropriate matters 
for incorporat�on into a revised ADEC permit to 
operate , Golden Valley shall , forthwith , request 
ADEC to revise its permit to operate to 
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incorporate the requirements of the award and the 
parties agree that they sha l l  a l l  j o in in that 
request . 

D .  Golden Valley or the Park Superintendent may request a 
meeting every two years thereafter to implement the 
provis ions of paragraphs A and B , above . 

IV.  A .  I f  conditions attributable t o  the operation o f  HCCP 
and/ or Healy Unit # 1  require the implementation of 
Mitigation Measure Number I I I . A .  5 .  more than 1 0  times 
during any six month period ( as substantiated by the 
use of the Mit igation Measure Number I I I . A .  5 .  
abatement procedur e ) , then the Park Superintendent and 
Golden Valley will undertake to agree on emiss ion 
l imitations or other actions suf f icient to prevent 
formation of a p lume or haze to which Mitigation 
Measure Number I I I . A. 5 .  would apply , including action 
to reduce the so2 and NOx emiss ion limitations to the 
existing Healy Unit # 1  emissions ( approximately 2 0 0  
pounds /hour o f  NOx and 1 5 0  pounds /hour o f  so2 ) . 

B .  I f  the Park Superintendent and Golden Val ley are unable 
in good faith to reach agreement under paragraph A ,  
above , the matter shall be arbitrated in accordance 
with 5 USC sections 5 7 1-5 8 3  ( the Administrative Dispute 
Resolution Act ) . All proceedings and awards shal l  be 
in accordance with those sections . The Park 
Superintendent and Golden Valley sha l l  each des ignate 
an arbitrator and the two arbitrators shall agree on a 
neutra l  third arbitrator pursuant to 5 USC sections 5 7 3  
and 5 7 7 . I f  the two arbitrators cannot agree on a 
neutral third arbitrator within f ifteen ( 15 )  days of 
their appo intment , then e ither party may apply to a 
federal j udge o f  the United States D istrict Court for 
the District of Alaska for the appointment of a neutral 
third arbitrator . Each of the arbitrators chosen by 
the Park Superintendent and Go lden Valley shal l  be 
recogni zed experts in visibility science . 

c .  DOI has considered factors enumerated in 5 USC section 
5 7 2 ( b )  ( 1 ) - ( 6 )  and has determined that uti l i z ation of 
the Administrative D ispute Reso lution Act is p 

appropriate for controvers ies under this section IV . 

D .  The subj ect matter t o  b e  submitted to the arbitration 
panel is the formulation of a permit amendment which 
establishes emiss ion limitations or requires other 
actions sufficient to prevent or further l imit the 
frequency of format ion of p lumes or a haze to which 
Mitigation Measure Number I I I . A .  5 .  would apply . In 
addition to the enforceabi lity of any awards under 5 
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USC section 5 8 0 , Go lden Val ley shall , forthwith , 
request ADEC to revise its permit to operate to 
incorporate the requirements o f  the award and the 
parties agree that they shall a l l  j o in in that request . 

v .  Any concerns related t o  the operation o f  Healy Unit #1 
and/or HCCP may be raised by NPS when Golden Valley submits 
its application for renewal o f  the permit to operate . This 
agreement will be incorporated in , and made enforceable by , 
each permit to operate for Healy Unit # 1  and / or HCCP . 

VI . As used in this Addendum , references to the " Park 
Superintendent or his or her des ignated representative" are 
intended neither to confer any additional authority on the 
Park Superintendent beyond his or her existing 
organizational author ity nor to prec lude invo lvement by 
other appropriate personnel . Rather , such references are 
used in order to encourage a close working re lationship 
between the part ies at the local level . 
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ATTACHMENT " A "  

BEFORE THE COMMISSIONER OF THE 

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION 

STATE OF ALASKA 

IN THE MATTER OF THE HEALY CLEAN 
COAL PROJECT , AIR QUALITY CONTROL PERMIT TO OPERATE 
NO . 9 2 3 1-AA007 

STIPULATION FOR DISMISSAL 

The Department of the Interior , by and through the National 

Park Serv ice , a petitioner herein , and respondents , State of 

Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation , the Alaska 

Industrial Deve lopment and Export Authority and Go lden Valley 

Electric Association , Inc . , by and through the ir respective 

counsel of record , hereby stipulate and agree to the following : 

1 .  The parties have settled and compromised the c laims 

between them asserted herein . 

2 .  The parties agree that the terms and conditions , which 

are set forth and attached hereto as Attachment 1 ,  sha l l  be 

incorporated into and become enforceable requirements of Permit 

No . 9 2 3 1 -AA007 .  

3 .  The parties agree that this appeal and a l l  claims 

therein between them shal l  be dismissed with prejudice , with each 

party bearing its own costs and legal fees . 

4 .  This stipulation and order does not , in any manner , 

affect the adj udication between Trustees for Alaska and the 

parties named herein . 
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DATED this day of ---------------

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

By 
--����������-----------

F .  Christopher Bockman 

ALASKA INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT AND EXPORT AUTHORITY 

By --�--�--�--���--------------
Douglas Kemp Mertz 

ALASKA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION 

By 
Robert K .  Reges , Jr . 

GOLDEN VALLEY ELECTRI C ASSOCIATION , INC . 

By 
Peter H .  Hal ler 

ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

1 1 9 9 3 . 

THIS MATTER having come before the Commissioner upon the 

stipulation of a l l  the parties and their counsel of record and 

the Commiss ioner having been generally advised , now , theref ore , 

IT I S  HEREBY ORDERED that : 
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1 .  This matter is dismissed with prej udice as to the 

signatories to the stipulation . 

2 .  That the terms and conditions contained in Attachment 

" 1 " hereto shall be incorporated into Permit No . 9 2 3 1-AA0 07 as 

operating conditions thereof . 

3 .  This appeal and a l l  claims therein raised by the 

signatories to the stipulation are hereby dismissed with 

prejudice . 

4 .  All parties shall bear their own costs and legal fees 

associated with this proceeding . 

DATED : 

Commis s ioner 
State of Alaska , ADEC 
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ATTACHMENT 11 1 11 

Golden Va lley will commit to the fol lowing mitigation measures 
( Environmenta l Mitigation Measures ) to be implemented as 
specif ied herein : 

1 .  Retrofit Healy Unit # 1  to low-NOx burners . I f  
technolog ical ly feasible , overfire air will be added to 
Healy Unit #1 . In any event , Golden Valley will achieve 
annual NOx emiss ions for Healy Unit # 1  not to exceed 4 2 9  
tons per year ( tpy ) n o  later than the end of the first 
construction season (Apri l 1 - September 3 0 )  after the 
start-up of HCCP . This represents a reduction of 
approximately 5 0 %  from Healy Unit # 1 ' s  actual NOx emissions 
of 8 4 8  tpy . NOx control technology wi l l  be added to Healy 
Unit #1 during the f irst construction season beginning after 
the start-up of HCCP . I f  Golden Valley fails to instal l  NOx 
control technology by the end of such first construction 
season , Golden Val ley will not exceed the NOx emission 
limitation for Hea ly Unit #1 of 4 2 9  tpy thereafter . 

2 .  Inj ect sorbent ( e . g . , Flash Calcined Materia l  ( FCM) or lime ) 
into Healy Unit # 1  gas stream for so2 control to achieve 
annual so2 emiss ions for Healy Unit # 1  not to exceed 4 7 2  tpy 
no later than the end o f  the second construction season 
after the start-up of HCCP . This represents a reduction of 
25% from Healy Unit # 1 ' s  current actual so2 emissions of 6 3 0  
tpy . I f  feasible , so2 contro l technology will b e  added to 
Healy Unit # 1  during the first construction season (April 1 
- September 3 0 )  beginning after the start-up of HCCP . If  
addition of so2 contro l technology is not feasible during 
the f irst construction season after the start-up of HCCP , 
the control technology will be added during the second 
construction season a fter start-up . I f  Go lden Va lley fails 
to instal l  so2 contro l technology by the end of such second 
construction season , Go lden Val ley will not exceed the so2 
emission limitation for Healy Unit #1 of 4 7 2  tpy thereafter . 

3 .  Authorize and accept new emiss ion limitations in the ADEC 
permit to operate ( a )  for NOx ( 14 3 9  tpy) for Healy Unit #1 
and HCCP combined , effective after the first construction 
season following the start-up of HCCP , and ( b) for so2 ( 72 1  
tpy) for Hea ly Unit # 1  and HCCP combined , effective no later 
than the end of the second construction season following the 
start-up of HCCP . During the period between HCCP start-up 
and the insta llation of NOx and so2 contro l technologies 
respectively , Golden Va l ley agrees to a cap of NOx ( 18 58 
tpy) and so2 ( 8 7 8  tpy ) for Healy Unit # 1  and HCCP combined 
emiss ions . 

4 .  In no event will Golden Val ley seek ADEC permit emiss ion 
levels which exceed 1 4 3 9  tpy for NOx or 7 2 1  tpy for so2 for 
the combined Healy Unit #1 and HCCP . If HCCP demonstration 
technology successfully reduces emiss ions as expected , 
Golden Valley wi l l  request that ADEC reduce so4 and NOx 
emiss ion limitations in its permit to operate �mmediately 
upon the comp letion of the demonstrat ion phase to ref lect 
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achieved emiss ion levels allowing for reasonable operational 
variability . In addition , Golden Va lley will , in 
appl ications for renewed permits to operate , continue to 
seek lower emission l imitations representat ive of ach ieved 
emiss ion levels allowing for reasonable operat ional 
variability . 

5 .  Beginning with the start-up of HCCP , Golden Va l ley agrees 
that if Healy Unit #1 and / or HCCP are operating and 
generating a NOx or other pol lutant plume ( exclusive o f  
steam and ice crystal plumes ) o r  a sul fate o r  other 
pol lutant haze visible ins ide Denali National Park and 
Preserve ( DNPP ) , Golden Valley will , upon notif icat ion by 
NPS or an order by ADEC , immediately reduce combined 
emiss ions to existing Healy Unit #1 emiss ions ( approximately 
2 0 0  pounds fhour NOx and 1 5 0  pounds/hour so2 ) for twelve ( 12 )  
hours . This per iod of time may be extended for additional 
twelve ( 12 )  hour periods . The procedures for implementing 
these provis ions , including procedures for limiting and{or 
extending these time l imits , are attached as Addendum No . 1 .  

6 .  As soon as funds are made available by DOE , Golden Va lley 
wi l l  install and operate a continuous emission monitoring 
( CEM )  system for NOx and so2 on Healy Unit #1 . 

7 .  Golden Valley will , beginning immediately , provide 
reasonable technical and administrative support for any 
related ongoing studies which DOE and DOI agree to pursue . 

8 .  At the Park ' s request , Golden Valley wi l l , beginning 
immediately , provide NPS with fly ash and slag ash , as 
ava i l able , FOB Healy , at no charge . 

9 .  Golden Va lley will make avai lable to NPS ( by donation 
account or other mechanism specified by the NPS ) $ 2 5 , 0 0 0  per 
year for three years beginning one year before HCCP start-up 
to fund NPS-selected air pollution proj ects ( e . g . , research , 
monitoring , mitigation ) in the Park and / or Healy area . 
These funds shall not reduce funding or otherwise affect the 
obligations of Golden Valley under the permit to operate 
( condition #2 5 )  to perform visibility monitoring pursuant to 
a plan developed in consultation with NPS . 

1 0 . Cons istent with prudent ut il ity practices , Golden Val ley 
wi l l , beginning in 19 9 4 , schedule one of its two routine $ 
Healy Unit # 1  maintenance shutdowns ( typ ically 2 to 8 weeks ) 
and its maj or maintenance shut-downs , during the June , July , 
August time period . 

1 1 . Go lden Valley will immediately apply to ADEC for all 
necessary permit modifications to make these agreements 
enforceable as part of the permit to operate . 

1 2 . For the purposes of this Agreement , the " start-up of HCCP" 
shal l  mean the date upon which HCCP begins its demonstration 
phase . 
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ADDENDUM NO . 1 

PROCEDURE FOR IMPLEMENTING 
MITIGATION MEASURE NUMBER I I I . A .  5 .  

I .  NPS wi l l , in consultation with ADEC , insure that des ignated 
DNPP personnel are trained in pollutant plume and haz e  
identification . 

I I . I f  a NOx or other pollutant plume ( exclusive of steam and 
ice crystal plumes ) or sulfate or other pollutant haze which 
impairs vis ibi lity and which is reasonably attributable to 
the operation of HCCP and/or Healy Unit #1 is observed or 
otherwise detected within the Park boundaries , the following 
procedures sha l l  apply :  

A .  All notifications of plume or haz e observation or 
detection reasonably attributable to the operation of 
HCCP and j or Healy Unit # 1  sha l l  be relayed to Go lden 
Va l ley by the Park Superintendent or his or her 
des ignated representative . 

B .  The Park superintendent or his or her des ignated 
representative sha ll notify Go lden Va l ley ' s  Healy Plant 
Superintendent by telephone of plume or ha ze 
observation or detection which is reasonably 
attributable to the operation of HCCP and / or Hea ly Unit 
#1 if the Park Superintendent determines that the 
report of such plume or haze observation or detection 
is credible . 

c .  Upon receipt of a notification of plume or haze 
observation or detection , Golden Va lley will 
investigate the situation and proceed within 90 minutes 
of notif ication as follows : 

1 .  If Go lden Valley concurs in the NPS determination 
in paragraph I I .  B .  above , Go lden Va l ley wi l l  
reduce the combined emiss ions from HCCP and Healy 
Unit #1 to existing Healy Unit #1 emissions 
( approximately 2 0 0  pounds / hour NOx and 1 5 0  
pounds /hour so2 ) for a minimum o f  twelve ( 12 }  
hours . This period of time will be extended for 
additional twelve ( 12 )  hour periods by mutua l  
agreement o f  the parties , a s  defined i n  this 
paragraph , if the plume and / or ha ze persist , or 
conditions conducive to p lume and / or haze 
formation persist . At any time during this period 
of reduced emissions , Golden Va lley may resume 
full operations upon a determinat ion , by the 
mutua l agreement of the parties , as defined in 
this paragraph , that the plume and / or haze is no 
longer detectable and conditions conducive to 
plume and / or haze formation no longer exist . The 
phrase "by mutual agreement of the parties , "  as 
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used in this paragraph , means that Golden Va lley ' s  
Healy Plant Superintendent and the Park 
Superintendent , or their des ignated 
representatives , will d iscuss the issue requiring 
decis ion and undertake to reach agreement on the 
decis ion ; provided that i f  such decis ion cannot be 
agreed upon , Go lden Val ley may proceed to resume 
operations , and both parties w i l l  keep a record of 
the disagreement . 

2 .  I f  Golden Val ley does not concur with the Park 
superintendent ' s  determination in paragraph I I . B .  
above within 9 0  minutes or if the Park 
Superintendent does not concur with Golden 
Valley ' s  decis ion to resume operations in 
paragraph I I .  c .  1 .  above , the Park Superintendent 
or his or her des ignated representative may notify 
air quality control personnel in the Northern 
Regional Office of ADEC in Fairbanks , Alaska . 
ADEC may then order Golden Val ley to reduce the 
combined emiss ions as set forth in paragraph 1 
above if , after an opportunity for consultation 
with Go lden Valley and the Park Superintendent , 
ADEC concurs with the NPS determination based on 
an observation or detection made or conf irmed by a 
person or persons trained pursuant to the 
procedures established in paragraph I . , above . 
Because this process depends on prompt decision
making and communication , telephone transactions 
are contemplated . 

3 .  For purposes of any order issued under paragraph 
I I .  c .  2 .  above , Golden Val l ey hereby waives 
rights to advance notice and opportunity for 
hearing provided by AS 4 6 . 0 3 . 8 5 0  ( Compl iance 
Orders ) and stipulates to the impos ition of any 
emergency order under AS 4 6 . 0 3 . 8 2 0 .  

D .  In emergency conditions ( def ined as the loss of a 
significant portion of Golden Val l ey ' s  generating 
resources and / or the Alaska Intert i e ) , Go lden Val l ey 
will undertake the reductions in S ection C . 1 when the 
emergency conditions end . 

I I I . A .  Two years after the start-up o f  HCCP , Golden Val l ey 
will meet with the Park Superintendent to evaluate 
whether the procedures set f orth herein { 1 ) are 
adequate to protect Dena l i  Nationa l Park and Preserve 
(DNPP ) air qual ity related values and ( 2 )  are 
compatible with Go lden Valley ' s  obligation to meet its 
legal responsibilities for energy supp ly . At this 
time , if necessary , the parties may also discuss 
reasonable mitigation measures appl icable to ice and / or 
steam plumes reasonably attributable to the operation 
of HCCP andf or Healy Unit # 1 , which have been observed 
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or detected within the DNPP boundary . By mutual 
agreement , the parties may meet at other times . 

B .  Based on the evaluation set forth in paragraph A ,  
either Golden Val ley or the Park Super intendent may 
propose revi sion of the abatement procedures 
(Mitigation Measure Number I I I . A .  5 . ) , including any 
additional or alternative requirements necessary to 
assure that ( 1 )  NPS can adequately protect DNPP air 
quality related values ( including mitigation of steam 
and/ or ice plumes ) and ( 2 )  Golden Val ley can meet its 
legal respons ibi l ities for energy supply . 

c .  1 .  I f  the Park Superintendent and Go lden Valley are 
unable in good faith to reach agreement under 
paragraph B ,  above , e ither party may submit the 
matter to arbitration in accordance with 5 USC 
sections 5 7 1 - 5 8 3  ( the Administrative Dispute 
Resolutions Act ) • DOI has cons idered factors 
enumerated in 5 USC section 5 7 2 ( b ) ( 1 ) - ( 6 )  and has 
determined that util i z at ion of the Administrative 
Dispute Resolution Act is appropriate for 
controvers ies under this paragraph B .  

2 .  All proceedings and awards under paragraph 1 shal l  
b e  i n  accordance with 5 usc sections 5 7 1 -5 8 3 . The 
Park Superintendent and Golden Val ley shall each 
des ignate an arbitrator , and the two arbitrators 
shall agree on a neutra l third arbitrator pursuant 
to 5 usc sections 5 7 3  and 5 7 7 . I f  the two 
arbitrators cannot agree on a neutral third 
arbitrator within f ifteen ( 1 5 )  days of their 
appointment , then either party may apply to a 
federal j udge o f  the United States District Court 
for the District o f  Alaska for appointment of a 
neutral third arbitrator . The subj ect matter to 
be submi�ted to the arbitration panel shall be the 
resolution of the spec ific dispute which the 
parties are unable to resolve under paragraph B ,  
above . In addition to the enforceabi l ity o f  any 
awards under 5 USC sect ion 5 8 0 ,  i f  the 
requirements of the award are appropriate matters 
for incorporation into a revised ADEC permit to 
operate , Golden Val ley sha l l ,  forthwith , request 
ADEC to revise its permit to operate to � 
incorporate the requirements of the award and the 
parties agree that they shal l  all j oin in that 
request . 

D .  Golden Val ley or the Park Superintendent may request a 
meeting every two years thereafter to implement the 
provisions of paragraphs A and B ,  above . 

IV . A .  If conditions attr ibutable to the operation of HCCP 
andj or Healy Unit #1 require the implementation of 
Mitigation Measure Number I I I . A .  5 .  more than 10 times 
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during any six month period ( as substantiated by the 
use o f  the Mitigation Measure Number I I I . A .  5 .  
abatement procedure) , then the Park Superintendent and 
Go lden Val ley will undertake to agree on emiss ion 
l imitations or other act ions suff icient to prevent 
f ormation o f  a plume or haze to which Mitigation 
Measure Number I I I . A .  5 .  would apply , including action 
to reduce the so2 and NOx emiss ion l imitations to the 
existing Healy Unit #1 emissions ( approximately 2 0 0  
pounds /hour o f  NOx and 1 5 0  pounds/hour of so2 ) .  

B .  I f  the Park Superintendent and Go lden Val ley are unable 
in good faith to reach agreement under paragraph A ,  
above , the matter shall be arbitrated in accordance 
with 5 usc sections 571-5 8 3  ( the Administrative Dispute 
Reso lution Act ) . All proceedings and awards sha l l  be 
in accordance with those sections . The Park 
Super � ·-.tendent and Golden Val ley shal l  each designate 
an ar��trator and the two arbitrators shall agree on a 
neutral third arbitrator pursuant to 5 USC sections 5 7 3  
and 5 7 7 . I f  the two arbitrators cannot agree o n  a 
neutral third arbitrator within f ifteen ( 15 )  days of 
their appointment , then either party may apply to a 
federal j udge of the United States District Court for 
the District of Alaska for the appointment of a neutral 
third arbitrator . Each of the arbitrators chosen by 
the Park Superintendent and Go lden Valley sha ll be 
recogni zed experts in visibility science . 

c .  DOI has cons idered factors enumerated in 5 usc section 
5 7 2 ( b )  ( 1 ) - ( 6 )  and has determined that uti l ization o f  
the Administrative Dispute Resolution Act is 
appropriate for controvers ies under this section IV . 

D .  The subj ect matter t o  be submitted t o  the arbitration 
panel is the formulation of a permit amendment which 
establishes emiss ion limitations or requires other 
actions sufficient to prevent or further limit the 
frequency of formation of plumes or a haze to which 
Mitigation Measure Number I I I . A .  5 .  would app ly . In 
addit ion to the enforceabil ity of any awards under 5 
USC section 5 8 0 , Golden Valley shall , forthwith , 
request ADEC to revise its permit to operate to 
incorporate the requirements o f  the award and the 
parties agree that they shall a l l  j oin in that request . �  

v .  Any concerns related t o  the operation o f  Healy Unit # 1  
and j or HCCP may be raised by NPS when Golden Val ley submits 
its appl ication for renewal of the permit to operate . This 
agreement will be incorporated in , and made enforceable by , 
each permit to operate for Healy Unit #1 and/or HCCP . 

VI . As used in this Addendum , references to the "Park 
Super intendent or his or her des ignated representative" are 
intended neither to confer any additional authority on the 
Park super intendent beyond his or her existing 
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organizational authority nor to preclude involvement by 
other appropriate personnel .  Rather , such references are 
used in order to encourage a close working relationship 
between the parties at the loca l level . 
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